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Abstract
For this thesis, I have written an exegetic complement to my published 
novels using innovative methodologies involving parody and fictocriticism 
to creatively engage with three iconic writers in order to explore issues of 
genre participation. 
Despite their different forms and eras, my subjects—the French playwright 
Molière (1622-1673), the English novelist Jane Austen (1775-1817), and the 
American screenwriter Nora Ephron (1941-2012)—arguably participate in the 
romantic comedy genre, and my analysis of their work seeks to reveal both 
genre mechanics and the nature of sociocultural evaluation. 
I suggest that Molière did indeed participate in the romantic comedy genre, 
and it is both gender politics and the high cultural prestige of his work (and 
the low cultural prestige of romantic comedy) that prevents this 
classification. I also suggest that popular interpretations of Austen’s work are 
driven by romanticised analysis (inseparable from popular culture), rather 
than the values implicit in the work, and that Ephron’s clever and conscious 
use of postmodern techniques is frequently overlooked. 
Further, my exegesis shows how parody provides a productive methodology 
for critically exploring genre, and an appropriate one, given that genre 
involves repetition—or parody—of conventions and their relationship to 
form. 
Extracts from three of my five published novels—Addition (2008), Fall Girl 
(2010), and Our Tiny, Useless Hearts (2016)—have been curated for this thesis 
because they participate in the romantic comedy genre in ways that resonate 
with the work explored in the exegesis.  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Dedication
I am the descendent of a long line of working women who spent their 
considerable intelligence and energy cleaning other people’s houses and 
ironing other people’s clothes. They had no choice in their life’s work 
because they did not have the opportunities that I have had. To them—





From the perspective of the author of a work of fiction, the question of genre 
classification can be problematic. Lev Grossman suggests that genre 
‘[c]onventions are more like the rules of chess: a small set of constraints that 
produces near-infinite complexity. They’re not restrictive, they’re 
generative.’  This suggests there is benefit to be gained from a writer’s 1
practical understanding of the conventions of the particular genre in which 
she works. At the same time, as Anne Lamott makes clear, ‘[v]ery few writers 
really know what they are doing until they’ve done it.’   2
In my own process as a novelist whose work has been intermittently 
classified as romantic comedy, this ‘not knowing’ includes the genre in which 
the work-in-progress is said to participate. This leads to a question that has 
occupied me for some time: how can a novelist benefit from the generative 
possibilities of genre conventions while being unaware of the specific genre 
participation during the writing process? What makes a play, novel or film a 
'romantic comedy’?
While Regis defined the romance novel itself to be a subgenre of comedy  3
and McDonald considered a romantic-comedy film to have as its ‘central 
narrative motor a quest for love, [and} which portrays this quest in a light-
 L. Grossman, ‘Literary revolution in the supermarket aisle: genre fiction is disruptive 1
technology’, Time, 23 May 2012, para. 20, <http://entertainment.time.com/2012/05/23/
genre-fiction-is-disruptive-technology/>, accessed 26 October 2017.
 A. Lamott, A. Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life, Scribe, Melbourne, 2008, p. 2
22.
 P. Regis, A Natural History of the Romance Novel, University of Pennsylvania Press, 3
Philadelphia, 2003, p. 16.
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hearted way and almost always to a successful conclusion’,  I’m drawn to 4
Derrida’s proposition that works have ‘a sort of participation without 
belonging—a taking part in without being part of, without having 
membership in a set.’  Grossman’s ‘near-infinite complexity’ suggests the 5
breadth of variation that occurs in work which nevertheless clearly 
participates in a specific genre. My central thesis, therefore, is this: parodic 
fictocriticism can be used to determine the degree of participation of work in 
the romantic comedy genre, and further, to highlight specific aspects of that 
work that lead to its participation.
 
Considering the romantic comedy or rom com genre as existing in the Venn 
Diagrammatic intersection between the genres of romance and that of 
comedy, and thinking about genre affiliation as fundamentally unfaithful in a 
Derridean sense, allows for a close examination of the broader aspects of 
genre participation, including both the paratextual and textual specifics that 
lead to a perception of genre; the impact of external gatekeepers (critics, 
publishers, etcetera) and ideology (especially pertaining to gender); the effect 
of voice on genre; and the intertextual, ‘knowing’ quality of a work that 
consciously identifies itself as belonging to a specific generic tradition.
In this exegetic complement to my published novels, I use parodic 
fictocriticism as a methodology to creatively engage with three iconic writers 
and their work in order to analyse the specific ways their work might be said 
to function as romantic comedy. Parody itself is not simple to define—
Hutcheon argues that ‘there are no transhistorical definitions of parody…its 
 T.J. McDonald, Romantic Comedy: Boy Meets Girl Meets Genre, Columbia University Press, 4
New York, 2012, p. 9.
 J. Derrida, ‘The Law of Genre’, Critical Inquiry, 7(1), 1980, p. 59.5
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meaning changes’  though she settles on ‘repetition with difference. A critical 6
distance is implied between the backgrounded text being parodied and the 
new incorporating work, a distance usually signalled by irony.’  7
Fictocriticism is similarly evasive; Gibbs argues that it ‘is a way of writing for 
which there is no blueprint and which must be constantly invented anew in 
the face of the singular problems that arise in the course of engagement with 
what is researched,’  though Kerr and Nettlebeck defined it as 'hybridised 8
writing that moves between the poles of fiction ("invention"/"speculation") 
and criticism ("deduction"/"explication"), of subjectivity ("interiority") and 
objectivity (“exteriority”).’  Thus my novel term ‘parodic fictocriticism’ 9
means writing that incorporates aspects of both fiction and criticism while 
repeating aspects of a backgrounded text. 
For the creative component of this thesis, extracts from three of my five 
published novels—Addition (2008), Fall Girl (2010), and Our Tiny, Useless 
Hearts (2016)—have been curated because they participate in the rom com 
genre in ways that resonate with the work explored in the exegesis. These 
resonances include genre tropes, like the meet cute and mistaken identity; 
aspects of craft, like the use of subtext in dialogue and narrative voice to 
increase sexual tension; and techniques like intertextuality, used to locate the 
work in the mind of the adept popular-culture reader.
 L. Hutcheon, A Theory of Parody: The Teachings of Twentieth-century Art Forms, Methuen, New 6
York, 1985, p. 32
 Ibid.7
 A. Gibbs, ‘Fictocriticism, affect, mimesis: engendering differences’, TEXT: Journal of Writing 8
and Writing Courses [online journal], 9(1), 2005, para. 4, <http://www.textjournal.com.au/
april05/gibbs.htm>, accessed 15 October 2019
 Cited in C. Rhodes, ‘Writing organization/romancing fictocriticism,’ Culture and 9
Organization [online journal], 21(4), 2015, 289-290, <doi:10.1080/14759551.2014.882923> 
accessed 15 October 2019.
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In considering issues of methodology and style—or genre—for this exegesis, 
I weighed a number of factors. I hold a Bachelor of Science in Physiology and 
worked for some years as a research protein chemist, so a traditional 
academic voice would have been a familiar and comfortable choice. I was 
conscious, however, of the trap of ‘scientism’ and, inspired by the creative-
writing theorists Watkins and Krauth, became interested in interrogating ‘the 
idea that empiricism provides the only way to determine authentic 
knowledge.’  I also found myself compelled by Rhodes’ description of ‘(t)he 10
minds of my generation…haunted by the spectre of scientific discourse, 
shoehorned into dry genres and bullied by audit regimes that try to wring 
out the passion and romance of thought.’  The term ‘romance’ predictably 11
caught my attention, given that the object of my inquiry here is romantic 
comedy. I have read many elegant and stimulating academic papers about 
romantic comedy, but I found I wanted to do something that 
methodologically and stylistically recognised the romance and comedy 
inherent to my genre of inquiry. 
I decided upon parodic fictocritism as the most compelling methodology 
because it enables the same kind of critical enquiry that might be conducted 
in a more traditional academic style, with a number of additional benefits. 
One of these benefits was, to me, a practical ‘test’ of the genre competence, as 
described by Fletcher, Driscoll and Wilkins,  that I had gained through my 12
analysis. Rather than simply discuss the mechanics of tropes, voice and 
intertextuality, could I create it?
 R. Watkins & N. Krauth, ‘Radicalising the scholarly paper: new forms for the traditional 10
journal article,’ TEXT: Journal of Writing and Writing Courses [online journal], 20(1), 2016, 
para. 24, <http://www.textjournal.com.au/april16/watkins&krauth.htm>, accessed 11 May 
2019.  
 Rhodes, op. cit., para. 20.11
 L. Fletcher, B. Driscoll, & K. Wilkins, ‘Genre worlds and popular fiction: the case of 12
twenty‐first‐century Australian romance’, J Pop Cult, 51(4), 2018, p. 1007.
5
The choice of parodic fictocriticism as a tool for creative engagement was 
inspired by a number of scholars. In defining the process of parody as a 
‘formal or structural relation between two texts,’  Hutcheon raises the 13
potential for a critical exploration and engagement that might occur in the 
space between two texts—a space in which a ‘critical distance is implied 
between the backgrounded text being parodied and the new incorporating 
work.’  Further, Hutcheon argues that ‘as a form of criticism, parody has the 14
advantage of being both a re-creation and a creation, making criticism into a 
kind of active exploration of form.’  Watson similarly articulates the 15
potential of parody as an ‘active’ critical methodology when she notes that 
’to adopt parody as an analytical practice is to assume an ethos of 
performance: rather than a “writing about”, it is an “enactment of”.’   16
Indeed, the work of Watson exemplifies the scholarly potential of 
fictocriticism, as does that of Russ.  Chambers also drew my attention to the 17
similarity between genre and parody, suggesting that ‘[t]he act of parodying 
a whole genre or school is inherently no more parasitic than the activities of 
those who belong to a given school, or who favour a particular genre and 
who mine the attributes of these categories.’  It followed for me, then, that 18
parody might offer a particularly appropriate and productive methodology 
for exploring genre in this exegesis, given that genre fundamentally involves 
 Hutcheon, A Theory of Parody: The Teachings of Twentieth-century Art Forms, op. cit., p. 22.13
 Ibid., p. 32.14
 Ibid., p. 51.15
 C. Watson, Comedy and Social Science: Towards a Methodology of Funny, Routledge, New 16
York, 2015, p. 11.
 For example: J. Russ, ‘Somebody's trying to kill me and I think it's my husband: the 17
modern gothic’, The Journal of Popular Culture, 6, 1973: 666-691. 
 R. Chambers, Parody: The Art that Plays with Art, Peter Lang, New York, 2010, p. 48.18
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repetition—or parody—of conventions and thus provides the potential for a 
self-conscious critical exploration of genre writing. 
Gibbs refers to the ‘methodological impurity’ of cultural studies and warns 
that:
{Fictocriticism} is a risky approach which must be offset by a 
commitment to attention, openness and reflexivity about 
questions of the politics of poiesis on the part of the writer. But in 
risk lies excitement, and to demonstrate the thrill of excitement in 
one's approach to a project is perhaps the best guarantee of 
arousing it in one's readership.19
I have taken these risks of ‘methodological impurity’, as Frow and Morris 
have interpreted it, to mean the way that ‘[t]he mixing of discourses and 
genres…conceives its object as being relational (a network of connections) 
rather than substantial.’  While certainly the ‘relational’ aspect of genre is 20
central to my parodic methodology and my engagement with source texts, 
I’ve also tried to respect the ‘substantial’ nature of those texts—in a way that 
aligns with Selinger’s support of Regis’s approach, which ‘allows one to 
explore the artistry of individual novels’ --by repeating specific words, 21
phrases, lines and the preoccupations of my source texts. This also follows 
Rishel’s advice regarding parody: to ‘[t]ouch base with the original often 
enough so we can make a connection.’  In keeping form, voice and structure 22
 Gibbs, op. cit., para. 8.19
 J. Frow & M. Morris, ‘Introduction’, in M. Morris & J. Frow eds., Australian Cultural 20
Studies: A Reader, University of Illinois Press, Urbana, 1993, p. xix.
 E.M. Selinger, ‘Rereading the Romance’, Contemporary Literature, 48(2), 2007, p. 316.21
 M.A. Rishel, Writing Humor: Creativity and the Comic Mind, Wayne State University Press, 22
Detroit, 2002, p. 230.
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as close as possible to the original work, I’ve attempted to keep the 
substantiality of the work in the foreground.
The success of the parody itself as a text was an important consideration 
during my process. So, too, was the ‘thrill of excitement’ that Gibbs identifies. 
Roach argues that ‘the fun matters: It stands as a testament to the option of a 
different mode of academic research,’  rather than as something deserving of 23
suspicion. Indeed, when it comes to parody, Chambers refers to ‘a dizzying, 
baffling dance between the parody and the model.’  This ‘baffling dance’ is 24
not just entertaining; it is part of a process of defamiliarisation, of the kind 
that inspires an unpacking of individual elements leading to scholarly 
insights. I thus see the success of the parody as a separate work of fiction as 
intrinsic to its success as a work of fictocriticism. 
As subjects of my creative enactment, I’ve chosen Molière, Austen and 
Ephron because their work provides international snapshots of romantic 
comedy from the seventeenth century to the twenty-first; because their work 
represents different forms of romantic comedy (plays, novels, and 
filmscripts), demonstrating how romantic comedy (or any genre) might be 
said to transcend form; because of their lasting legacy in their field; and also 
because of the influence each of them has had on my own work. 
My first subject, the French playwright and actor Jean-Baptiste Poquelin 
(1622-1673), known as Molière, wrote scores of plays including his master 
works The School for Wives (1662), Tartuffe (1664), Dom Juan (1665), The 
Misanthrope (1666), The Doctor in Spite of Himself (1666), The 
Miser (1668), and The Hypochondriac (1673). Some of his work was wildly 
 C.M. Roach, Happily Ever After: The Romance Story in Popular Culture, Indiana University 23
Press, Bloomington, 2016, p. 39.
 Chambers, op. cit., p. 207.24
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popular during his lifetime, and he was a favourite of Louis XIV, but Tartuffe 
especially, with its portrayal of the hypocrisy of religion, infuriated his critics 
and fed a groundswell of vitriol and rumour. His frequent attacks on the 
medical profession—apparent in the parodic play I present—also led to 
widespread criticism, but his influence is still felt and he is considered in 
France as the creator of modern comedy.
I’m inspired by his dialogue that reveals character economically and with 
such wit; the fearless skewering of those who need to be skewered; and 
individual sentences that surprise and delight. A number of his works (such 
as The Miser) are in prose, but in my parodic engagement I’ve focused on the 
style of rhyming couplets seen, for example, in School for Wives and The 
Misanthrope. In the original French, these rhymes are mostly alexandrines, 
but in various English translations, the number of syllables is more flexible. 
I’ve only read Molière in English so have taken this flexibility as my guide. 
Gaines observes that ‘more than just end-rhymes were needed, and Molière 
infused the alexandrine with all the salty vocabulary of the street and the 
marketplace as no one before him had ever dared.’  I’ve also attempted a 25
‘salty’ voice, along with characteristic Molière subject matter, tone of voice, 
humour, plotting and characterisation, while attempting to reclaim his work 
for the romantic comedy genre. It was while writing this parody that the 
gendered nature of genre attribution first suggested itself: despite Molière’s 
happy endings, romance plots and his use of romantic comedy tropes like 
mistaken identity, his work seemed to be exempted from the romantic 
comedy genre. 
While limitations in my French-language abilities prevented me from 
engaging with Molière’s work in the original French, I wanted to draw 
attention to how romantic comedy generic characteristics are present in 
 J. F. Gaines ed., The Molière Encyclopedia, Greenwood Press, Westport, 2002, p. 145. 25
9
classic examples of Western literature, and so considered it important to 
include one writer in translation to enable me to make broader findings 
about the nature of Western rom-com conventions. However, my parodic 
play dramatizes how Molière’s status in the Western canon makes it seem 
presumptuous for a rom-com writer to claim such an august affiliation. That 
tension between canonical literature and genre, as my parodic fictocritical 
engagement with Molière’s works shows, is also intimately bound up with 
gender.
In order to be confident that my Molière-inspired play, The Denier, functions 
as theatre, I filmed just over six minutes. It can be viewed here: https://
youtu.be/nSmaUJ7L6Gs
My second subject, the English novelist Jane Austen (1775-1817) retains a 
level of international appeal inseparable from both the many popular screen 
and television adaptations of her work and the vibrant field of Austen 
scholarship. For much of her adult life, she lived quietly in insecure financial 
circumstances and was not a member of any recognised literary circle. Her 
novels Sense and Sensibility (1811), Pride and Prejudice (1813), Mansfield Park 
(1814), Emma (1815), Northanger Abbey (1818) and Persuasion (1818)—some 
adapted for the screen on multiple occasions—have also left readers with a 
distinct, if unsupported, sense of her character, despite her large body of 
personal correspondence being mostly destroyed by her family after her 
death at forty-one.  
Austen’s social commentary on the financial and marital preoccupations of 
the landed gentry, her witty and astringent dialogue, and her deft and rich 
characterisation translate well to the screen. I find the Austen adaptations to 
be enjoyable, yet inevitably altered through adaptation. Sanders argues that 
10
[t]he study of appropriations in an academic context has in part been 
spurred on by the recognized ability of adaptation to respond or write 
back to an informing original from a new or revised political and 
cultural position, and by the capacity of appropriations to highlight 
troubling gaps, absences, and silences within the canonical texts to 
which they refer.  26
Appropriation can, however, also create its own ‘troubling gaps, absences 
and silences’ in ways that can obscure the radical ironies of the original texts, 
as we arguably see with Austen adaptations. Austen’s distinctive and 
exhilarating voice and her pioneering use of free indirect style, seen mostly 
clearly in her masterpiece, Emma, together with the biting irony which is a 
key feature of her narration, is invariably lost. This irony also complicates, in 
my view, Austen’s participation in the romantic comedy genre. In attempting 
to answer the question of whether her work is ‘romantic’, I parodied her 
distinctive style by focusing on the ironic subtext of her dialogue and on this 
double-voiced aspect of her narration. This feature of her characteristic style 
aligns with Hutcheon’s use of the ‘rabbit-duck illusion’ as analogous of irony, 
a key feature of parody.  I also invented Austen’s own character, taking as my 
guide a letter to her sister Cassandra, written in 1798 when Jane was 22, in 
which she wrote:
Mrs. Hall, of Sherbourne, was brought to bed yesterday of a dead 
child, some weeks before she expected, oweing (sic) to a fright.—I 
suppose she happened unawares to look at her husband.27
 J. Sanders, Adaptation and Appropriation, Routledge, London, 2006, p. 98.26
 J. Austen, Jane Austen's Letters, ed. D. Le Faye, 3rd edn, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 27
1995, p. 17.
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I am not alone in speculating that her family’s destruction of the majority of 
Austen’s letters—which, if they resembled the extract above, could well have 
encouraged readers to lose sympathy for her—was an exercise in ‘reputation 
management’.28
Finally, my choice of the American screenwriter, director and essayist Nora 
Ephron (1941-2012) was perhaps the most difficult. Nancy Myers, who wrote 
and directed films including Something’s Gotta Give (2003), The Holiday (2006), 
and It’s Complicated (2009), pushed for inclusion, as did Richard Curtis, the 
English writer of Four Weddings and a Funeral (1994) and Notting Hill (1999), 
and the writer/director of Love Actually (2003). In the end, I judged Meyers to 
be primarily a filmmaker who wrote scripts rather than a writer who made 
films, and ruled out Curtis because, with Austen as my British representative, 
I thought an American would round out my trio.
Ephron, who wrote the screenplay for the influential romantic comedies 
When Harry Met Sally (1989), Sleepless in Seattle (1993) and You’ve Got Mail 
(1998), was nominated for the Academy Award for best screenplay for the 
first two. (Her other nomination was for Silkwood [1983].) Her dialogue is 
funny and clever, but at least as revolutionary was her focus: women. It is 
worth noting that the top three box-office hits in the United States in 1989 
were Batman, Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade and Lethal Weapon 2.  In 1993: 29
Jurassic Park, Mrs Doubtfire (not about a Mrs) and The Fugitive.  And in 1998: 30
 S. Vardavas, ‘Answer to why did Cassandra Austen destroy and redact so many of her 28
sister Jane's letters?’, Quora [blog post], 3 Nov. 2015, para 11,
 <https://www.quora.com/Why-did-Cassandra-Austen-destroy-and-redact-so-many-of-
her-sister-Janes-letters>, accessed 11 May 2019. 
 ‘1989 Box Office’, Life is a Cinema [website], 7 June 2018, <http://www.lifeisacinema.com/29
1980s-in-review/2018/6/7/1989-box-office>, accessed 11 May 2019.
 ‘1993 Box Office’, Life is a Cinema [website], 14 May 2018, <http://30
www.lifeisacinema.com/1990s-in-review/2018/5/3/1993-box-office>, accessed 11 May 
2019.
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Saving Private Ryan, Armageddon, and There’s Something about Mary (a film 
which was, needless to say, not actually from Mary’s perspective).  Ephron 31
wrote films that focused on a woman’s lived experience, and she got those 
films made. Ephron thus, for me, profoundly complicates any un-nuanced 
notion that romance and romantic comedies are antithetical to feminist 
principles. 
Ephron was also revolutionary with regard to the genre, as apparent in the 
audacious Sleepless in Seattle, where contrary to every accepted idea about 
romantic comedy conventions, the hero and heroine only meet in the very 
last scene. As I attempted to tease out in my parodic fictocritical engagement 
with her work, romance figures in Ephron’s films in surprisingly complex 
ways that draw attention to its construction as a fantasy—a fantasy sustained 
through intertextuality and the cultural power of the screen.
In attempting to investigate some of her post-modern techniques—involving 
strategies such as intertextual citation and fragmentation—I’ve written 
shorter scenes with little exposition and a more controlled structure. Ephron 
favoured a clipped, almost staccato style of dialogue and dead-pan, droll 
humour, which I’ve also attempted to replicate. Scriptwriting is a 
collaborative discipline by its nature, so I concentrated on elements that were 
either present in more than one Ephron script, seemed to have originated 
with her on the basis of information gleaned from elsewhere, or were 
consistent with her other published works, such as her autobiographical 
novel, Heartburn, or one of her essay collections. In this, I took as much care 
as possible to not ascribe the work of someone else to Ephron. 
 ‘1998 Box Office’, Life is a Cinema [website], 9 May 2018, <http://www.lifeisacinema.com/31
1990s-in-review/2018/5/3/1998-box-office?rq=1998>, accessed 11 May 2019.
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My interpretation of Ephron’s character and those of her three husbands—
Dan Greenburg, Carl Bernstein and Nicholas Pileggi—was inspired by their 
published works. Thus, as with the other exegesis chapters, the biographical 
as much as the generic informs my approach here, as I attempt to work the 
seam between generic convention and the biographical/personal, or between 
the intertextual and the original, or between the ‘relational’ and the 
‘substantial’ evoked by Frow and Morris above.
In choosing appropriate extracts from three of my published novels for the 
curated artefact of this thesis, I was conscious of foregrounding and 
maintaining the integrity of each romance plot and so prioritised this, even 
when it resulted in more and shorter extracts. 
Addition (2008) is about a woman who obsessively counts everything and 
who falls in love with a man she meets at the supermarket. This excerpt 
illustrates staple conventions of romantic comedy: the meet-cute (when 
Grace steals a banana from Seamus’s basket in the check-out line); the 
qualities of the hero (such as Seamus’s wit and chivalry); and a number of 
examples of intertextuality, which show how genre locates itself not only in 
relation to other genre-specific works but also in the field of popular culture 
more generally. In building a believable and moving romance between Grace 
and Seamus, there is a strong reliance upon dialogue in ways that resonate 
with script/film. As I have suggested, genre is not pure in regards to form, 
and my understanding of romantic comedy has been shaped by theatre and 
film as much as by fiction—something I pay homage to in my exegesis. 
From Fall Girl (2010), in which the daughter of a family of con-artists 
contrives to steal money from a handsome millionaire by pretending to be a 
scientist searching for a mythical creature, I have extracted pages to illustrate 
the rom-com tropes of mistaken identity and the love triangle, the 
14
unreliability of the narrative voice, and examples of intertextuality, in ways 
that resonate with the work of Molière, Austen and Ephron. In building 
rising sexual tension between Della and Daniel, I focused on the subtext of 
both their specific language and the subtext of the broader mechanics of their 
scenes, as well as on the novel’s sense of place.
In Our Tiny, Useless Hearts (2016), a young woman babysits her nieces 
following the collapse of her sister’s marriage, only to find herself surprised 
by her sister’s lover and regretting the end of her own marriage. Here, I’ve 
attempted to present the structure and tropes of a bedroom farce, which is 
traditionally a stage form, as a novel, providing another example of how 
genre operates generatively across forms. These pages feature mistaken 
identity, innuendo, lying about and exposing of sexual relationships, 
characters caught naked, and lots of opening and closing of doors. In 
building the romance and sexual tension between Janice and Alec, I 
concentrated on the complexity of both their characters, and their 
backstories.
Muecke said, ‘When criticism is well-written, and fiction has more ideas than 
usual, the distinction between the two starts to break down.’  My aim has 32
been to write an exegesis and to curate my novels in such a way that this 
kind of breaking down can begin to occur.  
 S. Muecke, ‘The fall: fictocritical writing’, Parallax, 8(4), 2002, p. 108.32
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The Denier
A Comedy in One Act
by Toni Jordan  
16
CHARACTERS
MOLIÈRE, also known as Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, and 
Sganarelle
TONI JORDAN, a middle-aged novelist
ELMIRE, a young adventuress  
17
ACT [1] SCENE [1]
IN FRONT OF A THEATRE IN PARIS--A LARGE SIGN AT THE FRONT 
READS: LA MAISON DE MOLIÈRE. 
TONI JORDAN, MOLIÈRE (CARRYING A LARGE BAG)
TONI: ‘Now, what's got into you?’33
MOLIÈRE: As if you didn't know.
TONI: I don't. 
MOLIÈRE: Well, guess. Give it a go.
TONI: Ok. Being dead, I estimate, might lead one to 
depression. 
MOLIÈRE: Yet vindicates my views about the medical 
profession.  34
TONI: Then what?
MOLIÈRE: 'Then what', she says, as innocent 
as pie. 
It's you, my sweet, I could punch you in the 
eye.
TONI: My good sir, please, if I've offended...
MOLIÈRE: Spare me. Our acquaintanceship is ended.
Pause
You think I'm a rom-com writer, that's your 
so-called supposition.
 The first line of The Misanthrope, in Molière, Molière: Five Plays, trs & eds. A. Drury & R. 33
Wilbur, Methuen Drama, London, 1982, p. 203.
 ‘In the 17th-century plays of Molière, the comic rendering of the physician reaches its 34
zenith, with the playwright skewering both the profession and its practitioners in many of 
his works. For example, the protagonist of The Imaginary Invalid, Argan, is attended by a 
gaggle of quacks, all attempting to deal with Argan's hypochondriacal ailments through 
aggressive and reckless interference. Argan's brother, Beralde, finally observes, "almost all 
men die of their remedies, and not of their diseases”.’ M. F. McLellan, ‘Images of physicians 
in literature: from quacks to heroes’. Lancet, 348(9025), 1996, p. 458.
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TONI: My dear Jean-Baptiste, with your permission...
MOLIÈRE: No. 
TONI: The very reason for my presence here is as 
your raisonneur.35
Like Chrysalde  and Philinte,  that’s why I 36 37
exist, Monsieur.
So I must beg your pardon but I do not 
understand. 
MOLIÈRE: And I hereby refuse to be maligned and canned 
and panned.
This malice, unsupported and without any 
foundation...




MOLIÈRE: I won't listen.
TONI: But...
MOLIÈRE: Who is the author of this 
slander?
TONI: Weld.
MOLIÈRE: ‘Traitor! Viper! Villain!’  He ought to be 38
expelled.
Pause
Did he mention me by name? Did he place the 
accent on the ‘e’?
 ‘The raisonneur, the person from whose point of view the comedy is seen, whose views 35
can be accepted as sound, is seldom given a decisive role in the plot. In Molière, indeed, the 
raisonneur is a curiously impotent figure.’ N. Grene, Shakespeare, Jonson, Molière: The Comic 
Contract, Macmillan, London, 1980, p. 43.
 The raisonneur in The School for Wives. Molière, Molière: Five Plays, op. cit., p. 32.36
 The raisonneur in The Misanthrope. Molière, Molière: Five Plays, op. cit., p. 202.37
 From The Miser. Molière, Molière: Five Plays, op. cit., p. 336.38
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TONI: It was more a general claim, speaking 
metaphorically. 
MOLIÈRE: Tell me the specifics, what is his allegation?
TONI: Romantic comedy on stage ‘connotes the festive 
celebration
of true love and merry hearts in a love story, 
presented sympathetically but with amusement, 
Leading to a happy ending.’39
MOLIÈRE: You see? Such disrespect, such deliberate 
offending.
pause
This Weld. French theatre is his bag, 1600s 
specifically?
TONI: No.
MOLIÈRE: What? Speak up.
TONI: No, not especially. 
Elizabethan theatre mostly was the focus of 
his study.
MOLIÈRE: What? I'm French if you've forgotten, and show 
me some bloody
respect. How old do you think I am? Go on, 
guess.
TONI: Look. In all your plays, true love meets with 
success.
Your work is hella musing and endings are 
always on the up.
In the Regis definition—you can look it up—
 J. S. Weld, Meaning in Comedy: Studies in Elizabethan Romantic Comedy, State University of 39
New York Press, New York, 1975, p. 1.
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essential to a romance is the betrothal at the 
end40
and that’s usually what you do, my denier 
friend.
MOLIÈRE: The romances in my work




MOLIÈRE: Are too, and here's the proof. 
‘Molière puts in...young lovers merely to hold 
his plot together’41
TONI: That’s Matthews. Sexist critics are birds of a 
feather.
He also said there was a deficiency in female 
lives
that prevented them becoming playwrights, and 
besides,
While female novelists exist, he said, ‘no one 
of them has yet 
been able to handle a large theme powerfully 
and to interpret 
life with the unhasting and unresting strength 
which is 
the distinguishing mark of the mightier 
masters of fiction.’42
 ‘In one or more scenes, romance novels always depict the following: the initial state of 40
society in which heroine and hero must court, the meeting between heroine and hero, the 
barrier to the union of heroine and hero, the attraction between the heroine and hero, the 
declaration of love between heroine and hero, the point of ritual death, the recognition by 
heroine and hero of the means to overcome the barrier, and the betrothal.’ P. Regis, op. cit., p. 
30.
 B. Matthews, Molière: His Life and His Works, Longmans Green & Co., London, 1910, p. 370.41
 B. Matthews, B. A Book About the Theatre, C. Scribner's Sons, New York, 1916, p. 119.42
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MOLIÈRE: I can see how that might lead to friction.
TONI: Friction? It’s part of his world view, a 
sentiment he has:
‘Matthews...began authorizing the writing of 
drama as
Masculine...the rhetoric of masculinity and 
vitality was 
a communicative strategy designed to discount 
others as enfeebled.’  ‘Cause43
some see romance as girly and lesser, they 
contort
great work out of the genre without logical 
support.44
MOLIÈRE: Eustis understood it, the best of anyone.
My ‘happy endings are presented in such a way 
as to poke fun, 
precisely, at the conventions of the 
traditional romantic comedy.’45
TONI: Then why are they there at all? You could make 
a parody
of any subject you chose, man, you have the 
wit.
MOLIÈRE: Nothing else would do the job, just confess 
it.
TONI: You mean besides romance, what other kind of 
story?
‘It could be of honour, it could be of glory,
 S.H. Smith, American Drama: The Bastard Art, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 43
2006, p. 103.
 ‘“Many writers — even those who have just won an award for Romantic writing — deny 44
that they write romantic fiction,” the RNA [Romantic Novelists’ Association} website 
observes.’ E.M. Selinger & S.G. Frantz, ‘Introduction: new approaches to popular romance 
fiction’, in S.G. Frantz & E.M. Selinger eds, New Approaches to Popular Romance Fiction: Critical 
Essays, McFarland & Co., Jefferson, 2012, p. 3.
 A. Eustis, Molière as Ironic Contemplator, Mouton, The Hague, 1973, p. 102.45
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It could be of vengeance from heaven above.’
Playwrights ‘make no excuse if you’ve heard it 
before’46
because there’s ‘seven plots on which we can 
draw.’47
MOLIÈRE: Who said that? Some imbecile, obviously.
TONI: You. The Hypochondriac, 1673.
If there’s seven plots available, why all the 
romance?
I guess I just don't understand your 
reluctance.
MOLIÈRE: The rom com sits right there on the romance 
shelf.
And romance books, well, I don’t read them 
myself
but they have, shall we say, dubious literary 
virtues.   48
I tackle vital, important concerns and issues.
TONI: Genre is at its best exploring serious themes.
MOLIÈRE: My dialogue is gorgeous...
TONI: So’s mine ...49
MOLIÈRE: In your dreams.  
My characters are complex with real 
conviction.
 From The Hypochondriac in Molière, Molière: Five Plays, op. cit., p. 397.46
 Ibid.47
 ‘[S]tudents initially expressed surprise that I was willing to take their romance reading 48
seriously…the novels of Danielle Steel are not those that most teachers would include in 
their curricula as examples of books with literary merit.’ C. Ricker-Wilson, ‘Busting textual 
bodices: gender, reading, and the popular romance’, The English Journal, 88(3), 1999, p. 58.
 ‘Jordan has a gift for dialogue that would stand her in good stead if she ever tried her 49
hand at television or film scripts.’ F. Gruber, ‘The Fall Girl’, The Sydney Morning Herald, 22 
October 2010, para. 15, <http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/books/the-fall-
girl-20101022-16xhy.html>, accessed 26 September 2017.
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TONI: Readers love all kinds of characters in genre 
fiction.
MOLIÈRE: I am France’s most important and celebrated 
playwright.
Every Frenchmen knows my works, they bring him 
true delight.
They don’t speak French. They say, I speak the 
language of Molière!50
TONI: A franc for all your nonsense and I would be a 
millionaire.
MOLIÈRE: Listen, before you argue such a wild 
indictment
you write rom coms yourself, I dare you to 
deny it.
Toni: I won't deny it ‘cause I do. I quite plainly 
agree.
Of my five novels published, rom coms have 
made up three.
MOLIÈRE: Aha! Rom coms are novels, they belong upon the 
page. 
You just said it yourself, they don’t exist 
upon the stage.
TONI: Rom coms can be books and movies. They can 
also be TV.
MOLIÈRE: What are these things you mention? I died in 
1673.
Regardless. My point is, theatre is a 
different category.
 C. Randall, ‘France looks to the law to save the language of Molière’, The Telegraph, 25 50
October 2004, <http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/france/1475046/
France-looks-to-the-law-to-save-the-language-of-Molière.html>, accessed 24 October 2017. 
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TONI: It’s not. Parfumerie  existed long before its 51
adaptation 
into You’ve Got Mail,  a rom com built on its 52
foundation.
 The Philadelphia Story  began life as a play 53
as well.54
MOLIÈRE: Must I say again—I have been dead for quite a 
spell. 
I don’t know half of the examples you bring up 
in this debate
Stick to pre-1650, then I can participate. 
TONI: OK. This gives no satisfaction but you’re 
forcing the discussion
I hate to mention, you know, him, but...Much 
Ado About Nothing.55
 ‘“Parfumerie," the 1936 Hungarian play by Miklós László, has the humble distinction of 51
living in the shadow of the more famous movies (and Broadway musical) that it inspired…
the first adaptation was the 1940 Ernst Lubitsch romantic comedy "The Shop Around the 
Corner," starring James Stewart and Margaret Sullavan, which was followed by the 1949 
screen musical version "In the Good Old Summertime," starring Judy Garland, and much 
later by the 1998 Nora Ephron movie "You've Got Mail," with Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan.' D. 
Ng, ‘“Parfumerie," a 1936 Hungarian play, is an overlooked inspiration’, Los Angeles Times, 
27 November 2013, para. 1-2, <http://beta.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/culture/la-et-
cm-parfumerie-play-20131127-story.html>, accessed 24 October 2017.
 ‘Nora Ephron’s 1998 film, You’ve Got Mail, is a useful example of the current evolution of 52
the romantic comedy.’ McDonald, op. cit., p. 99.
 ‘Now Barry's best-known play, The Philadelphia Story, is revived at the same address under 53
Kevin Spacey. Movie memories haunt this piece—Cukor's 1940 version with Cary Grant, 
Katharine Hepburn and James Stewart, and the 1956 film musical with Cole Porter's de luxe 
score, High Society.’ A. Strachan, ‘Preview: The Philadelphia Story, Old Vic, London’, 
Independent, 1 May 2005, para 2, <http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/
theatre-dance/features/preview-the-philadelphia-story-old-vic-london-222416.html>, 
accessed 24 October 2017.
 ‘George Cukor's 1940 romantic comedy The Philadelphia Story, starring … Katharine 54
Hepburn, Cary Grant and James Stewart.’ L. Rothman, ‘Why the line to see The Philadelphia 
Story was epic’, Time, 25 December 2015, <http://time.com/4147594/the-philadelphia-
story-1940/>, accessed 24 October 2017.
 ‘Broadly speaking, Much Ado About Nothing is a romantic comedy, focusing on the 55
obstacles and triumphs that characterise the inexorable coming together of the main 
couples.’ J.M. Maerz, Metanarrative Functions of Film Genre in Kenneth Branagh's Shakespeare 
Films: Strange Bedfellows, Cambridge Scholars, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 2017, p. 53.
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pause
MOLIÈRE: Never heard of it. 
pause
Besides, examine almost all of my 
shows. 
The lovers are together already under the 
father’s nose 
from before the curtain call, before the first 
page.
TONI: True. That is, I think, a limitation of the 
stage. 
Benedick and Beatrice had also met before.
They had, if you recall, a ‘kind of merry 
war.’56
MOLIÈRE: Who? I can’t be abreast of work from every 
single hack
who flounced around the stage in Stratford 
like a maniac.
Regardless, everyone agrees on one genre 
convention.
A necessary scene that enhances sexual 
tension.
The name of it escapes me...what is called 
again? 
The bit where the lovers meet that’s clever 
and urbane?
Molière walks backwards across the stage to left, to get 
away from Toni.
Elmire enters stage left, also walking backwards and 
carrying a basket. 
 W. Shakespeare, Much Ado About Nothing, eds. B.A. Mowat & P. Werstine, Simon and 56
Schuster, New York, 2011, p. 11.
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She and Molière collide.
TONI: It’s called the meet cute,   but it can be a 57
cliche.
ELMIRE: Ah, pardon me, monsieur. I am, how do you say?
TONI: Clumsy?
MOLIÈRE: Charming. You are charming. And I am quite at 
ease.
TONI (aside): Oh lord.
ELMIRE: Pardon again, monsieur, but can you help 
me, please?
I’ve been around in circles, I am trying to 
find...
MOLIÈRE: The theatre? 
ELMIRE: Oh no. I hate the theatre. So coarse and 
unrefined.
MOLIÈRE: What?
ELMIRE: Boring. Pompous. Stupid. And also quite 
perverse.
In all of France I cannot think of anything 
that’s worse.
MOLIÈRE: You would not include...ahem...what is his 
name? 
That playwright celebrated and treated with 
acclaim.
Elmire looks puzzled.
MOLIÈRE: The handsome one. You know, they named a 
theatre after him.
 ‘Perhaps the best term for elements like…the “meet cute”—elements which contain both 57
ideological and formal ingredients, and which perform both ideological and formal 
functions—is the traditional term, “convention”.’ S. Neale, ‘The big romance or something 
wild?: Romantic comedy today’, Screen, 33(3), 1992, p. 290.
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Or at least it’s named in honour of his rakish 
pseudonym.
Molière waves his hand casually toward the theatre with 
his name on the front.
ELMIRE: Oh him? Molière? The worst, no decent 
qualities, 
‘an impertinent fellow, with his so-called 
comedies. 
It’s a fine thing to make fun of honest men, 
like doctors.’  He does it time and time 58
again.59
Are we of the same mind, good sir?
TONI: Yes, do you not 
agree?
MOLIÈRE: I’m sure he had his reasons. Let's not be 
hasty.
ELMIRE: And he’s also a blasphemer.  You know what 60
people say
about him and his wife?  Let me tell you, pray61
—
MOLIÈRE: Hush, let’s not get into that, delve in dirty 
laundry.
 Molière was meta before meta even existed. He wrote these lines himself; in the second 58
interlude of The Hypochondriac, he appears as a character in his own play. Molière, Molière: 
Five Plays, op. cit., p. 411.
 ‘Molière wrote several plays exploring the topic of medicine. A rich source of social 59
commentary, medicine was amongst his recurrent themes and illness, both imaginary and 
real, one of his favourite plot devices.’ N. Mak, ‘Physician culture and identity: the portrait 
of medicine in Molière’, Intima: A Journal of Narrative Medicine, Spring 2015, p 1.
 ‘In August 1664, Pierre Roulle, cure of St. Barthelemy, published a venomous personal 60
attack in which he condemned Tartuffe as an outrage of true religion and its author as an 
infidel worthy of the stake.’ E. S. Chill, ‘Tartuffe, religion, and courtly culture’, French 
Historical Studies, 3(2), 1963, p. 155.
 ‘Not only did Molière’s various enemies accuse him in pamphlets and plays of having 61
married the daughter of his former mistress, some of the boldest accused him of having 
married his own daughter.’ V. Scott, Molière: A Theatrical Life, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 2002, p. 5. 
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I’ll thank you to remember this thesis is 
rated G.
Molière kicks Toni, as encouragement.
TONI: OK, I must be the one to defend his 
reputation. 
This writer, whom I've never met, deserves our 
admiration.
ELMIRE, TO MOLIÈRE:
Do you agree with your friend? Or is she 
perhaps your wife?
MOLIÈRE: Her? I've never seen that woman before in my 
life.
She’s old enough to be my mother. What was it 
you asked?
ELMIRE: A doctor. I'm looking for a doctor.
TONI (aside): Oh this will be 
a blast.
MOLIÈRE: A doctor? On purpose? I hope you're not 
unwell.
ELMIRE: I did not catch your name monsieur?
MOLIÈRE: My name is... 
Sganarelle.62
ELMIRE: I was looking for a doctor to pay my 
compliments. 
Doctors are the best and finest, I will not 
hear dissent.
TONI (aside): ‘The best and finest...?’ Oh, yes, I 
think this will be fun.
 ‘…Sganarelle, whom he introduced in Le Mèdecin volant. Always played by their creator, 62
the Sganarelles all were related, and even today have some kinship in their nature. 
Sganarelle appears in six more plays, from 1660 to 1666: Sganarelle ou le Cocu imaginaire, 
L'École des maris, Le Mariage forcé, L'Amour Mèdecin, Dom Juan ou le Festin de pierre, and in Le 
Mèdecin malgré lui.’ S.A. Hofstetter, ‘Le role de Sganarelle dans le theatre de Molière’, Master 
of Arts thesis, Rice University, Houston, 1969, p. 3, <https://scholarship.rice.edu/bitstream/
handle/1911/90022/RICE1057.pdf?sequence=1>, accessed 24 Oct. 2017.  
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MOLIÈRE: Of course I'm fond of doctors.  In actual 63
fact, I’m one.64
TONI: You’re what? Forgive me sir but what was that 
admission?
MOLIÈRE: Are your ears quite full of wax? I said I am a 
physician.
TONI: Oh, you are a physician? Well this is a 
surprise.
MOLIÈRE: I’m not fond of sick people so I travel in 
disguise.
ELMIRE: How wonderful! A doctor! Isn't this my lucky 
day?
TONI: It’s one chance in a million, amazing luck I’d 
say.
ELMIRE: I prepared a few remarks. I don’t want to ad 
lib...
Elmire begins looking through her basket, distracted.
TONI, to MOLIÈRE:
What do you think you’re doing?
MOLIÈRE: It’s just a little 
fib.
Didn’t you write a rom com where your 
protagonist lies
about her name and her intentions, as she 
tries 
to con a mark out of a big pile of loot?
TONI: Well, yes. Fall Girl. On the page, it can be 




Molière: Exactly. Mistaken identity  is grist for the 65
mill.
‘I must think. I’ve thought. You pretend to be 
ill.’66
TONI: I will not. I don’t dislike the medical 
profession.
I’m kind to all and simply can’t account for 
your aggression.
So count me out. No chance I will assist you 
in this ruse.
MOLIÈRE: What? May I remind you, dear, of some of your 
reviews?
I’m not the only one who picks on doctors, 
love.
  ‘Addition also tries to portray the anguish of 
OCD while delivering an attack on psychotropic 
drugs.’67
TONI: Look, that’s not what I intended. Critics can 
be thugs.
MOLIÈRE: ‘[T]he drugs that Grace starts taking...come 
in for vilification.’68
TONI: Why would a literary critic defend over-
medicalisation?
MOLIÈRE That review said your book ‘doesn’t add up to 
comedy.’69
TONI: Hang on. Haven’t you been dead since 1673?
 Mistaken identity is common in Molière’s work, including in his most famous plays Dom 65
Juan, Les Précieuses ridicules, Tartuffe and The School for Wives.
 From The Hypochondriac, Molière, Molière: Five Plays, op. cit., p. 398.66
 R. Charles, ‘Counting on love’, The Washington Post, 1 February 2009, para. 3, <http://67
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/story/2009/01/30/ST2009013001569.html>, 
accessed 31 August 2017.
 Ibid., para. 5.68
 Ibid., para. 7.69
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Besides, you know quite well that humour is 
subjective.
Minor, trivial reviews don’t always have 
perspective.
MOLIÈRE: Remind me, where did that trivial one appear?
TONI: I don’t read my reviews so I just have no 
idea.
MOLIÈRE: It’s on the tip of my tongue. I was reading 
it, engrossed.
Oh I remember now. It was in the Washington 
Post.
pause
TONI: Never heard of it.
ELMIRE: Pardon, Doctor...
MOLIÈRE, TO TONI: ‘Lie on the floor’.70
TONI: ‘I can’t do it.’71
MOLIÈRE, TO TONI:
‘I’ll give you five francs.’72
TONI:
OK, sure.
Toni lies on the floor and groans. Molière kneels beside 
her, placing his bag on the ground.
ELMIRE: Mon dieu! The poor woman? She looks so pale 
and sickly.
MOLIÈRE: My dear lady, please don’t worry. I will heal 
her quickly.
 I’m really not the kind to stand upon my 
reputation...
 From The Hypochondriac in Molière: Five Plays, op. cit., p. 399.70




MOLIÈRE: ...but patients everywhere shower me in 
adulation.
In cases like this, one must read between the 
lines. 
The source of most human trouble lies in the 
intestines.
‘An evacuative enema.’  Could you hold her 73
steady? 
Toni struggles to get up and Elmire holds her down.
TONI: I have another engagement. Is that the time 
already?
MOLIÈRE: ‘What was that? I thought I heard a dog 
bark.’  There, within the crowd...74 75
Molière gestures toward the audience. Elmire gets up to 
look in the audience and while she is 
distracted, Molière presses Toni’s stomach 
with his knee. Toni groans. Molière continues 
to take her pulse, feel her head, and other 
actions. Elmire returns and kneels beside 
Toni.
ELMIRE: The poor woman! Without you, she’ll soon be in 
a shroud.
TONI: No, no, I’m feeling much improved. Full of vim 
and vigour.
 Ibid., p. 351.73
   ‘Unsurpassed in these parodistic presentations is Molière. In his great comedy "Le malade 
imaginaire" the enema plays an outstanding part.’ Anon. ‘The enema—heir to the clyster’, 
South African Medical Journal, 21 (8), April 26 1947, p. 278.
 From The Miser, Molière: Five Plays, op. cit., p. 287.74
 A further example of Molière’s metafictional approach is found when his characters 75
address the audience during the play. For example, ‘that stunning moment at the end of Act 
IV in Molière’s The Miser (1668), when Harpagon, who has lost his chest, asks the audience 
“Messieurs, is not the thief among you?”’ F. Burwick, Illusion and the Drama: Critical Theory of 
the Enlightenment and Romantic Era, Pennsylvania State University Press, Pennsylvania, 2010, 
p. 52.
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ELMIRE: ‘She’s not going to die is she?’  I think 76
she’s going into rigor... 
MOLIÈRE: ‘No one’s allowed to die under the doctor,’  I 77
hereby vow.
ELMIRE: So bloated, old and wrinkled. What’s your 
diagnosis, anyhow?
MOLIÈRE: Er. The vigour is the problem. That, together 
with the vim.
After all, ’Galen says, and Hippocrates agrees 
with him, 
that when a person is ill they are not well.’78
Her dropsy has caused vapours and an inflamed 
nerve cell.
Rheumatism, euphemisms, an enlargement of the 
spleen,
inflammation, constipation and an absence of 
caffeine.
It takes a certain expertise when the 
condition is acute
my dear, and that’s precisely why this woman 
is a mute.79
TONI: Ah, no I’m not.
ELMIRE: She just spoke, couldn’t you 
hear?
MOLIÈRE: And that makes it the worst kind of muteness 
to clear.
 From The Hypochondriac, Molière, Molière: Five Plays, op. cit., p. 400.76
 Ibid., p. 401.77
 Ibid., p. 399.78
 The line, from Molière’s Le Médecin malgré lui (The Doctor/Physician in Spite of Himself), 79
is actually ‘And that’s precisely why your daughter is mute’, cited in Scott, op. cit., p. 174.
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ELMIRE: ‘I wish you could tell me what it comes 
from,’  I beseech.80
MOLIÈRE: ‘Nothing easier: it comes from the fact that 
she has lost her speech.’81
ELMIRE: You truly are a genius, I can tell you’re 
qualified.
TONI: If I might interrupt you lovebirds with a 
brief aside?
One of Molière’s many legacies is this 
concept, it’s
called the dormitive principle, and your 
example fits.
ELMIRE: That man! I can’t bear even the sound of his 
name.
MOLIÈRE: But since you’ve gone and raised it you may as 
well explain.
TONI: It’s a tautological explanation, using jargon 
to obscure
in a circular way when the explainer is 
unsure.
Muteness caused by lack of talking, by way of 
illustration.  
It has a dodgy, doublespeak, Orwellian 
connotation.
You might hear some examples in a new-age 
seminar.
Inspired by Molière, dead-set legend and 
comedic superstar.  82
 From Molière’s The Doctor in Spite of Himself, in Molière, Molière: The Misanthrope and Other 80
Plays, eds. & trs. D.M. Frame & L. Seifert, Penguin, New York, 2015, p. 69.
 Ibid.81
 ‘[T]he dormative principle has a long and distinguished history. In Molière’s Le Malade 82
Imaginaire (The Hypochondriac), the effects of opium—in particular, its tendency to make 
people sleep—are explained in terms of the substance’s virtue dormitiva.’ P. Moessinger, The 
Paradox of Social Order: Linking Psychology and Sociology, Aldine de Gruyter, New York, 2000, 
p. 14.
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MOLIÈRE: Now will you be quiet? I’ve recently been 
reading
that the best treatment for muteness is 
enthusiastic bleeding.
Toni struggles to get up and Molière holds her down. 
ELMIRE: You brilliant man. I can’t wait to watch you 
operate
and soon, or in front of our eyes, she’ll 
deteriorate.
Elmire gazes longingly into Molière’s eyes. While he’s 




TONI: But there is something you 
should know.
MOLIÈRE: I’m trying to concentrate.
TONI: But...
MOLIÈRE: For the last time, relax and just 
let go.
How will I cure your muteness if you will not 
pipe down?
Molière finally notices Elmire trying to rob him.
Sacre bleu! Madam, cease! Do you take me for a 
clown?
ELMIRE: Oh, is this not my bag? It does look just the 
same.
MOLIÈRE: It couldn’t be more different. This is not a 
game.
ELMIRE: Why, so it is. Alright monsieur, I will tell 
you true.
My judgement’s a little woozy when I am close 
to you.
36
Something in your countenance. I feel sweaty 
and hot.
I feel quite overcome. I would pash you like a 
shot.
TONI: How ridiculous. I can barely listen without 
wincing.
MOLIÈRE: Au contraire, actually I find it quite 
convincing.
TONI: The real truth, and now, or I’ll send for the 
police.
And you’ll find yourself arraigned before a 
justice of the peace.
ELMIRE: I beg of you Madam, is it not enough that I’m 
the worst thief in all of Paris? And I am in 
my prime.
I’m embarrassed and ashamed and all my efforts 
are in vain.
I feel so low in confidence, I might jump in 
the Seine.
MOLIÈRE (TO TONI):
You bully, you oaf, now look at what you’ve 
done.
Don’t cry, please Madam, bad days are had by 
everyone.
ELMIRE: That’s kind of you, monsieur, but I must put 
aside my hopes.
I’m bad at this; I cannot even rob two ageing 
dopes.
MOLIÈRE: You’ve had a busy day already, then, before 
you came to us.
Are you really fond of doctors? I find it all 
quite suss.
ELMIRE: No Monsieur, I’m not. They’re conveniently 
vain;
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also they’re often simpletons without much of 
a brain.
MOLIÈRE: Great! I’m not really a doctor, I reject them 
out of hand. 
TONI: It was a natural mistake, though, I completely 
understand.
MOLIÈRE: I am actually a writer, I toil with pen and 
ink.
ELMIRE: A writer! Sacre bleu! Does that mean what I 
think?
MOLIÈRE: Yes! I don’t have any money, not a centime, 
not a dime.
ELMIRE: This entire afternoon has been a massive waste 
of time.
TONI: And I’m no longer mute, may the saints be 
praised!
ELMIRE: It’s a day for fucking miracles and I am just 
amazed.
MOLIÈRE: There’s one more thing to clarify: it’s your 
feelings towards
the theatre, and a man who lives his life upon 
the boards.
ELMIRE: The truth, even though I may lower in your 
estimation:
I actually love the theatre, it fills me with 
elation.
MOLIÈRE: Then you’re in for a surprise when I confess 
my real name.
I’m loved throughout all Paris for my genius 
and my fame.
I am the adored playwright you were 
disparaging in jest.
I am Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, aka Molière, and 
I’m the best.
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ELMIRE: Oh, my heart! But how will you forgive my 
small omission?
MOLIÈRE: That, my dear, is easy. I can sense your deep 
contrition.
TONI: As for me, your role enables me to make my 
case
and deal my friend the playwright here a final 
coup de grace. 
MOLIÈRE: I see you’re holding back a piece of snarky 
repartee.
Before I die of boredom just say what you have 
to say.
TONI: I am a rom com writer, that much is very 
clear, 
and I’ve modelled this on your work, in the 
style of yesteryear. 
As you yourself have fallen under this 
deceiver’s spell
it proves your plays are also rom coms, in a 
nutshell.
MOLIÈRE: I cannot be bothered with your stupid power 
play.
Not even your nonsense will spoil my happiness 
today.
All that remains is for me to make my 
declaration
and plan for our wedding, so join our 
celebration!
TONI (to MOLIÈRE):
Jean, I hate to be the one to bring you down 
to earth
but you’re already married, and for what it’s 
worth




You mean I cannot wed this creature so 
sublime?
TONI: Well, a marriage can be ended, a court can 
wind it up
if both parties testify the husband cannot get 
it up.
MOLIÈRE: Alas, no one could ever fall for such an 
obvious deception. 
One look at me would put an end to any such 
perception.
Hang on. You said it was Regis’s convention
of romance as a genre, and therefore by 
extension
this play in particular, to end with a 
wedding? 
Because in the 1600s it always comes before 
the bedding?
TONI: Well...
MOLIÈRE: Face it. We two must get married, if you truly 
conclude 
this is a rom com. Or your argument’s screwed.
TONI: Well...
MOLIÈRE: Aha!
TONI: OK, you’re right. I guess you two must be 
united.
MOLIÈRE (to ELMIRE):
Huzzah! It is true love, my dearest, I am so 
excited.
Make a toast, my friend, for I am truly 
blessed.
TONI: Actually I think that you yourself once said 
it best.
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‘Like most entertainments this play has a 
moral
It’s not about duty, a father, a quarrel.
We think all of you will agree when we say:
Gather ye rosebuds while you may
Young girls under Cupid’s sway;
The springtime of your life’s the chance
To give yourself to sweet romance.’  83







No one who had ever seen Jane Austen in her infancy, 
would have supposed her born to be a romance novelist.  84
As a girl, she was an ‘agreeable mouse...shy, mute and 
uncertain with her peers’  and her spelling considered 85
poor  by the standards of her time. (Even the word 86
‘Friendship’ was beyond her powers. ) As she grew, she 87
declined to call herself Currer, Ellis or Acton,  or 88
even George,  despite the name bestowed upon her being 89
 The first line from Austen’s Northanger Abbey is actually ‘No one who had ever seen 84
Catherine Moreland in her infancy, would have supposed her born to be an heroine.’ J. 
Austen, Northanger Abbey, Wordsworth Editions, Ware, 2007, p. 3.
 P. Honan, Jane Austen: Her Life, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 1987, p. 34.85
 Ibid.86
 ‘[W]hen she was fourteen…one of her most ambitious early stories, Love and Freindship’ C. 87
Tomalin, Jane Austen: A Life, Penguin, London, 2000, p. 48.
 ‘It is not conclusively known what or who inspired the Brontë sisters to choose the 88
pseudonyms Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell.’ S. Whitehead, ‘The Bell pseudonyms: a Bronte 
connection?’, Brontë Studies, 40(1), 2015, p. 59.
 ‘Aurore Dupin Dudevant (1804-76) and Mary Ann (later Marian) Evans, better known to 89
the world as George Sand and George Eliot. Arguably the most influential women writers of 
the nineteenth century.’ A.K. Wettlaufer, ‘George Sand, George Eliot, and the politics of 
difference’, Romanic Review, 107(1-4), 2016, p. 79.
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the very byword of plainness, without the smallest hint 
of the romance or exoticism expected in the names of lady 
novelists.  She had the further misfortune of a more 90
specific hinderance; she was a precocious genius from her 
earliest scribblings.  If not for the happy accident of 91
her sex, the conservatism of her family and the 
chauvinism of her time, this unaccountable trait would 
almost certainly have precluded all but the most humble 
readership, as well as any suspicion of her writing genre 
fiction at all, much less romance. A want of property and 
money was Jane’s only advantage, as nothing could better 
prepare a writer for her future rewards. 
In the month of Jane’s twenty-fifth birthday, the 
devotion of her family to her accomplishments was fully 
revealed. Her father, the Reverend George Austen, 
resigned his living in favour of his son, James, so 
requiring himself, his wife, and their daughters Jane and 
Cassandra to quit their comfortable parish house in 
favour of a short stay at Bath, and then itinerancy.  92
 When the academic Catherine M Roach chose a pseudonym to write a romance 90
manuscript, she called herself ‘“Catherine LaRoche”—more exotic and romantic than 
“Roach.”’ Roach, op. cit., p. 39.
 ‘I agree…that there have been two artists who have created world-class works before 91
adulthood: Mozart and Jane Austen.’ J. McMaster, Jane Austen, Young Author, Taylor & 
Francis, Oxon, 2017, p. 98.
 Tomalin, op. cit., p. 170.92
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There are some who speculate that the shock of this 
upheaval, and the unsettled nature of her future, caused 
disruption and deprivation to the creative work of 
Jane.  On the contrary, could any father have acted in a 93
more generous manner toward his child than the Reverend 
Austen? Readers who are familiar with Jane’s work could 
not fail to note that each novel features ladies 
imperilled by poverty. The Reverend Austen’s sacrifice in 
providing a life beset by insecurity and homelessness, 
succeeded in ensuring a surfeit of material to enable 
Jane’s literary preoccupations.
  Jane and Cassandra were closely attached to each 
other as befits spinsters of their advanced years, for 
they were both approaching thirty. They soon became 
accustomed to being cast upon those of their freinds in 
more fortunate situations for their accommodations. The 
Reverend Lovelace Bigg, a widowed father who owned 
Manydown, the chief of the property in Wootten St 
Laurence, Hampshire, was father to two unmarried 
daughters. Althea and Catherine were fond of the Miss 
Austens and invited them to Manydown for a visit in the 
winter of 1802.  In response, Cassandra and Jane were 94
all compliance, and all happiness. Down from Worcester 
 Ibid, p. 175.93
 Ibid.94
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College, Oxford, also, was the younger son and heir of 
the family, Harris Bigg-Wither.
As elder, Miss Austen  may have felt entitled to 95
primacy in the matter of Harris, but her own fiance, 
Thomas Fowle, was at that time five years deceased,  so 96
the sisters may well have determined that Cassandra had 
received her proposal and the next was due to Jane, for 
whom the suitability of Harris as a suitor and husband 
could not be doubted. At six years Jane’s junior, he 
promised an admirable degree of pliability and wanted 
only the guidance of a motherly figure. Among his 
recommendations were his tall, clumsy and awkward 
demeanour, his poor conversation, taciturn spirits, 
juvenile humour and life-long stutter.  The elegance of 97
his figure was rarely noted, due to it not existing, as 
evidenced by his lack of fondness for walking, which he 
managed in a ‘clumsy, stumbling fashion.’  98
Could any suitor be better designed to attract the 
attention of Jane? Ladies, both then and now, retain a 
 ‘When “Miss” is used alone with a surname, it refers to the eldest unmarried daughter.  95
Other daughters must be distinguished by using their Christian names.’ ‘The formal and 
intimate uses of names and titles’, BYU presents PRIDE AND PREJUDICE [blog post], 18 Jan. 
2014, para. 2, <https://byuprideandprejudice.wordpress.com/2014/01/18/the-formal-and-
intimate-uses-of-names-and-titles/>, accessed 18 December 2018.
 Tomalin, op. cit., p. 126.96
 D. Nokes, Jane Austen: A Life, Fourth Estate, London, 1997, p. 251.97
 Ibid.98
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fondness for taking such improvements in hand, for 
nothing better illustrates a young lady’s refinements 
than the transformation of a gentleman.  With such 99
features as Harris's so designed to beguile a tender 
heart, the small matter of his inheritance, the vast 
holdings of Manydown Park and its farms and woodlands, 
scarcely added to his temptation.
As noted by the late Professor Nokes in his 
exemplary volume, the occasion of a lady’s twenty-seventh 
year, soon to be upon Jane, held great significance for 
her.  The thoughts she ascribed to Marianne Dashwood  100 101
and Charlotte Lucas  could equally apply to Jane 102
herself, and they, together with the stuttering nature of 
young Harris’s proposal on the evening of December 2nd, 
1802, conspired to ensure Jane responded in the 
affirmative,  making Harris the happiest of men. 103
 ‘Mary might have been prevailed on to accept [Mr Collins]…[T]hough by no means as 99
clever as herself, she thought that if encouraged to read and improve himself by such an 
example as hers, he might become a very agreeable companion.’ J. Austen, Pride and 
Prejudice, Wordsworth Editions, Ware, 2007, p. 106.
 Nokes, op. cit., p. 251.100
 ‘“A woman of seven-and-twenty,” said Marianne, after pausing a moment, “can never 101
hope to feel or inspire affection again; and if her home be uncomfortable, or her fortune 
small, I can suppose that she might bring herself to submit to the offices of a nurse, for the 
sake of the provision and security of a wife.”’ J. Austen, Sense and Sensibility, Wordsworth 
Editions, Ware, 2007, p 28.
 ‘Charlotte herself was tolerably composed…Mr Collins to be sure was neither sensible 102
nor agreeable…But still he would be her husband…This preservative she had now obtained; 
and at the age of twenty-seven, without having ever been handsome, she felt all the good 
luck of it.” Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., p. 105.
 Tomalin, op. cit., p. 182.103
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That evening, Jane retired to her bed-chamber at 
Manydown, close to overwhelmed by the perfect adequacy of 
Harris. The night was stormy  and a violent wind rattled 104
the shutters. This engagement answered all her family’s 
hopes, providing a surety of income and comfort for her, 
for her beloved sister Cassandra, and for her ageing 
parents.  She rested in a state of complete composure, 105
betrayed only by the steadiness of her heartbeat at the 
thought of their future life together.
Yet throughout that long night, Jane remained 
awake. The strangeness of Manydown and its furnishings, 
and the knowledge that, within the space of one wedding 
and the death of Reverend Bigg, surely not too distant, 
she should be mistress of it all, prevented the 
capability of sleep. The bed was unaccountably soft, 
compared with—    
‘Is someone there?’ said Jane.
Her voice echoed around the bed-chamber. The 
servants had departed for the evening, and the members of 
the family were all tucked quietly in their own chambers. 
The room was empty apart from an ebony cabinet of 
oriental appearance, closed tight by a brass lock and 
 Impossible to verify, to be honest, but wouldn’t it be grand? In Northhanger Abbey, 104
Catherine Morland’s sleepless night was ‘stormy; the wind had been rising at intervals the 
whole afternoon; and by the time the party broke up, it blew and rained violently.’ Austen, 
Northanger Abbey, op. cit., p. 120.
 Tomalin, op. cit., p. 183.105
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tarnished key. Heavy window curtains concealed a window 
seat— 
‘You, there,’ Jane cried, sitting up against the 
pillow. ‘I have eyes in my head and the wit to identify 
furnishings without assistance. Pray, declare yourself.’
...
The blazing fire set by the servants was reduced to 
a few glowing embers. All was quiet when a ghostly moan 
filled the impenetrable corners of the room. Jane was 
motionless in horror and she trembled from head to foot. 
Every gust of wind—
‘I am certainly not motionless, nor am I in horror, 
nor do I ever recall trembling over the whole of my 
life,’ Jane said. ‘I hold no truck with disembodied 
voices and furthermore, there are no spirits of any 
description in my stories. Despite their enduring 
popularity among lady writers whom I otherwise admire, I 
have not, and I never shall, write a gothic novel.’
...
Northanger Abbey, alone among Jane’s work, might be 
considered to be a gothic—
‘It certainly is no such thing. Northanger Abbey is 
a parody, and there is nothing so effective as a parody 
49
to make one’s point,’  Jane continued, with a sigh. 106
‘Come now. You are clearly my narrative voice. You’ve 
been yabbering on for the best part of five pages. No 




Jane was mistaken in her direct appeal to her 
narrative voice. The use of first-person narration in her 
fiction is entirely lacking. Indeed, one of the arguments 
made in favour of her brilliance is her pioneering use of 
free indirect style,  one of the most remarkable 107
innovations in the history of English literature. While 
she herself may be considered a powerful narrative 
presence,  her standard point of view over six published 108
novels is confined to the omniscient third-person—
‘As the author, I can assure you that you are quite 
mistaken.’ 
 ‘Rather than rejecting the gothic conventions she burlesques, Austen is very clearly 106
criticising female gothic in order to reinvest it with authority.’ S.M. Gilbert & S. Gubar, The 
Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-century Literary Imagination, Yale 
University Press, New Haven, 1984, p. 135.
 ‘She introduced free indirect style to English fiction…[I]t might be a wrench to think of 107
Austen, the conservative literary genius in a revolutionary age, as an experimental writer, 
but such she was.’ J. Mullan, What Matters in Jane Austen?: Twenty Crucial Puzzles Solved, 
Bloomsbury Publishing, London, 2012, p. 3-4.
 E. Moers, Literary Women, Doubleday, London, 1976, p. 215.108
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If it were admissible to contradict a lady, it 
could be suggested that, on the contrary, Jane’s 
narrative voice itself was in a superior position to 
determine the point of view of her fiction. First person 
narration does not occur.
Jane’s sparkling eyes flashed. ‘What about my 
unidentified I's?’
Pardon?
‘On a number of occasions I use an unidentified I 
in narration. Once in Sense and Sensibility,  once in 109
Persuasion,  and several times in Mansfield Park  and 110 111
Northanger Abbey.’112
 Determining the accuracy of this intelligence 
required some reflection as to the specifics of Jane’s 
allegations, but as soon as this was accomplished, an 
apology was in order, to the lady. You are most correct. 
The I voice does appear in exactly the pages you suggest, 
so yes, it may be argued that a first-person narrator is 
 ‘I come now to the relation of a misfortune which about this time befell Mrs John 109
Dashwood.’ Austen, Sense and Sensibility, op. cit., p. 187.
 ‘When any two young people take it into their heads to marry, they are pretty sure by 110
perseverance to carry their point….This may be bad morality to conclude with, but I believe 
it to be truth.’ J. Austen, Persuasion, Wordsworth Editions, Ware, 2007, p. 194.
 For example: ‘there doubtless are such unconquerable young ladies of eighteen…as are 111
never to be persuaded into love against their judgement…I have no inclination to believe 
Fanny one of them.’ J. Austen, Mansfield Park, Wordsworth Editions, Ware, 2007, p. 184.
 For example, speaking about the tendency of protagonists to rarely read novels: ‘if the 112
heroine of one novel be not patronised by the heroine of another, from whom can she expect 
protection and regard? I cannot approve of it.’ Austen, Northanger Abbey, op. cit., p. 21.
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beguiling us with these stories, lurking behind your 
glorious omniscient third. Therefore—I beg you note here 
the conciliatory first-person pronoun, Madam—I concede. 
Furthermore, I am all astonishment, and I am humbled. 
Forthwith I will converse with you, as your mythical, 
unexplained I. 
‘Hooray,’ Jane said. ‘Do close the door carefully 
as you depart, it sticks a little.’  
Never fear, Madam, I have no thought of quitting 
your company so precipitously. As to the purpose of my 
visit. I am come to offer hearty felicitations on this 
most joyous of occasions.
‘Upon my word, you give your opinions very 
decidedly,’ said Jane, ‘for so figurative a person.  To 113
what occasion do you refer?’
Why, I believe that, just today, you gave your 
consent and will soon be united with Mr Bigg-Wither, the 
son and heir of this great house. 
‘Oh, yes,’ said Jane. She folded her hands. ‘That.’
Like Jane Bennet, Elinor Dashwood, Fanny Price and 
Anne Elliot, it was only Jane’s delicacy and restraint 
that enabled her to feign indifference when her heart was 
surely in raptures. After all, it is a truth universally 
 The line, said by Lady Catherine de Burgh, is ‘“Upon my word," said her ladyship, "you 113
give your opinion very decidedly for so young a person.”’ Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. 
cit., p. 140.
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acknowledged that a nineteenth-century woman in 
possession of exceptional genius must be in want of an 
inferior male to take possession of her legal identity 
and control any and all of her earnings, investments and 
inheritance.  Rejoice, Madam! Your happiness will soon 114
be complete. 
‘It is true, everyone considers it a fine match,’ 
Jane said. ‘And yes, I hold Mr Bigg-Wither in the highest 
esteem, and could think of no finer connections than his 
sisters becoming mine.’
So calm, Madam! No, you will not play me for a 
fool. I can only attribute your sensibility to the usual 
practice of elegant females reluctant to expose 
themselves to the gossip of their neighbours. Yet, to 
such an intimate as myself, one who knows you better than 
any other, you betray yourself. I detect the confession 
of a lady who is violently in love.
‘And I detect that you are unaccountably stupid,’ 
said Jane, colouring slightly,’“That expression of 
‘violently in love’ is so hackneyed, so doubtful, so 
indefinite, that it gives me very little idea. It is as 
 ‘[T]he wife lost her legal personality. At common law, husband and wife are one person, 114
and that person is the man…[T]he husband became entitled to his wife’s property and 
income.’ M. Bailey, ‘The marriage law of Jane Austen's world’, Persuasions: The Jane Austen 
Journal [online journal], 36(1) Winter 2015, para. 8, <http://jasna.org/publications/
persuasions-online/vol36no1/bailey/>, accessed 5 Jan 2019.
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often applied to feelings which arise from an half-hour’s 
acquaintance, as to a real, strong attachment.”’115
Come Madam! I am especially sensitive to the 
delicate moods of ladies and, to me, your true feelings 
are entirely revealed. Do I not detect the smallest hint 
of incivility? ’Could there be any finer symptoms? Is not 
general incivility the very essence of love?’  116
‘I should think that general incivility is the very 
essence of an uncivil person,’ said she. ‘You think me so 
in love as that? You think me such a romantic?’ 
Do I consider you the kind of person who, as a 
young girl, ‘dreamt of future husbands?’ Who ’took a page 
of her father’s parish register and tried out names for 
these fictitious beings’?  I do, Madam, consider you 117
such a romantic. Pray, observe the very circumstances of 
this, your first proposal. While not quite Pemberley, 
consider the elegance and grace of this ancient manor. 
Two carriages, Madam! The honourable bloodline that has 
condescended to welcome you into its fold. From 
penniless, homeless, age—
‘Take care, narrator.’
 Mrs Gardiner to Elizabeth Bennet in Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., p 119-120.115
 Elizabeth Bennet to Mrs Gardner in ibid., p. 120.116
 Tomalin, op. cit., p. 76.117
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—less, amiable daughter, to a life of ease and 
comfort, as mistress of all this. Provider and saviour to 
your family, and the source of envy in the bosoms of 
unmarried ladies across several counties. Mark me; no 
writer of romantic comedy could concoct an alliance so 
gratifying, not even one as accomplished and genteel as 
yourself.
‘As myself? I beg your pardon. Do you mean to imply 
that I am a romantic comedy novelist?’
How singularly strange that, in that moment, the 
very storm itself seemed to still and a chilling pause 
fell over the chamber. The lady remained in perfect 
silence. The only motion was the sudden spluttering of 
the candle on the small table beside the bed.
‘Answer me this instant,’ Jane said. ‘As your 
creator, I demand it.’
My dearest Jane, if I may be so familiar. You 
cannot, after all these years, after so much acclaim, 
remain in any doubt, that you are the most acclaimed—nay, 
the original rom-com writer? Be at ease, I beg you. 
‘I am in shock,’ she said.
Madam, perhaps it may assist your understanding if 
we divide the adjective ‘rom-com’ into its two equal 
parts, similar to Kamblé's deconstruction of the terms 
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‘romance' and ‘novel’?  Firstly, the romance half; allow 118
me, Madam, the pleasure of revealing that you have long 
been granted that happiest of designations.  Your 119
qualifications are beyond reproach. Why, the lake scene 
in Pride and Prejudice alone is evidence of the romance 
of your craft; it has left millions of women swooning.120
‘What lake scene?’ Jane said.
The lake scene, Madam. Among people across many 
countries, the lake scene has been voted the most 
memorable moment in all of British drama.  In Pride and 121
Prejudice? Surely you recall when Colin Darcy—122
‘Fitzwilliam.’
—Fitzwilliam Darcy emerges from the lake in the 
grounds of Pemberley, white frilly shirt clinging to his 
 ‘In examining each component of the term individually…we can see how these two 118
historically disparate gen(r)es have come to be fused together.’ J. Kamblé, Making Meaning in 
Popular Romance Fiction: An Epistemology, Palgrave Macmillan, New York, 2014, p. 2.
 ‘Jane Austen is the master of the romance novel. She published six but had she written 119
only Pride and Prejudice (1813), her command of the form would be indisputable.’ P. Regis, A 
Natural History of the Romance Novel, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 2003, p. 
75.
 L. Cockcroft, ‘Colin Firth's Mr Darcy “didn't take wet-shirt scene plunge”, says show's 120
director’, The Telegraph, 29 Dec 2008, para. 3, 
<https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/tvandradio/4001426/Colin-Firths-Mr-Darcy-didnt-
take-wet-shirt-scene-plunge-says-shows-director.html>, accessed 5 Jan 2019.
 A. Williams, "Oh, Mr Darcy”: Colin Firth's Pride and Prejudice lake scene named most 121
memorable moment in British TV drama’, Daily Mail Australia, 5 July 2013, para. 2, <https://
www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2356616/Oh-Mr-Darcy-Colin-Firths-Pride-Prejudice-
lake-scene-named-memorable-moment-British-TV-drama.html>, accessed 5 Jan 2019.
 This confusion between actor and character is a common error, observed by actors as in J. 122
Dawson, ‘"I've been cursed by Darcy,” says Firth’, Daily Mail Australia, para. 2, <https://
www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-136939/Ive-cursed-Darcy-says-Firth.html>, 
accessed 5 Jan 2019.
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six-pack, manly curl wild upon his manly forehead, and 
meets Elizabeth unexpectedly? It is impossible to imagine 
Darcy sans lake.123
‘What on earth is he doing in the lake?’ said Jane. 
It’s summer and he’s been riding quite a distance. 
He’s hot.
‘“He’s hot’?” You think nineteenth-century 
billionaires jump in lakes fully clothed, then stalk 
around their grounds like sodden vermin because they’re 
hot? Let me assure you, narrator,’ Jane said, ‘that I am 
intimately acquainted with Pride and Prejudice, and can 
say with confidence that, on the occasion you relate, 
Darcy meets with Elizabeth as she walks across the lawn 
and he appears upon the road.  In the entirety of that 124
novel, there are no lake scenes of any description.’
Filmmakers frequently take small liberties in order 
to enhance the enjoyment of the young ladies in their 
audience, for the purpose of increasing the number of 
 ‘In episode three of ITV’s Lost in Austen (2008), the heroine, Amanda Price (Jemima 123
Rooper), following a declaration of love from Mr Darcy (Elliot Cowan), asks him to “do 
something” for her. The shot cuts to Darcy emerging from the lake at Pemberley, jacketless 
and wearing a wet, translucent shirt…Amanda observes, “I am having a bit of a strange 
postmodern moment here”.’ J. Cox, ‘“A strange post[feminist] moment”? Conflicting 
constructions of femininity in ITV’s Lost in Austen (2008)’, Critical Studies in Television, 8(1), 
2013, p. 36.
 Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., p. 212.124
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spectators. It is much like the scene in Sense and 
Sensibility, where Elinor finds Matthew Crawley125
‘Who?’
—Edward Ferrars consumed by frustration at his 
lingering secret engagement to Lucy and thus his 
inability to declare his feelings to Elinor, chopping 
wood in an incredibly masculine fashion, in the rain—126
‘In the rain? Is the man mad?’
—or the tender yet steamy kiss shared by the 
usually reserved Anne Elliot and that incredibly hot guy 
from Whitechapel  in Persuasion, following their 127
reunion, in the middle of a bustling street—128
 Although the same actor, Dan Stevens, played both Matthew Crawley in Downton Abbey 125
and Edward Ferrars in Sense and Sensibility, commentators have remarked on the hotness 
differential between the two characters. See, for example, R. Pahle, ‘Tracking the hotness 
evolution of Dan Stevens’, Pajiba, 24 March 2017, <http://www.pajiba.com/
case_study_in_hotness/tracking-the-hotness-evolution-of-dan-stevens.php>, accessed 12 Jan 
2019.
 ‘The most memorable added scenes in the 2008 Sense & Sensibility emphasize a particular 126
heterosexual frisson…in a scene where Elinor (Hattie Morahan) stumbles upon Edward 
chopping wood in the rain. Although she seems more befuddled than aroused by Edward’s 
manual labor, Elinor gasps long enough for the camera to linger over Edward in his sodden 
shirt.’ J. Wyett, ‘Sex, sisterhood, and the cinema’, in S. Swaminathan & S. Thomas eds., The 
Cinematic Eighteenth Century: History, Culture, and Adaptation, Routledge, New York, 2018, p. 
161. 
 Despite widespread recognition of his hotness, somehow the British actor Rupert Penry-127
Jones has not achieved the level of renown that might have been expected, considering the 
romantic nature of his roles, as discussed in S. Mesure, ‘Rupert Penry-Jones: Still waiting for 
his Colin Firth moment’, Independent, 5 June 2011, <https://www.independent.co.uk/news/
people/profiles/rupert-penry-jones-still-waiting-for-his-colin-firth-moment-2293195.html>, 
accessed 12 Jan. 2019.
 ‘In the novel, Captain Wentworth writes to Anne that “a word, a look, will be enough” 128
from her. Prof Mullan said: “Then they meet and have a great big snog on the street in Bath. 
Incredible!”’ A. Singh, ‘The Jane Austen kiss you didn't realise was there’, The Telegraph, 25 
May 2015, para. 20, <https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/hay-festival/11627549/The-
Jane-Austen-kiss-you-didnt-realise-was-there.html>, accessed 12 Jan. 2019.
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‘IN THE MIDDLE OF THE STREET?’
—fractional changes such as these merely serve to 
bring your timeless tales into the modern age. 
‘My word. Could it be, narrator, that these 
cinematic portrayals, if as notorious as you claim, have 
materially altered my legacy? These re-enactments cannot 
capture my narrative voice, and, as you will surely 
agree, nothing conveys the essence of my novels as 
ardently as the tone of their narration.’
But what of the sweeping drama of the declarations, 
Madam! What of the weddings!
‘In Pride and Prejudice, do you mean? Where I 
dispense with the second proposal in only two paragraphs, 
with no direct speech from Elizabeth, despite her 
“gratitude and pleasure”?  Or do you mean the wedding in 129
Emma, that I squeeze into the final paragraph of the 
book, beginning with “The wedding was very much like 
other weddings, where the parties have no taste for 
finery or parade”?’130
 Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., p. 306.129
 J. Austen, Emma, Wordsworth Editions, Ware, 2007, p. 390.130
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Now that I think upon it, Madam, it almost seems 
that, in each and every novel you wilfully rush through 
the romantic parts.  As if they bore you.131
‘What a notion, Narrator. I am agog.’ 
Yet they are all courtship stories. Could anything 
be sweeter or more romantic than that?
‘I caution you to consider the world in which I 
write. The four of my brothers “who became fathers 
produced, between them, thirty-three children. Three of 
those brothers lost a wife to complications of pregnancy 
and childbirth...Marriage...involved a woman giving up 
everything to her husband—her money, her body, her very 
existence as a legal adult. Husbands could beat their 
wives, rape them, imprison them, take their children 
away, all within the bounds of the law.”  Courtship 132
tales are life and death to women of my time. They are 
anything but sweet and romantic. Could it be that these 
cinematic adaptations alone, are responsible for this 
ready classification of myself as a romance writer?’ said 
she.
 ‘Now, it’s rather a feature of her novels that successful proposals aren’t written down in 131
full, to the frustration of generations of scriptwriters…What we are given, much more fully, 
is unsuccessful proposals—Mr Elton’s offer to Emma Woodhouse, for example, or Mr 
Collins cringe-making one to Elizabeth.’  H. Kelly, Jane Austen: The Secret Radical, Knopf, 
New York, 2017, p. 143.
 Ibid., p 31.132
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Oh, Madam, there is no need to fear such an 
unsupported assertion. Even if these minor cinematic 
changes to plot and setting are discounted, your 
reputation would remain secure due to the romantic nature 
of your gentlemen characters. Your gentlemen are 
perfection. They are every young woman’s dream. Captain 
Wentworth alone—
‘Captain Wentworth,’ Jane said. 
The celebrated author seemed lost in a moment of 
private introspection, and her eyes wandered to the 
struggling embers in the fireplace. 
She said at last, with a mournful shake of her 
head, ‘Captain Frederick Wentworth is indeed romantic, 
and as attractive as my powers would allow. But even the 
dullest reader can see that Persuasion is not a comedy.’ 
We will leave aside Persuasion, then. Why, Darcy—
‘Darcy? He is your evidence? Narrator. As Elizabeth 
herself said, he did not behave in a gentlemanly fashion, 
and there is some speculation that his conduct shewed 
even less that was gentlemanly in earlier drafts.  Darcy 133
 ‘[I]t may be that this is one of the scenes that was “lop’t and crop’t”…But later it appears 133
that Darcy has talked specifically, disparagingly, about Mr and Mrs Gardiner.’ ibid., p. 144.
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is petulant, humourless, rude and moody, and possibly 
clinically depressed.134
Petulant, humourless, rude and moody, indeed! It 
soothes my heart to see you claim the qualities that 
endear him to every lady who has made his imaginative 
acquaintance. My heart aches for those unfortunate ladies 
forced to endure jocular, happy-go-lucky partners. 
Generations of readers have absorbed your message and 
followed your advice: do not reject a suitor who displays 
cold arrogance toward them—-surely such specimens will 
undergo the Darcy-esque epiphany that your novel 
promises, given time.
‘It is exceedingly fortunate that I am dead, then,’ 
Jane said, ‘as I am beyond the reach of an army of 
disillusioned wives. I can only hope that readers 
understand my intention regarding the character of Edward 
Ferrars in a clearer fashion?’
Oh yes, Madam! Dearest Edward! Sensitive, 
principled, humble...
 Or so thinks novelist Sebastian Faulks, who also said ‘[h]e is a manipulative, 134
hypocritical, self-centred depressive, aware of some of his faults but unapologetic for them, 
because he is bound by arrogance to ignore them’ in a session at the 2018 Cheltenham 
literature festival gloriously titled ‘Heathcliff versus Darcy: Who is the bigger shit?’ M. 
Brown, ‘Mr Darcy’s reputation as romantic hero trashed at Cheltenham literature festival’, 
The Guardian, 8 Oct. 2018, para. 12-13, <https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/oct/
07/mr-darcys-reputation-as-romantic-hero-trashed-at-cheltenham-literature-festival>, 
accessed 12 Jan. 2019.
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‘Dim,  plain,  flirts with Elinor while engaged 135 136
to Lucy but too frightened to tell anyone in case his 
mother finds out, then so lacking in character that he 
blames his mother  when it all goes badly.’137
Oh. At least Marianne finds happiness with Colonel 
Brandon...
‘Colonel Brandon, whom she marries, despite 
possessing “no sentiment superior to strong esteem and 
lively friendship” ? He is old enough to be her father, 138
and very likely Eliza’s father,  making him just as bad 139
as Willoughby.’
Henry Tilney?
‘It is plain in my work that those individuals 
overly vain in the matter of their clothing, among whom I 
number Lydia Wickham and Mrs Allen, are lacking in 
 ‘[H]e isn’t particularly intelligent. The most Jane can say of him is that: “His 135
understanding was good, and his education had given it solid improvement.” “Solid” isn’t 
high praise. Jane doesn’t ever really explain why Edward was educated by a provincial tutor 
rather than being sent to Westminster like his younger brother.’ Kelly, op. cit., pp. 98-99.
 ‘He was not handsome, and his manners required intimacy to make them pleasing. He 136
was too diffident to do justice to himself.’ Austen, Sense and Sensibility, op. cit., p. 11.
 ‘[I]nstead of having any profession chosen for me, or being allowed to chuse any myself, 137
I returned home to be completely idle; and for the first twelvemonth afterwards I had not 
even the nominal employment, which belonging to the university would have given me; for 
I was not entered at Oxford till I was nineteen. I had therefore nothing in the world to do, 
but to fancy myself in love; and as my mother did not make my home in every respect 
comfortable, as I had no friend, no companion in my brother, and disliked new 
acquaintance.’ ibid., p. 281.
 ibid., p. 293.138
 ‘Colonel Brandon is very much in the frame as a potential father to the younger Eliza. In 139
fact he never explicitly denies the relationship.’ Kelly, op. cit., p. 109.
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character, and that I have long considered that “dress is 
at all times a frivolous distinction,”  yet Tilney is 140
exceedingly interested in ladies’ fashion.  He’s also 141
flippant, superior and a bit of a dick,’  Jane said.142
Edmund Bertram?
‘Wrong all the time,  and dull,  with the sex 143 144
appeal of a wet dishcloth.’
George Knightley?
‘Terrible landlord,  constantly critical of 145
Emma,  paternalistic mansplainer with altogether 146
unwholesome tendencies in love.’147
 Austen, Northanger Abbey, op. cit., p. 50.140
 ‘[M]y sister has often trusted me in the choice of a gown. I bought one for her the other 141
day, and it was pronounced to be a prodigious bargain by every lady who saw it. I gave but 
five shillings a yard for it, and a true Indian muslin.’ Austen, Northanger Abbey, op. cit., p. 15.
 ‘Miss Morland, no one can think more highly of the understanding of women than I do. 142
In my opinion, nature has given them so much that they never find it necessary to use more 
than half.’ Austen, Northanger Abbey, op. cit., p. 82.
 Speaking about Mary Crawford in a letter to Fanny: ‘She is the only woman in the world 143
whom I could think of as a wife.’  Austen, Mansfield Park, op. cit., p. 338.
 As he himself confesses, ‘there is not the least wit in my nature. I am a very matter of 144
fact, plain spoken being, and may blunder on the borders of a repartee for half an hour 
together without striking it out.’ Austen, Mansfield Park, op. cit., p. 75.
 ‘We have to assume that the cottage which Emma takes Harriet to visit early in the novel 145
belongs to him…In the cottage Emma finds “sickness and poverty together”—poverty 
worsened by Mr Knightley’s enthusiasm for enclosure, sickness exacerbated by his 
unwillingness to spend money on his buildings rather than his land.’ Kelly, op. cit., p. 235.
 ‘I have blamed you, and lectured you, and you have borne it as no other woman in 146
England would have borne it.’ Austen, Emma, op. cit., p. 346.
 ‘I could not think about you so much without doting on you, faults and all, and by dint 147
of fancying so many errors, have been in love with you ever since you were thirteen at least.’ 
Austen, Emma, op. cit., p. 372.
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Enough, Madam! How can you slander your own 
creations so? One less attuned to your teasing ways might 
consider that you do not love any of them.  Would you 148
have your rom-com reputation rest entirely on the com, 
and not at all on the rom? May I suggest that, you are 
alone in this interpretation?  Take care—someone less 149
familiar with your work than myself might consider that 
you did not in fact intend for your female readers to 
fall in love with your heroes, and thus be entertained 
and consoled by your sweet, harmless, shallow comedies. 
‘Your insight,’ she said at last, ‘must surely be 
the envy of narrators for decades to come.’
You are kindness itself, Madam, and I am the 
honoured recipient of your condescension. Indeed, I pride 
myself on an intellectual—nay, one might even say 
philosophical—understanding rare among narrators of any 
century, a kind of meta-engagement in the very thoughts 
of the protagonist as she... Ah. Excuse me. I divine an 
 ‘A friend of Harding’s who had been rereading Austen’s novels exclaimed: “They used 148
to seem so light and amusing, but they’re not like that at all. You know—she hated people.”’ 
R. Tekcan, ‘Getting to know Miss Jane Austen’, in R.G. Dryden & L. Raw eds., Global Jane 
Austen: Pleasure, Passion, and Possessiveness in the Jane Austen Community, Palgrave Macmillan, 
New York, 2013, p. 263.
 Not quite alone, as Rodi demonstrates. ‘How did someone whose vision is so darkly, 149
even bleakly comic—whose work brims with vicious, gabbling grotesques, most of whom 
are never adequately (or even minimally) punished for their sins (as Dickens, not so many 
years later, felt compelled to punish his)—become the patron saint of the turgid, chest-
heaving, emotionally pornographic genre called “Regency Romance”?’ R. Rodi, Bitch in a 
Bonnett: Reclaiming Jane Austen from the Stiffs, the Snobs, the Simps and the Saps, Volume I, 
Amazon Digital Services, 2011, accessed 20 Jan. 2019.
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implication... Was that an example of your famed irony, 
Madam?  Could it be that you mean the opposite of what 150
you express, and you do not actually consider my voice to 
be a rare example of intellectually gifted narration?
‘And do you mean to imply that my irony is a simple 
reversal of the meaning expressed by an individual 
sentence? A simplistic, codified inversion? Because irony 
in general, and mine in particular, is much more complex 
than that, as Professor Hutcheon would assert,’  Jane 151
said. 
The candle was burned lower now, and the light much 
dimmed. Austen’s irony is the source of much of the 
humour in her work, and to find myself the object of such 
a statement—I, her own narrator, who should by rights be 
her closest ally! I confess, I feel quite the goose.
‘Perhaps you feel quite the duck? Or are you quite 
the rabbit?’  Jane said. ‘Or both at once? Because the 152
 ‘Sooner or later, when we speak of Jane Austen, we speak of her irony, and it is better to 150
speak of it sooner rather than later because nothing can so far mislead us about her work as 
a wrong understanding of this one aspect of it.’ L. Trilling, The Moral Obligation to be 
Intelligent: Selected Essays, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York, 2000, p. 292.
 ‘As a response to the extensive literature…that sees irony as a straightforward semantic 151
inversion (antiphrasis—or saying one thing and meaning its opposite) and thus as a static 
rhetorical tool to be used, this chapter expands on the suggestion made earlier in this book 
that irony is, instead, a communicative process.’ L. Hutcheon, Irony's Edge: The Theory and 
Politics of Irony, Routledge, New York, 1995, p. 56.
 ‘One of the ways I’ve tried to think about the inclusivity of ironic meaning has been 152
through a number of suggestive images…the figure that can be interpreted as either a duck 
or a rabbit, depending on whether you see a bird’s bill or a long pair of ears…While 
Grombrich says our eyes can’t experience both readings at the same time, I would suggest 
that, when it comes to the ducks and rabbits of ironic meaning, our minds almost can.’ ibid., 
p. 57.
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meaning of irony does not sit with the choice of either 
its relational aspect,  or its differential aspect.  As 153 154
Professor Hutcheon explains,  it is the movement between 155
the two that enables irony to carry three meanings: these 
two, plus a third—the inclusive aspect—which is the 
simultaneous perception of both.’
I declare, I am feeling quite beside myself. Your 
simple comedies, Madam, feel all at once more complex 
than I had expected. May I sit?
‘Come, take your ease before you swoon,’ the lady 
said, patting the foot of the bed. ’An example might 
assist, narrator. “It is a truth universally 
acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good 
fortune, must be in want of a wife.”’ 
Very droll, Madam. 
‘The irony here does not rely on simple reversal. 
In this case, that would be the implication that such 
fortunate single men never desire to marry. A foolish 
presumption, soon exposed by the very story that follows. 
The irony, and the humour, resides in the implication 
 ‘Irony is a relational strategy in the sense that it operates not only between meanings 153
(said, unsaid) but between people (ironists, interpreters, targets).’ ibid., p. 56.
 ‘Ironic meaning forms when two or more different concepts are brought together: ducks 154
and rabbits. The unsaid is other than, different from, the said.’ ibid., p. 62.
 ‘[I]t is not the two “poles” themselves that are important; it is the idea of a kind of rapid 155
perceptual or hermeneutic movement between them that makes this image a possibly 
suggestive and productive one for thinking about irony.’ ibid., pp. 57-58.
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that it is rather the prospective wives who desire such 
husbands. This is not a simple reversal. It requires a 
shared cultural understanding. There is a closeness, a 
generosity and an intimacy in such disclosures. It 
flatters the reader. It makes both of us, the writer and 
the reader, as though we are one.’156
I doubt your reader is feeling at one with you at 
the present moment, Madam. Is it not bad enough that you 
disavow the romance that readers claim for your novels? 
Now you are making your novels seem like philosophical 
treatises,  rather than a simple source of harmful fun. 157
‘Surely not, narrator,’ she said.
Is there a cinder beneath your lash, Madam? Roll 
your eyes again, quite as round as before; that will 
uncover it.
‘My vision is quite clear, I thank you, though I 
cannot say the same for many of my readers. It’s almost 
as if they have entirely missed the point of my work,’ 
Jane said.
 Madam, I believe you have chanced upon it, as 
befits your lucky, unconscious, lady-like creative 
 ‘This is Jane Austen’s ironic method: yet it does not lead to sneering superiority, for what 156
it explores is a mutual relationship between imagination and judgement, spectatorship and 
understanding.’ N. Bradbury in Austen, Emma, op. cit., p. viii.
 ‘Austen has much to teach the professional philosopher as well as the casual reader 157
about moral philosophy.’ T. Rodham, ‘Reading Jane Austen as a moral philosopher’, 
Philosophy Now, 94, 2013, para. 18, <https://philosophynow.org/issues/94/
Reading_Jane_Austen_as_a_Moral_Philosopher>, accessed 1 Feb. 2019.
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process.  You are an Enlightenment writer  being read 158 159
and interpreted in a romantic age. Through some accident 
of shifting cultural norms, and the efforts of an 
entrepreneurial army of screenwriters, film-makers and 
artists with a keen eye towards the riches that romance 
promises—that is precisely what has occurred.
‘I can only defer to the superiority of your 
wisdom,’ Jane said.
Any time I might enlighten you as to the smallest 
meaning in your work, I am entirely at your convenience. 
Yet, I confess, I am now of the opinion that...forgive 
me...
Jane sighed. ’What is it, narrator?’
This close observation of your character has 
changed my view. Now I fear ‘that you could be neither 
happy nor respectable, unless you truly esteemed your 
husband; unless you looked up to him as a superior. Your 
lively talents would place you in the greatest danger in 
 ‘Austen’s professionalism here exists in startling contrast to her brother Henry’s earliest 158
biographical accounts of her, accounts that helped to created the long-standing myth of 
Austen as a genteel amateur, the spinster lady author who sketched her novels in moments 
of leisure.’ J. Fergus, ‘The professional woman writer’, in E. Copeland & J. McMaster eds., 
The Cambridge Companion to Jane Austen, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1997, p. 12.
 ‘Jane Austen is a writer of centrist views who derives in large measure from the 159
Enlightenment, more particularly from that sceptical tradition within it that flourished in 
England and Scotland during the second half of the eighteenth century.’ P. Knox-Shaw, Jane 
Austen and the Enlightenment, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2004, p 5.
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an unequal marriage. You could scarcely escape discredit 
and misery.’160
The lady hesitated for a moment, then drew herself 
taller, and replied. ‘You have wildly overstepped your 
role, narrator. Let me be plainly understood: I am not a 
rom-com writer by any definition. I am neither a light 
comedienne nor a purveyor of girlish fantasies. There is 
nothing in my nature or spirit to suggest that I am of a 
romantic disposition, now that I have left the whims of 
childhood behind. A pragmatic marriage, based on family 
connections and financial security, is an excellent 
match.’  
You contend that one might marry without affection?
‘I contend that few marriages are happy. In my 
work, I make this plain: the John Dashwoods, the John 
Willoughbys, Sir John and Lady Middleton, the Robert 
Ferrars, the Bennets, the George Wickhams, the William 
Collins’s, Lord and Lady Bertram, the Prices, the James 
Rushworths, the Philip Eltons, the Allens. I could go on. 
Miserable people in their choice of spouse, all of them. 
Happy marriages, on the other hand, are few, and rare. 
Those who think my work romantic should measure the first 
group against the other. I do not set my expectations 
high.’   
 Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., p. 315.160
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 Regardless, my advice to you, Madam, is this: 
’Anything is to be preferred or endured rather than 
marrying without affection; and if his deficiences of 
manner, &c. &c., strike you more than all his good 
qualities, if you continue to think strongly of them, 
give him up at once.’     161
‘Give him up? Give up a man of such standing, of 
such fortune? Narrator, that might well be the most 
stupid thing you have said all evening.’
Yet give him up, she did. It so happened that on the 
morrow, Jane arose early, ‘packed her bag, dressed 
herself grimly, and sought someone’  to take her 162
terrible confession. Unaccountable as it was, during the 
course of that long night, something had occurred to 
alter her conviction, and she would act upon it, for in 
all matters of the human heart,‘man has the advantage of 
choice, woman only the power of refusal.’  She could no 163
longer marry Harris. He could not make her happy, and she 
 Jane Austen to Fanny Knight in Austen, Jane Austen's Letters, op. cit., p. 280.161
 Tomalin, op. cit., p. 183.162
 Austen, Northanger Abbey, op. cit., p. 53.163
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was convinced that she was the last woman in the world 
who would make him so.  164
Once the news spread around the household, Jane 
thought it best that she and Miss Austen quit Manydown, 
as soon as she was able, and they appeared before ’the 
Bigg sisters, Catherine and Aletha, hastily summoned to 
cover the departure with a show of formality.’  She—who 165
spent her life’s work mocking romance, and shocking those 
who considered her conflation of the financial with the 
matrimonial less than genteel —lost her courage at the 166
final moment.  
It was some years until she returned and by then, 
Harris had married another. If, on a later visit, Jane 
ever considered Manydown, so happily situated, and 
thought, ‘And of this place...I might have been mistress! 
With these rooms I might now have been familiarly 
acquainted! Instead of viewing them as a stranger, I 
 The line, spoken by Elizabeth Bennet to Mr Collins, is ‘You could not make me happy, 164
and I am convinced that I am the last woman in the world who would make you so.’ Austen, 
Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., p. 92.
 Nokes, op. cit., p. 257.165
 ‘You could not shock her more than she shocks me;166
Beside her Joyce seems innocent as grass.
It makes me most uncomfortable to see
An English spinster of the middle class
Describe the amorous effect of “brass”,
Reveal so frankly and with such sobriety
The economic basis of society.’
From Letter to Lord Byron, in W.H. Auden, Collected Poems, ed. E. Mendelson, Faber & Faber, 
London, 1994, p. 84.
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might have rejoiced in them as my own’,  she never 167
betrayed it. The remaining fourteen years of her life she 
lived with Miss Austen, and with their mother after the 
death of the Reverend Austen, indebted to the charity and 
kindnesses of their various relations. To spend such 
years in the company of women who encouraged her writing, 
rather than with a husband who might forbid it, could be 
considered the height of good fortune by grateful 
readers, and professing myself not a little in favour of 
a lady resolving to act in that manner which will best 
constitute her happiness, ‘I leave it to be settled by 
whomsoever it may concern, whether the tendency of this 
work be altogether to recommend a belief in romance, or 
reward a rejection of it’.  168
THE END  
 Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., p. 207.167
 The final line is ‘I leave it to be settled by whosoever it may concern, whether the 168
tendency of this work be altogether to recommend parental tyranny, or reward filial 








of ILSA LUND (Ingrid Bergman, in Casablanca)  170
and RICK BLAINE (Humphrey Bogart). ‘They’re 
sitting together on a love seat looking straight 
at the CAMERA.’171
RICK
I don’t actually remember how we met.
ILSA
It wasn’t in the flashback.
RICK
It was in Paris, I remember that. I 




A cafe, maybe? I spent a lot of time in 
cafes back in my pre-bar years. 
ILSA
(Nods.) A cafe. I mean, look at him. A girl 
had no chance. That suit, the hat. 
American. He bought me a cafe au lait, that 
I’ll never forget.  
 This device takes inspiration from When Harry Met Sally, where ‘The narrative of the film 169
is interspersed with older couples, framed as documentary, in which they speak to the 
camera and tell us, the audience, how they met and fell in love.’ C.L. Preston, ‘Hanging on a 
star: the resurrection of the romance film in the 1990s’, in W.W. Dixon ed., Film Genre 2000: 
New Critical Essays, State University of New York Press, New York, 2000, p. 234.
 Casablanca [Motion Picture], dir. M. Curtiz, Warner Bros, 1942. 170
 N. Ephron, R. Reiner, & A. Scheinman, ‘When Harry Met Sally, ver 8/23/88 pink’, The 171




I would have popped the question that first 
day, except we made a rule about things 
like that.  172
FADE OUT
 ‘ILSA: We said “no questions." RICK: Here’s looking at you, kid.’ from J.J. Epstein, P.G. 172
Epstein & H. Koch, 'Casablanca, ver 6/1/42’, Robert McKee: write the truth [website], p. 64, 
<http://mckeestory.com/wp-content/uploads/Digital-CASABLANCA.pdf>, accessed 2 
April 2019.
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2a EXT. CARNEGIE DELICATESSEN - DAY
Establishing shot.
2. INT. CARNEGIE DELICATESSEN - DAY
A dark-haired woman and a man are sitting 
opposite each other at a table, eating pastrami 
sandwiches. 
The woman is NORA EPHRON, a successful 
screenwriter and essayist. She’s chic; dressed in 
black with a silk scarf around her neck.
The man is DAN GREENBURG, a best-selling 
children’s writer, humourist and journalist, and 
Nora’s first ex-husband. 
NORA
Influences. She actually used the word 
‘influences’. Can you believe that?
DAN
Maybe you read it wrong. Maybe it was 
‘You’ve got Influenze’. Like the singular 
of influenza. 
NORA
Right. Like, one sneeze. One solitary 
virus, living alone in an East Village 
walk-up. Do you ever listen to yourself? 
Why would someone write a part of their 
exegesis about me having one single flu? 
Besides, I know what I read.
DAN
Eggheads. Petty point scoring. You’re an 
original, you know that. Put it out of your 
head.
NORA
I will. I will put it out of my head.  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A long silence. They both eat their sandwiches.
NORA
As if she’s never had any influences. As if 
every hare-brained concept that ever popped 
into that skull was original. (In a weird 
voice.) Oh, an OCD romance.  No one’s ever 173
done that before. Hello? Every heard of As 




This makes me so mad. This is gendered 
double standards, you know that, right? 
It’s like that book, He’s a Stud, She’s a 
Slut.  He’s a postmodern filmmaker, she 176
has influences.
DAN
Isn’t it saying the same thing, though?  
 ‘Addition by Australian author Toni Jordan (2008)…presents a non-stereotypical 173
representation of a protagonist with a cognitive disability who is still able to participate in a 
love relationship while experiencing significant impairment.’ R. Robertson, 'Driven by tens: 
obsession and cognitive difference in Toni Jordan's romantic comedy Addition’, Australasian 
Journal of Popular Culture, 3(3), 2014, p. 311. 
 As Good As It Gets [Motion Picture], dir. J.L. Brooks, Tristar Pictures, Gracie Films, 1997.174
 ‘In As Good As It Gets (1997) Jack Nicholson's obstreperously resistant obsessive-175
compulsive writer is finally persuaded by his love for waitress Helen Hunt to take unnamed 
medication from a psychiatrist.’ H.R. Greenberg, ‘A field guide to cinetherapy: on celluloid 
psychoanalysis and its practitioners’, American Journal of Psychoanalysis, 60(4), Dec. 2000, pp. 
336-337.
 J. Valenti, He's a Stud, She's a Slut, and 49 Other Double Standards Every Woman Should 176
Know, Seal Press, Berkley, 2009.
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NORA
Hello? Of course. ‘Early accounts of 
postmodernist cinema focused specifically 
on the self-conscious use of direct or 
indirect cinematic allusions introduced by 
the first generation of film school-
educated directors.’  Male filmmakers have 177
influences coming out their proverbial all 
the time.  No one gets my movies.178 179
DAN
What do you think makes the pastrami so 
good here? The slices are perfect, right? 
Not too thick, not too thin. 
NORA
It’s the spice rub. 
Beat.
Why did she have to use the word 
‘influence’? It’s not a compliment. Did 
Harold Bloom call his book The Confidence 
of Influence? The Blessing of Influence? 
No. The Anxiety of Influence,  that’s what 180
he called it. I have enough anxiety 
already, you can ask my therapist. Any more 
and I’d be popping valium like tic tacs.  
 R. Garrett, Postmodern Chick Flicks: The Return of the Woman's Film, Palgrave Macmillan, 177
New York, 2007, p. 4.
 ‘The association of postmodernist features with male-orientated cinema spans the work 178
of cultish experimental directors, such as David Lynch, Quentin Tarrantino, Martin Scorsese, 
David Fincher and Michael Mann, and mainstream action movies such as the Die Hard 
series.’ ibid., p. 6.
 ‘[A]s early as the late 1980s and early 1990s, Nora Ephron’s romantic comedies…179
incorporated obvious allusions to previous forms…Despite the inclusion of these elements, 
critical responses to these films, particular around the time of their release, still tended to 
view them derivative, cliched and patronising, rather than self-conscious or postmodernist.’ 
ibid., p. 8.




She’s trying to analyse the intertextuality 
of your work. Intertextuality, the way 
McFarlane sees it, is unavoidable  so why 181
not lean in? Your influences feature 
heavily in everything you do. 
NORA
(Getting angry) Because influences and 
intertextuality are not the same thing. 
’The intertextual dimensions of a text 
cannot be studied as mere “sources” or 
“influences”.’  Take the way I reference 182
Casablanca in When Harry Met Sally.  It’s 183
not just an influence. It’s more than that. 
It’s ’a metaphor for the state of relations 
between Harry, played by Billy Crystal, and 
Sally, played by Meg Ryan.’  A metaphor!184
DAN
A metaphor, sure, I get it. It’s clever, 
the way you refer to other texts in your 
films.  185
 ‘Those who repudiate the notion of “fidelity” as an evaluative criterion when talking 181
about relations between film and literature can bolster their case by invoking the far more 
productive notion of intertextuality. The way we respond to any film will be in part the 
result of those other texts and influences we inescapably bring to bear on our viewing.’  B. 
McFarlane, ‘Reading film and literature’, in D. Cartmell & I. Whelehan eds., The Cambridge 
Companion to Literature on Screen, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2007, p. 26.
 Allen, G., Intertextuality, Routledge, Abingdon, 2000, p. 35.182
 When Harry Met Sally… [Motion Picture], dir R. Reiner, Castle Rock Entertainment, 183
Nelson Entertainment, 1989.
 Editors of LIFE, LIFE Casablanca: The Most Beloved Movie of All Time, Time Incorporated 184
Books, New York, 2018, p. 118.
 ‘Ephron's skill lies in realigning the genre with its roots, by careful reference to past films, 185
references that are increasingly straightforward in their desire to recreate the golden age's 
"old-fashioned romance," even as the new films employ postmodern methods of attaining 
this romance.’ A. Morrison, ‘Newfangled computers and old-fashioned romantic comedy: 
You’ve Got Mail’s futuristic nostalgia’, Canadian Journal of Film Studies, 19(1), 2010, p. 56. 
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NORA
It’s not just a reference! It’s the whole 
point! ‘That’s one of the subjects in all 
my romantic comedies—the role of other 
movies...in that fantasy.’  Because ‘So 186
many of the conscious and unconscious ways 
men and women treat each other have to do 
with romantic and sexual fantasies that are 
deeply ingrained, not just in society but 
in literature.’  It’s like what Fletcher 187
says about ‘I love you’: ’I say it only 
because it has been said before, only 
because it is conventional. Romance can 
only quote.’188
DAN




A WAITRESS approaches the table.
DAN
Get me a bourbon. No, a double bourbon. 
With a side of vodka.
NORA




This, what’s her name, this PhD woman. 
Jordan something. I thought she was a big 
fan of Hutcheon. Hutcheon, this, Hutcheon 
that.
NORA
 Cited in P. McGilligan, ‘Feminist with a funny bone’, in Nora Ephron: The Last Interview 186
and Other Conversations, Melville House, Brooklyn, 2015, p. 37.
 Ibid.187
 L. Fletcher, Historical Romance Fiction: Heterosexuality and Performativity, Routledge, Oxon, 188
2016, p. 30.
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Your point being? 
WAITRESS
Hello? Hutcheon is big into parody. Parody 
this, parody that. Intertextuality, not so 
much.  There’s definitely a value 189
judgement going on.
NORA
(To Dan) See? Value judgement. What did I 
tell you?
DAN
You’re going to believe a waitress over me?
WAITRESS
(Shrugs) I could care less. I only spent 
six years in grad school getting a PhD in 
film studies as a fall back, in case 
carrying plates of pie to ingrates didn’t 
work out. 
NORA
(To Waitress) You have pie? ‘I’d like the 
pie heated, and I don’t want the ice cream 
on top, I want it on the side. And I’d like 
strawberry instead of vanilla if you have 
it. If not, then no ice cream, just whipped 
cream, but only if it’s real. If it’s out 
of a can, then nothing.’190
Waitress writes it down and walks off.
DAN
Look, do you really think this Jordan is 
going to criticise your tendency to 
referentiality? Her? Have you read her 
exegesis? Hello? Derivative, anyone? So you 
use other films as metaphors, big deal.  
 ‘[P]arody demands of the (real and inferred) parodist much skill, craftsmanship, critical 189
understanding, and, often, wit…But the reader too must share a certain amount of this 
sophistication, if not skill, for it is the reader who must effect the decoding of the 
superimposed texts by means of his or her generic competence. This is not a matter (as in 
intertextuality) of a general ability to call upon what one has read, but, rather, it is specific to 
the particular text or conventions being parodied.’ Hutcheon, A Theory of Parody: The 
Teachings of Twentieth-century Art Forms, op. cit., p. 96.
 N. Ephron, R. Reiner, & A. Scheinman, op. cit., p. 10.190
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NORA
It’s not only metaphors! I use other films 
for a lot more than that. I do a very 
intricate thing with An Affair to 
Remember  and setting in Sleepless in 191
Seattle,  did you notice that?192 193
A beat.
DAN
Sure. Naturally. The very first thing I 
noticed.
NORA 
And I’m making political points! The 
‘knowing inclusion of intertextual 
quotation or the nostalgic evocation of 
past styles’  in my films ‘may work as 194
much to “expose” their ideological 
endorsement of marriage and monogamy as to 




Which means what, exactly?  
 An Affair to Remember [Motion Picture], dir. L. McCarey, Jerry Wald Productions, 1957.191
 Sleepless in Seattle [Motion Picture], dir. N. Ephron, TriStar Pictures, 1993.192
 ‘Within Sleepless in Seattle, we are shown a number of scenes in which characters watch 193
the movie An Affair to Remember (1957), a movie in which important events take place in 
New York. By watching the characters watching An Affair to Remember, Sleepless in Seattle not 
only underscores the importance of movie-watching in constructing our images of the city 
more generally, but also shows us how to look at Seattle, and therefore also shows us in its 
own terms, what the city is, cinematically.’ J. Lyons, ‘Learning to look at Seattle by watching 
an old movie set in New York’, Scope: An Online Journal of Film Studies, Jan. 2000, para. 3, 
<https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/scope/documents/2000/january-2000/lyons.pdf>, 
accessed 2 April 2019.




It means that my ‘references to the prior 
romance serve much more to emphasize the 
fantasy element of such cultural forms and, 
by implication, the idealistic views of 
romance that they carry.’  196
DAN
I got that much.
NORA
It means that the references to Pride and 
Prejudice in You’ve got Mail  are more 197
than just a simple analogy of the financial 
chasm between Joe Fox, rich businessman, 
and Kathleen Kelly, struggling bookstore 
owner.
DAN
Those Pride and Prejudice references are 
subtle, really, compared to your other 
work: they’re ‘entertaining, unpretentious, 
and part of an authentic contemporary 
context in which lots of other amusing 
things occur.’  198
 R. Garrett, ‘Female fantasy and post-feminist politics in Nora Ephron's screenplays’, 196
Journal of Screenwriting, 3(2), 2012, p. 185.
 You’ve Got Mail [Motion Picture], dir. N Ephron, Warner Bros., 1998.197
 J. Wiltshire, Recreating Jane Austen, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2001, p. 139.198
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 NORA
(Exasperated.) Entertaining? Unpretentious? 
Only if you watched the film with your eyes 
closed. I’ll give you one example: my ‘Come 
to Pemberley’ moment. After Joe has sent 
her bankrupt, ‘Kathleen finally steps into 
the Fox superstore—Joe’s estate. Her visit 
is a revelation. Reading children sprawl 
comfortably among the endless shelves of 
books.’  Remind you of any scene in, oh, I 199
don't know, ‘one of the greatest romantic 
comedies ever written’?200
DAN
When Elizabeth Bennet visits Pemberley.
NORA
Both of them, Elizabeth and Kathleen, think 
exactly the same thing. ’And of this 
place,’ thought she, ‘I might have been 
mistress.’  If you think about things like 201
this, the whole slant of the movie changes. 
’With this insight, it became a much 
cleverer, edgier, and more slyly subversive 
film than the sweet-surfaced romantic 
comedy it first seemed to be.’202
DAN
'She was too proud...or was she too 
prejudiced and Mr.Darcy too proud? I can 
never remember.’203
NORA
(Grumbling) It’s all right if you’re Jane 
Austen. Or Molière, or some dead person. 
Dead people get all the breaks.
DAN
 E. Solender, ‘Recreating Jane Austen’s world on film’, Persuasions: The Jane Austen Journal, 199
24, 2002, p. 118.
 N. Ephron, cited in E. Carlson, I'll Have What She's Having: How Nora Ephron's Three Iconic 200
Films Saved the Romantic Comedy, Hachette Books, New York, 2017, p. 217.
 Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., p. 164.201
 Solender, op. cit., p 117.202
 N. Ephron & D. Ephron, ‘You’ve Got Mail’, Raindance [website], pp. 118-119, <https://203




I’m speaking metaphorically. It’s too late 
to be original now. Everything’s already 
been done. Besides, this is my shtick. Take 
Julie & Julia,  which I wrote and directed 204
and produced. It’s a film adapted from two 
books, one of which was itself an adaption 
of a blog, and the other was an 
autobiography, and the main characters were 
Julie, the blogger, and Julia, the 
biographer, who also had her own TV series 
and who wrote the cookbooks that provided 
the recipes in the blog, and the movie. 
It’s a ‘complex mise en abyme of 
adaptations’!205
DAN
It’s a what now?
NORA
Or take Bewitched , which I also wrote, 206
and directed and produced.‘ 
Bewitched...follows in the footsteps of the 
adaptations in which the elements of 
narrative self-consciousness play a key 
role in the story. This was the first film 
based on a television live action series in 
which the existence of the referent as a 
cultural product serves as the backbone.’  207
DAN
In English?  
 Julie & Julia [Motion Picture], dir. N. Ephron, Columbia Pictures, Easy There Tiger 204
Productions, Scott Rudin Productions, 2009.
 S. Johnston, ‘Remastering the art of French cooking: adaptation, anamnesis and 205
authenticity in Julie & Julia’, Journal of Adaptation in Film and Performance, 5(3), 2012, p. 263.
 Bewitched [Motion Picture], dir N. Ephron, Red Wagon Entertainment, 2005.206
 C.C. Cascajosa Virino, ‘An interplay of screens: intertextuality and self-reflectiveness in 207
films based on television programs’, in S. Martin ed., Recycling Culture(s), Cambridge 
Scholars Publishing, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 2009, p. 89.
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NORA
It’s a movie based on a TV show where the 
actors in the movie are playing actors 
making a TV show which is a remake of the 
original TV show, obviously! Yet I’m never 
categorised as an experimental film maker. 
The point is...I’m meta! I’m post-modern! 
Film is continually in a conversation with 
itself, and with other types of media! 
DAN
(Looks towards the kitchen.) I should have 
ordered pie when you did. I should have 
told the waitress: ‘I’ll have what she’s 
having.’208
NORA




Why did you divorce me? Are you seriously 
asking me that?
NORA
It was a long time ago.
DAN
In Heartburn you said that I was stingy, 
and that I kept hamsters, and they all had 
cute names, like Arnold and Shirley, and I 
was very attached to them and was always 
whipping up little salads for them with my 
Slice-o-Matic and buying them extremely 
small sweaters at a pet boutique in Rego 
Park.  209
 The most famous line from When Harry Met Sally…, ‘I’ll have what she’s having’ has 208
‘become one of the great iconic lines of American cinema, up there with Casablanca’s “Round 
up the usual suspects.” It was explosively funny. But it was not written by Nora. It was 
suggested by Billy Crystal.’ R. Cohen, She Made Me Laugh: My Friend Nora Ephron, Simon & 
Schuster, New York, 2016, p. 193.
 N. Ephron, Heartburn, Little, Brown Book Group, New York, 2012, p. 79.209
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NORA
(Disbelieving) I’m pretty sure that wasn’t 
it.
DAN
You said that, when Arnold the hamster 
died, I ‘took him to one of those cryogenic 
places and had him frozen.’ And then I 
‘brought Arnold home in a nice Baggie with 
a rubber band around it and simply stuck 
him into the freezer.’210
NORA
Doesn’t seem so weird now, in hindsight.
DAN
You also said I slept with your oldest 
friend Brenda and she gave me crabs.211
NORA
A beat.
That might have been it.
The waitress arrives and places the pie in front 
of Nora, who looks at it with disgust.
DAN
Are you going to eat that?
NORA
Don’t be ridiculous. I’ve been in the Zone 
since 1972.212
FADE OUT.  
 Ibid., p. 80.210
 Ibid., p. 79.211
 The Zone Diet, she means. ‘“I’ve been in the Zone for a long time,” Ephron informed a 212
group of women who had come to see her speak at the 92nd Street Y a few years ago.’ A. 
Levy, ‘Nora knows what to do’, The New Yorker, 29 June 2009, para 3, <https://





‘Another older COUPLE sitting together on the 
same love seat we saw earlier.’  It’s TERRY 213
MCKAY (played by Deborah Kerr) and NICKIE 
FERRANTE (Cary Grant) from An Affair to Remember.
TERRY
They used to call you ‘the big dame 
hunter,’  remember?214
NICKIE
That was a typing error. They meant ‘big 
dam hunter’. Nothing I like more than 
sneaking up on a dam with my trusty .22 and 
shooting it square in the floodgate. Don’t 
change the subject. We first met when you 
stole my cigarette case.
TERRY
I found it. On a transatlantic cruise. When 
you were on your way to meet your fiancé- 
that-was.
NICKIE
You said you were a jewel thief. And then 
you stole my heart.
TERRY
Tell me, had you been getting results with 
a line like that? Or would I be 
surprised?215
NICKIE
That’s when I knew we were M.F.E.O.216
 N. Ephron, R. Reiner, & A. Scheinman, op. cit., p. 17.213
 D. Daves, ‘An Affair to Remember’, Scripts, p. 2, <https://www.scripts.com/script-pdf/214
2270>, accessed 2 April 2019.
 The line is actually: ‘Tell me, have you been getting results with a line like that? Or would 215
I be surprised?’ ibid., p. 7.
 ‘BECKY: M.F.E.O.? ANNIE: Made for each other.’ J. Arch, N. Ephron & D. Ephron, 216
Sleepless in Seattle, search M.F.E.O., www.awesomefilm website, <http://





The trouble is that no one remembers the 
beginning of that movie. They only remember 
the end.
TERRY
The end, where you realise that the reason 
I didn’t meet you at the top of the Empire 
State Building like we’d planned was 
because I’d been hit by a car and was in a 
wheelchair and didn’t tell you because I 
didn’t want to be a burden? I had too much 
pride, and I didn’t want my paraplegia to 
reveal you as being prejudiced.
NICKIE
(Shakes head, wry.) Rendezvousing on top of 
The Empire State Building. It sounds like 
something out of a movie.
FADE OUT
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4 EXT. FARMERS MARKET ON BROADWAY - DAY
NORA is walking beside a dark-haired man who 
looks like a cross between Dustin Hoffman and 
Jack Nicholson.  He is CARL BERNSTEIN, an 217
investigative journalist and author, and Nora’s 
second ex-husband. 
‘As they walk past tables of bread and flowers, 
etc.’218
CARL
Here’s the thing: why was it always Meg?
NORA
I should have known you’d take Jordan’s 
side. We divorced back in 1985. Get over 
it.
CARL
I’m not taking her side. I’m just asking 
why you always cast Meg Ryan in your 
movies.
NORA
It wasn’t always Meg. Julie Kavner was the 
star in my first movie.  What a dud that 219
movie was.  The problem was this: ‘the 220
Kavner character was too Jewish...From then 
on in...leading ladies were going to be the 
likes of Meg Ryan and Meryl Streep.’  That 221
experience taught me a lot about casting, 
let me tell you.  
 Bernstein ‘married the writer Nora Ephron, who chronicled their messy breakup in her 217
thinly veiled novel "Heartburn," which became a film in which Jack Nicholson played the 
character based on Mr. Bernstein, as Dustin Hoffman had a decade earlier in "All the 
President's Men.”’ T.S. Purdum, ‘Three decades later, 'Woodstein' takes a victory lap’, The 
New York Times, 3 June 2005, p. 16.
 N. Ephron & D. Ephron, ibid., p. 125.218
 This is My Life [Motion Picture], dir. N. Ephron, 20th Century Fox, 1992.219
 C. McGrath, ‘Nora Ephron dies at 71; writer and filmmaker with a genius for humor’, The 220
New York Times, 26 June 2012, para. 24, <https://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/27/movies/
nora-ephron-essayist-screenwriter-and-director-dies-at-71.html?
_r=2&pagewanted=3&hp&pagewanted=all>, accessed 11 April 2019.
 Cohen, op. cit., p. 189.221
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CARL
It was often Meg, though. Three times it 
was Meg, in your stories.
NORA
Four, if you count Hanging Up,  which no 222
one ever does, despite the fact that Delia 
and I wrote the script from Delia’s thinly-
disguised autobiographical novel. Diane 
Keaton played me in that movie.  Meg 223
played Delia. And what’s wrong with Meg 
anyway?
CARL
She carries a certain Meg-ness, that’s 
all.’Meg Ryan comes across as a star of 
fixed meaning, the essentialist work of 
artifice signifying virginal good 
daughterliness, with the potential for good 
wife and motherliness.’224
 NORA
Audiences loved Meg. Besides, movies are 
collaborations, mister author-who-barely-
speaks-to-his-famous-collaborator. I’m not 
responsible for every little casting 
decision.
CARL
Bob and I speak.  225
 Hanging Up [Motion Picture], dir. D. Keaton, Columbia Pictures, Global Entertainment 222
Productions GmbH & Company Median KG, Laurence Mark Productions, Nora Ephron 
Productions, 2000.
 N. Minow, ‘Her own story: A Nora Ephron appreciation’, Balder and Dash, 28 March 2016, 223
para 1, <https://www.rogerebert.com/balder-and-dash/her-own-story-a-nora-ephron-
appreciation>, accessed 19 March 2019.
 C. Deleyto & P. W. Evans, Terms of endearment : Hollywood romantic comedy of the 1980s and 224
1990s, Edinburgh University Press, Edinburgh, 1998, p. 200. 
 Bernstein’s and his Watergate collaborator Bob Woodward’s ‘professional and personal 225
relationship was said to have become strained for a time in the 1970s but they are otherwise 
very close.’ D. Smith, ‘Woodward and Bernstein: Watergate echoes loud in Donald Trump 
era’, The Guardian, 13 August 2018, para. 18, <https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/
2018/aug/12/woodward-bernstein-watergate-donald-trump-era>, accessed 2 April 2019.
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NORA
If you bring up Meryl, I’m going to hit 
you.
CARL
I wasn’t going to bring up Meryl. But she 
has been cast three times in your stories: 
in Silkwood,  in Julie & Julia, and in the 226
film of Heartburn,  actually playing you. 227
She brings a certain intertextuality.'When 
watching, say, Meryl Streep, we don’t 
easily expel all the expectations that her 
previous roles have created for us.’  228
NORA
You think I should have cast nobodies?
CARL
It would have been a clean slate. No 
preconceptions on the part of the audience. 
Here’s my advice: next time, pick actors 
without baggage.
NORA
And here’s my advice: ‘I highly recommend 
having Meryl Streep play you. If your 
husband is cheating on you with a carhop, 
get Meryl to play you. You will feel much 
better. If you get rear-ended in a parking 
lot, have Meryl Streep play you. If the 
dingo eats your baby, call Meryl. She plays 
all of us better than we play ourselves, 
although it's a little depressing knowing 
that if you went to audition to play 
yourself, you would lose out to her.’229
CARL
 Silkwood [Motion Picture], dir. M. Nichols, ABC Motion Pictures, 1983.226
 Heartburn [Motion Picture], dir. M. Nichols, Paramount Pictures, 1986.227
 B. McFarlane, ‘Time regained: Intertextuality and the hours’, Screen Education, 88, 2018, p. 228
68.  
 Nora Ephron Highly Recommends Having Meryl Streep Play You [video], American Film 229
Institute, 3 Apr. 2009, <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4Moh-Sw7xE>, accessed 19 
April 2019.
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Didn’t Meryl’s daughter play you once? She 
did. In 2016, Grace Gummer played you in a 
TV series about the 1970 Newsweek lawsuit, 
where the female employees filed an equal 
opportunity claim.  230
NORA
(Wistful) What a lovely girl. Blonde. Those 
Irish cheekbones. Gorgeous figure and a 
face like an angel. No wonder they cast her 
as me, it’s like looking in a mirror. 
A beat.
Except that I’m flat-chested.  And 231
Jewish.  And I’m ‘skinny and have a long 232
face, long chin, and dark hair and a 
snaggletooth’ and ‘[m]y hair droops over my 
left eye so no one will notice that my left 
eyelid droops.’ . 233
CARL
Weren’t you played by Sandra Dee the very 
first time you inspired a character on 
screen?  In your parents’ screenplay for 234
Take Her, She’s Mine,  starring Jimmy 235




Not everyone looks like Meg Ryan or Meryl 
Streep. Not everyone falls in love with a 
sensitive single father or a yacht-owning 
millionaire, both of whom are Tom Hanks.
NORA
 IMDb, ‘Good girls revolt’, IMDb [website], <https://www.imdb.com/title/tt4687892/>, 230
accessed 19 April 2019.
 N. Ephron, ‘A few words about breasts’, Esquire, May 1972, p. 95.231
 Cohen, op. cit., p. 107.232
 Cited in M.S. Lasky, ‘Nice to see Nora Ephron happy in her work’, in Nora Ephron: The 233
Last Interview and Other Conversations, Melville House, Brooklyn, 2015, p. 4.
 Minow, loc. cit.234
 Take Her, She’s Mine [Motion Picture], dir. H. Koster, Twentieth Century Fox, 1963.235
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Excuse me, I also worked with Billy Crystal 
in When Harry met Sally.
CARL
Yes, you did. ‘Billy Crystal, a genuine 
product of Long Island (yet!), is Harry 
Burns. He tries to play a gentile, but 
underneath that wry smile is the aftertaste 
of stuffed cabbage.’236
NORA
What exactly are you implying?
CARL
I’m not implying anything. I’m observing.
NORA
Listen, casting is simply ’an example of 
the intertextuality of films in general, 
and specifically one way the industry 
encourages a genre approach by critics and 
the audience through the use of the star 
system.’  Why do you think I cast Rita 237
Wilson, who is married to Tom Hanks in  
real-life, as his sister in You’ve Got 
Mail? So that ‘the idea of happy successful 
heterosexual love is thus in the background 
even as the characters ostensibly dispute 
the importance of portrayals of 
heterosexual love.’  238
CARL
Casting all these stereotypically beautiful 
people and having them do these 
ridiculously romantic things where oceans 
weep and stars collide is part of the 
problem some feminists have with romantic 
comedy. You’re messing up people’s 
expectations about what real love is.  
 Cohen, op. cit., p. 190236
 Preston, op. cit., p. 230.237




As if you know what real love is. You 
cheated on me with a giraffe. The woman had 
a ‘neck as long as an arm and a nose as 
long as a thumb...never mind her feet, 
which are sort of splayed.’  239
CARL
Wow. You’re quite the supporter of the 
sisterhood.
NORA
If you want to talk about casting, talk 
about casting. Leave feminism out of this. 
No one wants to add ‘the feminist voice to 
a general highbrow, misogynistic culture of 
derision for all things popular and female 
identified.’240
CARL
That needs to be ‘set against an equally 
pressing need to explore the ways in which 
female-oriented popular forms do often work 
as much to reinforce polarised gender roles 
and negative attitudes to women as to 
question or challenge them.’241
NORA
I’m a feminist.  My ‘screenplays offer an 242
uplifting vision of feminine culture and 
attributes in which patriarchal attitudes 
are countered and defeated by the optimism, 
resourcefulness and integrity of the female 
heroine.’  243
 Ephron, Heartburn, op. cit., p. 2.239
 Garrett, op. cit., p. 2.240
 Ibid.241
 P. McGilligan, loc. cit.242




Not everyone would agree. Some people think 
You’ve Got Mail especially is an 
endorsement of the patriarchy, a 
glamorisation of gaslighting, and a 
devaluation of feminine values.  244
They stop at a street stall. ‘She starts intently 
picking over apples, trying to find some she 
wants.’245
NORA
(Mutters under her breath) Oh, the reason I 




(Sighing, disappointed.) Here’s what people 
don’t understand about my movies in 
general, but especially Sleepless in 
Seattle: it’s ‘not a movie about love but 
about love in the movies.’  246
FADE OUT  
 A. Carlton, ‘Nora Ephron’s warped vision of feminism in YOU’VE GOT MAIL’, Film 244
Inquiry, 15 Feb. 2017, <https://www.filminquiry.com/nora-ephrons-feminism-youve-got-
mail>, accessed 16 Apr. 2019.
 N. Ephron & D. Ephron, ‘You’ve Got Mail’, op. cit., p. 127.245




Another COUPLE sitting together on a loveseat, 
looking at the camera. It’s ELIZABETH BENNET 
DARCY and FITZWILLIAM DARCY from Pride and 
Prejudice.
DARCY
Just sit here, you say? And face this 
contraption?
ELIZABETH
(Teasing) Not too difficult an undertaking 
for so distinguished a gentleman, surely, 
Sir?
DARCY
Quite, my Elizabeth. I shall begin. The 
circumstances of falling in love with one’s 
wife... ’I cannot fix on the hour, or the 
spot, or the look, or the words, which laid 
the foundation. It is too long ago. I was 
in the middle before I knew that I had 
begun.’247
ELIZABETH
For myself, ‘I believe I must date it from 
my first seeing his beautiful grounds at 
Pemberley.’248
DARCY
(Affectionately) My love, those who do not 
know you well might be unaware that you are 
teasing.
ELIZABETH
I fear that you are correct. ‘[I]t’s just 
that my point of view happens to be faintly 
cynical or humorous.’  249
 Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., p. 318.247
 Ibid., p. 313.248
 N. Ephron, cited in Lasky op. cit., p. 13.249
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DARCY
(Adoringly) Which only adds to your charms. 
In years to come, I understand, women will 
picture themselves as you, identify with 
you. One woman will write about your story: 
‘it is the dream of any woman who has ever 
wanted to believe that what really matters 
is not beauty but brains, not flirtation 
but wit; it is the dream of every young 
woman who has ever been a wallflower.’  250
ELIZABETH
About my story, did you say? But that is 
the best part of our true love. It is not a 
story. It is our real lives.
FADE OUT  
 N. Ephron, cited in Carlson, op. cit., p. 217.250
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6 INT. SHAKESPEARE & CO - DAY
NORA is standing in the bookstore in a section 
called Personal Relationships. A shelf full of 
books...something like ‘“Smart Women, Foolish 
Choices”...[or]...“Safe Sex in Dangerous 
Times”.’251
Standing beside her is NICHOLAS PILEGGI, the 
crime reporter and Oscar-nominated screenwriter, 
and Nora’s third and final husband.
As they walk along the shelves, idly picking up 
books and replacing them.
NORA
And then, after she talks about my alleged 
influences, and then my casting 
decisions...then...then she talks about the 
way my work reflects my real life! That 
woman is the worst.
NICHOLAS
You did write a thinly disguised 
autobiographical novel. Besides, maybe 
she’s doing it with affection.
NORA
She’s barely talking about Heartburn. She’s 
mostly talking about the rom coms. And 
affection my eye. Conflating my actual 
life, my actual husbands, with my movies, 
which are fiction. What a terrible woman.
NICHOLAS
Maybe you only dislike her because it’s a 
trope of romantic comedy. Harry and Sally 
didn’t like each other at the beginning, 
and Kathleen and Joe, in You’ve Got Mail, 
couldn’t stand each other. Don’t forget 
that ‘many romantic comedies emphasise an 
initial antagonism between 
the...protagonists.’  252
 N. Ephron, R. Reiner, & A. Scheinman, op. cit., p. 37.251
 McDonald, op. cit., p. 20.252
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NORA
TONI JORDAN IS NOT A PROTAGONIST! She’s 
interested in this stuff because she also 
writes romance and she’s also been married 
three times. And her first novel was about 
a woman with OCD and you only have to look 
at her bullet journal to realise that she 
herself has control issues. She writes out 
a time blocking schedule every day! She 
colours in the little boxes! She has no 
business commenting on my real life.
NICHOLAS
Didn’t you once say that your mother taught 
you many things when you were growing up, 
but the main thing you learned from her is 










Jacob Bernstein? Your son?
NORA
Oh, right. I’m not great with names.
NICHOLAS
 Ephron, Heartburn, op. cit., p. ix.253
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When Jacob made his documentary  about 254





So, you’ve used many, many aspects of your 
actual life in your screenplays. 
NORA
I have no idea what you’re talking about.
NICHOLAS
Didn’t you date Joe Fox, the legendary 
Random House book editor? And wasn’t the 
Tom Hanks character in You’ve Got Mail—the 




Didn’t you meet your first husband Dan 
Greenburg at a dinner party thrown by the 
editor of Monococle, Victor Navasky?  Whom 257
you also dated?258
NORA
Oh, OK. I see where you’re going with this.
NICHOLAS
 Everything is Copy [Motion Picture], dir. J. Bernstein & N. Hooker, HBO Documentary 254
Films, Home Box Office (HBO), Loveless, 2015.
 G. Berkshire, ‘“Everything is copy”: Jacob Bernstein talks Nora Ephron’s legacy and his 255
documentary debut’, Variety, 21 Mar. 2016, para. 3, <https://variety.com/2016/tv/news/
everything-is-copy-nora-ephron-documentary-jacob-bernstein-1201735352/> accessed 16 
Apr. 2019.
 Carlson, op. cit., p. 216.256
 Lasky, op. cit., p. 7.257
 Carlson, op. cit., p. 218.258
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And wasn’t Meg Ryan’s boyfriend in You’ve 
Got Mail—well, soon to be ex-boyfriend—
named Frank Navasky?259
NORA
It’s a very common name, Navasky.
A beat.
In some countries. Besides, I’ve just 
confessed I’m not great with names.
NICHOLAS
It’s more than that. What about character 
traits? The way Sally Albright orders food, 
in that pedantic, crazed way, with 
everything on the side—that’s one hundred 
percent you.260
NORA
Lots of people order like that. It’s common 
knowledge that people who want sauce on top 
of their food are psychopaths. If I did use 
my own life as inspiration in my work, and 
I’m not admitting anything, it’s only 
‘[b]ecause if I tell the story, I control 
the version.’  261
NICHOLAS
And what about Sally’s sexual fantasy? In 
When Harry Met Sally, Harry repeats Sally’s 
confession back to her: ‘A faceless guy 
rips off your clothes? And that’s the sex 
fantasy you’ve been having since you were 
twelve?’262
NORA




 G. Inhat, ‘Rob Reiner on his favorite films, and why he changed the ending of When Harry 260
Met Sally…’ , AV Club [website], 3 Sept. 2016, para. 50, <https://film.avclub.com/rob-reiner-
on-his-favorite-films-and-why-he-changed-th-1798251871>, accessed 17 Apr. 2019. 
 Ephron, Heartburn, op. cit., p. 178.261
 N. Ephron, R. Reiner, & A. Scheinman, op. cit., p. 51.262
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You’ve said this about your own sex 
fantasy, that ‘it has largely to do with 
being dominated by faceless males who rip 
my clothes off.’263
NORA
I think you’ll find there are substantial 
differences, really major differences, in 
those two fantasies. You could hardly call 
them the same fantasy, really. 
NICHOLAS
Oh, really. What differences?
NORA
I’ve had my fantasy since I was eleven.  264
A beat
Besides, that’s a very normal fantasy. It’s 
nothing that requires years of expensive 
therapy at great personal inconvenience. In 
retrospect. Very normal women have that 
fantasy.
NICHOLAS
If only you’d written a rape fantasy 
without the comedy, think how much serious 
scholarship you’d have attracted. There are 
papers about Fifty Shades of Grey in 
journals like Culture, Health and 
Sexuality  and Frontiers in Psychology .265 266
NORA
It’s the jokes. If you’re funny, you get no 
respect and very little academic attention. 
 N. Ephron, Crazy Salad & Scribble Scribble: Some Things About Women and Notes on Media, 263
Transworld, London, 2012, p. 34.
 Ibid.264
 W. Maierhofer & E. Israel, ‘Fifty Shades: ambivalence about birth control in an erotic 265
bestseller and its cultural implications’, Culture, Health & Sexuality, 19(4), 2017, p. 515. 
 S. Braun, R. Kark, & B. Wisse, ‘Editorial: Fifty Shades of Grey: exploring the dark sides of 266
leadership and followership’, Frontiers in Psychology [online journal], 5 Oct. 2018, 
<doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2018.01877>, accessed 20 Apr. 2019.
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NICHOLAS
One more thing: there’s a scene you’ve 
written at least twice, where a woman is 
speaking to a male writer about something 
he’s written. You did it in When Harry Met 
Sally, when Marie quotes Jess back to him, 
that ‘Restaurants are to people in the 
Eighties what theatre was to people in the 
Sixties.’  And you did it in You’ve Got 267
Mail, when Joe’s girlfriend Patricia tells 
Frank: ‘Your last piece in the Independent, 
the one about Anthony Powell, was 
brilliant.’  268
NORA
Because I’m the only writer in the history 
of Western civilisation who reuses things?
NICHOLAS
Because it’s been suggested that that’s the 
way you met Dan Greenburg in the first 
place, at the Navasky dinner party.269
NORA
If you were here fourteen pages earlier, 
you could have asked him yourself.
NICHOLAS
Oh, Dan was here? I’m sorry I missed him. 
How are the hamsters?
NORA
It didn’t come up.
A beat.
I'm transparent, that's all.  
 N. Ephron, R. Reiner, & A. Scheinman, op. cit., p. 70.267
 N. Ephron & D. Ephron, op. cit., p. 48.268
 ‘The most boring conspiracy theory in the history of rom-coms’, Michael Thinks [blog 269
post], 20 Jan. 2019, <https://michael-thinks.com/2019/01/20/the-most-boring-conspiracy-
theory-in-the-history-of-rom-coms/>, accessed 23 Apr. 2019.
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NICHOLAS
Transparent? You knew that Deep Throat, the 
most famous anonymous source in the history 
of journalism, and Woodward and 
Bernsteins’s high-level whistleblower 
during their Nixon investigation, was FBI 
associate director Mark Felt. And you spent 
thirty years telling everyone you possibly 
could.  270
NORA
OK, maybe I’m a little blabby. But can you 
imagine having a secret like that? ’It has 
been hell, and I have dealt with the 
situation by telling pretty much anyone who 
asked me, including total strangers, who 
Deep Throat was. Not for nothing is 
indiscretion my middle name.’  271
NICHOLAS
Look, all she’s saying is that your own 
life is part of your intertextual weave.  
 Ephron explained: ‘I figured it out. Carl Bernstein, to whom I was married for a brief 270
time, certainly would never have told me; he was far too intelligent to tell me a secret like 
that. He refused to tell his children too, who are also my children, so I told them, and they 
told others, and even so, years passed and no one really listened to any of us. Years passed 
while unbelievably idiotic ideas of who Deep Throat was were floated by otherwise 
intelligent people…Why these people with these ludicrous theories didn’t call me I cannot 
imagine. I am listed.’ N. Ephron, ‘Deep Throat and me: now it can be told, and not for the 
first time either’, Huffington Post, 25 May 2011, para. 2, <https://www.huffpost.com/entry/
deep-throat-and-me-now-it_b_1917>, accessed 25 Apr. 2019.
 Ibid., para. 1.271
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NORA
And so what? Hunter S Thompson, VS Naipaul, 
didn’t they just write their lives? Philip 
Roth, for heaven’s sake,’has encouraged 
readers to interpret the narrative voice of 
his fiction as a self-revealing “I”, a Roth 
surrogate.’  Did any of them ever attract 272
the kind of criticism that I did? Remember 
what Vanity Fair said about Heartburn? ‘The 
infidelity of a husband toward a wife is 
banal compared with the infidelity of a 
mother toward her children. Here is Carl 
Bernstein and adultery; here is Nora Ephron 
and child abuse. It is no contest.’273
NICHOLAS
That was a long time ago. Why are you still 
so sensitive about this?
She stops, and he comes closer. They speak 
intimately and seriously now, in lower, softer 
voices.
NORA
(A little sad) Because people always assume 
I'm not genuine about the rom coms. They 
think I’m mercenary and entirely market 
focused; they think that the woman who 
eviscerated her ex-husband in Heartburn and 
has been married three times can’t really 
believe in happy endings. They focus on 
‘the question of whether Nora drank her own 
Kool-Aid.’  They don’t think I believe in 274
romance.  
 D. Shostak, ‘Philip Roth's fictions of self-exposure’, Shofar: An Interdisciplinary Journal of 272
Jewish Studies, 19(1), Fall 2000, p. 19.
 Cited in Cohen, op. cit., p. 156.273
 Carlson, op. cit., p. 174.274
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NICHOLAS
Can you blame them? You once said, about 
Eric Segal’s book and film, Love Story: 
‘All of it is treacle, pure treacle, with a 
message that is perfect escapism to a 
country in the throes of future shock: the 
world has not changed, the old values 
prevail, kids are the same as ever, love is 
just like they told us in the movies. This 
optimism comes in nice small packages that 
allow for the slowest reader with the 
shortest concentration span and the 
smallest vocabulary.’  275
NORA
That was 1971. I was still married to 
Dan.‘Do not repeat what I then said. These 
recollections will not do at all. I assure 
you, that I have long been most heartily 
ashamed of it.’276
NICHOLAS
(Affectionate) You think differently now, 
about falling in love?
NORA
Of course. I married you in 1987 and we 
were so happy.  Besides, I kept falling in 277
love. ’If I weren’t a romantic, why would I 
keep doing it? There’s no one who’s more 
romantic than a cynic.’  278
NICHOLAS
And this is the final scene. You know what 
that means?
NORA
 N. Ephron, ‘Mush’, Esquire, June 1971, p. 89.275
 Elizabeth to Darcy, in Austen, Pride and Prejudice, op. cit., pp. 247-248.276
 A. Stanley, ‘Nora Ephron’s Hollywood ending’, The New York Times, 27 June 2012, 277
<https://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/28/fashion/nora-ephrons-hollywood-ending.html>, 
accessed 18 Jan 2019.
 L. Frascella, ’On the front lines with Nora Ephron: Rolling Stone’s 1993 Q&A with the 278
writer and director of “Sleepless in Seattle”’, Rolling Stone, 27 June 2012, para. 11, https://
www.rollingstone.com/movies/movie-news/on-the-front-lines-with-nora-ephron-61704/>, 
accessed 23 Apr. 2019.
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It means we should not be in a bookstore. I 
love bookstore scenes, but I’m a director 
as well as a writer. The ending needs more 
visual impact. We need to be on top of a 
skyscraper, or in an iconic park.
NICHOLAS
Nora. Our ‘midlife courtship was love at 
last sight: the triumph of experience over 
hope.’  But it was real life. This isn’t a 279
movie. 
NORA





 Stanley, op. cit., para. 4.279
 N. Ephron, R. Reiner, & A. Scheinman, op. cit., p. 121.280
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Conclusion
I initially had two aims in this exegesis: firstly, to create three separate pieces 
of parodic fictocriticism that individually participated in the romantic 
comedy genre in order to creatively and critically engage with three specific 
romantic comedy writers—Molière, Jane Austen and Nora Ephron—and 
their work. This enactment would, I hoped, reveal something about those 
texts’ genre participation. As my work on the exegesis progressed, however, 
my findings around genre participation began to both broaden and narrow.
In terms of the broadening of my understanding of genre and its 
classification, I realised that the qualities of individual texts often played a 
less significant role in the perception of genre participation than I had 
expected. Instead, my close analysis and parodying of individual aspects of 
the work of each writer suggests that the ideological perspectives of readers, 
publishers, critics, adaptors and marketers were central to ideas of genre 
participation. I also realised how profoundly gender is central to genre, a 
realisation which was not part of my original thesis and that, rather, arose 
organically from the work itself. Indeed, I found that my fictocritical parodies 
came to embody a feminist re-evaluation of the work of all three of my 
chosen writers.
My three specific findings from this more generalised position are:
1.  That some of Molière’s work does indeed participate in the romantic 
comedy genre, despite the weight of scholarly opinion, and that it is both 
gender politics and his high cultural prestige (and the low cultural prestige 
of romantic comedy) that prevents this classification. 
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2. That popular interpretations of Austen’s work are driven by 
romanticised analysis (inseparable from popular culture), rather than the 
values implicit in the work itself, which frequently contains aspects opposed 
to the gendered expectations of a traditional romantic comedy.
3. That Ephron’s film scripts—which are, in many cases, textbook 
examples of the romantic comedy genre—also contain clever and conscious 
use of postmodern techniques, the significance of which is frequently 
overlooked in both analyses of her work and in discussions of romantic 
comedy genre requirements.
My second aim in writing this exegesis was to explore parodic fictocriticism 
as a methodology for analysing genre, and as a means of testing and 
performing my genre competence in romantic comedy across the forms of 
plays, novels and film scripts. I imagined this thesis as a continuum 
stretching between the genres of academic writing and fiction. I intended for 
the introduction to the exegesis, and this conclusion, to participate clearly in 
the genre of academic writing, thus anchoring the thesis firmly as a scholarly 
work. The novel extracts would occupy the far end of this spectrum, having 
being written, published and read as works of fiction. My parodic 
fictocriticism, I imagined, occupied the middle ground between these two 
‘extremes’: achieving the kind of detailed and specific analysis and insight 
that could be provided by scholarly work, and the practical illustration and 
joy achievable through fiction.
Through this unorthodox methodology, I came to realise that my 
commitment to audiences—and particularly female audiences—as a genre 
writer is strongly present in the fictocritical methodology of my scholarly 
writing. Indeed, the first chapter of this exegesis was presented both at a 
scholarly conference on romance fiction (Romantic E-Scapes:
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Popular Romance in the Digital Age, July 2018, University of the Balearic 
Islands, Spain) as well as being tailored for a general audience at the Sydney 
Writers’ Festival (‘Toni Jordan: On Why Molière Was a Rom Com Writer’, 5 
May 2019). 
I also realised how central comedy—not just parody—is to my non-
traditional scholarly methodology and my critical engagement with my 
selected writers. As Hutcheon points out, in reference to the Greek noun 
parodia, meaning “counter-song”, ‘[t]here is nothing that necessitates the 
inclusion of a concept of ridicule’ , though she also notes that humour in 281
literature has been perceived ‘to subvert the dignity of art’ —and the same 282
could be said of traditional perceptions of the relationship between comedy 
and scholarship. Holm, however, recognises that humour can function as a 
‘political aesthetic’ that can contribute to ‘the negotiation, contestation and 
distribution of power.’  According to Lelièvre, parody has, from its origins 283
in ancient Greece, provided not only a tool of mimicry but also ‘a form of 
criticism using the medium of humour.’  Comedy is subversive by its very 284
nature—it requires no status, education or capital to participate. It can act a s 
a weapon to undercut the po-faced rigidity of restrictive social norms. 
Barreca’s idea that ‘much of women’s comic play has to do with power and 
its systematic misappropriation’ and the ‘reclamation of certain forms of 
control’ over women’s lives is one that I find increasingly interesting.  My 285
own experience of fifteen years of writing humorous fiction leads me to 
 Hutcheon, A Theory of Parody: The Teachings of Twentieth-century Art Forms, op. cit., p. 32. 281
 Ibid., p. 77.282
 N. Holm, Humour as Politics: The Political Aesthetics of Contemporary Comedy, Palgrave 283
Macmillan, Cham, 2017, p. 12.
 F.J. Lelièvre, ‘The basis for ancient parody’, Greece & Rome, 1(2), 1954, p. 74.284
 R. Barreca, Untamed and Unabashed: Essays on Women and Humor in British Literature, 285
Detroit, Wayne State University Press, 1994, p. 76.
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believe that humour in fiction written by women is frequently overlooked, 
especially when that humour is in the form of irony. The use of humour in 
general, and in my parodies in particular, does more than merely act as a 
‘spoonful of sugar’ helping the medicine of theory go down. Humour can 
draw attention to a lack of logic, thus inspiring an unpacking of individual 
elements leading to scholarly insights. It was the humour available through 
parody that enhanced my feminist defamiliarisation of how romantic 
comedy has been defined: in ways separate from canonical male writers such 
as Molière; in ways that undermine the complex and radical ironies of 
Austen’s work; in ways that underestimate the postmodern screenplays of 
Ephron. 
I hope to pursue further research dedicated to romantic comedy—using non-
traditional scholarly methodologies of course.  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I live here in Glen Iris, two blocks from where I grew up. I live alone, except 
for Nikola. (Nikola Tesla: 11.) His photo is in a polished silver frame on my 
bedside table, right next to my Cuisenaire rods. The picture was taken in 
1885 when he was 29 by Napoleon Sarony, the famous photographer—the 
original hangs in the Smithsonian in Washington, DC next to an induction 
motor Nikola invented in 1888. His hair is neatly parted and slicked down, 
although the right side refuses to lie flat. It’s cut short above his ears, which 
are too large for his delicate head and which lie backwards on an angle: a 
greyhound sensing prey. His moustache is also asymmetrical, certainly 
presentable enough, not scruffy by any means but not preened either. He is 
wearing a white shirt with the collar pinned down inside his suit coat, which 
is darker and striped, with narrow lapels that I assume were usual at the 
time. But it’s his eyes that show the world who he is. Deep set, dark—staring 
straight ahead. To the future.
I’ve stared at that photo for twenty years now. I wouldn’t be 
surprised if he spoke one day. If the greyscale melted into warm flesh and his 
lips started moving. ‘My name is Nikola Tesla,’ he’d say. ‘I was born at 
midnight between the ninth and tenth of July, 1856 in Croatia. My mother 
was Djuka Mandic and my father was Milutin Tesla. My brother was Dane 
and my sisters were Milka, Angelina and Marica. I studied engineering at the 
Austrian Polytechnic School in Graz. I emigrated to the United States in 1884 
where I discovered electricity, magnetism, the AC motor, robotics, radar and 
wireless communication. I never married, nor had a girlfriend. My friends 
included Mark Twain, William K. Vanderbilt and Robert Underwood 
Johnson. I hate jewellery on women. I love pigeons.’
I’ll be lying on the bed when I hear this, and I’ll roll over to face him. 
‘My name is Grace Lisa Vandenburg,’ I’ll say. ‘I am 35 years old. My mother, 
Marjorie Anne, is 70 and my sister Jill Stella is 33. Jill is married to Harry 
Venables; he’s 40 on the second of May. They have three children: Harry 
junior is 11, Hilary is 10 and Bethany is 6. My father’s name was James Clay 
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Vandenburg and he died. I am a teacher, although I’m not working now. I 
was in love when I was 21. He was funny and clever and wanted to be a 
filmmaker. His name was Chris and he looked a bit like Nick Cave. I lost my 
virginity in his car outside my mother’s house. It took four months before I 
realised he was also sleeping with his flatmate. I don’t like coriander. I don’t 
understand interpretive dance. I don’t like realist paintings. Lycra makes me 
look fat.’
Scratch that bit. Possibly I wouldn’t fill up the head space of the 
greatest genius the world has ever known with this riveting detail. He would 
understand, though. He’d understand me. He was also in love with 
numbers, but he didn’t care much for 10s.
The love of numbers takes many forms, although 10s are obviously 
and anatomically superior. In one famous case, an 18-year-old boy was 
obsessed with 22. Imagine walking through doorways 22 times. Sitting in a 
chair, then immediately standing again, 22 times before you could finally 
rest. It highlights the inherent logic of 10s. There was a 13-year-old girl who 
had 9s—tapping her feet on the side of her bed 9 times before she could sleep 
or rise. There are a number of reports of 8s including a boy who had to spin 
around 8 times whenever he entered a room. The 6 story is probably the 
saddest. This teenager loathed the number so much he couldn’t repeat 
anything 6 times. Or 60. Or 66. He even detested numbers that added up to 6. 
No 42s. No 33s.
Nikola loved 3s. He counted his steps like me, but it was 3s that 
captured his heart. He would only stay in a hotel room if the number was 
divisible by 3. Each night when he ate his dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria, at 
precisely 8.00 p.m. at his usual table, he had 18 napkins folded beside him. 
Why 18? Why not 6 or 9 or 72? I’d love to roll over in bed one morning, see 
him next to my pillow and ask him. This year on 27 August I turn 36. He’d 
love that.
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Walking the streets of New York was difficult for him because if he 
went more than halfway around a city block he needed to keep going until 
he had walked around it 3 times. Instead of counting food the way I do, he 
calculated the cubic volume of each forkful or plateful or glass; he didn’t care 
if he ate two beans or twenty. This kind of mental gymnastics takes some 
concentration even for the world’s greatest genius, so he always ate alone. 
He loved playing cards, which I’ve long suspected is a way of channelling a 
love of counting. Gambling is one of the few things Nikola and I disagree on. 
Cards and wheels don’t behave in any kind of pattern despite the desperate 
hopes of those sad casino addicts. Back in 1876 Nikola had become a 
gambler, which worried his father, a minister of religion. But he conquered 
this vice, like he conquered smoking and drinking coffee, because he could 
conquer anything. 
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As it’s Saturday, after breakfast I go to the supermarket. At 8.45 on 
Saturday morning in January in Glen Iris the supermarket is deserted—
everyone is still asleep in their beach houses at Portsea or Anglesea or 
Phillip Island, dreaming about whomever it is they dream about while 
they lay beside their spouses. Waiting for me at the checkout is a handsome 
boy, twentysomething, with too much enthusiasm on his pink face. Either 
he’s still full of love for all mankind from last night’s ecstasy or he’s 
waiting for the right time to talk to me about Amway. Still, there’s no other 
checkout open. The boy smiles encouragingly. I feel a headache coming 
on. I push my shopping trolley over, squeaking with each step.
My trolley has 2 trays of chicken thighs, fat and glossy, each tray 
containing 5. A carton of eggs marked as a dozen. (Each week I assure 
ecstasy-boy or high-pain-threshold-girl, a Kiwi backpacker with seven 
piercings in each ear, that I have already checked the eggs. This is so they 
won’t open the carton and notice I have removed 2 and left them in the 
assorted spices.) Plastic bags containing 100 beans (that’s a pain), 10 
carrots, 10 baby potatoes, 10 small onions. 100 grams of salad mix. (I 
refuse to shop in a supermarket without a digital scale.) 10 little tins of 
tuna. 10 orange bottles of shampoo. 9 bananas.
What?
Count again.
How the fuck did I get 9 bananas in my trolley?
This is impossible. I look behind the eggs, behind the bag of beans. 
This is not possible.
The drug-addled multilevel marketer is standing behind the 
counter, smiling. Those teeth are money well spent. He’s got a smile like a 
Scientologist’s. Well, I’m going back. I can’t buy 9 bananas. He can wait 
while I go back to aisle 12 and get another.
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Just as I am about to excuse myself, someone comes to a stop 
behind me with a basket hanging over his arm; now I’ll lose my spot. And 
I was here first. What kind of a Nigel No-friends is at the supermarket this 
early on a Saturday anyway? Must have had a big Friday night with 
‘Inspector Morse’ on DVD and a cup of hot cocoa. The Scientologist drug 
dealer is still standing there. His smile is fading. He folds his arms.
The guy with the basket is reading Celebrity Nosejobs, or some 
other Pulitzer-winning publication picked from the display near the 
checkout. He must be nearsighted because he’s holding the magazine about 
one inch from his face. All I can see is his forearms below shirt sleeves 
scrunched up to his elbows. His forearms are smooth on the underside. 
One has a tendon taut from the weight of the basket. Dark blond hair on 
the front. Not too much. Not extending to the back of the square, capable 
hands. Dangling over the edge of his basket amidst 2 trays of mince, 3 
trays of sausages, a jar of chilli paste and 3 apples is 1 unfettered banana.
The key to an operation like this is nonchalance. I smile, piranha-like, 
at the Scientologist. He fiddles with his tie. I start loading my groceries 
onto the belt at the end furthest from the scanner. All except the bananas. 
The belt rolls onward, remorselessly. It could care less about the bananas.
‘I’m exhausted,’ I say.
He jumps. Whoever trained him should have mentioned that 
customers sometimes speak.
‘I spent all day yesterday collecting spare change for the Red 
Cross. Famine relief. For the kiddies.’ I wink. His smile returns. I beckon 
him closer with a crooked finger and wave my hand over the groceries. I 
lower my voice to just above a whisper. ‘Do you mind if I pay for this lot 
in five-cent pieces?’
His eyes bug and as he says, ‘I have to check with the manager,’ his 
voice breaks. He spins around looking for somebody, anybody. While he’s 
distracted I nonchalantly pick up the bananas from my trolley with both 
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hands. Nonchalantly I rock back, then ever so nonchalantly I spin around, 
reach my arms full stretch, grab the shrivelled brown end of Nigel’s 
banana and lift it out of his basket. He can’t see a thing from behind that 
magazine.
By the time my prospective money-laundering cultist has looked 
back, all he sees is me smiling eerily, hands up like I’m about to crown 
Miss Universe with a bunch of bananas. A bunch of 10 bananas that I lay 
gently on the belt.
‘Never mind about the coins,’ I say, pulling a fifty from my purse. 
‘Not everyone’s a cheapskate.’
Operation Restore Banana is complete. My groceries are bagged and 
paid for. I stop for a minute or two to scan the headlines of the pile of 
newspapers near the door. Humming the theme to The Great Escape, I walk 
out of the store, 2 bags in each hand. In the car park I lean over for a 
moment to readjust the plastic bags before they amputate my fingers. I 
straighten. Someone is standing right in front of me.
It’s Nigel No-friends. In his right hand is an apple. He throws the 
apple in the air and catches it.  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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
‘Yes?’ You learn imperiousness at teachers’ college.
‘I wondered if you’d like an apple.’ He smiles like we’re friends, and 
one eyebrow raises. Nice white teeth. Brown eyes with crinkles around them. 
12 around one eye, 14 the other. On top of his head perch a pair of Wayfarers, 
circa 1986. He works outdoors, I’d say; thin-ish build but his biceps and 
forearms are defined. His shirt is red with some kind of logo. Smooth tan 
skin. Faded blue jeans. He’s 10, maybe 11 centimetres taller than I am. The 
small waves in his blond hair look damp, like he raced to the supermarket 
after getting out of the shower. Or perhaps he’s been sweating. Occasionally 
his nostrils flare.
I don’t answer. I put the bags down and fold my arms.
‘It’s a nice apple. Crispy. You could take this apple, and give me back 
my banana.’ He holds the apple out.
‘My banana? Did you say, “My banana”?’
He nods. He’s biting his bottom lip. ‘Had you paid for it?’
He laughs, head tilting back. ‘Not exactly. But it was in my basket.’
‘That “my” thing again.’ I roll my eyes and speak slowly. ‘It was the 
supermarket’s banana, because you hadn’t paid for it. And now it’s mine, 
because I have. It was also the supermarket’s basket. It was your…nothing.’
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‘Well, this is my apple, because I have paid for it.’ He pretends to 
throw it up again, but instead hands it to me. ‘A small gift for your kind 
explanation of property law.’
The apple is smooth in my hand, and warm from where his hand has 
been. ‘That’s nothing. I can also explain microeconomic reform using two 
baguettes, an empty toilet roll and a mousetrap.’ I rest the apple on top of the 
shampoo. I pick up the bags and start to walk off. He starts walking with me. 
Like we’re walking together. 
‘And all that shampoo? What does that explain—the stock exchange? 
Are you cornering the market?’ Hands, sans apple, are thrust in the back 
pockets of his jeans. His tight jeans.
I stop again. ‘Are you doing a survey?’
‘Just curious. You have vegetables and fruit and chicken probably for 
one week for one person. But shampoo for more. It makes me wonder.’
‘Supermodels. Me and twenty-nine other supermodels live in a big 
house together, painting each other’s toenails and having pillow fights in our 
pyjamas. So this is food and shampoo for one week.’
He leans a long arm into my left hand bag and uncovers the 
potatoes.
‘Don’t think I’m doubting you. You could be a supermodel. But I’m 
pretty sure that supermodels don’t eat potatoes. Also you don’t have any 
celery. Or sprouts. Or Perrier.’
‘You’re right. I’m kidding about the supermodels. Actually I’m 
stockpiling shampoo. The horsemen of the apocalypse are nigh.’
He shakes his head and frowns, momentarily saddened by the 
thought of the end of the world. He looks down at my bags again like the 
contents might have changed in the last ten seconds. ‘No water, though? Is 
this some kind of magic dry shampoo? Anyway, the horsemen won’t care 
what you look like.’
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‘No water will be necessary, because the horsemen will be swimming 
in on rising sea levels. And they will care what I look like. I think the Bible 
says something about the meek and the blow-dried inheriting the earth.’
We say nothing for one millisecond longer than is comfortable. 
‘Thanks for the apple. Next time I eat fruit salad I’ll think of you.’ I 
walk across the car park. I don’t look back.
I used to be good at flirting. A lot of people think that flirting’s about 
sex. Well, flirting’s about surprise, and surprise is about sex. If someone can 
be unexpected using words imagine how thrilling they could be using their 
mouth. Or their tongue. Or their teeth.
I’m good at flirting because lots of conversations run through my 
head all the time with lots of different outcomes. I’ve always been good at 
taking people by surprise. In fact the more nervous I become the more 
sentences and thoughts and numbers fly around my brain, looking for but 
not finding a way out. Take one comment that someone makes, and think of 
all the possible replies. How many replies would be logical? Well, if the 
comment is, what colour is the sky today?—the reply would be limited to, 
say, 15 or 16 choices. But if someone says ‘And all that shampoo? What does 
that explain?’ there could be 100, maybe 200, appropriate replies. And if each 
reply invites 200 other remarks already we have 40,000 possibilities in 3 
sentences. And some conversations have 50 sentences, so it’s impossible to 
plan ahead. The trick is to say the first thing that pops into your head.
Back when I was teaching, after school on a Friday some of us would 
go to the pub up the road for drinks. One night, not long before it ended, we 
had all had a few and I was sitting at the bar chatting to a lovely man called 
Gav. All right, flirting. He was a brickie and he wore heavy boots dusted with 
cement, black jeans and a blue striped shirt. He had a nice smile. One of the 
other teachers was pissed. He came up behind Gav and whispered in his ear, 
but I could hear it clearly, even over the music. Don’t waste your time, mate. 
She might look hot but she’s a fucking nutcase.
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I leave the apple on a fence halfway down the next street.
Tonight I dream of Nikola, except he has blond hair with small damp waves. 
After he saves me, after he kisses me, he puts his hand on the curve of my 
belly, his big hand spread flat. He slips his fingers under the band of my 
skirt. I can feel his breath in my ear. His hand reaches down my pants and he 
presses against my clitoris, sudden and steady and hard with his thumb 
rough from his experiments. I gasp. When I wake I lie very still. I can still feel 
it.
At Melbourne international airport there is no gate 13. The gates go up to 11 
in odd numbers and to 14 in even numbers. They say I’m the fucking nutcase 
but everyone has it. The fear of 13 is deep inside people, in that part of them 
that’s more animal than human. Imagine the announcement: ‘Attention, 
please. Flight number 911 to New York City is now boarding at gate 13.’ How 
many people would get on that plane? Rational people. Educated people. 
The fear of the number thirteen is called triskaidekaphobia. Almost everyone 
has it. They work, they have friends, partners. No one tries to make them 
take drugs.
When I was teaching I always talked about fears. Kids love that stuff. 
They loved conquering long, tongue-twister words as much as I loved 
teaching them. I remember their favourites: ablutophobia, the fear of bathing; 
ailurophobia, the fear of cats; and of course, arachibutyrophobia, the fear of 
peanut butter sticking to the roof of your mouth.
As usual, I received complaints from the parents. How will this 
improve Bilynda’s scores at high school? As usual, I couldn’t tell them the truth 
about their children’s lives, their own lives. That they are colour blind. They 
are tone deaf. They are ants racing across my balcony as the sun is rising only 
to race back as it sets. They will get jobs in offices and most will work well 
enough for their feed. They will meet another ant of the same or opposite sex 
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and will borrow more money than their grandparents could imagine and use 
their freedom as collateral to buy a double-fronted weatherboard between a 
park and a train station. If they breed they will make more worker ants to 
guarantee economic growth and more taxpayers to pay for more politicians 
and poorer quality schools. When they retire they will receive not a gold 
watch but an indexed pension. Their children ants will move away to be 
spared their parents’ grasping, wallowing lack of productivity. The parents 
will spend their miserable pension on pills—for their arthritis, diabetes and 
heart disease, and the four-sided blue one so they can still get stiff or wet to 
remind them of when, for four minutes twice a week, their rutting made 
them feel alive. For their last few years they will live in a garbage dump 
filled with other refuse ants and they will stare at the walls and the ceiling till 
they know each crack and chip as well as they once knew their own ant face. 
They will die painlessly due to the advances of modern drug therapy, as 
numb and vapid as they lived. Their belongings will scatter and they will 
cease.
I never told the parents this.
Now I live on a sickness benefit. I’m incapacitated, everyone says, 
and I can’t work any more. So instead of going to school each day at exactly 
8.00 to supervise the playground I stay home in my flat in Glen Iris. Typical 
sixties pale brick six-pack. Ugly. My neighbours are a doddering dementiac, 
a thirtysomething permanently attached to her mobile phone, a coterie of 
Asian students whose cooking can be smelt in the next suburb, and two 
dreary couples—one pair androgynously similar à la David Bowie 1976, and 
the other frighteningly different, perhaps a Hell’s Angel and a librarian.
My flat is on the top floor. I have a bedroom, small and crowded, 
with just my single bed and a chest of drawers. The cupboards are built in. I 
have a bathroom, an airy kitchen where I eat, and a living room with cream 
walls and dark green carpet and all my books. My books are mostly 
encyclopaedias and reference, although I occasionally fool around with 
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fiction—Umberto Eco, Camus, Conan Doyle. I have a bookcase with 5 
shelves and each shelf has 30 books. On some shelves, 30 is a real squeeze—
the books are tucked in, buried next to their sisters until they cannot breathe. 
On other shelves 30 is spacious and there is room for a knick-knack from my 
childhood: a snow dome that says ‘Greetings from the Gold Coast’ or a 
peeling frame holding my parents’ yellow wedding photo. My parents have 
smiling faces from another age, smiling because they can’t yet know their 
future. Stop smiling! Run! The books are in alphabetical order, by title; Gray’s 
Anatomy snuggles next to Great Moments in Mathematics. Biography Today: 
Scientists and Inventors caresses A Brief History of Disease, Science and Medicine. 
In years past I have sectioned them by topic: science, medicine, mathematics. 
But now they are all together, mingling and flirting.
I have a small balcony. Staying home all day gives me more time for 
serious counting. I still do some tutoring; five kids, cash in hand. Maths. The 
parents know all about me; that I make each child sit in my small kitchen and 
do each exercise in his book 5 times and that I don’t let the kids advance until 
every exercise is done. One of the mothers came to the first two sessions to 
make sure I wasn’t going to drop Toby from my second-storey window. I can 
imagine her reporting back to the others. ‘She’s mad, that’s for sure, and she 
couldn’t look after a whole room full of children. But she makes him do all 
the examples and even if he gets it wrong she explains it in a quiet voice and 
makes him do it again. She never loses her patience like the other teachers 
do. She just sits there and watches him do his sums over and over.’ I can 
imagine what the parents say. What everyone says. She can’t work, can’t 
travel. She has no proper social life. I’m sure they could come up with 
numbered lists of the things I can’t do. And life would be different if I didn’t 
count, I know that.
But without it the world would be too big and too changeable. An 
endless void. I’d be lost all the time. I’d be overwhelmed.
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Another busy week has flown by, filled with counting. Went to the café. Did 
housework. Spoke to my niece on the phone. Received a new book, Handbook 
of Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders, in the mail and read it. Twice. Had a 
weird craving for apple juice, which I don’t buy because it’s not on my 
shopping list. I don’t even like apples.
It’s Friday. 13 degrees. It’s exactly 10.30 a.m. I leave the house on 
foot, like I do every day. 150 steps to the corner, then 400 to the next corner. 
20 to cross the street. 325 to the next corner, then 25 paces to the front of the 
café. At exactly 10.48 a.m. I reach the café. The café is right across the road 
from the park. It’s a nondescript kind of place with wicker chairs and glass-
topped tables. It screams Parisian. On the wall are Monets, the same prints 
you see in every frame shop in High Street. At the back is a grainy laminate 
counter with a cash register, a cake stand holding 11 banana muffins stacked 
in 3 layers and a candy-striped bowl for tips. I’d like to know how much is 
there but from the door I can’t count it.
This is how it happens: I will walk in. I will take the first 
available table, starting from the top left-hand corner and proceeding around 
the room and inwards in a clockwise direction. I sit. Cheryl will see me 
from wherever she stands—behind the counter or clearing another table 
or delivering an order. She is tall and about fifty. (I’m working on a plan to 
find out, because it’s annoying not knowing how old exactly. I’m 
considering asking her what moisturiser do you use, because your skin looks so 
great for your age. Then she’ll ask me how old do you think I am? Then I’ll say 
about 40? Then she’ll laugh and say I’m actually 48! ) She has long dark hair 
worn loose swinging down her back. Not very hygienic for someone in 
food services. She has a smile she rations, with a tiny hint of gold filling 
peeking out on a left upper molar. She wears a black apron around her 
waist and a pen behind her ear. Then she speaks: a random choice between 
‘Nice day, eh love?’ and ‘Shocking weather.’ It’d be nice if she could 
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oscillate through these or even choose specific clichés for each day of the 
week, but that’s the trouble with small business. No systems. 
Cheryl will say, ‘What’ll you have, love?’ as if there’s a question, as 
if there’s any doubt in my mind or hers. If we lived in New York I’m sure 
she’d say, ‘Usual, pal?’ but she never acknowledges that there is a usual. 
Perhaps she has a bet with her friends waiting for the day I order 
something else.
But I never order something else. I order a hot chocolate with 2 
marshmallows and a slice of orange cake. While she’s gone I double 
check the tables. 17. The chairs. 59. 1 missing. Perhaps it’s in the kitchen so 
tired cooks can rest their feet. It takes between 3 and 7 minutes for Cheryl 
to bring my order, depending on the number of people in the café, and 
she says, ‘Here you go, love. You enjoy that.’
I do enjoy it. I dunk my 2 marshmallows in the hot chocolate and 
stir, and its layers swirl into consistency. It is hot and sweet with foam on the 
top like a cappuccino. The cake is my favourite part of the whole day. It is a 
flourless orange cake, moist and crumbly, with pieces of softened orange 
peel spread evenly through. It has a cream- cheese icing and is sprinkled, 
not coated but sprinkled, with poppy seeds. And the chef is not consistent
—some days there are 12 tiny seeds spread out like ant hills in the desert. 
Other times there are 50 huddled as if there’s a stiff wind, or there are 75 
squished on the small piece of cake like flattened children on the train 
coming home from the Royal Melbourne Show.
First, I count them.
Then this number, this number of seeds, is the number of bites I 
must take to eat the piece of cake.
Anywhere between 20 and 30 is no hardship—I generally take 
small bites while I sit here drinking my chocolate. Fewer than 20 needs 
some skill—mentally divide the piece, calculate how big each forkful must 
be, then eat it. More than 30 is a large number of bites, and once there was 
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an incredible 92 poppy seeds and I virtually had to eat the cake crumb by 
crumb.
That’s how it’s supposed to go, but today when I walk into the 
café at 10.48 a.m., there are no spare tables. Full. Every one of them full.
No spare tables.
What do I do now? How do I leave? How do I get home? No table. 
No table. No table.
There’s always a table.
No table. No table. No table.
Then I begin to hear a noise. I listen closely. It is the noise of my 
blood running through the small capillaries in my ears. It’s starting. It’s 
starting again.
I breathe quicker but I’m not getting enough air. My shoulders 
ache because my joints have unhinged and my arms hang, connected to my 
body only by the skin. My head spins, praying for an empty table. If I can’t 
sit I can’t order my cake and chocolate and if I don’t order my cake I won’t 
be able to count the poppy seeds and know how many bites to take and if 
I don’t eat my cake I won’t finish my cake and then how will I know when 
to go home? I’m loose now, there’s nothing to bring me back home. I’m 
loose and the wind blows through me and I could end up anywhere. I 
begin to feel cramps in my abdomen. Perhaps this is cholera. Soon all that 
is in me will leak out.
That’s when I see him, the man from the supermarket. He is sitting 
at the second table from the back on the right hand wall. He sees me. There 
is an empty seat at his table. He waves like he’s in grade three.
I wear a watch on my left wrist. It’s an old watch, a boy’s watch. It 
should have been my brother’s. Everybody has those times when it all 
becomes a bit overwhelming. When everything becomes too much, I look 
at my watch. I love its Roman numerals. Love the look of them, as if they are 
Roman buildings with all those Is like columns of a ruin. Roman numerals are 
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very rarely used now, except for things like the date a movie is made so we 
don’t realise how old it is. Or to number items in a series, like boats or sons 
or Rockys.
There are two things I like best about Roman numerals—firstly, it’s 
not just the symbols that matter, it’s where they are placed. I and V together 
should equal 6. But if you put the I right before the V, it’s 4. XL is 40, CM is 
900. Also I like that there are no zeros. The Romans hadn’t invented them. 
That was up to the Hindus.
Sometimes I’d like to crawl inside the face of my brother’s watch. I’d 
walk around the numerals. Touch them. Balance on the hands. How long 
can I stand here thinking about numbers?
What is the proper length of time to stand in a café and consider a 
watch?
The mystery of Roman numerals is this—why do clock (and 
watch) faces have IIII instead of IV? Surely the Romans knew how to count 
in their own language? Even Big Ben has IIII instead of IV. The most 
common answer is that the IIII balances the VIII on the opposite side of 
the clock face. But I and XI don’t balance and no one worries about them. 
No, the most likely answer is that—despite our evolving strict rules for 
counting, to control the way the numbers are used, to make them conform
—the Romans didn’t think that way. Probably IIII was okay because 
everyone knew it meant four and it wasn’t such a big deal. They had more 
to worry about, like getting good seats for the Colosseum and making 
sure their togas didn’t fall off. But maybe the whole IIII/IV business is the 
real reason the Roman Empire fell. Plenty of empires survive cross-border 
incursions. There’s no recovering from sloppiness.
Whatever the correct amount of time is for standing in a café 
looking at your watch, it’s passed.
Now I have to decide.  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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
I can wait for the panic to rise until I can’t breathe or I can walk over and sit 
down. If I do that, Cheryl can come over and say something about the 
weather and bring me my chocolate and my cake and then I can count the 
seeds and eat the cake and then I can go home. But if I sit there I have to 
talk to him. That would be two conversations with one stranger. 
Unprecedented.
I go over. 12 paces to the table. I pull out the chair.
I sit down.
He’s got sweet teeth, like the milk teeth of a child. At least the 6 I 
can see are like that. Creamy white with curves instead of corners and 
points. He’s wearing jeans again today, on a Friday. Great. Not only does 
he have no friends but he’s also unemployed. Still, he looks good in jeans. 
He’s wearing a black waffle weave short-sleeved shirt with 6 buttons up 
the front. The buttons are small and glassy—plastic pretending to be 
mother-of-pearl. His blond hair is messy. He’s offered me his table. I really 
should be gracious.
‘Are you stalking me?’ I say.
He’s mid-sip of his coffee, and snorts. ‘Um…no. Are you stalking 
me?’
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‘Why on earth would I want to stalk you?’ 
‘I don’t know…to steal my fruit?’
‘It was one banana. I’ve moved on.’
‘So have I. Really. It’s…nice to see you again.’ He picks up the 
menu. He puts it down again. It sounds as if his brain is leaking.
I check my sarcasm detector. Nothing. Perhaps he means It’s nice to 
see you again. Astonishingly, I start to blush. Not a delicate Austenesque 
two-dusky-pink-circles-in-the-middle-of-my-rounded-girlish-cheeks 
type blush. More like a swell when you are standing in the ocean, a rolling 
swell of heat and redness that starts in my toes, thunders up my legs and 
tickles my labia before finally crashing on the beach of my face. A violent 
pulsing red.
‘That’s because you’ve seen me walking towards you. I’m great at 
walking. The secret is’—I lean in, peering from side to side 
conspiratorially, my hand against my face to stymie eavesdroppers— ‘One 
foot in front of the other. My parents taught me many years ago now and I 
practise almost every day. It’s my pet event: walk across café.’
He opens his mouth to reply but Cheryl appears at my shoulder. 
‘What’ll you have, love?’
Finally.
‘1 hot chocolate with 2 marshmallows and a piece of orange cake, 
please.’




Don’t panic, don’t panic, don’t panic.
No orange cake means no poppy seeds. No poppy seeds means no 
predetermined number of bites. How can I eat something with no 
predetermined number of bites?
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I look at Banana Man. ‘How old are you?’
He doesn’t even have the grace to look surprised. People should 
look taken aback when strangers ask them how old they are while 
ordering food in a café.
‘Thirty-eight.’
I turn to Cheryl. ‘Yes, I’ll have the lemon tart.’
Cheryl grins. Not at me. ‘Anything else for you, Shamie? Running 
late today, are we?’
Shamie. I’ve been coming here every day for two years and I’m just 
‘love’.
‘Slept in. I had a late one last night. And yes, another coffee, 
thanks Cheryl.’
Cheryl gives him her juiciest smile. I’ve never had a smile like 
that, even on my birthday when I tipped her ten bucks. Suddenly I hate 
her. It’s her fault I’m sitting at someone else’s table and I can’t have what I 
always have. It’s her fault I’m surrounded by grinning idiots. She goes to 
get my orange cake. Playing the role of orange cake today will be lemon 
tart.
‘Running late today? What, she times you?’
He laughs despite the fact it wasn’t funny. ‘I usually run around the 
park first thing in the morning. Then drop in for a coffee.’
Something tells me it’s going to take Cheryl longer than 7 
minutes to bring my cake today. At least it’s going to seem longer. I 
persevere. ‘What kind of a name is Shamie anyway?’
‘Seamus Joseph O’Reilly. You’ll never guess where Mum and Dad 
came from.’
19. Like me. ‘India?’
‘Aah…no. If they were from India my name would be Seamus 
Joseph O’Singh.’
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Now that we are closer I can see his eyes aren’t brown after all. 
They’re hazel.
‘Now your turn,’ he says. 
‘My turn to do what?’
‘This is how people meet and become friends. I say my name, then 
you say yours. Then we shake hands.’
‘Really? This is a quaint ritual. Are you an anthropologist?’ 
My orange cake arrives. It looks suspiciously like lemon tart but I 
can ignore that. Much harder will be eating it in 38 bites. I’ve chosen a 
difficult task here. It’s a shame he wasn’t 14.
Lemon tart is much flatter than orange cake. I would say it has 
only one-third the height. I could easily manage 38 bites with a slice of 
orange cake but lemon tart will be difficult.
I start by dividing the slice lengthways down the middle from the 
point to the crust. Then crossways, but not bisected exactly because the 
part near the crust is much wider. More like one-third at the crust end and 
two-thirds at the pointy end. The 2 pieces that I now have at the pointy 
end I divide lengthways again, then each of these I divide into 3. This 
gives me 12 pieces at the pointy end. Now for the crust end. I need 26 
here, which won’t be easy.
I divide each of the 2 pieces at the crust end lengthwise into 3. So 
far so good. 6. I divide each one of these into 4, crossways. 24. Then I peel 
the short crust pastry away from the filling of the two top corners on the 
outside of the slice. Eureka. 38. I eat piece number 1.
The whole time he’s watching me. His eyelashes are inordinately 
long.
‘No, I’m not an anthropologist. Are you a surgeon?’ He’s still 
smiling. The dent in his lower lip is gone. His eyebrows are raised. 
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‘Grace. Grace Vandenburg. At the moment I’m resting between 
assignments and considering my career options. With assistance from the 
generous taxpayer.’ Up to piece 6 now. 
‘I work at the Kino. In the box office.’
Whoa. Behind the counter. In a cinema. Two large popcorns 
please. ‘That sounds exciting.’
‘I don’t mind it. I love movies.’
‘Not working today?’ Piece 12. Luckily there’s little chewing 
involved, because they’re such small pieces.
‘Day off. I’m going to the tennis this afternoon. Men’s semis.’ He 
takes another sip of his coffee. He really has the nicest arms. ‘You must be 
pretty hungry.’
Piece 14. I gesture to the tart. ‘Starving. I’m on an all-lemon diet.’
A herd of mothers pushing prams come in. There’s a huge pram-
centred disruption, chairs and tables being moved. Down to my last 2 
pieces now.
I stand up. The tart is finished. The chocolate is only half drunk but 
I can leave it. The chocolate isn’t actually part of it.
‘Okay, well thanks for the seat.’ I put my 9 dollars and 40 cents on 
the table. Exact change. ‘I might see you around.’
He stands. I’m 2 steps away when he speaks. ‘When?’
I turn to face him. He’s standing next to me. I can see his neck. The 
shadow under his chin. The beginnings of a wrinkle in front of his ear. I 
refuse to step back. ‘What?’
‘When might you see me around? I can’t predict when you’ll next 
need a banana or a seat. So I’m not sure when I’ll see you again.’
This makes me smile, I can’t help it. God knows I don’t want to 
encourage him, but I can smell his breath and it’s warm and faintly musky 
and it’s been inside his body. I can’t speak for a moment.
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‘Look Grace, I know you don’t know me. And I don’t know you. 
But there’s a great Italian place up on High Street. We could have dinner. 
Tomorrow night.’
I deliver my sternest look. He continues. ‘Only it doesn’t have to be 
dinner. It could be just drinks. Or dessert. Or I could have dessert.’ He tilts 
his head to catch my eye. ‘You could have a piece of fruit.’
I have stepped into a parallel universe. Things like this do not 
happen to me. ‘Are you asking me out?’
‘Sometimes I amaze myself. Look, I don’t make a habit of asking out 
women I’ve only just met, but yes. I am.’
‘You can’t be serious. Some people find me a little…abrupt.’ 
‘I put that down to the all-lemon diet.’
I wipe the smile as soon as I can. ‘Are you implying I’d be free 







‘Grace Vandenburg, I love a challenge but this is ridiculous.’ 
I sigh. Best get it over with. ‘I tend to cut my food into little 
pieces.’ 
‘I noticed.’
‘This means I’m not always scintillating dinner company.’ 
‘Well, I see it this way. I think you’ve got a lot going on in your 
head. That’s not true of most people I meet. Here…’ He takes a few steps 
to the counter where there is a pen lying next to the credit card machine. 
Back at the table, he scrawls on a paper napkin. ‘This is my mobile number. 
Friday night then. Say yes. You can always call if you change your mind.’
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He hands me the napkin. So in my hand, right now, is his 
number. I glance down—I can see a 2—then I quickly fold the napkin 
over and look away. He smiles at me with those pretty hazel eyes.
Generally I don’t surprise myself. Generally I know myself pretty 
well. I have my rules and I stick to them. Who knows what could happen 
if I start making arbitrary decisions and upset the synchronised pattern of 
the universe?
‘Yes,’ I say.
On the walk home from the café not only do I count but I also fill myself with 
other thoughts so there is no room left, none at all. I don’t think Nikola ever 
had a date. Apparently he was fond of Anne Morgan, the daughter of the 
industrialist J. Pierpont, even though she grew into a fat ugly militant 
feminist. Nikola wasn’t the type to marry for money, but considering the way 
things turned out, that would have got him out of trouble later.
Lots of beautiful and talented women had him in their sights. Sarah 
Bernhardt. Nellie Melba. Who wouldn’t? A towering six feet six inches—198 
centimetres—with large hands. Piercing blue eyes, staggeringly handsome 
face. Electric, pardon the pun. There were the usual rumours that he was gay 
but I don’t believe it. Not for a minute. It’s just that he had a number of, well, 
quirks.
He hated jewellery. Pearls especially would make him recoil and he 
couldn’t be in the same room with them. Neo-Freudians take this as proof of 
his abhorrence of women because pearls represent breasts. I don’t buy it. 
Sometimes a pearl is only a pearl. He didn’t hate women. He believed that 
society would collapse as soon as women became educated. He wasn’t one of 
those men who think we don’t have the brains for it. He often spoke about 
the genius of his mother Djuka, who ran the farm and the home and was 
famous in the village for her invention of a better kind of loom. His 
photographic memory came from her and he felt the waste of her, this 
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country mother of five who had never been to school but could recite entire 
books of Serbian poetry.
Nikola knew that when we became educated like men and joined the 
workforce we wouldn’t be interested in families or babies. As he wasn’t. So 
there’s none of his genes left now, because he had no children. Like there’ll be 
none of me left when I die.
The air is heavy and hot. I try to imagine how many people have 
walked this way, ever. This is a number you could never know, because it 
goes right back before this century, and before the last. It goes back tens of 
thousands of years. So many people. Uncountable. 
Don’t think about it. What kind of name is Seamus, anyway? It’s like 
a joke name. And he works at the cinema, for God’s sake. He’s a pathetic 
movie nerd, one of those gormless idiots who wear white short-sleeved shirts 
carefully ironed by his mother (with whom he undoubtedly still lives) with a 
super-silky non-silk tie with cartoon characters on it. Probably recites the 
entire script of The Blues Brothers. Orange whip? Orange whip? Three orange 
whips. Probably owns an English/Klingon dictionary. Don’t think about 
him, and do not think about the napkin, folded inside my purse, numbers 
etched by his hand.
Instead think about how many feet have been here. Think about the 
air. How often has this heavy air been through other people’s lungs? If 
elements are neither created nor destroyed they must be recycled. This air 
has been sucked into wet membranous cavities, young and pink, black and 
cancerous, held for an instant to effect the exchange then blown out again 
through noses of all shapes, colours, sizes. Threaded through hair and snot, 
waiting for me to breathe in.
Focus on each breath. Each thought. Categorise. File. He asked me 
out. I’ve been on dates before. Not for a while, but I used to have lots of 
dates. I can remember…5. Anyway I can always cancel. Or not show up. He 
doesn’t have my number or know where I live. I never have to see him again. 
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Of all the sad rituals in this inconsequential life, dating must be the saddest 
of all. Oh we have so many things in common. We both eat, shit and have a 
fear of commitment. Our parents used to yell/ignore/smother us. All this 
just to get laid. I’d respect him more if he’d been honest and said he wanted 
to screw me right there in the coffee shop. If he’d stood close to me and lifted 
up my skirt and grabbed my bottom and shoved me on to the table. If he’d 
pushed me down so I could feel the table cold against my back and ripped 
my undies with his hard fingers there and then, letting the cup with my 
chocolate smash against the ground and…
Categorise.
File.
I might go on this date after all. 
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…I go down to the park and lie on the cricket pitch, staring up. The cement 
of the pitch is cool under my back. The stars are hanging right above my face. 
I can hear cicadas in the bushes at the side. From the noise there could be 100 
of them, or 120. But there could be 2 or 3. I’ll never know. How can you count 
what you can’t see? The smell of grass and leather drifts over the oval. I’d 
like to stay out here all night in the quiet, but I start getting ready for bed at 
9.30 p.m. and it’s already 17 past 8.
Seamus Joseph O’Reilly is 38. 3 years older than I am. George 
Westinghouse was 42, 10 years older than Nikola.
It’s been years since I tried to count the stars. I spent a lot of long 
teenage nights staring up there trying to count them. I needed to know their 
number. I remember waiting until the whole house was quiet, until my 
parents’ soft voices in the room next to mine had stopped. I remember 
sneaking out the window in my nightie, no slippers on my feet, and lying 
down in the middle of the lawn. It was cold but I didn’t care. I would stare at 
the sky, but the fucking things move. I tried to imagine the sky as a grid, 
drawing lines from objects on the ground. I tried scanning it with an 
aluminium-foil tube. I tried everything. Nothing works.
My favourite part in the Bible is right at the beginning, in Genesis. 
And God took Abraham outside and told him to look up at the stars and 
count them if he could and this would be the number of his descendants. 
There is a lot of counting in the Bible. Neither Mother nor Jill would realise 
this; they don’t know much about the Bible despite, or perhaps because of, 
all the time they spend in church. After all, in Leviticus it says it’s against the 
law of God to wear clothes woven from two types of material and Mother is 
a linen-blend kind of girl. And Exodus prohibits the charging of interest on a 
loan which would be news to the pious Harry, who believes that tax 
deductions are God’s gift to slum-lords.
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Why did I say yes to that Irish git? I’m due to wear a dusty pink skirt 
with black piping around the edges. And black wedgy heels. And a plain 
black T-shirt. Too girly. I might as well have ‘gagging for it’ printed on the 
front. I’d rather wear jeans, and, say, a peasant top. But jeans are for winter. 
And although I do have a short-sleeved peasant top that fits into the spring/
summer wardrobe, I had to wear it yesterday so it’s not due to be worn again 
for another 4–9 days.
My last date was 2 years 6 months ago with that idiot Simon, some 
friend of Harry’s. Jill organised it. I thought Jill said he was a Swiss baker. 
Interesting, I thought. Loaves with 17 different kinds of seeds. Intricate little 
pastries filled with chocolate. Secret recipes passed through generations of 
yodelling fathers and sons. All night I worried about how he would get to 
work by 3 a.m. to start the yeast fermenting if he kept drinking like that. By 
the time I realised he was a Swiss banker I was so bored I had almost lost the 
will to live.
But this time will be different. I’ll order an entrée and one drink and 
then go home. To show myself I can—I can change routine if I want to. It’s 
only that most of the time I choose not to. Luckily he suggested a place in 
High Street so I can walk there and walk home. We’re meeting at 7.00 p.m., 
so if I leave at 9.05 p.m. I’ll still be able to be home and start getting ready for 
bed on the stroke of 9.30. I can leave home at 6.40 p.m., so, counting 
backwards: 5 minutes to put stuff in my small bag, 5 minutes to dress, 5 
minutes to put on a bit of lippy and some mascara. 5 minutes to do my hair, 
5-minute shower, 5 minutes for teeth, including brushing and flossing. Start 
getting ready at 6.10.
The cement is chilling right inside my spine now, and the bones of 
my hips are tender where they touch the ground. I know it’s time to head for 
home. The aura of exuberance, the energy remaining from boys batting and 
bowling has gone. The stars are winking but they seem very faint tonight. 
Light pollution from all these houses, little boxes on the hillside. I’m wasting 
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my time even trying to count the stars because only God can do that. It says 
in Psalms that He decides the number of the stars. And He knows all of them 
by name.
When I get home from the park, despite following my normal 
nightly routine, I can’t sleep. I lie on my bed and stare at Nikola’s photo. It’s 
not really fair to be going out without him. I’m sure he wouldn’t like it. 
Serbians are passionate by nature—look at how upset he was when Marconi 
stole his patent for radio. He controlled his anger of course, and never said a 
bad word about anyone, but you could tell.
It’s only dinner, though. It’s not like I’m doing anything wrong. I 
remember reading somewhere that the key element of being unfaithful was 
secrecy. I’ve told him all about Seamus. This dinner’s a little test for me, like 
an experiment. He’s a scientist—he’d understand that. I’ve been feeling so 
much better lately and soon I’ll be going back to work. And when I go back 
to work I’ll have conversations with parents and eat with colleagues in the 
staffroom. That’s the thing about teaching—no matter how organised you 
are, how many systems you put in place, you can’t plan for people. They 
interrupt you. They’re early. They’re late. They can’t get it together.
This is a trial run. Nikola would understand that.
It’s Friday. 12 degrees. I don’t think I can go. I’d like to. But I can’t. It’s 
already 6.02 p.m. and I have to start getting ready in 8 minutes. I’m lying on 
my bed, waiting for the clock to tell me it’s 6.10. The trouble is my teeth ache. 
Mine are not sweet curvy milk teeth. My teeth are sharp with pointy canines 
that make me seem violent or unhinged. I’m not sure which tooth is aching. 
Perhaps it’s not a tooth. Perhaps the ache is further inside my jaw or in my 
temporo-mandibular joint. This makes more sense. I’ve looked and looked at 
my teeth in front of the bathroom mirror and I can’t see any holes or 
blackening. I’m meticulous about brushing. And flossing. It probably is in the 
joint because my jaw is opening stiffly with a popping sensation. I’ve read 
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about this. It’s some kind of flaw in the tendon. I can’t keep my tongue still, 
that’s the problem. I can’t keep my tongue away from each plane of each 
surface of each of my 24 teeth or from under the ridge below my teeth or 
from the back of my soft palate.
I can go. I can. It’s time to start getting ready. My jaw will be okay for 
a few hours. The first thing I need to do is brush and floss. I’m in the 
bathroom standing at the sink. My tongue doesn’t know how to rest. Where 
to rest. Where does it normally sit? It doesn’t lie on the bottom, flaccid. How 
does the saliva drain? Do I really swallow so much, all the time? Is it always 
so loud? Why would I be making all this saliva? The saliva streams like a 
black river down my throat, a dark stringing flood. If I lean forward it will 
fall to the floor and curl around my foot and swell in the space between my 
toes. My soles are wet. If this keeps up I’ll drown in my sleep. Why does my 
mouth feel so foreign?
Oh God.
The only possible reason could be that there’s something foreign 
there. Because the seed of a tumour is growing, throwing my mouth out of 
balance.
I once read about a man who had a tumour on his jaw the size of an 
orange. It’s starting here, on my jaw, like a biblical judgment. Like I’ve been 
speaking ill of people. Which I have, but only because they deserve it. And 
now I have to take my punishment, suffer it, walk the streets and look into 
people’s faces knowing I’m dying and yet they still think everything’s 
normal. Or the surgeons will operate and take out half my jaw bone and I 
won’t be pretty anymore. I’ll be ugly. No one will care if I live or die. I can 
feel the pulse beating in my jaw now. Probably taking secondaries to my 
lungs or my liver or my bones.
That’s it. I’m going to bed. He’ll get over it; it’s not the bloody school 
formal. I’m not meeting his parents. He’ll have a quiet dinner and go home. 
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He doesn’t have my number. I’m going to bed early and going to bed early is 
allowed under special circumstances, one of which is dying.
Bedtime routine begins. I pick up my toothbrush, and then I see 
them. No wonder. No wonder I have a tumour. I’ve been blind. I’ve been 
stupid.
My toothbrush is clear stiff acrylic with a softer purple rubber near 
the handle. The head has white and lilac nylon bristles tufting out of small 
holes. But how many holes? And how many bristles?
How could I not know this number? How could I never have 
thought to check? All those mornings. All those nights. I feel my teeth throb 
in time with my pulse and I remember that a pain in the jaw is sometimes the 
first sign of a heart attack.
15 tufts around the edge of the head. White. Down the middle are 6 
rows of lilac tufts, the same height as those around the edge, interspersed 
with 4 rows of shorter white tufts. I sit down on the bathroom floor, shaking. 
My fingers are too fat to separate the bristles into individual strands. It’s 
taking so long. Over and over I have to begin again.
34. The first tuft has 34 bristles. Strangely, so does the second. By the 
time I’m about halfway through it starts getting really difficult. I realise this 
is because it’s dark outside and I no longer have enough light to count by. 
Carefully, using my fingers to separate the current tuft into counted and 
uncounted bristles, I
stretch my other arm up and hit the light.
By the time I finally raise my head, by the time all 1768 bristles are 
counted and double-checked and triple-checked, my shoulders are heavy 
and my neck is stiff. The night is quite still.
I am quite still.
The clock tells me it is 9.24 p.m. In the restaurant, they’ll be handing 
round the dessert menus. In my flat, it’s almost time to get ready for bed. So I 
sit at the edge of the bath for 6 minutes and wait.
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At 9.30 I stand at the sink. This time as I hold my toothbrush in my 
hand, I’m sure. I know how many strands of nylon brush each tooth. I can 
picture them. My jaw is safe. My teeth are safe.
Then I look at my toothbrush. I buy a new toothbrush on the first of 
every month but this one doesn’t look new any more. It’s stretched and dog-
eared. The bristles bend back at horrible angles, after being rifled over and 
over, jammed by my fingers. It looks like a toilet brush.
I can’t put this in my mouth.
I can’t go to sleep without brushing my teeth.
I must start getting ready for bed at 9.30 p.m. and it’s already
9.30 p.m.
I must buy a toothbrush on the first of the month and it’s not the first 
of the month.
I force a deep breath in, then out.
I now know that there are 1768 bristles and I doubt there’s another 
person alive outside of a toothbrush factory who knows that. This is what 
will happen. As it’s a Friday night, not a school night, I will start getting 
ready for bed at 10.30 p.m. instead of 9.30. I will do this in future on all 
Friday and Saturday nights. Even though there are 7 days until the first of 
the month, I will buy 2 new toothbrushes—1 until the end of the month and 
1 to start next month with. This mid-month change in toothbrushes will only 
occur when I count the bristles. In fact I’ll walk to the supermarket now and 
buy as many toothbrushes of this kind as I can because if they discontinue 
this model and introduce a new model I’ll have to count the bristles all over 
again.
I don’t need my usual leaving the house ritual because this isn’t a 
shopping trip—this is an extension of my new ritual for the night I run out of 
toothbrushes, so I can simply grab my keys and purse and walk. I go in what 
I’m wearing: grey tracksuit pants many sizes too big that belong in my 
drawer labelled, ‘comfy’. (The label is on the inside of the drawer.) Sneakers, 
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dark blue. Big sweatshirt, navy, also comfy. T-shirt. Black. Hair pulled back in 
a pony tail. No makeup.
At the grocery store I take a green basket and fill it with all the 
toothbrushes of my brand and type that they have. 14. The colours don’t 
matter but they must be medium, not soft or hard, otherwise the number of 
bristles might not be the same.
He’s wearing calico pants and a chambray shirt. His hair is dry this 
time. He’s buying a half a roast chicken, mutilated by the girl with the 
kitchen shears, and some exhausted vegetables. His shirt is tucked into his 
pants and I can see the tail of it bunched up near his bottom.
It’s when I’m walking to the checkout that I see him. I can only see 
his back but it’s him.
It’s like I can smell him. He can’t smell me.
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I sleep in a single bed because I have a horror of the vast expanse of doubles. 
Before my sister’s wedding we stayed, each bridesmaid in her own room, in 
a five-star hotel in the city filled with gamblers and couples. The bed was a 
king-size, designed for those enormous American kings, and I lay still all 
through that long night because each movement of my legs broke new cold 
ground. I never knew for certain where the edge was.
In my own single bed, I know. I know its width and length in hand 
spans and kicks and there is no spot so far from my body that it cannot feel 
the heat of my blood. A double bed is a dare, a question. A single bed is 
complete with just me in it. A double bed is a vacant promise. A threatening 
Miss Havisham. The thought of having one in my house makes my lower 
back ache. I wouldn’t know how to lie in it.
That’s how I feel right now. I thought I knew this supermarket. I 
certainly know its dimensions in steps. The width of its aisles. But now that 
he’s looking at me I’m adrift. I can’t think of a rule to follow. His presence 
distorts the walls. They’ve moved now. The air has ripples through it.
We’re standing 5 paces apart. Or would be if the world was still the 
same.
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‘Dinner,’ he says, gesturing to his basket. 
‘Oh,’ I say.
‘I’m absolutely starving.’
There’s no emotion on his face. No anger. No surprise. 
He continues. ‘I usually eat earlier than this.’
‘I see.’
‘But tonight I’ve been flat out. I’ve got a new hobby. Memorising 
menus.’
‘Look, Seamus…’ It’s too hard to tell him I’ve had more important 
things to worry about.
‘It was a good one, too. Risotto pescatora, spaghetti marinara, 
spaghetti della nonna. That’s chicken meatballs. Even fettuccine calabrese, 
with extra chilli, the way I like it. One day I’ll have to eat there.’
The rest of the supermarket has faded away. He’s taking up all the 
space. ‘Look, Seamus, something came up.’
His face turns pink. Amazing that can happen so fast. ‘You could 
have told me if you didn’t want to come. You could have called. Or sent me a 
text.’
It’s true. I could have called him or sent a text. But that would have 
meant opening the napkin and reading his numbers, and punching them into 
the phone. And then his numbers would have stuck in my memory; become 
a part of me so that years from now I might still remember the 10 numbers of 
Seamus.
‘It was nothing like that. I didn’t feel well. Really suddenly.’
He blinks and his lips purse into a half smile, yet he doesn’t avoid 
my eyes. His voice is soft. He nods. ‘It’s okay. You don’t have to say that. Life 
is a series of maybes and what-ifs.’
The lights in the supermarket are too bright. Everything around me 
is hard surfaces, shiny floor, beaming glass. He is not hard or shiny or 
beaming. He’s soft and frowning. And he’s right. Life is a series of maybes 
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and what-ifs. Suddenly I wish I had met him at the restaurant. I wish I’d had 
risotto pescatora and a glass of red wine and shared a tiramisu and sat and 
talked with Seamus Joseph O’Reilly until they packed up the chairs around 
us. Suddenly it seems rather an important thing to have missed.
‘I’m so…’
‘God. You really do live in a house filled with supermodels.’
He’s looking down my basket. I swing it behind my back. ‘Not really. 
Really I’m an amateur toothbrush designer. These are for research.’
He smiles, this time with his eyes. The skin around his temple 
relaxes. ‘So you’re either a supermodel, some kind of apocalyptic bulk 
shopper or a frustrated oral health stylist.’
‘Or all of the above. Or perhaps my hobby is collecting personal care 
products. Star Wars dolls, Princess Diana plates…they bore me. These 
babies’ll be worth a fortune in a few years.’
I realise I’ve said this to make him smile.
Somehow the stillness that is in the store is now inside me as well. 
Stillness races through my veins instead of blood. My body feels light; my 
hands, my face.
‘I’ll give it another try if you will.’ It’s only when I hear this that I 
realise it’s my voice speaking. It’s only when I see his face that I realise I 
mean it. I gesture to his basket. ‘I haven’t eaten.’
Chicken and vegetables. For a change.
He is quiet for a long time. ‘Let’s aim a bit lower. Is your car outside?’
I shake my head. ‘I walked.’
‘What if I walk you home? If you’d like.’ He pauses for a moment 
and bites his lower lip with his front tooth. The left one. It leaves a dent.
‘I’d like.’
He looks politely at the chewing gum and chocolate bars as I go 
through the checkout with 14 toothbrushes. He pays for his half chicken and 
vegetables. We go outside. It’s quiet except for a boy collecting shopping 
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trolleys; coasting on them, squeaking, from under the streetlight where 
they’d been deserted. Seamus reaches across me to take my plastic bag of 
toothbrushes. A well- brought-up boy. Chivalrous. His fingers take the two 
white plastic straps from mine. His fingers are not mine. Are different from 
mine, so different I’m amazed that he also has ten. I notice the size of his 
hands. Their colour. The tiny pale hairs on the back of his fingers.
We reach the corner before I realise I’ve forgotten to count the steps.
The mathematician and engineer Charles Babbage, inventor of the first 
computer, got it. When he read Tennyson’s poem, ‘The vision of sin’, he was 
most upset.
He was so upset he sent Tennyson a letter. It went:
‘Every minute dies a man, Every minute one is born’; I need hardly point 
out to you that this calculation would tend to keep the sum total of the 
world’s population in a state of perpetual equipoise, whereas it is a well-
known fact that the said sum total is constantly on the increase. I would 
therefore take the liberty of suggesting that in the next edition of your 
excellent poem the erroneous calculation to which I refer should be corrected 
as follows: ‘Every moment dies a man, And one and a sixteenth is born.’ I 
may add that the exact figures are 1.167, but something must, of course, be 
conceded to the laws of metre.
I know this letter by heart, and as I leave the supermarket next to Seamus I 
think each syllable with my footfall but I don’t count. All the way home I 
don’t count. The street is empty and it’s been raining. The water makes the 
tram tracks shine in the street lamps and we don’t speak. A car goes past. 
And another. We don’t speak. A third splashes some water on to my feet. He 
stops, takes my arm and manoeuvres me so I am no longer walking on the 
street side. He puts me on the inside.
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Charles Babbage definitely got it. Most people don’t. They don’t 
understand that numbers rule, not just the world in a macro way but their 
world, their own world. Their lives. They know that E=MC2 because they 
heard it in school or it was the answer to a quiz show question. They don’t 
really understand what it means: that matter and energy are the same thing. 
That their skinny latte and iPod and nipple ring are all energy; little packets 
of energy constrained very close together. That everything and everybody 
are connected by a mathematical formula.
Would Seamus get it if I told him?
At the lights he pushes the walk button. This is the only time it’s 
awkward, right now, waiting for the lights to change.
‘Have you lived here long?’ He turns towards me as he speaks. 
‘Forever. Prahran or Brunswick would be groovier, I know, but I like 
the spaces. I like the spaces between the people better than the people 
themselves.’ The green man appears. The beeps begin. I sound like an idiot.
He frowns. ‘Space. Everyone needs space.’
As we walk I realise our pace is almost identical although he is taller. 
He is slowing his gait to match mine. I take a deep breath. ‘Sometimes I feel 
my thoughts can’t properly develop if they run into another person as soon 
as they’re born. They need room to work out exactly what shape to take.’
We’ve been walking for at least ten or eleven minutes and he’s said 
almost nothing. Walking these streets together, it feels like we’re in church. I 
fight the urge to whisper. There’s no wind. I hear nothing but cars in High 
Street, shushing through puddles, and the sound of our steps. We’re so quiet 
we surprise a possum on a light pole. We keep walking. You mind your 
business, we’ll mind ours.
We walk down the side street now and we’ve reached the spot where 
I need to make a decision. I need to lean across him and take my bag of 
toothbrushes back, if that’s what I’m going to do. I can do it easily; I can say, 
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‘Thanks, officer. I can take it from here’ or ‘I don’t want to take you out of 
your way’ or ‘Did I mention I have a communicable disease?’
But I don’t. Instead, at the corner I stop and say, ‘So are you planning 
to polish off an entire half chicken by yourself?’
He lifts the hand with the bags in it. ‘This miserable runt? I think it’s 
a tall quail. And three petrified potatoes and a bit of soggy pumpkin. This 
isn’t exactly what I had in mind when I invited you to dinner.’
I lean back against the lamp post and cross my arms. ‘Luckily we 
supermodels don’t eat much.’
He smiles into my eyes, and bows. ‘In that case, my quail is your 
quail.’
As we walk up the path, I think of Nikola and Westinghouse. How 
different they were. How perfect for each other. Westinghouse bought forty 
patents, including the induction motor he desperately needed, from Nikola 
for a complicated blend of cash, royalties and shares. Nikola left New York 
and moved to Pittsburgh to help Westinghouse overcome any difficulties in 
the manufacture of the motor. No regrets. No fear.
At the top of the stairs I fumble for my keys in the pocket of my track 
pants. We go inside. My last proper visitor was in October of the year before 
last when Larry slept over, on the couch. Jill and Harry had gone for a skiing 
weekend. I’d like to think they had in fact gone to a mad three-day key party 
in a lodge with a spa, six cans of whipped cream, one midget and one latex 
batman suit but, knowing them, it probably was a skiing weekend. Having 
Larry here felt right—we watched the late movie until past her bedtime, had 
ice-cream for dinner and made nuisance calls to a boy she liked at school. 
Having Seamus here is different.
‘This is it,’ I say. ‘My lair. It’s here I hatch my plans for world 
domination. I’m saving for a white Persian and a monocle.’
‘Nice. No supermodels or bomb shelters, I notice.’ He puts the 
chicken, vegetables and my toothbrushes on the kitchen bench. He opens the 
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bag and rifles through them. ‘So, Grace. Are you going to tell me why you’ve 
bought so many toothbrushes?’
I pretend to think for a moment and fold my arms. ‘Ah…No.’ 
He shrugs. ‘Fair enough.’
His hands are in his pockets and he leans his left hip against the 
bench. My flat is made for me, measured for me, for the length of my tibia 
and fibula and ulna and spine. His bones are longer than mine and if I lined 
my limbs and back and fingers up against his I would find a difference in 
length and also in thickness. The room is out of proportion now, like long 
hair on a baby or a mansion surrounded by one metre of lawn and a high 
fence. He takes up all the room.
There’s no space now for my thoughts to develop and they fall 
stillborn on to my dark green carpet. Now, I do understand E=MC2. I 
understand that the little packets of energy that are my thoughts have 
become matter. A solid body. Flesh.
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Sometime the next day or the one after that, I kiss him. Or maybe it is two 
minutes after we walk in the door. I am still standing in my kitchen and he is 
still leaning on my kitchen bench, hands in pockets. I move my body across 
until it is close to his. My kiss, this first one, is more a pressing, lips closed 
and soft. For one instant he is still. For one instant I think that there is 
nothing I can say to erase such a foolish act. Then he moves towards me. He 
trails his closed mouth across my top lip so I can feel the tiny prickles. His 
mouth brushes along the line of my jaw and scoops up the side of my face. 
Along my eyebrow. My left eyebrow. He licks my eyes closed. His tongue is 
pointed.
His hands come out of his pockets and cup my face while he kisses 
my mouth. Inside his mouth seems too soft for a man, so soft that I wonder 
how he chews, how he bites the ends of pens without lacerating it. His 
mouth is warm. He knows how to kiss.
This skin near my hip is cold against his hand. His hair is soft, 
threaded through my fingers. He pulls up my sweat shirt, and my T-shirt 
under that, and his fingers are so much darker than my skin that I seem 
brand new. He does not seem afraid of my body. He does not scan my moles 
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to see if the edges bleed into the skin around them, and his fingers smooth 
my flesh but do not check for lumps that should not be there, waiting under 
the surface.
He can’t want me.
I should have worn a bra. I should have worn a red lace bra, 
something French or designed by a singer. But I don’t own anything like that. 
I should have thought this out a bit more carefully and waxed or at least 
shaved my underarms. Is my deodorant still working from this morning? 
His left hand has found my right breast; it is cold and quite rough for 
someone with a desk job. He pauses for a moment. He exhales; perhaps he is 
also disappointed that I’m not wearing a red lace bra. Or perhaps I look 
panicked, like a woman who’s only had five lovers in her entire life and none 
at all for 3 years come April 6. He frowns and swallows and tilts his head so 
that our foreheads touch.
‘We can…would you rather…How about something to eat? That 
chicken won’t age well.’
I shake my head. I lean forward and kiss the side of his throat.
He bends his head back a little and groans. Now he kneels and I can 
feel his lips and tongue on my side, sliding around towards my navel. The 
trace his tongue leaves behind is cold when the air hits it. Then he says, ‘Get 
down here.’
I kneel down so that I am almost eye level with him. He has both my 
breasts in his hands now. Please God don’t let him take off my sweat shirt. 
He’ll see they’re not even, that my breasts are not even. The left one hangs 
down lower than the right. 5 millimetres. My collar bones aren’t even either. 
They don’t align. One sticks out further than the other. No reason—not a 
legacy of a childhood accident. No genetic deformity passed from mother to 
daughter like a bone china tea set. Misaligned, that’s all. Surely when he sees 
that he’ll stop. He’ll give up.
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He doesn’t give up. When he takes my sweat shirt off over my head 
he doesn’t seem to notice the misalignment, and doesn’t seem to measure my 
breasts at all, either with his eyes or with his hands. I try and count his 
kisses, the little nips as his front teeth graze the underside of my breasts, but 
then he takes my nipple in his mouth, and, oh, I can’t count. Not a number 
will go through my mind. It’s deathly still in here. I haven’t even had a 
chance to open the window when I arrived home. I can’t even think about 
what the time is, about what time I’m supposed to be in bed, about how 
unhygienic it is to be lying on the kitchen floor with this man sucking my 
breasts.
All I can feel is a small thin line, like an electric cable sparking, 
burrowing through my flesh hot and cold, from my nipple to between my 
legs. The taste of him is in my mouth and in the air and in my hair. The taste 
of him is under my nails and wherever he kisses me he will taste only 
himself.
Looking back, what’s hardest to believe is what he didn’t notice and 
what he did. He didn’t seem to notice that my tummy has a little rounded 
bulge. But he did notice the thick white scar on my right knee from when I 
fell off my bike when Mrs Jennings’ dog was chasing me. He kissed it and bit 
it. I’m sure he noticed my pubic hair needed a trim, because at one point he 
wound his fingers through it and gently ground his knuckles into the 
padded part of me until I could feel a slick wetness on the top of my thighs 
and I knew I could no longer bear his touch.
When he fucked me he started off very patient, very slow, and only 
when I started begging did he speed up. I felt my orgasm begin a long way 
away as a kind of stillness encroaching on my whole mind and body. Soon he 
could feel my muscles squeezing and shivering and he held me tighter and 
kissed my neck. It started small and shy but at the end I tried to pull away 
because it’s all too much, too much feeling, too much tensing. My back 
arched. My thighs squeezed him. It’s always like this, but I don’t always 
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have a heavy body trapping me with the sensation. This time there was no 
escaping. This time it went on and on.
I didn’t notice how many strokes he took or how many times he said 
my name. The numbers scattered from my fingertips and ran across the floor. 
I was pinned under him and could not chase them.
After we finish and catch our breath, the cold of the kitchen floor 
tightens my skin. His semen is smeared on my thighs. His semen is on the 
floor too, in a series of rounded droplets, some large and some small. The 
edges are crinkling, already starting to coagulate. It does this so it’s less likely 
to run out of a vagina before it’s done its job. After a while it liquefies again 
so the happy sperm can swim until they find their egg. I’d never noticed how 
beautiful semen is. It’s pearlescent, and slippery like skin lotion. It’s warm 
from being inside his body and mine. I should clean it up before someone 
takes a fall.
I pull my tracksuit pants up and pull my top back down. I refuse to 
think about how I look, or about the stains on my pants. I’m not feeling self-
conscious; too late for that. Only a little cold. He buttons his shirt and pulls 
his underpants up. I don’t know if this was because I did or because he was 
cold too. I take his hand and lead him to my bedroom. He doesn’t seem to 
notice I only have a single bed. He doesn’t say one word and his eyes never 
leave me. His shoes and trousers are still in the kitchen. He is wearing only 
his shirt and underpants when he lies down, and he falls asleep almost 
straight away, curved with space for me to sleep beside him. I lie down next 
to him without brushing my teeth, or flossing, or changing into my pyjamas 
or washing my face or making a cup of tea or putting my slippers beside the 
bed or rearranging my pillows. If he noticed how tight I was or how quickly I 
came, he didn’t say anything.
Every night I lie between these sheets but now I feel the weave and 
the coolness and the tension of each strand of cotton. I can feel him down the 
back of my head, and down my neck, and down each centimetre of my spine, 
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and across my coccyx and around the curve of my bottom and down the 
back of my legs and the hollow of my knee and the length of my calves. My 
toes tingle like currents are dancing on the surface of my skin. Like a wire 
has unwound from the socket near the floor, has arced to the leg of the bed 
and now my body is covered in a million tiny bursts.
The first electric chair was made using Nikola’s technology. Perhaps 
the chair feels like this, at the beginning. Perhaps the electricity starts like a 
warm glow. Maybe it grows stronger until it feels like ants crawling, then 
stronger again until it feels like bees stinging. Then, only then, does it feel 
like electrocution.
The first man to die in the electric chair was William Kemmler, a 
petty criminal who killed his girlfriend with an axe. His electrocution was 
not Nikola’s doing. He and Westinghouse fought against it in the courts. 
Electricity was too unpredictable, they said. It was Edison who arranged the 
first electric chair to show that Nikola’s type of electricity, AC, was deadly 
and that DC current, the one Edison promoted, was safe.
Kemmler was strapped into a chair and two electrodes were attached 
to his body: the first on his head and the second his spine. The machine 
began. The dials rose. The executioner directed the flow of electricity through 
Kemmler.
I wonder how Nikola and Westinghouse felt at exactly that moment. 
Everything they had worked for, everything that they believed in, was on the 
brink of ruin. No one in their right mind would want AC electricity in their 
home, around their children, near their wives. They would be trying to sell a 
product that killed people. Perhaps they were at Westinghouse’s home. He 
was a physical kind of man, so maybe he stood there with his hand on 
Nikola’s shoulder, both of them thinking their dream had died. Maybe the 
blackness that flowed through Nikola’s heart when the electricity flowed 
through Kemmler’s body was lessened by Westinghouse’s being there. 
Maybe Nikola also felt he was no longer alone.
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The electricity on my skin doesn’t come from a chair or from my bed. 
Nikola is looking down on me, but it doesn’t come from him either.
It is amazing that I sleep. It is not so amazing that it is 4.07 a.m. when I wake. 
Four is the worst time to wake, as anyone with the normal human 
sensitivities will tell you. Far too late to make a cup of tea or to go back to 
sleep. Far too early to get up and do something constructive. There’s nothing 
on television but arrogant evangelists and people selling acne solutions and 
motivational tapes. For me, base 12 philosophy aside, midnight is not the 
witching hour. 4.00 is.
Up until this point, I slept beautifully. And for an instant when I 
wake I think: this is what happens to normal people. They can go to bed 
without flossing 10 times up and down between each tooth or rearranging 
their 10 pillows if they choose, and they can still sleep deep and wide. And I 
wake like I am still in a dream, in the arms of a handsome man who has just 
made love to me, and free to decide when and how I go to bed. In the shape 
of a spoon with
Seamus curved at the back of me. But I wake up thinking of 
numbers.
Not dates or days. Not phases of the moon. Not my ovulation date. 
I’m on the pill. Have been for nineteen months. Not that there’s been any 
likelihood of sex until now, just because I can’t bear not knowing when my 
period is due. I was never horribly irregular—some poor women don’t know 
if it’s a fourteen-day cycle, or twenty-eight, or if it’s coming at all. That 
would send me certifiable. I was somewhere between 26 and 30 but now it’s 
like clockwork, every 28 days.
So I’m not worried about being impregnated by the 50,000,000 sperm 
per normal ejaculation of between 2 and 5 millilitres of semen. 50,000,000-ish. 
Depending on how long it’s been since he’s had sex. With someone else. 
Before now.
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The numbers I wake up worrying about are statistics. 40,000,000 
people world-wide have HIV. More than 3,000,000 people die every year. 60 
per cent of all HIV infections are from vaginal intercourse.
Not to mention chlamydia. Gonorrhoea.
I refuse to be one of those germ-fearing crazies. Bacteria are 
everywhere, and they’re mostly good and they stimulate your immune 
system. People with no exposure to germs get cancer. Everybody knows that.
But unprotected sex on the kitchen floor with a man I barely know?
I would have asked the question on the walk home if I’d realised 
things were heading this way. I could have said, ‘So, given blood lately?’ or 
‘Had a physical?’ or ‘Any recent anal sex I should know about?’
His arm is becoming heavy and his breathing is blowing my hair. He 
does look a little pale. The tops of my thighs are sticky.
Whatever the disease is, I’ve probably got it. And not because of the 
sex.
It was the unflossing and the unbrushing and the unwashing and no 
tea. No place for my slippers, no order for my pillows. In the dark I can see 
my pyjamas waiting accusingly on the chair in my bedroom. These are not 
small, these wrongs disguised as nothings. They are somethings. They are 
tiny cracks in the world that run for miles underground. They cause 
earthquakes and landslides and in my mind I see the kind of people who 
suffer in disasters like these; an old woman, perhaps, or motherless children, 
wide eyes turned to a photographer they hope will tell the world and then 
someone stronger will come and lift them up. I can almost feel a tremor now 
as I lie here because I know this arm and this bed and this room and this 
house and this earth are not stable. There is nothing solid here and it will all 
crack and split and I will fall into the ground and there will be nothing but 
the fall and nothing solid not even an end to this crevice. And the worst is the 
knowledge that it is me. It is me who has shaken it. My foolish, stupid 
forgetting.
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This is the world we live in; it’s cruel, endlessly cruel and unstable 
and accidents are everywhere and we can never escape them. Your pet could 
die or some stupid careless child cause never- ending grief with some small 
thoughtless act. People die, children die, through no fault of their own. When 
I think of the unravelling of my world I want to cry, and I start to cry, and I 
cry silently because I do not want him waking and asking me about my tears. 
My body starts to quiver from holding in my sobs and my breath comes in 
small snorts through my nose but I am still almost silent. 
Is my mother all right? I suddenly know that she is not all right,  she 
is dying, right now, lying on the bathroom floor with her stick arms 
outstretched, clawing, and she is calling my name to come and help her die. 
She dropped her hair dryer in the bath then reached in to get it; a piece of 
bread was stuck in the toaster and she levered it out with a knife. When I was 
six I had a fever and she stayed with me and sat on my bed and fed me 
vanilla ice-cream with a silver spoon from the set she used only for company. 
The feeling of lying ill, the air torpid, crickets singing, aluminium venetians 
drawn in a vain attempt to close out the heat that seemed to fill my every 
inch. I was as light as air then; I drifted away and I could almost see my own 
body on my bed from where I rested on the ceiling. I heard my mother’s soft 
footsteps, doing something inconsequential—folding laundry, sweeping. 
Breaking eggs. A sound that brought me back to my bed, tucked me in and 
kissed my forehead. I remember a thousand small gifts of her love, 
unthanked and unrepaid. And she is dying now because of me.
Or maybe it’s Jill. Maybe I’m feeling Jill’s death. She is younger than 
I am so it would be some kind of fall; people die all the time in falls, crack 
their heads open. Or a car smash, perhaps two or three hours ago but no 
one’s thought to call me until now because they’ve been so busy trying to 
push life back inside her, handsome people in white yelling, ‘Intubate now!’ 
or ‘Type B stat!’ It would be because of that fuckhead Harry; they would 
have gone to some tedious function for his job and he’s been drinking and 
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it’s up to her to drive. She’s not a good driver, too timid, too nervous, and I 
don’t think that car the size of a small flat helps. It was probably raining— 
that’s rain I can hear outside—and in the dark she’s misjudged the right-
hand turn at the lights and a black sedan, ridiculous colour in this weather, 
has run the orange and smashed into the driver’s side. Her side. Harry’s only 
shaken of course, the other driver’s okay and she’s crushed. I know she is. 
Her body is broken and her face is mauled.
With Jill gone, there’s so much missing. The games we used to play 
when we were little are gone now. We used to play a game where we picked 
our future husbands and then practised writing our new name. Designing 
our future life. From when she was ten she would pick some rock star; she’d 
know everything about him—middle name, favourite food, everything—
from the fan magazines and I knew nothing about anyone except characters 
from books so my husbands would vary: Simon Templar, Peter Wimsey, 
Ellery Queen. I would convince her these were real boys who liked me; boys 
who lived just a suburb over and she, as the smaller one, would not think to 
question me. Back then her eyes would grow wider when she looked at me, 
as though the three extra years gave me wisdom. And I have done nothing 
but damage her.
All the games will die with her. Larry will have no mother and I will 
try to take her hand at the funeral but she will pull away from me and in her 
eyes will be the knowledge that it was me and I will never be able to be a 
mother to her.
I have destroyed everything; held it in my hand and crushed it and 
there is no recovering from this, none, none none none none none.
Arm is really heavy on me now not moving lying pressing. Not 
moving not breathing. He could be dead I don’t know him don’t really heart 
disease asthma some kind of stroke. Aneurism popping in his brain small 
vital clot. He could be still and turning cold blue I could be pinned who do I 
call his dead skin touching mine rubbing spreading dead. No movement. 
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Chest still. Can’t turn to see. Are his eyes open staring dead. Lying next to 
me. Decomposing.
‘Ssshh…It’s all right, it’s all right…’
I jump through the air at least 5, maybe 5.3 centimetres.
‘It’s all right, Grace. You’re having a nightmare.’ His voice is creased 
with waking and concern. He pats my hair twice, touches my face.
Breathe. Perhaps I am. Perhaps I am having a nightmare.
‘Wake up, Grace. God, you’re shivering. And panting like you’ve run 
a marathon. You’re all right.’ His voice is lower now, and his words are like 
cooing. He stops patting me, and now he holds me. Too tight to be a normal 
hug. Tight like he wants me to know that he’s here. Like he wants to hold all 
of my body in his arms. He keeps telling me I’m all right. He sounds very 
confident.
‘God, that must have been a shocker. You feel like ice. Come on. Let 
me hold you.’
He’s already holding me. His flesh is burning my cold skin. Hold me.
‘Tell me about it. Trust me, it fades quicker if you tell me about it. I 
know about nightmares. When I was a kid I used to dream there were snakes 
living under my bed, and they’d come out in the middle of the night and 
crawl all over me. I’d wake my parents, screaming the house down. Come 
on, Grace. What was it?’
Maybe he’s right. Everyone has nightmares; even Seamus. Maybe 
this was just a regular nightmare, the kind that happens to normal, regular 
people, and I just dreamed I was awake. How many snakes were living 
under his bed. Only 2? Or 2000?
I want it to stop. I want it all to stop.
Suddenly I’m sick of it. Sick of counting all the time. Of all the little 
games and rules and orders and lists and chewing my food 30 times and 
drinking a cup of tea before bed every night. I want to have a job and go to 
the movies and have a family and people over for a dinner which is not 
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chicken and vegetables. I want to be like everybody else. I want to run as fast 
as I can in bare feet and on grass like I’m a child and my hair is streaming 
behind me. I want to run and I want to feel my leg muscles stretch and pull 
and my chest heave in the service of my freedom.
I don’t want to count any more.
‘My mother. And Jill. Dead,’ I manage.
‘Who’s Jill?’
His eyes narrow and are surrounded by little crinkles of 
concentration, caused by too much UV exposure. He’s the kind of man who 
goes outside without sunscreen on. He can drive a car. He can leave his 
house without knowing where he’s going, and he can take a trip with no 
itinerary. He could probably go to a restaurant and order food he feels like 
eating; he wouldn’t need to order the first meal in alphabetical order or the 
first item on the first page of the menu or any one of a dozen other systems 
I’ve tried. He knows what it feels like to run fast.
‘My little sister.’ It’s fading fast, this nightmare, and the closer he 
holds me the faster it fades.
‘What happened? Grace?’
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Tell him. He’s holding me and he wants to know. ‘She died and Mother died. 
They both died horrible deaths and I should have looked after them and it’s 
all my fault.’
I meet his lovely, crinkly eyes and, although I’m feeling much better, 
mine fill with tears. He pulls me closer until we are pressed together in my 
single bed and his limbs enfold mine because they are delightfully longer. 
His legs are maybe 8 or 9 centimetres longer than mine, his arms maybe 4 or 
5. It’s difficult to be accurate from this angle. I have a soft tape measure on 
my bedside table next to the photo of Nikola that I use to check the 
placement of the furniture every week, but it’s a little hard to reach for it 
now. His lips brush my forehead and my hair, and my face becomes pressed 
against his neck. It’s beautiful in here, warm. It smells kind.
He murmurs in a soft voice like he’s comforting a child. ‘Listen to me 
Grace. Grace, sweetheart. It’s a bad dream, that’s all. No one’s dead, and no 
one’s going to die.’
The room is growing pale as the day arrives; it filters through my 
lace curtains and flicks across the floor. That first half-light lifts my skin and 
his face and the room seems a different place. The night seems a long way 
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away. Another country. I can hear the birds beginning to sing outside, but it’s 
still too early for traffic. Seamus is all confidence, lying in my bed in my flat, 
holding me like I belong to him. He’s a man whose nightmares come only at 
night. A man who can ask about my toothbrushes and grin and shrug and 
say, ‘Fair enough,’ when I keep my secret.




by Toni Jordan 
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In the morning I sleep in, my head fuzzy from the cognac and the late night. 
On waking my hair is curly and even redder. No one in my father’s family 
has hair like this. It must come from my mother’s side; it takes the serious 
business of the day to straighten it and calm the colour. I have missed 
breakfast. By the time I hobble to the kitchen, still in my dressing gown and 
slippers, the kippers are long finished and the eggs are poached and eaten 
and everything is cleared away. On the stove there is a small pot of porridge 
wrapped in a tea-towel. This I know is meant for me.
I have just picked up my spoon when a head peeks around the 
corner: wide white smile, soft blond fringe. Even from here I can see his 
dimple. His expression is a fraction too cheery for this time of the morning.
‘Good morning princess,’ he says.
I take a deep breath. ‘Timothy. What a surprise.’
He frowns. ‘Really? I’ve been looking for you. I’ve dropped around 
several times, left messages with the cousins.’
‘You’re right. It’s not really a surprise.’
‘Are you busy? Because I’ve been wanting to talk to you.’ Timothy 
pulls out a chair and sits beside me at the long pine table. He is dressed for 
work: short-sleeved, crisp ironed shirt, the top pocket filled with pens, navy 
trousers. His BlackBerry in a holster on his belt. He is bright-eyed, bushy-
tailed. I am bushy-eyed and bright-nothinged. His face is solemn; his fingers 
drum the table. ‘It’s important,’ he says.
I lean across the table, rearrange the bowl and the salt and pepper 
grinders. I take the napkin off my lap and fold it carefully.
‘Porridge? It’s still warm. I can sprinkle some brown sugar on top.’
‘No thank you, Del. No porridge.’ He fumbles on the table top 
towards my hand.
‘Then how about some tea?’ I jump to my feet, chair grating on the 
tiles, and pull my dressing gown tighter around me. ‘Ruby would never 
forgive me if I had a guest and didn’t offer them any tea. Or juice? There’s 
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probably fresh juice left over from breakfast. You’ve been up for hours I bet. 
You must be ready for a break.’ For a moment his eyebrows go up, but then 
he shakes his head. ‘No thanks. No juice. I just want to talk to you.’
I open the fridge door and pull out a flat white plate. ‘Ooh, look. 
There’s pancakes.’
‘No, no, I don’t want anything. I’ve already eaten breakfast, hours 
ago. Deliveries come early, you know, it’s not office hours, my line of work. 
Wait, pancakes? What kind?’
I poke them through the plastic wrap. ‘Blueberry.’
He nods, and I busy myself heating some butter in a cast iron pan, 
chatting aimlessly about whatever comes into my head: the last of the 
summer blueberries, sealed in glass jars in the pantry; my Aunt Ava, who 
seems to survive only on desserts and claims not to have eaten anything 
green since 1979; whether home-made butter tastes better than store-bought. 
He wants to talk to me. I’ve suspected this for some weeks now, ever since I 
woke up early one morning in his bed in the bungalow at the back of his 
parents’ house to find him staring down at me, gooey eyed. I am just setting 
down the plate of pancakes when he takes my arm and guides me into a 
chair.
‘Della,’ he says, and I hold my breath but he gestures across the 
room. ‘That old fridge. It’s on its last legs. Let me get you a nice new one. 
Double-doored. Titanium. Ice dispenser. Still in the carton. Make life much 
easier for your father at cocktail time.’
I exhale. ‘That’s it? That’s what you wanted to talk to me about?’ 
‘Ah, no.’
‘Timothy.’ I rub my fist against my temple, then pick up the tea towel 
and bustle around with dishes in the sink. I don’t look at him when I speak. 
‘We have a good arrangement. We’ve had a good arrangement for a while 
now. Fun. No strings. Don’t spoil it.’
‘I’m not trying to spoil it,’ he says. ‘I’m trying to make it better.’ 
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He stands, but just then my mobile phone sounds from the pocket of 
my dressing gown. I mutter an apology, move back toward the sink. Before I 
answer, I know it’s Daniel Metcalf.
It is fatal to sleep with a mark. Despite his intimations and teasing, my father 
knows that this is perhaps the only unbreakable rule. In our business, it’s 
true, a certain element of the lure is essential. A heightening of tension. Some 
might call this a seduction but it is not. It is many things: the building of a 
connection between a man and a woman that forms the basis of trust; the 
exchange of money for intimacy, which is worth more and is rarer; and the 
sleight of hand that shifts the mark’s focus from the mechanics of money to 
the hint of promise.
But to sleep with a man and vanish with his pride as well as his 
money is the surest path to disaster. I must live somewhere. I cannot entirely 
disappear, and there is the family to consider. The mark must not feel so 
bereft that he wants to destroy me, not so burned or so proprietorial that he 
will spend his (usually ample) resources on tracking me down. That line 
cannot be crossed.
Meeting men is not easy in my line of work. There’s an entire 
conversation to be had when you meet someone new, about who you are and 
what you do. I could lie, of course. But then it would all become rather like 
work.
Timothy is trustworthy. He is from a reliable family, the son of my 
father’s friend Felix the Fence. He is attractive in a boyish, earnest sort of 
way. We often played together as children, not usually at his house with 
deliveries and pallet jacks and customers coming and going but here, around 
the apple trees with Sam and the cousins. Our arrangement has been good 
for both of us, but I have an idea it is coming to an end.
‘I hope I haven’t caught you in the middle of chasing some wild 
animal,’ Daniel says.
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I picture him cradling the phone in his hand, the shiny metal lined 
up along the white scar on his palm.
Timothy is alert now, swivelled around, leaning on the back of the 
chair with his chin resting in his hands. ‘Daniel?’ he mouths. ‘Who’s Daniel?’
I look at Timothy, the frown between his eyebrows, dumpling cheeks 
squeezing his eyes almost closed. I jerk my head towards the kitchen door 
and turn away as best I can. ‘Actually I’m at home, catching up on some dull 
paperwork without any student interruptions.’
The next thing I know Timothy is standing beside me; he is 
pretending to rinse his hands in the sink but his head is on an angle, his ear 
close to the phone. For a moment I tell myself that I care for him very much 
as a life-long friend, that he feels anxious and awkward and that I must be 
gentle. In fact I’d like to stick his eavesdropping head under the tap. I move 
to the other side of the kitchen and turn my back.
‘Perhaps I can distract you,’ Daniel says. ‘Ella, look. I’ve been 
thinking about your tiger. Perhaps insanity is contagious. Let’s sit down, 
have a coffee. Discuss it.’
Discuss it. This is not good. I’ve spoken to the other successful 
applicants; it does not work this way. This is a delaying tactic. By the next 
day or two I should have the cheque, feel it in my hand.
‘Daniel, look.’ I sigh, more resignation than despair. Ella look, he says, 
so Daniel look, I say. Mirroring his words from my mouth is an age-old trick 
to build rapport, used by everyone from desperate car salesmen to gold-
medallioned Lotharios. Age-old, clichéd, yet it works. ‘I’ve been trying to get 
someone interested in this idea for years. I’ve missed out on more grants 
than you’d believe. I know there are a lot of worthy projects around. If this is 
your way of saying you’ve awarded it to somebody else, just tell me. I’m a 
big girl.’ 
I feel two fingers coaxing their way along my spine, sliding down the 
silk of my night gown. Timothy’s arm slides around my waist and I can feel 
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his mouth on my other ear. I fight the urge to shake my arm like a fly has 
alighted on it, and cup my hand around the phone. I try to concentrate.
‘I’m sure you are,’ Daniel says. ‘It’s not that at all. In fact I’ve been 
thinking over the terms of the trust. I’ve been busy lately, with stuff of my 
own. I’ve been neglectful. I didn’t realise that this is the thirtieth anniversary 
of my parents’ first awarding the prize. I’m thinking now I should mark it 
with something really special. To honour them.’
‘Della,’ Timothy breathes. ‘You know how I feel about you.’
I frown and bend my head toward the phone. ‘What a lovely gesture. 
Are you thinking of a plaque?’
‘I need to talk to you,’ says Timothy. ‘About our future.’
‘I’m thinking of increasing the amount,’ says Daniel. ‘Dramatically.’
My head jerks up—I can’t help it. ‘That certainly would be dramatic.’ 
How much money in a millionaire’s ‘dramatically’, I wonder.
‘I’m not normally insistent,’ says Timothy. ‘Normally I’m very 
patient. But sometimes a little caveman is required. I want you to know I’m 
not afraid to be forceful, to get what I want.’
I shake my head at him. ‘Go away,’ I mouth.
‘Della. I really wish you’d listen,’ he says. ‘It’s very hard to be 
forceful when you won’t hang up.’
Daniel is speaking but I can’t hear him. ‘Will you shut up? Just shut 
up.’
‘Sorry?’ says Daniel.
‘Not you. One of my colleagues.’
‘So, me? You want me to shut up? And I’m,’ Timothy makes 
imaginary quote marks in the air, ‘a “colleague”.’ He stomps back to the sink 
and leans against it. ‘You’re making me feel like I’m not as important as 
whoever’s on the phone.’
‘Clearly I’ve called at a bad time,’ Daniel says. ‘But I’d need to 
discuss this with you. Face to face.’
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I wave my hand at Timothy, the kind of pacifying sweeps you offer a 
crying child. ‘I see. Professor Carmichael too?’
‘No, Ella. Not Carmichael. Just you and me. I’m feeling quite a 
connection to your project. I’m intrigued. I’m thinking something more 
personal.’
‘Personal,’ I say. 
‘Personal?’ says Timothy.
‘Let’s get together this afternoon, at the university. What time are you 
free?’
My mind goes blank for an instant, and when I look up Timothy is in 
front of me, hands on his hips, mischievous smile on his face. ‘You know, 
when we were kids, you could never resist it when I tickled you. Whenever 
you were tickled, you’d cave straight away.’ I back away and mouth ‘don’t 
you dare’, but he’s already giggling  and he makes a sudden grab for my ribs. 
I hold the phone with one shoulder. With both hands I grab Timothy’s ears 
and pull hard until he squeals. He drops to his knees.
‘Ella?’ Daniel says. ‘Are you there? Are you all right?’
‘Yes, fine. I’m fine. I’m just checking my diary,’ I say. ‘It… squeals. It’s 
a squealing diary.’
‘A squealing diary,’ Daniel says. ‘Of course.’
‘This afternoon, this afternoon.’ I mentally run my virtual finger 
down the appointment column of my imaginary squealing diary, then I let go 
of Timothy’s ears and with one hand grab his nose tight between my thumb 
and forefinger. He groans. I hold the phone again. ‘I’m so sorry. I just can’t do 
it. I’ve got my hands full.’ ‘Monday morning, then. I’ll come to your office, 
at the university. I want to see the biologist in her natural habitat. You’re in 
the Zoology Department, right? What’s your room number?’
I let go of the nose; Timothy sinks to the floor. ‘My room number is…
now, is it 216 or 316?’ I say. ‘Actually maybe it’s 361. I’m terrible with 
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numbers. They’ve just moved us all around in there. I used to have a 
window looking over the garden. Now I’m in a broom cupboard.’
‘Don’t worry. I’ll ask at reception. I’ll see you Monday at ten, Ella.’
Under seventy-two hours. It’s too tight. I open my mouth again but 
he has gone and the phone is cold in my hand. Then I look down to see 
Timothy on his back on the kitchen floor, holding his nose, looking like he’s 
about to cry.
‘That was completely unnecessary,’ he says. ‘You might have broken 
my nose. I was trying to be playful.’ I bend over and offer a hand, intending 
to help him up, but he goes on. ‘A squealing diary, Della?’ he says. ‘Nice one. 
Classy.’ So instead I kick him in the ribs. 
‘And that,’ I say, ‘is for messing with a defenceless girl with one 
brother and three male cousins. For God’s sake, Timothy. That was a mark. 
I’m working. What on earth has got into you?’
‘Sam said you’d like it. Be playful and persistent, he said. Women 
like that. Act like George Clooney, he said.’
I should have recognised Sam’s sticky fingerprints on this. ‘Timothy. 
Trusting Sam for advice about women? Just don’t, please.’
Timothy grumbles to his feet, prodding his nose with one finger. He 
picks up his BlackBerry, which has fallen from the holster, and holds it to his 
ear. ‘And anyway, I know a mark when I hear it. I heard the way you said 
“personal”. That didn’t sound like a mark to me.’ 
‘I’m reeling him in, you idiot. He’s super rich. This one could be 
worth a fortune.’
He drapes one arm over my shoulder. ‘And that’s another thing I 
admire about you Della. You never give up. You just keep trying. Just 
because you’ve had a few years where the deals have been smallish. It’s been 
a bit…lean, recently, I know. You don’t let it get you down.’
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‘Smallish? Lean?’ Bloody Sam again, blabbing my business all over 
south-eastern Australia. ‘What would you know about big deals anyway, 
Timothy? Half the things you sell get change from a hundred.’
‘There’s no use getting snippy about it,’ Timothy says. He pats my 
shoulder. ‘But maybe it’s worth handing this one over to Sam. You know, if 
the mark really is as rich as you say. Handball it to the full-forward.’
‘Sammy, a full-forward?’ I say. ‘Half backward more like it. And if 
you don’t get out of here right now, I’m going to shove that phone where it 
will never be seen again.’
‘Threats, eh?’ He smiles like a Labrador. ‘I know what’s really going 
on. It’s Freudian. You can’t keep your hands off me. Besides, what are you 
going to do? Run mini-scams forever? Until you’re a little old lady, 
panhandling other pensioners for their small change? In the next year or two 
I’ll be taking over Dad’s business. I’ve got big plans, Del. Big. Together we 
could really make it into something. Maybe it’s time you thought about 
settling down.’
I may be a smallish woman wearing nothing but my pyjamas but 
when Timothy sees the look on my face, he runs. In the hall, he passes my 
father.
‘Hello, Mr Gilmore. Goodbye, Mr Gilmore,’ he says as he runs. 
‘Timothy, dear boy,’ my father says. ‘We don’t see enough of you 
these days. Will you be staying for lunch?’ He turns his head as Timothy 
bolts past. ‘That’s a “no”, I expect.’
‘Just keep running,’ I yell after Timothy, and then I hear the long 
sequence of clicks that tells me the front door is opening, ‘if you know what’s 
good for you. Keep running and don’t stop.’
I walk up the stairs and on the landing I kick open the door to Sam’s 
room hard so it crashes against the wall. He is lying on the bed on his 
stomach, shirt off, headphones on, practising a new signature upside down 
on a white pad with blue lines. A waste of time. There’s no need for it 
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anymore, not with the quality of the scanners we have. But Sam shares with 
my father a nostalgia for the old days of the pen-and-ink man, and signatures 
are Sam’s speciality.
His room is a disaster as usual: bed unmade, three old safes in a 
jumble in a corner, stamps and inks for making government documents, 
papers piled up in various states of senility, assorted dumbbells for his 
incessant flexing and preening. In the middle of the room is a pile of 
basketball clothes from last night’s game and a pair of exhausted runners. It 
stinks to high heaven in here.
Sam looks up with an angelic smile and takes his headphones off. 
‘What?’ he says.
‘What have you been saying to Timothy?’
‘Nothing. Just some friendly advice about how to manage my little 
sister. The poor boy’s in lerve.’
‘Do not talk about me with Timothy again, ever, or I swear I’ll let the 
air out of your girlfriend and nail her to an apple tree.’
‘No need to thank me, really. All this romance warms my heart.’ He 
waves his hand with regal grace. ‘Della, seeing a man. Who would’ve 
guessed? I thought you’d taken holy orders.’
‘You are a skunk.’ I wind the headphone cord around his neck. ‘If I 
didn’t need you downstairs in five minutes for an emergency meeting I’d 
smack you into the middle of next week.’
‘Emergency meeting?’ He worries a finger under his noose. ‘Don’t 
tell me. You want me to work this weekend?’
‘Yes. But not just you.’ I step back to the landing where my father is 
waiting. ‘I’m going to need everybody. We have a problem, and we have an 
opportunity.’ 
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I am leaning against my nondescript borrowed Toyota in the overnight car 
park at Wilsons Prom National Park and I can hardly keep my eyes open. It’s 
Friday midday and I’ve slept around fifteen hours since Monday night. This 
morning I left home before dawn to drive for hours. I have already been to 
the ranger station and filled out the appropriate forms, given them Dr Ella 
Canfield’s details for a camping permit and a fake emergency contact in case 
one of us falls off a cliff. This is compulsory for anyone staying overnight in 
the park and did not present any difficulty. I feel so securely Ella that this 
paperwork took no thought at all.
I’m wearing long khaki pants that I’ve stained with mud and olive 
oil, and a white T-shirt one size too small that Greta chose for me. I have a 
long-sleeved shirt over the top to keep the sun off my arms. A baseball cap 
and thick socks. My glasses of course, although if I had known at the 
beginning this job would be a long con I would never have started wearing 
them. Heavy hiking boots, bought just before the shops closed last night and 
roughed up with dirt and scratched with stones from the driveway around 
midnight. The clothes are all new. Somehow I had always pictured that my 
biggest ever job would take place in a ballroom at the Ritz, with me in a 
crushed velvet evening gown the colour of sapphires, and involve a minor 
member of European royalty who looked like Cary Grant. After this job these 
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clothes are going straight to the Salvos. I have a rucksack for me and one for 
Daniel, also new, dirtied up. If he doesn’t arrive soon I’ll curl up on the back 
seat and have a kip. 
Just when I think he’s not coming, the BMW pulls into the park next 
to mine. He gets out and stretches like a cat, arms over his head, triceps flush 
against his ears. He’s dressed for camping too, but he’s made no attempt to 
artificially age his outfit. He looks like a model from an adventure store 
catalogue.
‘So,’ he says. ‘When I finish this, will I get a merit badge?’ 
‘You’ll get a merit blister. It’s ten kays walk in, steep, with a full pack. 
Are you sure you’re up to it? I can’t carry you out when you’ve had enough.’
This is silly, of course. He’d be half my weight again and looks like 
an athlete.
‘That won’t be necessary.’ He raises one eyebrow. ‘Though I’d like to 
see you try.’
Before I lift my own pack on to my shoulders I need to fit his. I have 
packed it as heavily as I can, with the bigger tent and sleeping bag and more 
than half of the food, because of course it’s my own stamina that concerns 
me. I am not accustomed to a long walk over hills with heavy weight. Daniel 
has brought a small bag of clothes and personal items that fits neatly on top 
of his pack. When he has swung the pack up like it weighs nothing and it is 
resting on his shoulders, I need to adjust it so that the weight is carried by the 
frame instead of his spine. My brain is full to bursting with everything I’ve 
learned about camping from the staff at the adventure store and advice I’ve 
found on the internet. I am so busy thinking about which straps to pull and 
where the pack will sit that before I realise it I am standing directly in front of 
Daniel Metcalf, whose arms are raised, with my arms around his chest so I 
can reach the straps at the back.
My first instinct is to back away. This astonishes me. It’s so foolish. 
This is what I should be encouraging, this accidental touching. Intimacy 
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creates a sense of obligation so there’ll be no doubt of my getting that cheque. 
Yet I cannot bring myself to do it. It’s a sensation of being repelled, as if 
Daniel Metcalf has a force field. I keep my eyes on the pack, my mind on the 
job. The most important things here, more important than competence, are 
confidence and speed. Procedural memory is easy to obtain with a little time 
and focus, and convincing someone that you have any particular skill is more 
process than outcome. As I pull each strap and adjust the pack I curse once or 
twice, at people who don’t look after equipment, at the design of the pack. I 
act like I know what I’m doing, even when I don’t. On no account do I look 
up at Daniel’s face.
Eventually we are done. I lift my own pack on to my knees and then 
around to my shoulders, as I was taught in the shop. The weight hits me like 
a falling piano. If I can carry this for ten kilometres without dropping dead, 
I’ll have earned the money.
‘And whose did you say this was? The pack?’ Daniel says, as we 
head down the path.
This is the kind of thing that can get you into trouble. I can’t confess 
that the pack is new, bought from an adventure store at the Mall. I am an 
outdoor person apparently, and I don’t have much money. It fits that my 
friends are outdoor people so it is more likely I would borrow a pack than 
buy one. But this is a man’s pack, a tall man’s pack at that. If I have borrowed 
it from a friend of mine, it reveals I have a tall, broad male friend whom I 
know well enough to hit up for expensive gear. This is counterproductive to 
fostering a feeling of intimacy, or impending intimacy, in the mark. This is 
also an example of why I am perpetually exhausted. Every simple thing is a 
calculation.
‘I borrowed it. From a friend of my brother’s. He’s an idiot.’ 
‘Because he trusted you with his pack?’
‘Of course not. I’m absolutely trustworthy. My brother’s friend is a 
little geeky, but fine. It’s my brother who’s the idiot.’
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‘Ah.’
Where possible, the rule says, stay close to the truth.
The first hour is hot and we don’t speak much. Mostly he just looks around; 
he’s new to all this outdoor business. He asks the occasional question about 
evolutionary biology in general. Nothing I can’t handle. The life of Darwin, a 
bit about the theory. I tell him little factoids, like Darwin waited for twenty-
one years before publishing On the Origin of Species because, although he 
believed in his theory, he did not have enough proof to satisfy himself. If not 
for the pressure of Wallace’s imminent publication of the same theory, 
Darwin might never have gone to print. Darwin believed, but he knew the 
difference between belief and science.
Sometimes when I was a child I wished I had gone to school instead 
of being taught at home by Ruby. On Monday, when I saw those students in 
the food hall, I even wished I had gone to university. I know that this is just 
an abstraction, the idea of an intellectual life rather than the reality of seeking 
knowledge. In my career I have learned more about a wider range of subjects 
than any graduate. I speak enough French and Mandarin to get by, I can play 
competition tennis and golf, and crew a yacht competently. I have a better-
than-working knowledge of the law and banking and financial planning, 
could pass as a geriatric nurse and I can back a semi-trailer around a corner 
although I don’t have a licence. Ancient history and philosophy, my father’s 
specialities, I know backwards. I have read many of the classics but only 
those my father favours, where helpless people are oppressed by the wealthy 
and powerful— Dickens, Gorky, Solzhenitsyn.
As we walk I think of those books and Daniel’s inherited wealth and 
I’m happy I loaded up his pack with the heavy things.
The bush is odd here. This part of the park was burnt out by fires and 
the hills around the track are an eerie desecrated moonscape with black 
trunks stuck in the ground like angry spears. Along the edges of the trunks 
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and the forks of the branches are flashes of new growth, iridescent green, and 
sprinkled along the black ground are long tufts of leaves, each cradling a 
perfect white native orchid. Once I almost stop to admire the scenery, then I 
realise I have seen this so many times that I barely notice anymore. In this 
section the path is wide and gravelled, and apart from the first steep hill 
where I thought my boots might slip, I saunter with just the right amount of 
nonchalance. I’m keeping up, and I’m not labouring. That’s what matters.
By the end of the first hour, things aren’t looking so good. I’ve 
already stopped for water twice, telling Daniel I’m concerned for him, 
stressing the importance of keeping up his fluids. He nods, but he doesn’t 
seem as red in the face as I’m sure I am. I can’t find the breath to speak. It 
must be over forty degrees.
Finally there is a clearing at the top of the hill, where we’ll stop for 
lunch: two chicken schnitzel and mayo rolls I bought on the way. We take off 
our packs and sit on a flat platform in the clearing. Without the weight I feel I 
could float. The air is thin and fine. We are alone, except for an older couple 
on the other side of the clearing. Perhaps they are in their mid-sixties. They 
are fussing around a stand of native trees on the opposite side of the clearing, 
bird-watching with a borrowed pair of opera glasses. I can’t see the opera 
glasses from here, but I know what they look like. Burgundy enamel, gold 
trim and a squat little handle.
It must have been a tremendous effort for the two of them to get this 
far, in this heat at their age. It would have taken them hours. I’m very 
impressed and humbled that they would go to such an effort. I hope there are 
no ill effects.
We eat our rolls and after a while the old couple wander over. They 
nod and smile. We nod and smile, and make room. They sit. The man takes a 
thermos and a plastic container of biscuits from a worn backpack and pours 
his wife a tumbler of tea. He is gentlemanly towards her, adding milk, 
checking it’s hot enough, insisting she take a biscuit. I know what they will 
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say, the substance of it, because I wrote their lines myself. They will make it 
their own; it is up to them how they will begin and the precise words they 
will choose. But the conversation will come from pages of eye-witness 
accounts I uncovered in my research, real interviews of people who have 
seen the animal around here, so this is not actually lying. It is just putting 
other people’s words in their mouths. Ruby was right: who am I to say what 
should be believed?
‘Biscuit?’ says Uncle Syd, holding the container in front of me and 
Daniel. ‘The wife makes them herself.’
‘This is the life. Thanks,’ says Daniel. 
‘Nice day for it,’ I say.
‘Beautiful, beautiful,’ says Uncle Syd. ‘Wonder what the poor people 
are doing today, heh?’ He is wearing a ghastly plaid shirt I’ve never seen 
before, the same brown colour as the nearest tree. The fraying sleeves are 
pushed up to his elbows. He holds up his hands as he nibbles a biscuit, like a 
surgeon who has just scrubbed.
‘Ooh, there,’ says Ava, and she points to a shrub down the hill and 
reaches for the opera glasses. ‘In that tree. Oh. The small branch. Near the 
top. It’s got a blue head. It’s. It’s. Oh. It’s gone. Never mind.’
Uncle Syd laughs. ‘We’re like fishermen, us twitchers, aren’t we? 
Always on about the one that got away.’ 
‘Spotted much so far?’ says Daniel.
‘Always, always,’ says Syd. ‘There are short-tailed shearwaters here, 
if you keep your eyes open.’
‘I wouldn’t know a short-tailed shearwater from a vulture,’ says 
Daniel.
‘It’s only practice. Young fellow like you, nothing wrong with your 
eyes. Pays to be observant, sometimes.’ Uncle Syd jumps a little, then looks 
around to check that no one can overhear him. ‘Never know what you’ll see 
around here, if you keep your eyes open.’
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A little awkward, I think. Too fast, too forced. Still, Daniel does not 
seem to notice. He gives me a sideways glance.
‘Simon!’ Ava smiles. She looks tired. Her face seems more lined than 
usual. She’s wearing baggy shorts and a white cotton blouse and sandshoes 
instead of her usual floral house dress, but has kept her striped hand-knitted 
bed socks. She pats Uncle Syd on the shoulder. ‘Never mind my husband. He 
lets his imagination run away with him sometimes.’
Syd stretches his arms behind him and leans back. ‘Quite right dear.’
I look at Daniel, and he looks at me. I scan the horizon. I speak 
slowly, for country people. ‘Lots of bush out there. Miles of it,’ I say. ‘Never 
know what’s hiding.’
‘Not wrong there,’ says Syd. 
‘Simon,’ says Ava. 
‘Actually that’s why we’re here,’ I say. ‘We’re researchers, from the 
university.’
‘You don’t say.’ Syd raises an eyebrow. 
‘Simon. Drink your tea.’
‘We’re looking for people to chat with,’ I say. ‘About strange 
animals.’
‘We didn’t see nothing,’ says Ava. ‘You’re wasting your time.’
‘Too right,’ says Syd. ‘Long time ago and that. No sense dragging it 
all up again. Upsetting everyone.’
This is better. Nothing succeeds like reluctance. Aunt Ava is doing 
fine—she looks convincing, like she really doesn’t want to speak. Her cheeks 
are rounded and red as if they were rouged. Her eyes are faded.
‘My wife. She hasn’t been well,’ says Syd.
‘I’m sorry to hear that,’ I say, blinking. It’s too hot. I shouldn’t have 
made them come.
‘You’d be doing us a real favour,’ says Daniel, ‘even if you told us 
what you didn’t see.’
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‘I told you, we didn’t see nothing.’ Ava burps the biscuit container 
closed.
‘And how far away were you, when you didn’t see it?’ I say. 
‘It was too long ago. We  don’t remember a thing,’ says Ava.
‘Oh Aggie, come on love. We didn’t do anything wrong,’ Syd says. ‘I 
remember it like it was yesterday. It was 1979. Early November, the first 
week. I remember we stopped at the mailbox on the highway to post little 
Emmy’s birthday card and it was her fourth. Her birthday’s the seventh, so 
we would have posted the card a few days before. Emmy’s our niece. Kids of 
her own now, of course.’
‘We told all this to that newspaper man. No good came of it. They 
made us out to be a pair of loonies. Everyone had a big chuckle about it 
down the pub.’ Ava wipes the back of her neck with a white handkerchief. I 
mustn’t keep them too long. Ruby would have coped better but Daniel had 
already seen her in the Zoology Department.
‘These young people won’t laugh Aggie. They’re scientists. From the 
university.’
She sips her tea, scratches the paper-fine skin on her neck. ‘We’d 
come down here, to the park, for a drive. It was something we did on a 
Sunday. I’d pack sandwiches and a thermos of tea. Condensed milk in a tube. 
People don’t seem to do that anymore, just go for a drive.’
‘Everyone rushes these days,’ Daniel says.
‘Me and Aggie, we could never leave the farm for a proper holiday. 
But we always took a couple of hours, Sunday afternoon.’ 
‘We weren’t going very fast. Simon’s a very careful driver, aren’t you 
Simon? Especially in the park. Animals and that. Easy to run over one and 
then where would you be? We wouldn’t have been going more than twenty-
five mile an hour, I’d say. Wouldn’t you say, Simon? It just walked straight 
across the road, right in front of us. Casual, like.’
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Daniel seems entranced. He sits forward, hands on his knees. ‘Can 
you describe it?’
‘I remember saying to Simon at the time, that thing’s taller than 
Blackie at the front, but its hind legs were real skinny and wasted like. 
Blackie was our Labrador. Cream coloured. That’s why we called him 
Blackie. Bit of a joke,’ says Ava. ‘Anyway, it walked real peculiar like. 
Hopped, almost. I remember saying to Simon at the time, Simon, is that a 
dog or a kangaroo? But the tail didn’t look like a dog’s. Kinda fat at the 
behind end, pointy at the tip. Then we saw the stripes. I’ve lived round here 
me whole life and I never seen one of them before. So when we got home, I 
said to Simon best we call up the paper.’ 
‘That Goldsmith, the newspaper fella. Pretended to be so interested 
on the phone. Even came out here to take a picture of us, and Blackie. Nearly 
died when we saw the write-up. Took the mickey out of us good and proper. 
You’d think we’d seen a flying thingamabob. Couldn’t show me face down 
the pub for a fortnight.’ Syd picks up the thermos and goes to pour another 
cup, but it is empty.
‘Are you going to catch it?’ says Ava. ‘The poor little beastie.’ 
‘We’d like to try,’ I say. ‘If it’s still alive out there it would be our 
responsibility to keep it safe. To make sure nothing happened to it.’
‘Oh it’s still alive all right. We ain’t the only ones who’ve seen it. 
Other folk have spoke to me on the quiet. I know it’s there.’
‘So do I,’ says Daniel. ‘So do I.’
It is hard for me to remember that I am normally level headed, cool, 
collected. I have never worked on a job with as many swings in emotion as 
this one. Just as I was convinced last night that Sam was right, that I will 
never pull it off, now I know I will. I know it. The look on Daniel’s face tells 
me. He did see something, when he was a child here in the park. He has kept 
it close all these years. He wants to give me the money, he is dying to. It will 
take a disaster of monumental proportions to stop me getting that cheque. 
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Uncle Syd and Aunt Ava leave then, after packing up their backpack 
and making country goodbyes and shaking hands and easing to their feet. 
They pick their way towards the path. They wave. I have known them my 
whole life. As they go I have a brief image of them silhouetted against the 
sky.
‘You didn’t ask for their details,’ says Daniel. 
‘Sorry?’
‘Their names and address. Shouldn’t you have asked, so you can find 
them again if you need more information?’ 
I squint into the sun, and then I swing my legs violently and kick up 
dirt. ‘If, Daniel. If this was a proper interview. If I ever get the bloody 
funding for a proper interview, I’d ask proper questions. How long they’ve 
lived in the area. Had they ever seen a photo of a Tasmanian tiger? Can they 
draw me a picture of what they saw? Had they been drinking? I’d bring a 
digital recorder so it’s all on record. But there’re already dozens of reports 
like that, and it isn’t enough. If anyone’s going to believe me, I need a whole 
lot more.’ 
‘I’ve told you. If everything goes according to plan, you’ll get the 
money.’
‘Well.’ I sniff. ‘I’m not counting my chickens.’
‘There are enough strange things down here to justify more research, 
surely. Like that old couple. They seemed convincing to me.’
‘Over thirty years ago. A lonely country road. Two people, tired from 
a week’s hard work on the farm. Perhaps the light was fading. This is 
precisely the kind of eyewitness testimony that counts for nothing in biology 
circles.’
‘They’ve lived here, probably, for their whole lives. They know all 
the animals. They obviously saw something.’
I stand and hoist my pack over my shoulders. ‘If I had a dollar for 
every time a well-regarded local citizen witnessed a rare, endangered or 
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impossible animal, or for that matter, saw a ghost, UFO or politician outside 
of election time, I could fund my own research and I wouldn’t need grants 
from people like you.’
He raises his eyebrows. ‘People like me?’
‘Yes.’ I pick up the rubbish from the lunch and stand close to him. I 
lean in to put it a side pocket of his pack, but my fingers touch only the 
canvas. ‘Outdoorsmen,’ I say.
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From then on things get better, and they get worse. The next four or five 
kilometres of the track thread through heavy rainforest, which is good: it’s 
cooler here and the air smells sweet. There is a gentle rustling in the trees and 
I hear the sound of birds and it’s much easier to think quickly without the 
sun beating down on my skull. It also slopes very steeply, downhill, and is 
rocky and slippery underfoot. This is bad. I can feel my thighs quivering 
already and I don’t want to think about the pain I’ll be in tomorrow. We are 
single file now, and I insist Daniel walks in front so I can limp or grimace in 
privacy.
‘You’re my responsibility,’ I tell him when he protests. ‘There’ll be no 
damaged millionaires on my watch.’
Occasionally he turns and offers his hand to help me over rocks or 
steep drops, which I tell myself is common courtesy and not any doubts 
about my superior hiking credentials. I do not take his hand.
Apart from these times, for paces and paces what I do is watch the back of 
his head. I watch the way his shoulders tense and flex through his shirt, his 
forearms as they swing by his side. It is somewhat compelling, the sight of 
him, merely because this part of the trail is boring and there is nothing else to 
look at but trees trees trees. When we pass other hikers he stops. He is one of 
those odd people who chats idly with strangers, asks them how far we have 
come and how far we have yet to go. Sometimes he slows and stretches his 
neck to his shoulder on each side. Every so often he opens and closes his 
hands into fists and I wonder if the pack is too tight or not the right size and 
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if it’s cutting off the circulation to his arms, but even if it is I don’t know how 
to fix it.
Single file makes conversation difficult. This is good. If we were 
chatting he might ask me the names of trees, or which birds are making 
which calls. These are things I ought to know; I think I do know some of 
them, but there is no sense risking a wrong answer if I can avoid it.
When we dip out of the trees the walk is pleasant enough, I’ll admit. 
Not for this park the endless kilometres of tedium and forest trails that lead 
nowhere. The Prom is studded with views, with rocks and creeks to delight 
the most reluctant hiker. At one point we stop in a shady glen near a 
waterfall that forms a small creek. The water makes a tinkling sound. Daniel 
takes off his pack and kneels by the water, scoops some in his cupped palm 
and holds it to his lips.
‘Wait. I’m not sure you’re supposed to drink that water,’ I say. ‘It 
might be polluted.’
‘Here? It’s the Garden of Eden. This water’s crystal clear.’ 
‘You can’t tell from just looking at it. Things aren’t always as they 
appear.’
‘Thank goodness for that. Otherwise the world would be very dull.’ 
He drinks, then wipes his wet hand down his neck and through his hair. 
‘Beautiful,’ he says. ‘Come on. You try it. Have faith.’
It does look beautiful. I imagine the taste: it would be cool and fresh, 
pure like nectar against my dry mouth. I reach around to my pack and pull 
out my water bottle, take a swallow. It is warm and flat. It tastes like plastic.
The last part of the track is a meandering boardwalk, blessedly flat. After 
almost four hours we walk out upon a perfect beach of white sand so pure it 
shimmers, and a perfect bay, an impossible arc of blue water meeting blue 
sky. There are no other humans in sight.
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‘Wow,’ I say, then catch myself. ‘No matter how many times I see that 
view it never fails to dazzle me.’
We walk the length of the beach. It is mid-afternoon now and these 
strange clothes are sticky against my skin and the pack is heavy on my hips. I 
look up the beach at the scrub where, if everything has gone according to 
plan, Anders and Beau are watching. I see no sign, no movement in the trees 
or peeking eyes. Daniel has not seen either of them before, but it’s best to 
keep some faces unused. We do not know when they might come in handy.
Sweat has stuck my hair to the back of my neck and my T-shirt clings 
along the length of my spine. I’d like to swim in cool clear water, feel my 
tired legs floating and taste salt on my lips. If I thought it would be possible 
to bend and straighten my legs I’d walk to the water’s edge to trail my 
fingers in the foam. I catch a glimpse of Daniel’s face and am not surprised to 
see desire etched there. He’s also looking at the water.
This is peaceful, this Crusoe-like stroll. I am almost enjoying myself 
until we stand on the edge of the creek that we must cross to reach the 
campsite nestled on the other side. I stop dead. I could cry. 
On Tuesday night I pored over the tide table, even swallowed my 
pride and asked Sam for help, but clearly neither of us could decipher the 
times or location or phases of the moon. It is not ankle deep, as I had 
envisaged. It is much deeper than that. The water is clear and I can see the 
sand and stones on the bottom but I know by the waves the water is not to be 
trusted. It is a metre deep, maybe more.
‘Well.’ Daniel turns to me. ‘What now?’
‘This is a minor problem. When I was at Harvard researching I 
walked all day to a skunk research site, then I had to wade a raging river 
carrying my tent over my head. Alone. In the dark. If I remember right, it 
was raining. That was fairly hard. The only challenge here is not getting the 
packs wet. Wet clothes and wet food are no fun.’
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He squats down, balanced despite the weight of his pack, and flicks 
his fingers in the water. He doesn’t look at me. ‘We’ll have to take our pants 
off,’ he says.
I can see the sign to the campground just across the creek. It must be 
thirty or forty metres away. I am almost there. He is right. We must get across 
the creek and if I don’t take off my pants they will be soaked and sticky with 
salt water and I only brought one pair suitable for walking because I was 
concerned about the weight of the pack.
I have never had to take my pants off on a job before. What would 
my father say? And Ruby? I dread to think. My family has a proud tradition 
of gentlemen and lady con artists that goes back generations. They were 
called artists for a reason. Their job was to cast a spell on the unwary and the 
undisciplined. It’s bad enough that I’m wearing these clothes, stained and 
smeared with mud and sweat. Wading half-naked across a stream in my 
underpants is neither elegant nor sophisticated. It is not likely to cast any 
spell other than making my dignity disappear before my eyes. Who would 
give money to someone not wearing pants? Except maybe the guy who 
smells of urine on the footpath in Swanston Street.
‘Afraid so,’ I say. I keep my voice light and cheerful, and somehow 
refrain from taking off this bloody pack and tossing it in the creek. I see 
movement. On the beach on the other side there are other people milling 
around, setting up tents. A circle is forming of ten or a dozen hikers, young 
men and women, passing around paper cups, toasting and laughing. An 
audience for my pants-down humiliation. Terrific.
‘I don’t know much about the great outdoors, I’m afraid,’ Daniel 
says. ‘You’d better show me how it’s done.’ His eyes are wide and round, his 
face is straight. He looks like a small boy asking if Santa Claus is real. Show 
him how it’s done, he says. Like he can’t take his pants off unless someone 
shows him.
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‘Right. Of course.’ We’re both adults here. I just need to be mature 
about this. Cool. Aloof.  ‘Right,’ I say.
For heaven’s sake. My hands go to the fly of my pants. I undo the top 
button. Then I do it up again. Then I scratch the side of my head. ‘Why don’t 
I go first?’ I say. ‘I’m the professional. I can judge the depth for you. Make 
sure you don’t get into trouble.’ My hands go to my fly again. This time I’m 
doing it. Just do it. Any minute now.
‘Actually,’ he says in a slow drawl, and I look up. ‘I’m taller. I could 
pick my way across and find a path for you. It’s up to you of course, but 
maybe it’d make more sense for me to go first.’
I realise I’ve been holding my breath when it comes out in a whoosh. 
‘Right again. It would make more sense for you to go first. Good thinking. 
Well done. Great. Thanks.’
He walks along the creek a short way and picks up a long stick from 
the shadow of a tree. Then in an instant he has unlaced his boots and taken 
them off, and then stripped his socks—I had not thought of this. If not for his 
offer I would have dropped my pants to have them trap my ankles and then I 
would have fallen face first in the sand. His pants are down before I can turn 
my head. I catch a glimpse of moulded thighs above shapely knees. Tartan 
boxers. What a stereotypical establishment choice. How bourgeois. How 
boring. Studying all this biology has taught me one thing: this Daniel Metcalf 
is certainly a product of his environment.
From the corner of my eye I see him unhook the buckle of his pack, 
swing his pants over one shoulder and, hiking boots in one hand, wade into 
the creek. I take another tiny peek to watch him walk across, purely to make 
sure he is not at risk of drowning. If he drowns now, there’s a fair chance I 
won’t see any money at all. He is using the stick to prod the creek bed ahead 
of him, to find where it is shallowest. The water is half-way up the back of 
his tanned legs.
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He pauses in the middle and turns his head to look back at me; I 
avert my eyes just in time and pay careful attention to a rock at my feet. Then 
I take another quick glance, for safety purposes only, because I genuinely 
don’t want any harm to come to him and after all I am responsible for his 
wellbeing and I need to make sure the water doesn’t reach as high as his 
bottom which I can clearly see under the boxers because they are quite 
revealing and I can see the muscles of his bottom tensing as he walks and the 
line where it meets his thighs. Clearly he exercises regularly, whatever 
exercise rich people do. Personal training, or polo.
His wading has attracted the attention of the campers on the other 
side too. They are standing, plastic cups in hand, cheering and toasting his 
progress.
He is on the other side now, legs wet and shining in the sun. He 
bends his arm at the elbow and rests his forehead to his fist, miming a he-
man pose for the campers, who laugh and clap. ‘Right,’ he yells back at me. 
‘Your go.’
‘Right,’ I say. ‘I’m on my way.’ I hop on one leg for a moment but I 
cannot balance, so I sit on the sand, ungainly, unattractive. I take off my boots 
and peel off my socks and my feet do not look like my own: they are white 
and sock-marked and there is no polish on the nails. Ruby was insistent that 
scientists do not wear polish on their toenails. I fold the socks carefully inside 
the boots. Then I fold the laces in, to make it neat, and struggle to my feet.
‘And don’t forget to unbuckle your pack. You don’t want the weight 
of it to drag you to the bottom, if you fall.’
I freeze for a moment and stare at him. He shrugs. ‘I saw it on 
Discovery Channel. “Minutes from Death”, it was called. But of course I 
don’t need to tell you about hiking safety.’
I snort. ‘Of course not.’
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He gestures to a section of the creek near where he crossed. ‘I think 
it’s shallower here,’ he says. ‘You’ll get across without your pack getting 
wet.’
‘Good,’ I say. ‘Now turn your head.’ 
‘What?’
‘Turn. Your. Head. This is not Men’s Gallery. In fact, turn right 
around and face the other way.’
‘You’re shy,’ he says. It’s not a question. I can see from here he’s 
frowning, like he doesn’t understand.
‘I’m shy for a normal person. I’m extroverted for a scientist. Of 
course, an extroverted scientist is one who looks at your shoes when 
speaking to you. Now turn around.’
He laughs, but he does it. The circle of campers guess what’s 
happening and laugh too. Some ostentatiously turn their backs, others peer 
at me more closely now they know it’s forbidden.
The sooner this is over, the sooner my dignity can begin to repair. I 
might check the first-aid kit. There’s Stingose for stings, and burn cream for 
burns. Dignipatch, perhaps, for my wounded pride. One more deep breath, 
and my trousers slip off in a quick movement. I stretch my shirt down to 
cover my undies, a pointless attempt that only makes me feel even less 
graceful. At the first step into the creek I almost jump out again. The water is 
fiercely cold, something Daniel failed to mention. He was right about the 
shallowest way across, though. I am shorter than him but the water doesn’t 
reach the bottom of my pack.
‘Going all right?’ he calls. 
‘Just don’t turn around.’
The cold water brings all my consciousness to the skin of my thighs. 
It tickles. Finally the sides of the creek begin to slope upwards. I dig my toes 
into the sand for better purchase and haul my legs out. The drag of the water 
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makes walking hard. On the other side of the creek I shake my feet and water 
sprays off them like diamonds.
‘Can I turn around now?’ he says. 
‘No.’
I stand directly behind him so I can’t be seen and rest one hand on 
his shoulder.
‘Single file, and don’t look back. Off you go,’ I say.
He grunts and walks along the beach a little way. I can see the circle 
of campers more clearly now. I was right: they’re backpackers, northern 
Europeans by the look of them, a mix of handsome girls and boys, some just 
back from a swim, some dozing under broad hats and others drinking. It 
must be nice not to work all the time, not to spend every moment thinking 
about this job or the next one or honing skills for the one after that. As we 
pass them, we nod and they wolf whistle us both, offer us wine and a towel. 
We decline.
Julius and Greta are kneeling in a small clearing in front of four bright blue 
tents. This campground is a flat ledge in the side of a hill; the pit toilet is at 
the top and the creek is barely visible through the scrub at the bottom. The 
clearing they have selected for the tents is at far end of the campground and 
except for Julius and Greta it is deserted. There are no other tents or people 
in sight.
The trees around the clearing are gums, tall and clean like the masts 
of a ship, with smaller scrub beneath them. The effect is a protected terrace 
that is at once cosy and exposed. The tents are huddled in a half circle around 
a long-fallen tree that is the right height for sitting on or resting a lamp. The 
tents are chest height, taut fabric made igloo-shaped by flexible plastic poles 
threaded through sleeves in the nylon. We practised in the backyard at home 
but they never seemed to work the same way twice so we decided it was best 
for Julius and Greta to hike in earlier. They could take their time and put up 
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the tents without Daniel watching, in case things didn’t go as smoothly as 
we’d hoped. Julius and Greta look hot and ruffled. I dread to think how long 
this has taken them.
There was also too much equipment for them to carry, so Beau and 
Anders walked in earlier this morning as well with the rest of the gear, 
everything that we could scrounge or steal or buy in the last few days. This 
was a thankless job for our poor packhorses.
The equipment is spread around the campsite in piles, looking real; 
not like a stage set. Much of the equipment was borrowed from the Zoology 
Department store room and looks convincingly abused by decades of 
students: surplus night vision goggles that might have been antique when 
originally acquired by the Third Reich; dinky wooden frames of various sizes
—I assume to make casts of tracks; another set of frames with mesh of 
varying sizes that stack one on top of the other, with the largest mesh on top; 
plastic toolboxes filled with zip-lock bags, gloves, brushes, labels and 
trowels; a leather pouch of what looked like old dentist’s picks; one pre-
Cambrian SLR camera with the film compartment held closed by a rubber 
band; old field guides of tracks and scats with stained covers and dog-eared 
pages. Julius and Greta turn around as we approach.
‘Well,’ says Greta. She is dressed conservatively this time: neck to 
wrist to ankle, her hair in an unflattering high ponytail that stretches the skin 
of her eyes and will probably give her a headache by sundown. No makeup. 
It’s not until I see her and feel a flood of relief that I realise I was worried 
about this. She looks us up and down; we are still dripping in our 
underpants. ‘You go girl.’
‘Ella had an overwhelming desire to get naked, so we stopped for a 
quick skinny-dip,’ Daniel says. ‘The water was so cold I’m now a soprano.’
‘The creek was up and we didn’t want to get our packs wet,’ I say. 
‘There was no skinny-dipping involved. We were clothed, except our 
trousers. That’s all.’
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‘Mr Daniel Metcalf sir,’ Julius says. He also looks perfectly crumpled 
and student-like, which must hurt. He has borrowed clothes from Sam which 
were already pre-creased and pre-stained. He rushes forward and helps 
Daniel off with his pack. ‘On behalf of my colleague and myself may I 
mention what a pleasure it is to see you again.’
While Daniel is distracted I whisper to Greta about the campers on 
the beach.
‘We’ve spoken to them already,’ says Greta. ‘They arrived an hour 
ago. They’re German backpackers, very friendly. They’ve brought in wine in 
plastic bags. Lots of wine. They’ve already asked us down for a few drinks. 
I’ve told them we’re working. They’re just here to relax and swim. They 
won’t disturb us.’
Wine in plastic bags sounds like a good idea. Shame I didn’t think of 
it, but it doesn’t really matter since all the bottles were in Daniel’s pack. I 
turn my head. Legs now dry, Daniel is stepping into his trousers.
I suppose if I looked at it objectively, he would be attractive. If he 
wasn’t, as Beau would have it, a battery hen. A mark. Greta gives me a smirk. 
My face feels hot; I pray I’m not blushing. I’m glad the backpackers won’t 
give us any trouble. I am feeling quite disturbed enough as it is.
I do not come from a family of savers. We are grasshoppers, not ants; we do 
not put something aside for a rainy day. You might get hit by a bus 
tomorrow, my father often says, so all of us revel in our surpluses now 
without heed for the future. But now I must ration. I know only as much 
science as I could acquire with no formal training in four days in a library. It 
must last the whole weekend.
‘Dr Canfield,’ Julius says. ‘We have walked quite a long way today 
and set up the camp. As keen as I am to begin work, I fear missing some 
small but crucial detail through fatigue.’
‘It wasn’t that far Joshua,’ I say. ‘You’re used to this.’ 
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‘It’s almost dark,’ Greta says.
‘It isn’t,’ I say. ‘There’s hours yet.’
‘By the time we unpack all our equipment it will be,’ Greta says. 
‘I’ll help,’ says Daniel. ‘It’s no trouble.’
I make a show of looking at the sky, at my watch, then I regard my 
feckless subordinates. ‘All right. I’m tired and sweaty from the walk too. 
Let’s just relax this afternoon. We’ll start work bright and early tomorrow.’
Julius and Greta rejoice at this, as though I am usually a hard 
taskmaster and free time is unexpected. Daniel frowns.
‘Not on my account,’ he says. ‘I don’t want to disturb you. I want to 
see you in action.’ 
‘There’s plenty of time for that tomorrow,’ I say. ‘For now, let’s 
unpack, have a swim, a nice dinner. Relax.’
We change and walk down to the sea. At the last moment I wear my 
dirty T-shirt over the top of my swimmers—if anyone asks I will say I burn 
easily. I go first, with Greta, to keep her eyes front. Daniel and Julius follow. 
The backpackers nod and wave as we pass. The sea here is not like the bay 
back in Melbourne, which is a dull grey like Soviet milk. Here it is almost 
alive, sometimes green and sometimes blue, deep, and quiet. The sand is 
white, spread like sugar, so fine it squeaks under our feet. Greta and Julius 
wade only up to their ankles before squealing like children.
‘Bloody hell,’ says Greta. ‘I’m not going in there. That water must be 
straight from Antarctica.’
‘I too have gone far enough. I am African. We are hot-climate people.’ 
Julius nods at the backpackers. ‘Only Scandinavians or Germanic peoples 
would swim in this water.’
‘You don’t know what you’re missing,’ Daniel says, and he runs, 
splashing, until the water is deep enough for a shallow dive. He comes up 
shaking his hair, gleaming like an otter, and dives under again.
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I glare at Julius and Greta, they glare back at me. ‘Go on,’ I say. ‘Dive 
in.’
‘You dive in,’ they say together.
‘I’m the supervisor of this expedition,’ I say. ‘It would look very 
weird if we three hardened campers were scared of a little cold water while 
Mr Toorak was swimming. Dive in.’
Greta squats a little and dips her elbow in the water. ‘Not even for a 
quarter of a million dollars. I’d get hypothermia.’
‘And I’d freeze my balls off. Greta’s right. That current’s straight 
from Mawson Base,’ says Julius. ‘Anyway boss, it’s your project.’
‘Right,’ I say. ‘Thanks. Thanks very much.’ 
I wade out further and I will not call out or even squeal but my face 
is away from them and they cannot see me grit my teeth. Finally the water is 
over my shoulders and it feels warmer now that I am all under, and now I 
am glad I have done this. I will sleep better tonight cleansed of the sweat and 
dirt of the walk, I tell myself. My tired muscles will feel better. Then I look up 
and see Daniel, floating on his back, lazily kicking. I look back and see Greta 
and Julius, shivering and complaining.
All at once I know why I do not like to touch him, why I have not 
been flirting with him as I normally would. There is something wrong with 
him, something I should have seen before. Daniel Metcalf is lying.
It is morning now and I have thought about Daniel Metcalf most of the night 
with an intensity bordering on obsession. I have turned everything over in 
my head. The night was long and cold. Sleeping bags make your legs feel 
pinned and your arms trapped. The tent was a thin membrane hardly 
sufficient to block out the world. It is difficult to imagine that people do this 
on purpose. Camping is like a celebration of poverty designed for people 
nostalgic for the Great Depression.
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I must figure this out, I must. I won’t be made the fall girl if this 
operation goes south. I have leafed through the pages of my memory for 
everything he has said, every expression I have seen on his face. There are 
times his face becomes set, determined, in response to some inner thought, 
but these are rare. At these times he rolls his shoulders and rubs them, like 
the weight on them is more than he can bear. Other times his face is soft: he is 
an innocent and this is all a lark. Surely we’ll have to take our pants off. Sweet as 
a schoolboy. Mostly he is cynical, sarcastic, wry.
Yet he did not turn around when I told him not to. Did he not want 
to see me in my underpants? Perhaps he does not find me attractive? Nah. 
Perhaps he is gay? That would explain this feeling that he is lying. No; I 
know this is not true. Even if I missed this, it is not a mistake that Greta 
would make.
I should have realised earlier that something was not right. My father 
said it first when I told him that Daniel had asked me a technical question in 
our first interview. It’s a rare millionaire who will reveal his ignorance on any 
topic. And here he is, our rare millionaire. He swims in freezing water 
without hesitation when we three professional con artists shiver in our 
bathers. He carries a heavy pack for ten steep kilometres, not only without 
complaint, but with solicitous care. He offers me his hand to climb over rocks 
and considers my welfare at all times but is also sarcastic and cynical. There 
is clearly something wrong.
I have known many millionaires and there are two types. The first 
are those who have made their own money, whether by hard work or luck or 
talent. These are a varied mix of people and their behaviour cannot be 
predicted. The second group are those, like Daniel Metcalf, who received 
their money without a drop of sweat from their brow and are proceeding, 
quickly or slowly, to lose it. And they do not behave like this, that much I 
know. They were born to wealth; they know no other life and they consider 
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those who are not wealthy to be somehow flawed. They do not have his 
flippant air.
But the most telling thing was this: the twenty-five thousand dollar 
cheque he offered me and said I could keep unless I wanted to try for the 
quarter of a million. You can keep it, if you like. Or you can hand it back to me.
I cannot believe I fell for this old trick, one my father taught me when 
I was not ten years old. Sharp gamblers use it often, allowing their mark to 
win the first few hands convincingly when the pot is small. My father would 
have used it in a slightly different fashion: perhaps he sold a mark a hundred 
shares and offered to buy them back for double the price in just a few weeks. 
The mark pockets a large profit on a small investment. Then Dad would sell 
the mark ten thousand shares under the same arrangement and when the 
time came to buy them back he would have disappeared. This is a variation 
on what we call ‘bait and switch’.
The conclusion is simple. Either Daniel has no money or he is trying 
to con me. But con me out of what? He is no longer just another good-
looking mark. Now I find Daniel Metcalf very, very interesting.
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Today the three of us run through the science stuff we have practised all 
week. I am alert, engaged. I watch Daniel Metcalf ’s every action, mark his 
every word. When I look at him my pulse races. He is an eagle after all, not a 
chicken. I cannot confess this to Julius and Greta, whom I have dragged here. 
I have no evidence and I am culpable.
Now I see all the things I neglected to do, like obtain a recent 
estimate of the Metcalf wealth. I took the Metcalf name as all I needed to 
know, like any foolish mark, when Daniel could be a gambler or an addict or 
could have spent the fortune a thousand ways. He has a fine house and 
expensive car and clothes but I of all people should know that these things 
count for nothing. I did not ask for any proof that he could pay the money he 
has promised. My father has a friend in the city, a financial journalist, who 
keeps up with things like this yet I never asked him.
The science itself progresses well. Despite Sam’s fears, this is not as 
difficult as it sounds. One must exude confidence, that is all. As you must if 
you’re being anyone, even yourself. All movements must be sure and 
dextrous. There can be no hesitation. The work itself is of less consequence 
than its appearance. Daniel Metcalf will have no idea if we are doing these 
things correctly.
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We do not wander far from camp. This is not the research project itself after 
all, just a small taste of what we will do when we are properly funded. We 
pass stands of impenetrable rainforest, tall open forests, woodlands, ancient 
Aboriginal middens. We find likely spots, some just off the main track, some 
at the bottom of the hill near the creek.
Daniel stands back and patiently observes us working. Julius and 
Greta squat on a path or kneel on squares of foam rubber as they measure 
and photograph tracks and collect droppings, a skill we practised with the 
help of a ranger in the closest national park to our home. In real life, even 
finding the tracks was harder than I expected: the walking trails are mostly 
small rocks and hard to distinguish from the bush itself, the forest floor 
overlain with leaves. Sometimes I think I am pointing at nothing and 
sometimes I fear I am diligently measuring my own boot-print, but I do it 
with such authority that anyone would believe.
Yet after a few hours I begin to see things I could not see before. The 
smallest pad print set in dust along a dry creek bed, the finest scratches near 
the base of a scraggly eucalypt. It takes surprisingly little practice to make 
these things come alive. As I kneel to pick up small white bones I would not 
even have noticed last week, I instinctively hold my breath so they do not 
gust away. Once I find a tooth from some kind of animal lying in a pile of 
dead leaves and peeled bark. It is white and pure and smooth like porcelain 
and if I did not know it was only an old tooth I would have thought it 
remarkable. In the palm of my hand it could be an oddly shaped jewel.
‘Look at that,’ Daniel says. ‘That might be a tooth from a Tasmanian 
tiger. You never know.’
He is right. You never know. I had never thought of science as 
gambling before but now I see it is a roulette wheel. It is two-up. Gambling 
is, as they say, a tax on people who do not understand probability theory, but 
now I see that winning is not the point. The point is that divine moment 
when the coin hovers in mid-air or the silver ball speeds around the outside 
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of the wheel or just the merest hint of bone is visible above the ground. In 
that shining moment before anything is decided, everything is possible.
I could have managed this, if I had gone to school and then to 
university. This might have been my career. Science, at least this kind of 
science, is more like a country craft; it is a manual skill, a dextrous one, 
where the clever hands of clever people make a story from bits of bone and 
photos of tracks and scratches on trees. Like making a quilt from squares of 
coloured fabric.
I feel light, energised, focused. Julius and Greta work in unison as if 
they had laboured together for months, as though they were in the Olympic 
synchronised evidence-collecting team. They show Daniel how to gauge the 
weight of an animal by how far the tracks sink into wet sand, how to make a 
plaster cast of a small paw print, how to place a ruler near a burrow so a 
photo shows its size. They are professionals and I am grateful as I watch 
them work. I also say a silent prayer for libraries and librarians. Perhaps I 
will make a small donation to the library nearest our home if I ever get my 
hands on the cheque.
And it is working. He is buying it. I am pleased, and something 
more. The thrill of this contest is making my skin feel alive and every sense is 
alert. I sometimes stand at the back and watch Daniel watching Greta and 
Julius and he frowns in concentration and asks sensible questions, and I 
wonder over every one. This is like playing chess with my father. I cannot 
help but smile. Julius jumps into the silences to insert little-known biology 
facts he has cribbed from textbooks.
‘Did you know, Mr Daniel, that biologists do not call their field work 
sites digs? This is a common misconception caused by the seepage of 
archaeological terms into popular culture. Neither living animals nor fossils 
are found in a single, manageable site like a small buried village that can be 
roped off and excavated. Either they roamed free over a considerable 
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distance, or they belong in a single geological stratum and can be found over 
miles of terrain,’ he says. 
‘Is that so, Joshua?’ says Daniel.  He is endlessly polite, annoyingly 
courteous, only slightly sarcastic. Is that so, Joshua? could mean he is 
genuinely interested, or he disagrees, or he realises that Julius is talking half-
digested rubbish. Or he could be thinking of something else entirely. I try to 
match each possibility to the expression on his face, without being caught 
observing him. Which turns out, even with my years of practice at reading 
faces, to be an impossible task.
At noon we stop for a light lunch and as we sit under the shade of a 
stand of trees, he asks me how we would spend the money. His money. I 
smile and it crosses my mind to tell him the truth: some new furniture, fix the 
gutters, a small fund to cushion the old age of my father and Ruby and Ava 
and Syd.
Instead I smile ethereally like I am glimpsing heaven through a 
shining portal, and say all the things I have rehearsed. I tell him about the 
army of researchers, and the command tent with a map and coloured pins: 
pink to show the location of sightings, and blue to show the traps I would 
spread through the park. I tell him about the pheromones, the special blend I 
intend to develop from marsupial species genetically closest to the tiger, and 
how I’d spray them on a dead chicken. This would be the perfect temptation 
for a carnivore like the tiger but repugnant to herbivores like wombats or 
wallabies.
I kneel down, pick up a stick and draw patterns in the dirt that 
represent a long tube attached to a square. I keep talking as I wave the stick 
across the ground. This is the camouflaged wire trap I’d build. It has a trick 
hatch leading to a long tunnel here then finally a holding cage here. This 
hatch wouldn’t catch smaller animals like rodents or possums. I’d place the 
bait carefully in the kind of habitat that tigers were known to prefer when 
they were observed in Tasmania. I’d choose spots far away from tracks and 
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campsites. The whole area would be surrounded by a network of movement- 
sensitive night vision video cameras. By the end even I am enthusiastic. 
Daniel looks positively transported.
‘Sounds irresistible.’
‘But this is where researchers have gone wrong in the past: I’d spray 
everything with a fine mist of diluted tea tree oil to cover any human scent. 
The tiger was famous for its sense of smell.’
‘You’ve got it all worked out.’ Daniel kneels to get a better look at my 
trap drawing.
I sigh and shake my head; part hopelessness, part yearning. ‘I’ve had 
years to think about it.’
I tell him more, on a roll in both fiction and reality. ‘I’d also have a 
couple of researchers set up a stand in the main street of town, asking locals 
if they had ever seen an animal they couldn’t identify and recording each 
interview for posterity.’
‘And I would like to see some money put aside for DNA testing,’ 
says Julius. He is just off the track, peering to look at small white fragments 
scattered at the base of a tree. ‘DNA technology is the key to the identity of 
all animals and will prove the future of our work, I’m sure. Some things are 
in our genes.’
Daniel walks over to look at Julius’s pieces of bone. I walk behind 
him, he does not look back. As Julius points out the bone fragments and 
speculates about the kind of animals they might have come from, Daniel idly 
picks up some small stones from the edge of the path and begins arranging 
them in groups and piles. I watch his long fingers, the nails clipped short. His 
hands are larger than I would have expected, the knuckles angular and 
defined and dusted with fine hairs. As he turns his hand I see the scar on his 
palm, fine and even as though an artist had drawn it in white enamel. His 
wrists pivot by the most ingenious mechanism every time he turns his hand 
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to the side. It takes me a moment to look down at my own hand and realise it 
moves the same way. I had never noticed before.
I look at Daniel again. It is tiredness and stress, I know, but for a 
moment I cannot look away: the way he casually sorts the stones by some 
means unknowable to me—perhaps by size or shape, or is it colour?—
suddenly seems the most interesting thing I have ever seen.
Before long it’s almost evening and time to head back to camp. Julius goes 
ahead with Daniel. Greta holds me back by my arm until they are out of 
sight.
‘What the hell do you think you’re doing?’ She lifts her sunglasses 
and squints at me, although her tight hair makes it difficult for her to close 
her eyes.
‘Nothing. I’m not doing anything.’ This is true, but it’s what we 
planned. My role is mainly to supervise my students. Daniel has been trying 
to assist, fetching things from the camp sometimes: different lenses for the 
camera Greta hadn’t realised she would need, the right size of envelope to 
hold the samples. I walk with him to different sites, show him the correct 
forceps, which horsehair brush is best, or at least those that feel the best to 
me. We breathe the air, we walk on the beach. Everything is going according 
to plan. I cannot think what she means.
‘Exactly,’ she says. ‘You’re doing nothing. You’re just standing back 
and watching him with this strange smile on your face.’
I shake my arm free of hers. ‘Greta. Don’t.’
‘“Don’t”? Is that all you can say, “Don’t”? We’ve all put a lot of work 
into this, Della. Hours and hours. I am dressed like an Amish man and this 
hairstyle hurts my brain. I am not pretty. I hate not being pretty. I’m looking 
like this, as directed, so as to not take the focus off you.’
‘Yes,’ I say, and I try to walk around her. ‘Thanks for that.’
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She holds me by the shoulders and moves us behind a tree. ‘Della. I 
have dirt under my fingernails. If you don’t close this deal I will undo these 
buttons and cut these trousers into short shorts and let my hair down and I 
will close it for you. I swear to you Della I will.’
I look down at my clothes. They are fine. Adequate. If I dressed as 
Gypsy Rose Lee, Greta would think I was in a burka. ‘What do you suggest I 
do?’ I say. ‘Club him over the head and drag him back to my cave? That’ll 
make me look like a serious researcher.’
‘Don’t be ridiculous,’ she says. ‘You know exactly what to do. First, 
listen to him. Uncle Laurence taught us that. Rule number fourteen B or 
whatever. It’s the listening, not the speaking, that draws them in. Then lead 
him down the path until he takes over, until he thinks it was all his idea. 
Then scurry away like a delicate little flower who doesn’t want to unfairly 
influence his decision because of your so-called ethics.’
She is right about the listening. That is what wins someone over, 
although it isn’t as easy as it sounds. Agreeing with every lame political 
opinion or implausible religious view. And never appearing bored, no matter 
what idiocy comes out of their mouths.
‘We’re doing well enough with the science,’ I tell her. ‘I won’t need to 
do anything else.’
She grunts and pulls at her ponytail. ‘Closing something this size is 
half logic and half emotion, you know that. OK, the logic half is going well. 
But you have to look after the emotion. You have to make sure he’s gagging 
to give it to you. And the money as well. Stop him thinking with his brain. 
Get him thinking with something else.’
‘It’s not that easy.’ I sound pathetic. Whiney.
I don’t feel the physical reluctance to touch him that I felt earlier. 
Now I still want to keep my distance until I work out what’s going on. But 
my intuition about Daniel makes it all the more important that I engage his 
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feelings, throw him off balance. In a closer contest he might make a mistake. I 
know Greta is right. This cannot be avoided any longer.
‘Of course it’s that easy.’ Greta snorts. ‘It always has been before. But 
I’ll admit it doesn’t help that you’re dressed like that.’
She stands in front of me and closes one eye like she’s judging Best in 
Show. Then she pulls my T-shirt down at the front and tucks it in tighter, and 
she pushes up my breasts so more cleavage is exposed. Then she stares, and 
freezes.
‘What?’ I say.
She looks like she’s about to faint and peeks down my top. ‘Thick 
straps, mesh. No shape. Beige. Don’t tell me you’re wearing a sports bra. 
What in God’s name were you thinking?’
‘It’s hiking, Greta. Camping. I’m like a method actor. It’s about 
characterisation.’
‘It’s about stupidity, that what it’s about. Wait here,’ and she stomps 
back to the camp, returning with a bundle clasped tight in her hand. ‘Here,’ 
she says, handing it to me. ‘It’s clean.’
I can feel the lace. I look down—it’s fire-engine red. I’m not moving.
‘It’s French. Push-up. Come on, Nanna. Put it on.’ 
‘We’re camping, not pole dancing,’ I say.
‘Put. It. On.’
There’s nothing for it. I duck behind a tree, strip off and change bras. 
I hand Greta the sports bra. She hesitates before touching it.
‘Thanks,’ she says. ‘I’ll treasure it always.’ She rolls it into a ball and 
shoves it in her pocket, then she tightens the belt of my shorts and kneels so 
she can fold up each leg higher. I hold on to her shoulder to steady myself.
She stands again, and frowns. ‘Hold still,’ she says, and takes a tube 
of lip gloss from her pocket. She holds my chin and applies it. It wouldn’t be 
my choice, I can see from the tube. Too shiny. Then she stands back and 
admires her handiwork.
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‘That’s better. I’m beginning to think Sam was right. You’re not 
yourself on this job. There’s some reason you’re not playing this right. You’re 
chilling.’
‘All right, all right. But how do you expect me to do anything with 
you two around? In dirty hiking clothes? In tents? I do better work with 
champagne and soft music.’
‘You have stars. You have wine. You have everything you need. After 
dinner Julius and I will wander down to our German hiking friends for a few 
quiet drinks. You’ll have the whole camp to yourselves for at least a couple of 
hours. Long enough to lead him on, not long enough to get yourself into 
trouble. We’ll be back to rescue you if things go too far. Just do it, Della. 
We’re all counting on you.’
We walk back up the track and stop when the camp is just in sight, 
then Greta holds me still by the arm again. 
‘Are you going to ask him about the tiger? About the time that he 
saw it, when he was a kid?’ she says.
I shake my head. ‘There’s no way I can know about that. It’d give the 
game away. I’ll try and encourage him to tell me. That’s all I can do.’
In the camp, Julius is kneeling by the camp stove, cooking sausages 
and instant pasta. He and Daniel are talking, laughing, but I can’t hear what 
they’re saying. Then Daniel walks back to his pack, lying beside the tent. His 
back is to us. He feels around for a moment and brings out a clean T-shirt, 
then he whips his shirt off in one smooth movement. We can see the flat plain 
of his back, the brown muscles as they slide over his shoulder blades, the 
shadow in the channel of his spine.
‘Oh, and Della, remember,’ Greta says. ‘If you really don’t want to do 
this, that’s fine. I’ll be more than happy to step in for you.’
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It is done, just as Greta said it would be. We have eaten a simple camping 
dinner and the cleaning up, such as it is, is finished. Greta and Julius have 
retired to the backpackers’ camp on the beach. No doubt Julius will make 
new friends and tell them all about the pitfalls of carrying water from a well. 
Greta will have shed her Amish exterior and be surrounded by a legion of 
tipsy German admirers.
It is dark and Daniel and I are alone. Aside from the occasional 
cheering in the distance that may be part of a drinking game or a welcome 
for a late-comer, we might be the only people alive on earth. Daniel lies on 
his side on a rug in front of the lamp, a plastic tumbler of red wine in his 
hand. I also have a tumbler of wine, but no possessions: no keys or handbag, 
purse or mobile or lipstick. It has taken me some time to realise that the 
incredible lightness I feel is in part due to this lack; the absence of things that 
couldn’t weigh more than a few hundred grams but that no modern woman 
would consider being without.
There is no wind. I can smell the sea and a lemon-scented gum not 
far down the hill above the creek. I have drunk more wine than is sensible 
and even as I register this I take another swig. The horizon tilts slightly when 
I turn my head. I can delay no longer. It is time to begin.
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‘The scar,’ I say. ‘On your hand.’
He holds his hand out straight with the palm toward me. Perhaps 
this gesture is meant to show me the scar, or perhaps it is a stop sign. But it is 
too late. I cannot stop.
‘How did it happen?’ I say.
He rubs the scar with the thumb of his other hand, as if he has been 
derelict and it is a stain he could scrub away with enough effort. ‘It’s painful 
to think of,’ he says. ‘I don’t talk about it often.’
I say nothing. I make space for his words to come.
All at once his face looks gaunt, his eyes hollow. ‘I was on a bus in 
the city. It was just a normal day. Then this bomb-squad cop jumps on board. 
One thing leads to another, and the bus driver gets shot so I take over the 
steering. Then it turns out that there’s a bomb planted on the bus, and we 
can’t slow down below fifty miles per hour or it will explode and kill us all. I 
have to drive and drive. Until eventually we get to the airport where we can 
go around in circles and if the bomb goes off no one will die but us. It was 
horrific.’
‘That sounds vaguely familiar.’
‘When we finally get everyone off the bus, me and the bomb squad 
guy get kidnapped and forced into an abandoned railway car, which 
explodes. That was the first time I kissed another man.’
‘That must have been very traumatic for you.’
‘It was. That’s why I always drive. Me and public transport—it’s not 
good.’ He shudders. ‘After all this time I still can’t bear to get on a bus or 
train.’
‘Just as well you have a nice new BMW.’
‘Lucky, isn’t it?’ he says, sniffing and wiping his eyes on his sleeve. 
‘But emotional scars take a long time to heal. I still can’t see Sandra Bullock 
on the cover of Who Weekly without sobbing.’
‘And where did the scar come from exactly?’
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‘Oh, this? I did it when I got home. Broken wine glass in the sink.’ 
I stretch out on my back for a moment, hands behind my head, 
looking at the stars. ‘And are you always this flippant? Or just withme?’
‘And are you always this serious? Or just with me?’
‘I’m serious because life is serious. I have responsibilities.’
He puts his hands behind his head too. He is mimicking me. ‘Not 
now you don’t,’ he says. ‘Now there’s just the sea and the stars.’
‘My work is serious, I mean. I do serious work.’ 
‘It’s just a job, Ella. It doesn’t define you.’
I have no idea how to reply to such a ludicrous statement. What does 
he think defines us, if not our work? I’d like to tell him that he’s never had to 
work a day in his life. That he can joke around all he likes: he’s never had to 
worry about money or if all the deadlocks on the front door are bolted 
properly or if he can pull off one great big deal to buy a bit of pride. He can 
spend money where he chooses, give it to whomever he likes.
I bite my tongue because telling him all this will not help me seduce 
him and find out what he is hiding, and also because I remember just in time 
that his father is dead and so is his mother. Then I want to tell him that he 
has it easy because his father is dead and he doesn’t have the weight of 
history and expectations and tradition on him and he has no Thursday-night 
meetings to report to and can do what he likes because no one is watching, 
but I don’t say this. Perhaps, from the perspective of someone whose parents 
are dead, it might come across as a little insensitive.
‘Tell me something serious,’ I say. I wriggle a little, cross my legs, 
lean forward. Sitting on the ground is uncomfortable. It didn’t mention that 
in my research on camping. ‘Tell me something serious, something you have 
never told anyone else, and I’ll tell you something flippant.’
‘A challenge,’ he says. ‘OK. Something serious.’ He pauses for a 
while, then, ‘How’s this? When I was eleven I was madly in love. Andrea 
Garida. She was an older woman. She was thirteen.’
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‘A friend from school?’
‘No, no. There were only boys at my school. She was a friend of my 
sister’s.’
‘Did you propose? Is this story about your elopement?’
‘A little sensitivity, please. My heart was broken. Andrea had this 
tiny button nose with freckles, and a little gap between her front teeth. That 
gap drove me crazy.’
‘Sounds like a perfect match. What happened?’
‘My mother had a pendant in her jewellery box that she never wore. 
She always had a lot of jewellery, rings, necklaces, earrings. This one pendant 
wasn’t even a pretty colour. It was clear, like glass. Like a big piece of glass. I 
thought Mum’d never miss it. I gave it to Andrea.’
‘And?’
‘Andrea was thrilled. She let me kiss her and I thought I’d died and 
gone to heaven. At home, things weren’t so good.’
‘Your parents didn’t think that it was a fair trade, the pendant for a 
kiss?’
‘By the time the police were called and the staff were questioned and 
the security people had been to check all the locks, I was frantic. I think I wet 
the bed. By the time I confessed I’d seriously considered running away to 
join the circus. Andrea’s parents were very understanding. Andrea, not so 
much. She didn’t want to hand it back. My mother bought her something 
more reasonable from a department store to make it up to her, but she never 
spoke to me again.’
‘Ouch.’
‘You know, when my mother died, most of the jewellery went to my 
sisters. I only kept a few things, for sentimental reasons. I kept that necklace. 
The house, well, you’ve been there. It’s not exactly me. It doesn’t really seem 
like mine, but upstairs I have a study that belongs to me. I keep everything 
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that’s important there. I keep the necklace to remind myself that stuff like 
jewels and money aren’t that important.’
‘Still, it was your mother’s necklace. Weren’t your parents mad?’ 
‘Not overly. They thought I was being generous, and after all I was 
pretty upset. I was the baby of the family, got away with murder. If they had 
thought I was stealing, then lying about it, they might have been a little 
cross.’
‘They thought stealing and lying were bad things?’ 
He laughs. ‘Well aren’t they?’
‘It depends,’ I say, and I know this is dangerous territory, but perhaps 
he will reveal something. ‘Robin Hood is always the hero of the movie. The 
sexy, courageous one. The Sheriff of Nottingham was always the villain, plus 
he was ugly. Of course Marion preferred Robin. And Robin was just a thief 
and a liar with good PR, so I guess everything is relative.’
‘I guess it is.’ He smiles and narrows his eyes. ‘I didn’t realise you 
were so fond of liars. Sexy and courageous indeed.’
This is almost a confession. I almost have him. ‘It’s nothing to do 
with me. It’s a fictionalised historical fact.’ 
For a moment I think he’s going to take it further, but instead he 
says, ‘Now you. Something flippant.’
This seemed a good idea at the time, this stupid game of swapping 
confidences. But now I can’t think of anything flippant, true or invented. 
‘Um. I still have all my teddy bears from when I was little, in my bedroom,’ I 
say.
‘Boring,’ he says. ‘Neurotic, not flippant.’
‘Once I went through the twelve items or less lane with thirteen 
items. And I didn’t even care.’
‘You rebel.’
‘You’re right. I’m nowhere near as good at flippant as you are.’ 
‘True. King of flippant, me.’
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I’m quiet for a moment, and then I say: ‘I suppose you’d become 
pretty good at being flippant, over the years. After the first few girls said 
they liked you but really just wanted the necklace.’
He drains his glass, bends his head forward and rubs the back of his 
neck with one hand. Then he tilts his head the other way and looks up at the 
sky. ‘You mustn’t think the girls who like me are cheap,’ he says finally. ‘It’s 
not always just a necklace. Sometimes they want a holiday. A European car. 
And they don’t just like me. They love me, usually at first sight.’
All at once I see Daniel Metcalf as a young man, with women like 
Greta hovering and complimenting and touching his arm and fluttering their 
eyes. He did not have a family like mine to provide solid ground beneath his 
feet. He would not have known who to trust.
‘An occupational hazard, I guess,’ I say.
‘Interesting, since I don’t have an occupation. What’s amazing,’ he 
says, ‘is how they never know who I am. “Really,” they say. “You’re wealthy? 
I had no idea!” They love me just for who I am.’ 
‘You’ll be pleased to know,’ I say, ‘that I know exactly who you are. I 
see you as a big fat cheque book, with legs.’
He laughs. ‘That’s refreshing, at least,’ he says. ‘You might be the 
only woman I’ve ever met who’s admitted that.’
I was right all along, my reticence, the way I did not overtly flirt with 
him. Women do that to him all the time. Now I know how to proceed. I must 
be aloof, not touch him, not behave as Greta has said. I think back over all I 
have read, things that I now know about evolutionary theory. I clear my 
throat a little and lean back on my elbows, hang my head backwards.
‘Look at the stars,’ I say. ‘Aren’t they magnificent? I’ve often 
wondered what early man thought of the stars. Homo habilis. Homo erectus. 
The stars seem amazing to us, and we know what they are.’
Daniel pours more wine for himself, and for me. ‘Perhaps they 
thought the stars were the children of the sun and moon. Or the souls of 
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long-dead warriors.’ He takes a sip. ‘Maybe they are. Maybe they were right 
and we are wrong.’
‘It must be a comfort, to believe in things like that. That those who’ve 
passed are watching over you.’
The wine is tingly on my lips. I should not have drunk so much. My 
lips are probably stained red. Drinking red wine: this is an amateur’s 
mistake. When working, you should only drink white wine or champagne or 
pale spirits. There is nothing more unconvincing than discoloured teeth. And 
even then the drinking should not be real. Take a tiny sip, tip a little in a pot 
plant when no one is looking.
‘If people knew more about the history of science,’ I say, ‘they 
wouldn’t be so judgmental about other people’s wacky ideas. Science has 
had some pretty wacky ideas too.’ My head suddenly seems too heavy for 
my neck to support. I stretch out on one side on the blanket, rest my head in 
my hand. 
‘Wacky? What’s wacky about science, other than your project of 
course? All those serious geniuses doing serious genius stuff.’
‘Oh there’re plenty of oddball theories. Plenty. Ontogeny 
recapitulates phylogeny, for a start.’
He raises one eyebrow. ‘Is that even English? What is that?’
‘It’s English all right. It was a full-on scientific theory in the mid-
eighteen hundreds. It means that the development of an embryo goes 
through the same stages as the evolutionary history of the species. 
“Ontogeny” means the growth and development of an individual. 
“Recapitulates” means repeats. “Phylogeny” means the evolutionary history 
of a species.’
‘Thanks for explaining.’ He laughs. ‘No, thanks. It’s much clearer 
now. Students must queue to get into your lectures.’
‘Look,’ I put down my tumbler, digging it into the sand so the wine 
will not spill. ‘See right here, on your neck?’
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This was intended to be an example of the fascinating nature of 
biology, but instead I stretch out my hand and smooth the short waves of his 
hair behind his ear. This is wrong, badly wrong. It means I am not different 
from all the other girls who wanted necklaces and stuff. His hair is coarser 
than mine, and straighter. It has only a slight kink in the end that wraps 
around my finger. I hold my breath, I don’t dare swallow. But he doesn’t 
speak or move away. He stills and looks right into my eyes.
I have to focus. Although taking advice from Beau is a habit I hope 
never to develop, I try to picture Daniel as a chicken. His hair could be soft 
brown feathers. Now I feel like touching it again, to feel if it is soft or wiry 
through my fingers. This positive visualisation was a stupid idea. He is 
certainly no type of bird. Perhaps if I thought of him as a crocodile.
Somehow I am sitting closer to where his head is resting. Then, 
unbelievably, I touch his skin. I run my middle and third fingers slowly 
around the curve of him a few inches under his jaw, starting in the fine hair 
of the nape near the bones of his spine and finishing in the soft space above 
his collar bone. Then again, then again: my fingertips sear three imaginary 
lines into his skin. At the end of my final sweep the pads of my fingers stop 
and linger as though they were waiting to feel the pulse of blood in the base 
of his throat. He shuts his eyes. He does not move or seem to breathe. I can 
only feel the movement of my fingers and the warmth of the blanket 
underneath my legs.
‘Here,’ I say. ‘When you were an embryo, you had pharyngeal arches 
right here on your neck.’ This is a terrible mistake. I have found my very own 
self-destruct button.
‘When I was an embryo. That’s quite a while ago. I can hardly 
remember. What are pharyngeal arches?’ he says.
‘Gill slits.’ My hand feels cold now that it is back in my lap. Bereft. 
‘As you grew, they moved. The top one became your lower jaw and bits of 
your ear.’
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As I speak my hand moves again: this time, my thumb runs along 
the edge of his jaw, pausing at the tip of his chin. Then I brush the back of my 
fingers behind his ear.
‘But they were never actually gills,’ I say. ‘You could never breathe 
water. And they weren’t there because humans are descended from fish. 
Because we aren’t. Descended from fish, I mean.’
If he is going to pull away, make an excuse, reach for the wine, he 
will do it now.
‘I could not breathe water. And the gills slits were there not because 
we come from fish,’ he says, and he opens his eyes.
The memory of the texture of his skin imprints on me. It is rougher 
than it should be, as though he worked outdoors instead of doing nothing for 
a living. 
’Right. And here.’
I move closer. I am almost behind him now and I cannot see his face, 
which is probably just as well. I lift the edge of his shirt where it lies on the 
top of his jeans. His lower back is exposed. He will feel this now—the night 
is warm but there is a cool breeze. He will feel the night air on this bare 
triangle of skin. In one movement I lay my palm flat on the small of his back, 
and here I am not slow and rhythmic like a finger tracing the curve of a 
throat. I am firm. His back feels hot compared with the air and my hand; I 
start a little. My fingers reach around his hip, indenting, digging a little into 
his side. His back is smooth and I wish my palm could stay there forever. If 
he moved, my hand could stay there. I feel a sudden desire to scratch the 
surface of him with my nails and hook my fingers to pinch his flesh. I would 
like to hold him still. I would make him cry my name.
‘Here is your coccyx, this flat bone at the bottom of your spine,’ I say, 
low into his ear. ‘It’s also called the tailbone because when you were an 
embryo, your tail was here.’
He takes a deep breath, then releases it. ‘I had a tail?’ he says.
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I am breathing in sympathy with his rhythm. The only place we are 
touching is here, my hand in the small of his back. A wave of lethargy 
overtakes me and I cannot keep my body upright any longer so I lie down 
and I am stretched out flat in the space behind him; a mirror, an echo.
‘Yes, you had a tail. Right here,’ I say. ‘But that’s got nothing to do 
with primitive ancestors. It’s not because we evolved from something with a 
tail. It’s about our basic body blueprint, the similarities we share with all 
vertebrates. We’re all animals you know. All connected.’
‘Right,’ he says. ‘Tail not about ancestors. Got it.’
The wine, the smell of him, the way the small hairs on his neck move 
with my breath. My face is tingling. Any moment now he will pivot around 
on his side and face me and perhaps our roles will reverse. Perhaps he will 
put his hand on the small of my back, fingers facing down my spine, and his 
fingers will move the smallest distance and slide under the waistband of my 
trousers, force their way under the elastic of my pants.
There is a loud shout from down on the beach and the backpackers 
begin singing a drinking song. I shake my head. I have been touching him, 
which was the opposite of my intentions. Concentrate, I tell myself. Drink 
some water. I blink a few times and spin away from him, sit up, crawl back to 
other side of the rug where I started.
‘So they thought that humans duplicated the different stages of our 
evolutionary development while in the womb. That human embryos are first 
fish, then salamanders and tortoises and chickens before they become people. 
It’s a great theory. It’s a shame it’s not true. It sounds true. We should all 
carry it around with us, the weight of our past, the remnants of what we 
used to be.’
‘When you put it like that I don’t like it. It seems like a terrible 
burden. Carrying around everything you’ve ever been,’ he says. His voice 
seems muffled by the dark.
‘I guess you’re right,’ I say. ‘Everyone is entitled to a fresh start.’ 
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‘What do you want, really?’ he says.
I look right into his eyes, square and true. ‘Relax,’ I say. ‘You’re safe 
with me. I only want the cheque.’
He opens his mouth to speak, and we both start at a noise coming as 
if from miles away, a scuffling on the rocks, murmured voices. Greta and 
Julius walking up the path toward the tents. Then I see them standing near 
the edge of the clearing, highlighted by the moon and each holding a torch. 
They were noisy on their approach, dragging their feet, talking loudly to give 
us fair warning. Greta is as pale as I have ever seen her. Julius looks ill.
‘Hope we’re not interrupting anything,’ Greta says. ‘We know we 
wanted the night off, to chill out for a while. But when we got to the beach 
the German backpackers invited us over for a few drinks.’
‘We were just talking,’ I say. ‘Pull up some rug. Did you have fun?’
‘A most convivial social gathering,’ says Julius. ‘They were very 
interested in my stories about Africa especially that time I was walking 
under a baobab tree and a cheetah almost jumped on my head, and I of 
course wanted very much to discuss the wildlife especially the wild boars in 
the Black Forest outside Düsseldorf.’
Greta and Julius are not themselves. They are speaking with an 
enforced naturalness but their eyes are darting and Julius is biting his lip. 
Greta flares her nostrils at me, and bites her cheek. I sit up straighter. I am 
beginning to have a bad feeling about this.
‘Oh, and Ella,’ says Greta. ‘We have a surprise for you. The Germans 
had already picked up a solo hiker late in the afternoon who’d been having 
some trouble getting across the creek. Then they had dinner with their new 
guest and they’d already knocked back three plastic bags of wine by the time 
we arrived. You’ll never guess who it was.’
Greta takes one step aside and buries her face in her hand. It is dark, 
but in the glow of our kerosene lamp I can make out a figure swaying behind 
her on the path. Julius steps aside also and shuts his eyes and drags his 
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fingers across his forehead like he feels a migraine coming on. Standing 
behind them, looking bleary-eyed and damp-haired, wearing a faded blue 
tracksuit and runners and carrying a hard-shell suitcase, is Timothy.
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Now it’s my turn to shut my eyes. Tight. Perhaps I will never open them 
again. Perhaps this is some kind of dream. Yes. When I open them he will be 
gone.
I open them. He is not gone. He is standing there on my path in my 
national park in the middle of my sting wearing a tracksuit and looking like 
an inmate from a mental institution on day release. He holds his suitcase in 
his arms and it must be heavy. He jostles it and as he changes the angle it 
begins to drip, no doubt saturated with water from the creek. Drip. Drip. It is 
the loudest sound I have ever heard in my entire life.
‘Hello, er, Ella,’ Timothy says. ‘Dear. My clothes. They’re a bit wet.’
I am already tipsy. When I see Timothy standing between Julius and Greta I 
feel all the blood drain from my body, so the only thing I can logically do is 
drain all the wine from my glass in sympathy. I cannot summon up my usual 
frustrated anger. I don’t even feel like hitting anything. I can do nothing but 
stare, as though a Neander- thal had walked out of the bush instead of a 
Timothy. Daniel stares too but he recovers quicker. He rolls away from me 
and to his feet, dusts himself off and walks over to Timothy.
‘Imagine our surprise.’ Greta looks slightly frightened, probably of 
me. ‘We were just sitting down for a quiet evening of wine out of plastic bags 
and German drinking songs.’
‘Not me,’ said Julius. ‘I have resolved never to drink alcohol. It 
would be disrespectful when my mother and fifteen brothers and sisters 
must walk so many miles to the well.’
‘They were just about to serve up the bratwurst when—you’ll never 
guess,’ says Greta. ‘One of the Germans—he wasn’t actually one of the 
Germans, we know that now—who was asleep against a tree with a 
sombrero on his head, woke up. And lo and behold, it was…’
‘Such a coincidence, like an act of God,’ Julius says. ‘This same very 
good friend of yours, Mister Timothy, whom both Glenda and myself had 
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met in your company at the Zoology Department Christmas party, was right 
there. Like us also not German and no longer asleep.’
‘He didn’t know us, at first,’ says Greta. ‘He’d already had a few 
wines I’d say. We reminded him of our names so that now he knows our 
names, and told him what we were doing here. So now he knows what we 
are doing here. We told him you were working and perhaps it wasn’t a great 
idea to disturb you but he insisted. He had made some new friends down 
there, among the backpackers. He was getting by on remarkably little 
German.’
‘Those Germans are great people. Great. What a tradition of 
hospitality to their fellow travellers,’ says Timothy, rubbing his hand over his 
chin. ‘Every time I said ja they poured me another drink. I’d never have got 
across the creek at all without them. I fell in, I think, once. Or twice.’
The three of them are looking at me with hopeful eyes but still I 
cannot speak. I quit. They can bury me where I fall. I cannot think of one rule 
of my father’s that would be suitable for this situation. Oh no. My father. 
And Sam. Oh God. I hope I am struck by a meteorite before we leave so I 
never have to explain this to them. Sam will be intolerable. He won’t say I 
told you so, but he won’t have to. It’ll be in his eyes. And then he’ll rail and 
rant when I tell him we didn’t get the money. Then when I tell him that 
Timothy showed up dripping wet in the middle of the forest, he will laugh so 
hard he will drop dead of an aneurism. Best case scenario.
‘In retrospect,’ continues Timothy, ‘I probably should have brought a 
rucksack instead of my suitcase. I just thought the little wheels would come 
in handy.’
Greta breaks the painful, chirping cicada-filled silence that follows by 
saying, ‘Tim. How on earth could the little wheels come in handy?’
‘Wheels, er Glenda,’ says Timothy, his forehead creasing with 
solemnity, ‘are one of the most crucial discoveries in human history. They are 
very, very handy.’
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Now. The earth can open up and swallow me now.
‘I wanted to come down yesterday and meet you in the car park. 
Walk in with you. That was my intention since…er…Sam mentioned where 
you were going,’ says Timothy. ‘He never imagined I’d actually drive down 
here, I expect.’
‘Sam is my brother the idiot,’ I say to Daniel. 
‘Right,’ he says.
‘There must be something wrong with my GPS. It’s a shame there’s 
no warranty. I got lost. And when I was talking on the phone, I must’ve 
missed the turnoff,’ said Timothy. ‘But I didn’t let that stop me. If my 
girlfriend is going out in the wilds, braving the, er, wilderness with nothing 
but her assistants for, ah, assistance, well, my place is to help. No creek too 
wide. No mountain too high.’
‘Such a surprise,’ says Julius. ‘Although we had met Mr Timothy 
before as I detailed previously, until right now we didn’t even realise that Dr 
Ella had a boyfriend.’
‘We kept it hush hush,’ says Timothy.
I’d like to hush hush him, by shoving that suitcase in his mouth. 
Hang on. I must be feeling better. I feel the urge to hurt Timothy returning.
‘Especially not such a handsome boyfriend.’ Greta’s eyes gleam: a 
plan is forming in her pulled-tight brain. She loops one arm through 
Timothy’s and he almost drops the suitcase. ‘What did you say you did for a 
living?’
‘Retail. Wholesale. You know, trade,’ says Timothy. ‘It’s not as 
exciting as it sounds.’
‘Indeed,’ says Daniel. ‘Well…’ 
‘Tim,’ say Greta and Julius together.
‘Well, Timmy. You made it,’ says Daniel. ‘I’m Daniel. Pull up some 
blanket. Any boyfriend of Ella’s is a boyfriend of mine. Would you like some 
wine?’
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‘Ja,’ says Timothy. ‘Oh, you’re Daniel? She’s…er…told me so much 
about you.’
‘It’s all lies.’ Daniel produces extra tumblers from the rucksack near 
the closest tent and pours for the three of them. ‘Prost.’
Timothy takes his tumbler in both hands and swallows half in one 
gulp. Then finally after all this talk he seems to notice me, still sprawled in 
front of the camp stove. ‘Hello, dear,’ he says. He leans over and kisses me on 
the cheek. I fight the urge to smack him. ‘Are you having fun?’ 
‘Yes. Yes, thanks.’ I fill my own tumbler and take another mouthful. 
‘Timothy. Were your parents siblings? I’m working. What the hell are you 
doing here?’
‘Dear, sweet, er, Ella. Do you know my BlackBerry doesn’t work out 
here? What would happen if someone called about a shipment? Or Mum 
tries to get hold of me, to ask if I’ll be home for dinner? There’s no reception. 
At all. It’s as if we went back to the eighties in a DeLorean.’ Timothy takes 
my hand between his own two, like he was making a Della hand sandwich. ‘I 
need to talk to you, dear Ella.’
‘I think we are like the fourth and fifth wheels on a tricycle,’ says 
Julius. ‘Or possibly a scooter. A scooter that has three wheels.’
‘We should go to our tents,’ says Greta.
‘Nonsense,’ says Daniel, pouring them all more wine. ‘Don’t go to 
your tents. Especially not you, Glenda. Not with your claustrophobia. It 
might bring on an attack.’
‘Quite,’ says Greta. She deliberately moves further away from 
Timothy.
‘Besides,’ says Daniel. ‘We’re all friends here. We have no secrets 
from one another, do we Timmy old man? I’m sure you don’t want us to go.’
‘Of course not, of course not,’ Timothy drains his wine and holds his 
tumbler out for more. ‘It’s just that, well, Ella and I…’ He looks from side to 
side to see that no one is eavesdropping out here in the middle of nowhere, 
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then drops his voice to a whisper barely loud enough to be heard back in 
town. ‘There are things we need to discuss. Something I need to ask her. Very 
important.’ Timothy taps his finger against the side of his nose and looks 
meaningfully at Daniel.
‘That sounds serious.’ Daniel nods gravely. ‘Better have some more 
wine.’ 
‘Don’t mind if I do,’ says Timothy. Finally everyone sits. Julius and 
Greta look like patients in a dentist’s waitingroom listening to muffled 
screams from behind a closed door, while Daniel lounges completely at ease. 
Timothy sits next to Daniel. The leaning tower of Timothy.
‘What is it you want to ask her?’ says Daniel. ‘In my experience, with 
a serious kind of girl like Ella it’s best to have your ideas clear before you 
start. Can’t be making it up as you go along.’
‘I’m with you. Been thinking of nothing else on the drive down,’ says 
Timothy.
‘I’m two metres away,’ I say. ‘I can hear every word you’re saying.’
‘She’s the kind of girl who needs a plan,’ says Daniel.
‘And I,’ says Timothy, ‘I have a plan. We could get married in May. 
Just a small ceremony. Then she could give up this…science business and 
work with me. Live at home with us: me, and Mum and Dad and my sisters. 
They’d love to have her.’
‘Nothing wrong with my hearing,’ I say. 
‘Any girl would be proud,’ says Daniel.
‘Any girl at all,’ says Greta. ‘No sense rushing into anything. Plenty 
of fish in the sea.’
‘So you’re prepared. You have a ring,’ says Daniel.
‘Not on me, no. But I can get a ring. Wholesale. Mind you, I have 
some concerns,’ says Timothy. ‘There are some points I’d need to be 
reassured about. Look before you leap, you know.’
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‘Absolutely,’ says Daniel. ‘It’d be best to resolve them before the 
wedding, I’d say.’
‘“Concerns?”’ I say. ‘What do you mean “concerns”? Do you want to 
marry me or not?’
‘She’s got a bit of a temper, I’m afraid.’ Timothy sighs. ‘I don’t. I’m a 
peace-loving man.’ 
‘I must admit I like a girl with a temper,’ says Daniel. ‘It makes 
things more entertaining.’
‘You only think it’s entertaining because you’ve never had your nose 
squeezed nearly off your face. Or had your ears pulled. I bet she’s never 
pulled your ears when she’s wearing her pyjamas.’
‘That’s sadly true,’ says Daniel. ‘But it’s definitely something I’d like 
to try.’
‘I only have a temper because things infuriate me. If everyone would 
just fall into line I wouldn’t have a temper. And there’s nothing wrong with 
your nose. It’s recovered just fine. It’s poking into other people’s business as 
well as it ever did.’
‘Perhaps we should discuss this in the morning,’ says Greta. ‘I’m 
sure Daniel doesn’t need to hear all about this.’
‘Oh yes Daniel does,’ he says. ‘Daniel wouldn’t miss this for the 
world.’
‘Because relationships aren’t just about compatibility, are they?’ says 
Timothy. ‘Sure, it’s important to find someone who puts the lid back on the 
toothpaste and who doesn’t take your phone recharger out of the wall when 
they want to recharge their own phone and your phone is not yet fully 
charged but instead finds herself another socket because it’s terribly bad for 
batteries to be continually charged half-way. I sell phones, too, did I mention 
that? If you ever. No? If you’re sure. Anyway. I’m not downplaying the 
importance of like-mindedness and shared values.’
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‘I would never do that,’ says Greta. ‘Values are very important. I’d 
definitely find another socket.’
‘But what’s even more important than sockets is the look in her eye. 
In both eyes, I mean in both persons’ eyes. Four eyes in total.’ Timothy 
staggers to his knees and peers, squinting, into my eyes like he is an 
optometrist updating my prescription.
‘Why are you kneeling?’ I say. ‘Stop peering and stop kneeling.’ 
‘It might only be a small business now, but imagine hundreds of 
shops Australia-wide,’ says Timothy. ‘And then we could expand. A chain of 
pawnbrokers. Short term loans at staggering interest rates with no collateral. 
And sex toys. We could mail-order sex toys throughout the world. Porn’s 
out, though. The internet killed porn distribution. The seventies, that was the 
golden age of porn. These days it’s all amateurs, over the net, no 
professionalism anymore. But other than porn, the sky’s the limit. There’s 
one proviso. It must be built on a stable foundation, and that stable 
foundation is a man and a woman working hand in glove together the way 
my parents did. How is a couple supposed to get through the next forty or 
fifty years without that look in their four eyes?’
‘How indeed?’ says Daniel. ‘Well said, and what a fascinating empire 
you are building Timmy. How can I buy shares, and would you like some 
more wine?’
‘Ja. And you don’t, do you Della?’ Timothy is on one knee now.
He leans over and takes my hand again.
‘He means “Ella”,’ says Julius. ‘This is a further example of why I do 
not indulge in the evils of alcohol. It makes you forget even the name of your 
own girlfriend.’
‘I’ve known you since you were five years old and I don’t think I’ve 
ever seen it,’ Timothy says. ‘The look, I mean. Tell me the truth, Ella.’
‘Nothing like the truth, Ella,’ says Daniel. ‘If the truth fits, wear it.’
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‘Exactly! Couldn’t have said it better myself,’ says Timothy. ‘Ella, I 
have eyes too. And there are mirrors in my house, you know. Three: 
bathroom, behind the bedroom door and over the hall table. That doesn’t 
even count the one in the sun visor of my car, the one with the slidey door 
and its own little light. So I’ve seen my eyes, on more than one occasion. 
Keep that in mind before you answer.’ 
‘Have you had a blow to the head?’ I say.
‘I’ve been trying for weeks to ask you this. It’s a simple enough 
question. It’s not rocket surgery,’ says Timothy. ‘Are you in love with me?’
‘Take your time,’ says Greta.
‘Don’t rush it,’ says Daniel. ‘Think before you answer.’ 
‘Timothy, I hardly think this is the place,’ I say.
‘Nonsense Ella. Timmy has asked a fair question. The least you can 
do is answer it. Here…let me see your eyes.’ Daniel leans across and takes 
my chin in his hand and tilts my face up. ‘What d’ya reckon, Timmy? I can’t 
see anything myself.’
‘What do you two expect? My pupils to actually take the shape of 
hearts?’ I brush sand from my legs and do my best to avoid his eyes. ‘All 
right, all right. No. I’m not in love with you Timothy. Satisfied?’
‘Very,’ says Greta.
‘So I suppose that marrying me is out of the question?’ 
‘Completely.’
‘Despite the romantic nature of this gesture?’ Timothy says. ‘Despite 
the fact that I have driven for hours with only intermittent satellite support 
and hiked down the track carrying quite a heavy suitcase and fell over twice 
and saw a snake on the path and had to pee behind a tree and nearly 
drowned in the creek before the German backpackers saved me?’
‘You’re certainly romantic, Timmy,’ says Daniel. ‘I’ll say that for you. 
If I was a girl I’d jump at the chance.’
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‘Perhaps I should have asked her father first. Should I have asked her 
father first?’
‘In my country yes,’ says Julius. ‘And you would need to offer goats.’
‘What would my father do with a goat?’ I say. 
‘Not one goat, heavens no.’ Julius laughs. ‘You are not a one-goat 
bride.’
‘Thank you, Joshua.’
‘Certainly you are worthy of one entire goat, and some change from 
a smaller goat,’ says Julius. ‘Say one and one third goats, roughly.’
I squint at him. I know where he sleeps. I can kill him later. 
‘So you never loved me. You were just using me. For sex,’ says 
Timothy.
‘Let’s stop right there.’ I struggle to my feet, swaying mildly. 
‘We’re just getting to the good bit,’ says Daniel.
‘I’m going to thump you both in a minute.’ 
‘See? Temper,’ says Timothy.
‘You’re right,’ says Daniel.
‘Cover your ears and nose,’ says Timothy.
‘Shut up, shut up, the lot of you.’ I brace myself against the sand, 
which seems to be tilting under my feet. ‘You. Timothy. No, I will not marry 
you.’ I take a deep breath to calm myself, and stop the bushes spinning. I 
think for a moment I will kick him in the crotch, but then I look at his face. 
‘But, Timothy. I will forever treasure the memories of the time we spent 
together. I will tuck them away in a secret place near my heart and I will 
throw away the key so no one will ever find it, including myself.’
‘A secret place,’ says Timothy. ‘Like a container? Or a storage unit?’
‘Exactly. Now you, Joshua. One more story about wells or goats, I’m 
calling immigration and having your student visa cancelled. I mean it. You’ll 
be sleeping in the hut with your thirteen brothers and sisters before you can 
say border security.’
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‘Yes, Dr Canfield ma’am. Not one more word of goats or wells or 
even cheetahs will pass my lips.’ He mimes zipping his mouth closed. 
‘Good. Now Glenda. Stop looking at Timothy like that. For God’s 
sake woman, I’m not even cold in the grave. There’s a whole Oktoberfest of 
German backpackers just down the track for your recreational pleasure.’
‘I feel so ashamed,’ she says. ‘It’s this hairstyle. It’s cutting off the 
blood flow to my brain.’
‘And you, Daniel Metcalf.’
He stands in front of me. His lips are pressed together but his eyes 
are laughing. ‘Yes Dr Canfield. Ma’am,’ he says.
‘You, you,’ I begin, but the puff has gone from my anger and there is 
nothing more I can say. Also the wine seems to have unhooked my arms at 
the shoulder joints. Just then Timothy struggles to his feet and gives me a 
clumsy embrace.
‘There there Ella,’ he says. ‘Please, don’t look so glum. Really. Don’t 
give it another thought. Unfair of me to put you in this position. It’s really 
not as bad as all that. I’m feeling better already. I’m very fond of you, of 
course, but I’ll recover. Never mind. Chin up. You know what they say: better 
late is the better part of valour.’ He presses one arm around my shoulders, 
and winks at Greta.
The night continues on for about another bottle and a half. Greta 
grows increasingly giggly. Timothy explains how his father has never 
understood him, pledges his undying friendship for me, his genuine 
fondness and manlove for Daniel and Julius and drapes his jacket over 
Greta’s shoulders when he notices she is shivering. Daniel offers to share his 
tent with Timothy tonight, unless Greta would rather sleep outside under the 
stars on account of her claustrophobia, an offer she declines as her therapy is 
progressing well. Daniel seems exceptionally jocular, even joining Timothy in 
a painful rendition of ‘Summer Nights’ with Daniel in falsetto as Olivia 
Newton-John and Timothy as John Travolta.
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Only I am quiet. Sitting still, by the lamp, I hope my face is in 
shadow and that they cannot see me. I wonder if my father or Ruby was ever 
in this situation when they were younger, when they were pulling grand 
stings, living the high life by their wits. I bet they never sat around in the 
bush hours from civilisation surrounded by drunken lunatics singing songs 
from the great musicals of the seventies, a decade apparently not 
distinguished only by the glory of its porn industry.
When we were children we would sit home and wait for Dad and 
Ruby to return and we would hear only the peaks of their success, not the 
depths of their struggle. This job is curdling before my eyes. I doubt I will 
ever see this money and what is worse I cannot seem to stop looking at 
Daniel. His smallest movement, each tiny gesture. Yet he seems so far away 
and so does the money. They both seem further with every chorus.
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Here is something serious: Ruby, who says I have no memory of my mother, 
is wrong. I do have one memory. I have never told this to anyone, especially 
not to anyone who might be able to disprove it, like my father or Sam. I am 
in a dark quiet room. I am sitting on a soft surface and I fight to balance and 
not to topple. My hands are gripping thin bars of wood through which my 
arms will fit but not my head or my body. I shake them but I cannot make 
them budge. I reach one hand down and pick up something big and soft—a 
teddy bear? There is a crack of light and I see her face appear. This part 
shames me: I do not remember her face. Of all the thousands of faces I have 
seen and memorised over the years, hers is perhaps the only one I cannot 
recall. Hers, and sometimes my own.
Although I cannot remember her face, I know the sight of her fills me 
with joy and comfort and peace. I drop the bear and let go of the bar and 
stretch my arms out—this will make her come closer, I know. All that matters 
now is being picked up, held by her. But she does not come closer and she 
does not pick me up. After a time I drop my arms. I grizzle a little from 
frustration, which seems always to have been part of my character. At this 
the light disappears and so does the face. That is all I remember.
And here is something flippant: I feel a desperate desire to sneak out 
of the tent while everyone is asleep. I wouldn’t even undo the zip. I would 
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take a pen knife and make a jagged cut in the back of the tent, the side facing 
the bush. I would hold the knife in both hands and start high and pull it 
down with my whole weight. In the dead of night I would move silently 
down the path, past the sleeping Germans, wade the creek and climb the 
path again by the light of the moon or my torch. Or perhaps I would not 
climb—I might swim around the headland until I found a spot to land and 
then I would drag myself ashore. This country of mine has always been a 
place where people have dragged themselves ashore and begun new lives. I 
would carry nothing. My new life would not be so exhausting and 
frustrating as this one.
When this thought first occurred to me it seemed flippant. It certainly 
does not show a respectful attitude—to my family, to Daniel or even to the 
tent. But now that I have thought it out in all its detail, this also seems 
serious. Of course, I do not do it.
The water is still but not still enough and I cannot see my reflection. My arms 
move across it like ripples in sand. I’m aware I have a certain level of vanity, 
having been brought up by Ruby, but now that it is morning and I am 
swimming I realise I have forgotten to bring a mirror.
I woke early, if I slept at all. I changed into my bathers inside the tent 
and crept down here as the dark was just lifting. There was no sound from 
our camp, and no sign of life other than Timothy’s feet sticking out from 
Daniel’s tent. There was no sound from the Germans’ camp as I passed 
either: most of them had slept in sleeping bags straight on the sand, others 
only on bedrolls and some against the trees where they were leaning last 
night. When I first waded into the sea the tree-tops seemed the same colour 
as the sky but now they are not. They are back-lit. The water seems over-
salty; it holds me up. Here I can barely feel the throb of my stiff thighs or the 
crick in my neck from sleeping on the ground. The air and the water are both 
cold but I barely feel them. I tilt my face towards the sky. I am floating.
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There is a movement on the path; someone is walking down here, 
bare-chested, carrying a towel. I do not have to look to know that it is Daniel. 
The water is covering me up to my chin. He strides in from the sand and is 
beside me in a few easy strokes.
‘If I knew scientists were this much fun I’d have started hanging 
around universities a lot sooner,’ he says. He sculls his hands backwards and 
forwards, pushing them against the water as if they were webbed.
‘How dare you not be hung over,’ I say. ‘It isn’t right.’ 
‘You don’t look too shabby yourself.’
‘One voice I can possibly manage. As soon as the birds start or the 
Germans wake up, I’m in trouble. I feel like there’s an angry dwarf sitting on 
my shoulders and squeezing my ears between his knees. Are the others 
coming down?’
‘Not yet. Joshua will be OK. Glenda and Timmy…well, I wouldn’t 
want to be in their heads this morning.’ He raises one eyebrow, thinks for a 
moment. ‘Or ever, really.’
I can feel the current his hands make. Small waves jostle my 
shoulders.
‘I’m not sure what you had planned to do today,’ he says. ‘How 
much work you intended?’ 
The water has formed small beads on his shoulders and some have 
nestled in the divot at the base of his throat. I think about what my father 
would do now. What rule could I rely upon if a person from one life intruded 
into another, destroying my dignity, transforming me from a seductive 
femme fatale to an angry flirt worth one and a third goats?
There’s always the option of murdering Timothy, and possibly Sam 
for telling him where I was, and burying them in the apple orchard. The 
thought gives me some comfort.
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‘I had things planned,’ I say. His eyes are cool. His mouth is straight. 
I can read no expression here. I swallow and pray for inspiration. ‘But after 
our behaviour last night I’m beginning to think I’d be wasting my time.’
This is a final roll of the dice, to give him an opportunity to say No 
no, not at all. I’m even more interested in your kooky project now that I’ve met your 
deranged ex-boyfriend and my cheque book is right here down the front of my 
swimmers. Do you have a pen? And don’t worry about your fears: I’m not lying. I’m 
rolling in money and in any case, I really fancy you.
But as soon as I speak I know I have made a mistake. There is no 
going back from here.
He stretches out on his back for a moment, toes towards the sky, then 
twists upright again in one quick movement. ‘You’re right,’ he says finally. 
‘You’d be wasting your time.’
For the rest of the morning I carry with me a feeling of calm unlike anything 
I remember. We have not convinced Daniel we are professional safe hands. 
This has not been a cheap expedition: there is the cost of everyone’s time, but 
that’s just a start. Hundreds of dollars of camping equipment, clothing, 
books and the rest.
No one will hold me personally accountable. We all agreed to take 
the risk. Yet I feel it. I should, in fact, feel worse. But now I no longer have to 
worry about what Daniel is lying about. Now it is out of my hands and I am 
free of the worry.
All morning Timothy buzzes around me like a fly. He makes tea and 
delivers my breakfast. He washes the dishes afterwards. He keeps saying, 
over and over, I hope I haven’t messed up your research and there’s no need to 
mention this to anybody else, is there? He gives me desperate looks, and tries to 
pull me aside for a private chat, but I want the next time we speak to be 
dignified, on my side at least. I know I cannot manage this yet. I also suspect 
he only wants to speak with me to circumvent what is coming to him. When 
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we get back he’ll have to face not just me, but my father and Sam as well. Not 
that Sam is blameless, the moron.
Daniel and I pack our belongings. We will walk out first, as per the 
original plan. Beau and Anders are waiting on the beach in a reversal of 
Friday’s operation, and will come to the campsite when they see us leave. 
Timothy will stay and carry equipment too: his penance for stuffing up this 
sting. He is sheepish when I tell him there will be more for him to carry than 
his own suitcase. He volunteers to do whatever he can to help.
Daniel and I hoist our packs and are half-way down the beach before 
I hear a panting behind me. I turn: it is Timothy, running on bare feet over 
the sand. When he reaches us he leans over, hands on his knees, unable to 
speak. He must have chased us all the way from the camp. Daniel raises his 
eyebrows at me and keeps walking. He’ll wait for me a little further on, he 
says. I wait until Daniel is out of earshot, then I turn to Timothy.
‘Well,’ I say. ‘Is there something you want?’
‘Yes. Yes there is. I know you have to do this,’ he says eventually, his 
face red and blotchy. ‘I know it’s your job, and all that. But I don’t think you 
should. I don’t think it’s fair.’
I make my hands into fists and restrain myself from raining them 
down on his empty skull like it was a bongo. What I have to put up with is 
unbelievable.
‘So, Timothy. You don’t like the way I make my living. Since when?’
‘Well. Since last night.’
I poke my finger at his chest and almost break the skin. ‘You, 
Timothy, are an utter, utter bastard. And you’ve got a lot of nerve. First you 
bust in here, uninvited, and mess everything up. And now you’re lecturing 
me on what I should and shouldn’t do. If Daniel wasn’t just down the beach 
watching us I’d dig a hole in the sand and put you in it, face first. Your fat 
head would feed the crabs for days.’
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‘Listen Della. This hasn’t been much fun for me either, you know. 
I’ve never proposed before. To anyone. And I had to sleep in a tent. Or half in 
a tent. And my feet are very itchy because they were sticking out of the tent 
all night and they’re covered in mosquito bites. I’ve scratched them so hard 
I’m bleeding. And I’ve already said I’m sorry about coming here, to the park. 
I wasn’t thinking straight. I can’t undo it. But that doesn’t change the facts.’ 
He tucks his shirt into his shorts and straightens his collar, and nods his head 
up the beach at Daniel. ‘He’s a good guy, Della. He doesn’t deserve this.’
‘You know better than anybody that there are two kinds of people 
who always deserve it: the rich and the greedy.’
‘You don’t really believe that.’
‘I’ll tell you a secret: that’s the only thing I do believe. What’s this all 
about, Timothy? You’ve never minded my job before. In fact I seem to 
remember that you’ve even helped us once or twice. And been paid for it. 
And last night you didn’t seem to mind at all.’
‘It’s different. Knowing you were a grifter, that your whole family 
was. That’s one thing. But meeting someone who’s about to get ripped off. 
Drinking wine with them. Singing “Summer Nights”. That’s another matter 
entirely.’
‘Well, well Timothy. Maybe singing a duet with Daniel Metcalf has 
turned your pretty head. Maybe you’ve fallen in love with him. Perhaps I 
should leave you two alone for a bit of privacy.’
He snorts. ‘Don’t be ridiculous. Even if I wasn’t one hundred per 
cent hetero, he’s not my type.’
I am about to yell at him again when I see Daniel further down the 
beach. He has taken his pack off and is sitting in the sand, looking out upon 
the water. I come closer to Timothy and lower my voice to a growl. ‘You, 
Timothy, are a hypocrite. What about all the people you rip off?’
‘That shows how little you know. I don’t rip anyone off. For a start, 
my customers receive excellent value for money. Excellent. Where else can 
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you buy a mobile phone worth hundreds of dollars for ninety-nine ninety-
five? Customer satisfaction is what separates me from my competitors.’
‘And what about the people you steal the phones from? They’re not 
quite so fortunate, are they?’
‘But Della, I don’t steal from people.’ He speaks slowly, and wags his 
annoying head in my face. ‘I steal from companies, and companies, by 
definition, are not people. Most of the time they don’t even notice that the 
stuff is missing. And if they weren’t so stupid, if they put in some decent 
systems, nothing would go missing at all.’
‘Oh, you are the master of self-justification. The master. Who do you 
think owns those companies? Fish? Those companies are owned by people, 
you gormless idiot. The stock that goes missing straight into your warehouse 
is owned by someone. And then you go ahead and blame them—the victim
—for your own theft. You are incredible.’ 
‘Everything OK back there? Not having a lovers’ tiff, are you?’ 
Daniel calls out.
‘No, no,’ Timothy says. ‘We’re discussing business strategy, that’s all. 
Issues of, ah, stock sourcing and supplier management.’
‘Just one more minute.’ I wave at Daniel and attempt a smile. ‘And 
we’re ex-lovers. Don’t forget the ex part.’
‘It’s not right,’ Timothy says, his voice low again. ‘I’m just saying.’
I take a deep breath. ‘Well I’d certainly hate to disturb your delicate 
conscience Timothy. That would be the last thing I’d want to do. I’ll put your 
mind at rest. Thanks to your interference last night, Daniel Metcalf isn’t 
going to give us any money. Not one dollar. We did not behave in a 
professional enough manner to convince him to part with a piggybank of 
five cent pieces, much less a quarter of a mill. So you can sleep soundly 
tonight. No one is taking any money off anyone.’
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Timothy frowns. ‘Della. I’ve seen him looking at you all morning. I’m 
very good at telling when you’ve got your customer hooked. It might not be 
right, but it’s a done deal. Relax. You’ll get your money.’
The walk out seems shorter even though my legs are tired. Return journeys 
always are. I am thirsty and hold my water bottle in my hand so I can sip as 
we walk. When we reach the waterfall that he was so enthusiastic about on 
Friday, Daniel steps over it and keeps going. He doesn’t speak much, except 
when necessary and even when we pass other walkers he delivers a grim 
nod rather than his usual chat.
I am thinking furiously. I go round and round the events of the last 
few days, and keep coming back to the same irrational point. Even if I have 
failed, I need to know what Daniel is hiding. I must know. Who is he, 
exactly? I have almost ruled out the idea that he isn’t wealthy. I’m sure he has 
always had money, and that he has it still. There is a confidence that comes 
from wealth, a bullet-proofing against minor fears and worries. He has it, a 
scatheless surface, undented.
I cannot stand it. I am the one who is supposed to be hiding 
something, not him. I cannot let him get away without discovering it. I need 
to shake him up, jolt him into revealing something. I could feign a fall, or 
pretend to twist my ankle. I could stumble against him, unbalance my water 
bottle so it drenches my T-shirt. Greta would approve, but I cannot imagine 
this would work. I am watching him walk in front of me and I just want him 
to stop. Timothy might think I’m still in with a chance, but at the moment I 
wouldn’t give two cents for his judgment. For once in my life I can think of 
nothing to say and nothing to do.
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By lunchtime we are back in the car park. We take off our packs. I stretch my 
calves against the car, rub my tired shoulders. Just let this be over and done 
with, as quickly as possible. I keep my face turned away. Chances are I will 
never see him again.
‘Well,’ I say. ‘Sorry to have wasted your weekend.’ 
‘I wouldn’t say that,’ he says.
All at once I feel ashamed of myself. I must give it one more try. I 
know my father would never have quit, and certainly Ruby would have 
fought and fought not to let a mark escape. Whether Daniel is lying to me or 
not; whether he has money or not, my family’s opinion of me is at stake. Get 
a grip, Della. I straighten myself slightly and turn to face him.
‘Look, Daniel. I hope you didn’t think…last night…’
I can see the tendons in his neck, arched and stiff. ‘You hope I didn’t 
think what last night?’
I take a deep breath and let it out slowly. ‘I hope you didn’t think 
there was…there is… anything…unprofessional…between us. We’d both 
had a bit too much wine. That’s all.’
Daniel leans back against the car and folds his arms. ‘Nothing 
unprofessional, did you say? Too much wine?’ 
I attempt a smile and swing my arms in a carefree fashion. ‘Exactly. 
Wine, stars, moonlight et cetera et cetera. I was in a relationship at the time. 
Apparently. In the dying seconds of a relationship, I’ll grant you, but I didn’t 
know that yet. At that precise moment I was explaining the gill business I 
was happily… well, perhaps not happily, but certainly…ah…committed. So 
there could have been nothing going on. And I’m here on a professional 
basis. Representing the university. Which is a venerable institution. Though I 
understand we won’t get the money.’ I feel my shoulders drop as I finish 
speaking. There. I’ve done it.
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Daniel looks up, as if he has only just noticed I am here. He folds his 
arms. ‘Right. Professional basis.’
‘Exactly.’
‘So, if we can put aside the issue of the money for a moment. What 
you’re really saying is,’ Daniel rubs one hand over his chin, bristles crackling, 
‘you don’t fancy me.’
‘Well. Well.’ I smooth the front of my trousers, then hold my hands 
clenched in front as though I am praying. ‘Well, I’m sure this is no reflection 




‘Does this have anything to do with Timmy? Perhaps you’re not 
quite over him. Perhaps you need more time.’
‘That’s not it. Timothy and I…we didn’t have…it’s got nothing to do 
with time.’
‘Right. Just so we’re clear. No fancying. None whatsoever. Take it or 
leave it.’
‘Indeed. Leave it.’
‘Is this a general thing? Does this lack of fancying cover all younger 
sons of families who give away money for scientific research? Or does it just 
apply to me?’
I frown. ‘I didn’t realise this was such a difficult concept. I’ll try to 
make it very clear so you can understand. I don’t fancy one hundred per cent 
of sons of families who give away money for scientific research, with a 
sample size of one.’
‘So, if you were to look up “fancying” in the Ella Dictionary, the 
definition would be: verb meaning to desire to shag, not to be used in 
relation to Daniel Metcalf.’
‘Quite.’
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‘So if I was to, say, stand quite close to you,’ Daniel is in front of me 
now, bare centimetres of air between us. ‘It wouldn’t disturb you in the 
slightest.’
I swallow, raise my chin. This is possibly the most stupid idea I have 
had in decades. Why did I begin this in an isolated car park, miles from 
anywhere, with no one else around? I should have picked a place that held a 
fair chance of interruption. So that when I put an end to this, it doesn’t look 
as though I wanted him to stop. Although of course I do. I mean, I will. I will 
want this to stop. I manage a small snort of derision.
‘Of course not. I work on a busy campus, students everywhere. In an 
office, with other people. I take trains. Elevators. Physical proximity with 
people I do not fancy does not affect me.’
‘I see.’ He raises one eyebrow. ‘And if I were to touch the side of your 
face, like this.’ He smooths the hair from my forehead, then runs the back of 
his hand down the side of my face, slowly, softly, then along the line of my 
jaw to hold my chin, his thumb nudging my lower lip down. He tilts his 
head forward, almost whispering. ‘You’d feel nothing.’
For some reason, I have trouble coaxing air into my lungs. It’s the 
hike, up from the beach. All this physical exertion. ‘Like a brother,’ I say. 
‘A brother. I see. And your wrists. They’re so delicate, aren’t they?’ 
His hands are on my shoulders now, inching their way down my arms, until 
they reach my wrists which he crosses one over the other. He pins them. 
‘See? I can hold the two of them in one hand. This is probably something that 
a brother would do. It feels very pure, doesn’t it? Neighbourly, almost.’
I cannot move my hands, my wrists are manacled tight in his grasp. 
‘Just because I don’t fancy you. Doesn’t mean. I will tolerate. Being 
manhandled.’
‘No, no, of course,’ he says. ‘But it wouldn’t make your heart pound, 
would it? It wouldn’t make your blood pressure go up.’
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He steps backwards until he is leaning back against the car again and 
he pulls me with him, pulls me closer by my helpless wrists. I feel dazed and 
dumb and stupid and know that I must stop this and I would welcome even 
Timothy to appear but I cannot stop because I do not have the strength. I am 
touching him now. My thighs are pressed against his. The strength of him, 
the size. Would it be the worst thing in the world if I leaned against him? 
Surely just this touch of flesh through fabric would not be too far. His mouth 
is near my ear: I can feel his breath, his whispers against my face.
‘Because it would be terrible if you let yourself go, wouldn’t it? If 
you let yourself fall,’ he says. ‘Especially onto a big fat cheque book with 
legs.’
He releases my wrists then but they stay crossed where they are, and 
I am already leaning against him and I can’t seem to pull away. For a long 
moment he does not hold me. We are fully clothed in a public place. My car 
is right behind me, just metres away. I could reach it in seconds, unlock the 
doors, be behind the wheel, moving, before he could blink. There are people 
at the ranger station down the road, lots of them, milling around. Ranging. 
Or I could cry out. I could make some kind of sound, any sound. Even 
though I can’t see anyone the bush is thick just over the hill. If I cried out 
someone might come.
But I don’t do any of those things. I stay still, eyes down. Then his 
hands find my waist, roll my body a little so that I slide closer. He bends his 
leg toward me.
‘I’m sorry you don’t fancy me,’ he says, soft, into my ear. ‘I’m sure 
you don’t like this at all. Just tell me to stop any time.’
His hands are on my hips now, rocking them from side to side with 
small, ceaseless movements; my knees spread open slightly, one on each side 
of his leg. The inside of my thigh is soft through the thin fabric, his thigh is 
harder and fits between my legs. He arches his knee forward. He keeps 
rocking me. Now I feel the brush of his lips on my neck, now the breath from 
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his open mouth is on my throat. It is gentle but somehow it makes me 
imagine the nip of his teeth. I clutch at his shirt, knead it with my fingers, feel 
his taut stomach through the cloth, his knee thrusting forward, the rocking 
motion spreading heat through the core of me, his fingers pinching the 
delicate flesh on my hip bone in a way that will leave faint bruises I know I 
will touch absent-mindedly for days.
‘Isn’t it funny how my leg fits right there? If you were naked, I could 
spread your legs and touch you with my hand. I’d like to see you naked, 
Ella,’ he says. ‘I’m not hearing you say stop. Perhaps you’re a bit distracted. 
Just say stop, Ella.’
I am collapsing against him, magnetically drawn. I can smell him; he 
seems a different Daniel, no longer joking but sharp, fierce. I can feel him 
breathing me. I can’t bear to see his face so I bury my open mouth in his 
neck. In one rushed movement he pulls up my T-shirt from where it sits 
tucked into my trousers and now all I can feel are two broad hands, one 
splayed on the skin of my back, fingers under my bra strap, tracing the dip of 
my spine and the other forced down the back of my pants, kneading the top 
of my bottom, scratching it lightly. This is a public place. Someone could 
drive up at any moment. This thought should calm me down but instead 
makes me feel more urgent. I reach my arms around his neck to pull him 
closer but already there is no space between us. Now I am the one holding 
him. He is the one pinned, folded against me with my arms around his neck.
‘It’s all right, Ella,’ he says. ‘Just tell me to stop. If you don’t want me, 
just tell me to stop.’
His knee is hard but not hard enough, his fingers are close but not 
close enough yet he keeps rocking me, backwards and forwards now, more 
deliberately, the hand down my pants angling me against him. Why doesn’t 
he lean over and open the car door? Hurry, hurry. All he would have to do is 
stretch back one arm, open the door and we could fall along the length of the 
back seat and he could fuck me. I am grinding, grinding, as best I can but it is 
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futile. I need more than this. My mouth opens and it closes and between 
pants I make a low moan into his throat that is close to a plea.
‘It’s up to you Ella. It’s all up to you.’ he says. ‘Stop or go. Tell me 
what you want.’
I struggle against him, release one hand and inch it down across his 
stomach and I find him, hard, through the fabric of his trousers. At first I only 
trace the outline with the tips of my fingers but then I roll my palm against it 
and scratch my nails frantically against the straining fabric. I could speak. I 
could just open my mouth and speak. I moan again into his throat but as 
soon as he hears it, before I can say a word, it is over. He pushes away from 
the car, adjusts me on my feet away from him, and walks to the other side of 
the boot. He leans forward on the car, on his arms, his fingers threaded 
together, his knuckles bone-white.
‘Sorry. I’m sure you understand, being a scientist. I had to test my 
supposition,’ he says. ‘Glad to see you don’t fancy me. Makes me feel much 
better. I might have felt rejected otherwise.’
And all I can do is stand there like a fool; rub my wrists with 
alternating hands, feel my hips, cross my arms. Everywhere his hands have 
touched is burnt. I seem to have no blood in my legs. I am shaking. I need to 
sit down but the best I can do is lean on the opposite side of the car from him 
and I know it’s not far enough away.
‘You’re angry,’ I say, after a while when the urge to weep has passed.
Daniel rolls his eyes and smiles in his old teasing way, one side of his 
mouth lifting. ‘I’d like to pull you over my knee and give you a good 
spanking but that’s got nothing to do with anger.’
I don’t smile back. ‘For God’s sake,’ I say. ‘This isn’t funny.’ 
‘You’re right. It’s not funny,’ he says.
He walks toward me and for a moment I think he’s going to touch 
me again and I don’t know which direction to run. But I don’t run and he 
doesn’t touch me. He steps around me as if I have a force field and he opens 
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the back door, takes his stuff out of his pack and throws it on the back seat 
then slams the door shut. The pack topples into the dirt. He sits behind the 
wheel and starts the engine, then opens the window on my side.
‘The mistake I made,’ he says. ‘Was at the very beginning of this 
conversation. I said, if you remember, “if we can put aside the issue of the 
money for a moment”. That’s where I went wrong, isn’t it Ella? You’ll never 
be able to look at me without thinking about the money.’
He waits, as if he expects me to speak. I can’t speak.
‘So let’s get it out of the way. I need to shower, and there are some 
things I have to do this evening. Come to the house late tomorrow afternoon. 
I’ll have your cheque.’
‘I thought you said. This morning. You said that doing any more 
research was a waste of my time.’
‘I meant that I had already decided to give it to you.’
He starts the car and drives off, and I step away before a cloud of 
gravel swallows me whole. I watch him careen out of the car park too fast, 
almost skidding, and join the main road with only a cursory slowing in case 
of traffic. It takes a long time for him to disappear over the horizon. I am left 
standing here alone, hands limp by my sides, with two stained backpacks 
and my borrowed car. 
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I’m in Caroline’s kitchen at ludicrous o’clock on a Saturday morning, 
leaning against open shelves filled with Caroline’s elegantly, eminently 
smashable dinner service, and I’m beginning to see Mum’s point.
Henry waved goodbye to solid some years ago when he swapped 
rugby for pinot and Foxtel. Now he’s soft, with an indoor pallor, and the 
blond hair is mostly a memory. He’s squatting on the floor of the dining 
room, balancing on the balls of his feet and his leather shoes are squeaking 
and the seams of his trousers are straining and his bones are creaking. He’s 
looking even paler than usual and his face is damp: a chubby vampire with a 
fever. He’s doing his best to eyeball his girls. My nieces, Mercedes and Paris. 
Henry, envisaging the world from the perspective of the four feet and under.
‘Let me put it this way,’ he says to them. ‘You like bananas, right? 
Everyone likes bananas.’
Some conferring is required. Paris stretches on her tippy toes and 
whispers in Mercedes’ ear. ‘Bananas are for school but at home we like 
mangoes better but only when Mummy cuts them up or else we have to sit in 
the bath,’ Mercedes says, after advisement.
‘Right. Mangoes. Sure. Well, marriage is like a mango.’
Henry folds his arms as he delivers this gem and from where I stand 
in the kitchen, it’s clear he expects it to make his case. His daughters, though, 
are a tough audience. None of us got much sleep last night and they are still 
pyjama-clad with tousled hair and that intoxicating warmth that small 
children have when they wake, but they’re solemn little people, staring 
steady and blue.
Henry runs his fingers through his strands. ‘Imagine if mangoes 
were all you got to eat, breakfast lunch and dinner. Even if mangoes were 
your favourite food, you’d be pretty sick of mangoes after fifteen years, 
wouldn’t you?’
‘Are biscuits allowed, for little lunch?’ says Paris, through Mercedes.
‘Mangoes or nothing.’
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‘Can we have ice-cream on top? Just a tiny bit.’
‘Only mangoes. That’s it. Forever. You’re surrounded by other fruit 
all right, everywhere you go. Strawberries brushing against you, mandarins 
slinking around the office in their tight little skirts, bending over the 
photocopier to fix paper jams. And the lychees. Don’t get me started on the 
lychees.’ 
‘Henry,’ I say.
‘What’s a lychee?’ says Mercedes.
‘It doesn’t matter. What I’m trying to say is: can either of you 
comprehend the kind of discipline it takes to be married for fifteen years?’
‘Not really,’ Mercedes says. ‘I’ve never been married. I’m seven.’
‘Right, of course. Marriage, girls, is hard time, that’s what it is. 
Monogamy, monotony. Mangoes. They sound the same, right? That’s no 
coincidence.’
‘Henry,’ I say.
‘Seeing the same face every morning, e v e r y s i n g l e morning, day 
in, day bleeding out. If I took a sawn-off shotgun down to the 7-Eleven and 
waved it in Raju’s face and spent the contents of the cash drawer on crack 
and hookers I’d get less than fifteen years.’
‘Henry,’ I say. ‘That’s a little above their pay grade.’
Paris whispers in Mercedes’ ear. ‘She wants to know what crack is,’ 
says Mercedes.
‘It’s an illegal drug, sweetheart. It helps take the peaks and troughs 
out of the day, like Mummy’s sav blanc.’
‘Henry.’ I walk over and squat on the floor beside him. ‘Age-
appropriate, remember? I have a great idea. Why don’t I take them to the 
park? I’m desperate to push two little girls on the swings until my arms fall 
off and if you don’t lend me these two, I’ll be forced to kidnap a couple off 
the street.’
Henry holds up his palm. The girls don’t move.
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‘Janice, please,’ he says to me. Then, to the girls, ‘This is no reflection 
on any particular mango. Your mango is a wonderful mango. Wonderful. But 
that’s not the headline. The headline is: is it fair to be on an enforced diet of 
mangoes when the world is an enormous fruit salad?’
Mercedes and Paris squint like talent-show judges. This is an 
important question, they can sense it. ‘Mummy makes us cheese on toast,’ 
Mercedes says finally. ‘We like that. And lamb chops. And noodles. And 
sausages. The skinny ones, but.’
He slaps his beefy thigh and attempts to pivot out of his squat but 
unbalances and instead lurches to his knees, which crunch on the 
floorboards. ‘That’s my girls. Anyway, Mummy and I still love you very 
much. That’ll never change. Despite the archaic cultural construct that your 
mother and I find ourselves trapped in.’
All the while he’s been talking, I’ve been aware of a faint clicking and 
whirring; I wave my hand to deter non-existent mosquitos. Caroline and 
Henry live in an outer-suburban pocket of dream acre-block farmlets where 
every home has space for a few chickens and the occasional orchard or 
kitchen cow. It’s the semi-rural 4WD idyll belt and I almost open my mouth 
to say the crickets are loud this morning, when I feel a sneaking dread. I tell 
Henry to keep it G-rated until I get back.
When I get to Caroline and Henry’s bedroom at the end of the 
corridor, I’m faced with a scene of devastation. Henry’s suits are spread out 
over the unmade bed like a two-dimensional gay orgy: here a Paul Smith, 
there a Henry Bucks, everywhere a Zegna. The trouser-half of each and every 
one of them is missing its crotch and Caroline, chip off the old block, is 
peering over them with her reading glasses on the end of her nose and the 
good scissors in her hand.
She’s still in her nightie, freshly foiled hair loose and a silk kimono 
draped over her shoulders. She looks forlornly at her symbolic castration and 
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sighs, just like Mum did all those years ago. ‘What a waste,’ she says, as she 
shakes her head.
‘Maybe not super-helpful at this point, Caroline darling,’ I say.
She shrugs. ‘These trousers failed in their primary duty, which is to 
contain the penis. They have only themselves to blame.’
‘Nothing’s been decided yet. People make mistakes, Caroline. 
Marriage is a marathon, not a sprint.’
‘Earth to cliché-girl: do you know who took these suits to the 
drycleaner?’ she says, as she smooths and folds the legs of a maimed Henry-
surrogate and sits on the bed. ‘Who washed all these shirts? Did the ironing? 
All right, Toula does the ironing, but you get my point. See this tie?’ She 
reaches for a pale blue serpent nestling on the pillow. Crotch-butterflies 
flutter to the ground at her feet. ‘I bought him this tie when he got his last 
promotion. It was a congratulatory tie. A tie that said your wife loves you. A 
chastity tie. It was not a tie to preside over the shagging of some 
schoolteacher young enough to be his much younger sister.’
‘You’re angry, of course you are.’
‘Honestly Janice, do you live on Mars?’ she says, as she lops the head 
off the blue tie. ‘Here on this planet, every action has a reaction.’
I take the scissors. ‘All the same, let’s keep the collateral damage to a 
minimum. Please, Caroline?’
‘Well excuse me. Some of us like being married.’ She shoots me a 
look. ‘Are you on Henry’s side, is that it?’
I open my mouth, but I’m saved by the doorbell. 
‘I’ll get it!’ she yells.
‘It’s my house too!’ yells Henry, from the lounge room. ‘That means 
it’s equally my front door and I will be the one who gets it.’
‘Neither of you will get it,’ I yell back at them. ‘You will each stay in 
your designated corners and I will get it.’
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I stalk back down the hall, past where Henry is still squatting and 
saying god knows what to the girls, who nod back at him. I almost intervene 
but the bell rings again so I keep going: he’s their father, he only wants 
what’s best for them. Besides, they’ll need something to tell their analysts 
when they grow up.
When I open the door, it’s Craig and Lesley from next door. What 
luck.
‘Janice,’ Craig says. ‘It’s been ages. You look well.’ 
‘Janice,’ Lesley says. ‘Aren’t you the ministering angel? You must 
have arrived very early. Or did you stay over?’
In this suburb, everyone knows each other. They pop in for drinks, 
they pick up each other’s kids from drama class, they traipse through 
neighbours’ yards as shortcuts on the way somewhere. Progressive dinners. 
Weekends at the snow. It’s frightening. In the inner city where I live, people 
have the decency to ignore each other in general, and marital spats in 
particular. I regularly pass taggers, junkies, half- hearted trannies and any 
beggar who isn’t a bonafide local as though they’re invisible. It took six 
months of nodding in the street before I got to the stage of saying ‘morning’ 
to the guy from the flats who dresses like a pirate. Allowing other people 
room for their private proclivities is the basis of a civilised society.
I step outside and pull the door almost closed behind me. ‘Caroline 
and Henry are just in the middle of something,’ I say. ‘I’ll let them know you 
dropped by.’
Lesley and Craig exchange meaningful looks. The two of them are 
always shiny with health, like they’ve perpetually come from the gym and 
even their hair—Craig’s blond ponytail and close-trimmed beard, Lesley’s 
glossy black bob— is shampoo-commercial-ready. They’re both in Lycra 
shorts and a t-shirt (her) or singlet (him). He has the kind of chest that will 
happily spend all day in a singlet. She’s petite, a good foot shorter than him. 
Sharper, older.
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‘It’s us, lovely. We heard them last night,’ says Lesley.
Craig rubs a hand over his designer stubble in a gesture chosen to 
simulate thoughtfulness. ‘The whole street heard them. Probably the whole 
valley. Sound really carries out here. It’s the shape of the hills. Amazing pitch 
resonance.’
Craig is a sound engineer by profession and inclination, who works 
from a besser-block recording studio in their backyard and routinely inserts 
phrases like ‘pitch resonance’ into conversation. I’ve seen him in a t-shirt that 
says Sound engineers do it with frequency. Since Lesley sold out of the IT firm 
she founded, she makes ceramics: vases and bowls stocked in gift shops and 
galleries all over the mountains. She has a kiln and wheel in her own studio 
in the backyard, the mirror image of Craig’s. She has a t-shirt that says Potters 
do it with a glazed expression.
‘I can’t believe he was on with Martha. I literally can’t believe it,’ says 
Craig.
‘She seemed so sweet on parent-teacher night,’ says Lesley. 
Craig shakes his head. ‘They’re the ones you gotta watch.’ 
‘Caroline, the poor love. I can only imagine how she’s feeling,’ says 
Lesley. ‘Is there anything we can do?’
‘He’s a sly dog,’ says Craig. ‘She can’t be a day over twenty- five.’
Everyone’s fine, I tell them. Every marriage goes through ups and 
downs. They just need a little space. They’re resting now.
‘Is that Craig?’ Henry is behind me and before I know it, he opens 
the door. ‘Craig, mate. She’s gone completely psycho.’
‘Henry, mate.’ Craig grips Henry’s shoulder and flexes his arm and 
shoulder muscles with little pulses. ‘I hear you. I feel for you mate.’
‘You’d think after fifteen years I’d have earned a little wriggle-room, 
wouldn’t you, mate? The odd free pass? Wouldn’t you think that?’
‘I think Caroline has been thoroughly provoked,’ says Lesley, 
detaching Craig’s arm from Henry. ‘We aren’t taking sides.’
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‘Of course not, of course not,’ Craig says. ‘Henry, you dog you.’
‘Is that Lesley?’ yells Caroline, and before I know it she’s standing on 
the other side of me, and she’s within two feet of Henry, which is the thing 
I’ve been trying to avoid since six o’clock last night. She opens the door even 
wider.
‘All those weekends I was stuck here and he was away on business? 
Ha bloody ha. His demanding job that kept him so busy and exhausted? 
Mugsy me, picking the girls up after school and hello Martha, thanks for giving 
Mercedes so much extra attention Martha, and driving them to ballet and 
swimming and making their dinner and bathing them and putting them to 
bed and then watching Law and Order and eating Lean Cuisine and all the 
while he’s at the motor inn on the highway, shagging.’
‘Don’t,’ says Henry. He sighs it out, a soft don’t, and in that word I 
imagine the kind of boy he was: smaller than his size, used to saying don’t in 
defence.
‘Don’t you say don’t to me. I’m not the one who’s been doing 
anything,’ says Caroline. ‘I’m the one who’s been staying home, minding my 
own business.’
‘Don’t say shagging,’ he says. ‘It’s not like that. We have a 
connection.’
‘Your genitals have been having a connection, that’s for sure,’ says 
Caroline.
‘Now—’ begins Lesley.
‘Girls,’ I yell behind us. ‘Back to your rooms please.’
There is a silence, a freezing I can feel from here, and all at once I 
remember what it’s like to be that age in almost exactly these circumstances. 
Mercedes and Paris will be curled up on the floor in the lounge, splitting 
themselves in two, trying to decide whether it’s best to know or to not-know. 
You can’t win: if you hear, you’ll wish you hadn’t and if you don’t, you’ll 
wish you had. You feel wrong and stupid whichever you choose. Right now, 
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they’re trying to make themselves invisible, which can become a habit. It’s 
very hard to stop, even when you grow up.
‘Mercedes. Paris. I know you’re there. Hop to it.’ 
A pause. ‘We’re hungry,’ Mercedes yells back.
‘You’re stalling. I’ll make you something really yummy soon but 
right now, your rooms.’
‘All right,’ yells Mercedes, after a moment, ‘but whatever you make 
us, we don’t like it.’
We all wait until the sound of small feet recede and we hear a door 
being closed.
‘—That’s quite enough of that,’ continues Lesley. 
‘Let’s everybody chill,’ says Craig.
‘It’s a gross violation of trust, sure,’ says Lesley. ‘But it’s not the end 
of the world.’
‘I know!’ Craig clicks his fingers. ‘Trust exercises. One spouse leads 
the other blindfolded through a strange room. Or one spouse folds their 
hands on their chest and drops backwards and the other saves the first one’s 
head from being smashed in.’
‘The girls can change schools. There are male teachers around if you 
look hard enough, or maybe you can ban Henry from drop-offs and pick-
ups,’ says Lesley.
‘The point is to not let the blind spouse get concussion,’ Craig says. 
‘Concussion doesn’t build trust.’
‘Two unsettled children dragged away from their friends and two 
emotional adults at risk of a brain injury,’ I say. ‘Just the ticket.’ 
‘Some people work at their marriage problems, rather than cutting 
and running,’ Lesley says, and maybe I’m paranoid but she’s looking right at 
me.
‘Trust is a muscle,’ says Craig. 
‘I’m pretty sure it’s not,’ I say.
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Lesley threads her fingers through Craig’s hand and touches her 
nose to his shoulder. ‘It needs exercise, he means.’
Craig hunches to kiss her forehead. ‘It’s because we work at it, 
Pookie.’
‘I have a wonderful therapist,’ says Lesley. ‘She really helped with 
my OCD. She does couples too. Not that I have direct experience, I don’t. It’s 
spray-painted on her door. I’ll drop in her card.’
‘That’s thoughtful,’ I say. ‘Isn’t that thoughtful, Caroline?’ 
‘I guess,’ she says.
‘Henry? That’s a good idea of Lesley’s, isn’t it? Talking to a 
professional?’ I say.
He doesn’t answer. He clasps his hands behind his back and twists 
from side to side, an Olympic weightlifter before the clean and jerk.
‘Henry? Counselling. It’s worth a go, isn’t it?’
‘Really, Janice?’ says Caroline. ‘You’re suggesting counselling? You? 
I’ll tell you one thing: Henry and I will not be taking relationship advice from 
you, Janice. Will we Henry?’
‘Look,’ Henry says. ‘The truth is. I have a flat.’
‘Your car’s at the mechanic’s, isn’t it?’ says Caroline ‘They’ll fix it 
while it’s there, take them two minutes.’
‘Not that kind of flat,’ says Henry. ‘The other kind.’ 
‘What other kind?’ says Caroline. 
‘It’s not an affair,’ says Henry. 
‘What is it then?’ says Caroline.
‘It’s love. I haven’t known how to say it until now, but I love her. 
Martha. I want to be with her.’ And then he says, ‘I’m leaving.’
Perhaps a relationship flashes before your eyes in the moment of its death. 
Flash. I see them, Caroline and Henry, the after- noon they first met outside 
an Engineering Department mixer, drinking beer and fighting about politics. 
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Flash. Here they are again, years later in a crowded pub, each vaguely 
recognising the other and Caroline drinking too much and Henry driving her 
home and kissing her on the top step of Mum’s house. Here is the first time 
they made love in the reclined front seat of the Beemer. Here they are, 
sharing a pizza on a perch of unopened boxes the night they moved in to 
their first flat, wide-eyed, listening to the strange sounds of the suburbs, 
planning paint colours and herb gardens. Henry, crying at the altar. The 
births of the girls. Standing at the sink: him washing, her drying. Sleeping 
together on hot nights, the tips of their fingers touching. Flash, flash, flash.
At the front door, we are all still. None of us dares to breathe. Then 
Caroline’s mouth falls open and her skin yellows and shrinks. She is hollow 
now. The rage has gone out of her and her shell is upright only from the 
habit of her bones. She is watching their life together unspool before her eyes 
and she is thinking of her future, of the years to come without him. She is 
wondering how she will sleep alone every night in their big bed. Now, after 
two children, after almost two decades with this man at the centre of her of 
her life, she is no longer required.
We all stand on the threshold. No one knows what to say next. 
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Now, after Craig and Lesley make their excuses as though fleeing an 
outbreak of ebola, the girls and I are watching Caroline sleep on top of 
Paris’s princess doona, surrounded by stuffed toys. Caroline’s chest moves 
up and down in a ragged rhythm and her mouth is tight and her hands are 
tucked between her knees. I know that sleep, I’ve seen it before. The brain 
has withdrawn in the hope that when she wakes, everything will be better. 
Henry is packing. When Caroline wakes, things will only be worse. She is 
right to sleep now, while she can. The insomnia will come later.
‘Mummy’s like Sleeping Beauty.’ Mercedes is squatting on her 
haunches on the floor beside me.
‘She’s just very tired,’ I say. ‘Mums get tired sometimes.’ ‘We know. If 
her door is closed, it means we have to stay downstairs in the playroom and 
not make one peep until she comes to get us. Then, do you know what? Ice-
cream.’ All at once Mercedes jumps to her feet. ‘I know!’ she says. ‘Maybe if 
Daddy kisses her she’ll wake up.’
I reach for her and hold her tight limbs in my arms. She comes to me 
reluctantly, a folded origami child all elbows and knees and sharp edges. She 
smells of soap and fresh milk and I have a precious moment to feel her 
weight heavy on me before she wriggles clear.
‘Well? I’ll go get Daddy, yes?’ She bounces on the spot with her legs 
straight.
‘I think Mum’ll wake up when she’s ready, and then you and Paris 
can be the ones to kiss her. What do you think, Paris?’
Instead of answering, Paris opens her eyes wider still and reaches for 
a sad-faced octopus at the foot of the bed. It has pearly fur, shiny black eyes 
and stretched stitches along the joins where legs meet torso from too many 
years of demon- strative love. I’m surprised Caroline hasn’t had it renovated. 
Paris creeps forward and prises one of Caroline’s hands from where it’s 
tucked, and then she slips the octopus in the crook of her elbow. 
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Paris hasn’t spoken to anyone except Mercedes since last night. I 
wonder if I’m the only one who’s noticed.
‘Grown-ups are hard to understand,’ Mercedes says. 
‘Sing it, sister,’ I say.
‘You’d be a good mummy, Auntie Janice,’ she says. ‘How come you 
don’t have any kids?’
Just then, Henry sticks his head around the corner. ‘I’m almost done,’ 
he says. ‘I’ve got as much as I can here, clothes and stuff. One trip, clean as 
possible. Surgical. No point dragging it out. The CDs and booze can wait.’
‘How very efficient of you,’ I say. ‘You’re a regular hero.’
He opens his mouth, then closes it again. We follow him back to the 
bedroom: all the de-crotched pants and the bisect- ed tie are in a pile in the 
corner and the bed is hidden beneath suitcases and sports bags and shopping 
bags filled with clothes. The wardrobe doors are open and his side is mostly 
empty except for a blotchy raincoat, a plaid jacket with a blue ink stain over 
the top pocket and a couple of Essendon scarves hanging over the rail. Metal 
coat hangers litter the floor. The dresser drawers are ajar and there’s a trail of 
potpourri from a broken sachet leading to one of the suitcases. Novels and 
boxes of tissues and odd socks are spilling from the bedside table. He’s 
stormed through the room and taken the things he wants. The person leaving 
always takes what they want and the one staying behind has to deal with 
everything else.
Henry’s four-wheel drive is having the transmission recalibrated so I 
offer to drive him. He doesn’t want to put me to any trouble, he says, as he 
checks the zips of the cases and carries them down the hall, and I refrain 
from telling him he might have thought of that last night. Anyway, he’d feel 
better if I stay with Caroline and the girls for a while. What would make him 
feel better is what matters now, apparently. He’s made a call. Someone is 
coming to pick him up and I have a sick feeling about who that someone will 
be.
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He carries one load out to the front door.
‘He’s not coming back, is he?’ Mercedes whispers to me. 
‘Let’s go and sit with Mum,’ I say. ‘She’d love to see you both there 
when she wakes up.’
But Caroline sleeps on. After another ten minutes of watching her 
and listening to Henry open and close drawers in the ensuite, I hear a car 
pull into the driveway. It gives a jolly toot.
Harry appears in the doorway. ‘That’s Martha,’ he says. 
Mercedes reaches for my hand. Paris yawns, ostentatiously, with the 
back of her hand against her open mouth like a child actor. For the first time I 
sense the fury in her.
‘Caroline,’ Henry says. ‘Take care of yourself.’
Caroline opens one fish eye from where she lies and deliberately 
closes it again.
He squats down beside the girls. He brushes the hair out of 
Mercedes’ face and he straightens the elastic on Paris’s sleeve. ‘Daddy is 
going to stay at a friend’s place for a while,’ he says. ‘Miss Roland. From 
school. Martha. Martha’s place. Martha is Daddy’s friend. You be good girls 
for Mummy and Auntie Janice.’
The girls say nothing and their presence helps me say nothing. I walk 
him out to the front door and they follow us. Halfway down the hill of the 
circular driveway, a jaunty orange Beetle is parked, seemingly reluctant to 
approach the house. The woman behind the wheel opens the door and steps 
one leg out. She taps her sandalled foot, she looks at her watch. She’s as 
young and pretty as I feared—although perhaps it would be worse if she 
were older and plainer— and there’s a businesslike tilt to her head that 
doesn’t quite match the tiered peasant skirt and khaki singlet. Her hair is a 
cascade of shaggy dark blonde ringlets: the kind of haircut that takes three 
different products to texturise it, the type that has its own name—the Rachel 
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or the Gwyneth. She keeps one hand on the wheel and one foot on the pedals 
as though she’s a fighter pilot about to dismount and take her helmet off.
‘Henry,’ she calls. ‘Tick, tock, babe.’
Henry begins up the drive, then stops halfway to the car. He looks at 
her, he looks back at me and the girls, then he introduces us.
‘Hi.’ Martha waves with the flat of her hand. Wax on, wax off. ‘You’re 
the sister-in-law, right? The divorced one? Something to do with science? The 
one with the ex-husband everyone liked so much. Adam? Aaron?’
‘Alec. His name was Alec. Is. Alec.’
‘Alec,’ she says. ‘That’s right. And you’re Janice. I’m trying to get 
everyone straight in my head. It’s still a blur, really. Relatives, in-laws, exes, 
friends. Henry knows a lot more people than me.’ She sweeps her sunglasses 
up on top of her head and her eyes are clear and bright.
‘That’s probably because he’s a fair bit older than you,’ I say. 
‘I could have waited out on the street,’ says Henry. ‘You didn’t have 
to drive down.’
‘Henry, relax.’ She sighs and shakes her head in a gesture that 
reminds me of Caroline. It’s disturbing. ‘He’s worried this might be 
awkward,’ she says to me. ‘We’re not eight-year-olds, fighting over a boy. 
We’re grown women. It’s not awkward at all, is it?’
‘Maybe a bit,’ I say. Paris edges closer to me and Mercedes grips my 
t-shirt.
‘Good morning girls.’ She does her flat wave again. There is no 
answering Good morning Miss Roland. ‘You’re shy today girls, aren’t you? To 
be expected. I can’t wait to get to know them better, away from school. I 
know, Henry—we could get a kitten, for when they visit.’
‘Should we wave at Miss Roland?’ Mercedes whispers to me.
‘If you want to.’
‘Would it make Mummy sad?’
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I kneel beside her. ‘If you decide not to wave to Miss Roland today, 
you can still wave to her another day. You can wave to her whenever you 
like. You can talk to her too, if you want to, at school, or at home, any time 
you want. You don’t have to make up your mind right now.’
Mercedes looks at Paris, then back at me. ‘We’ll wait, then,’ she says.
‘Is Caroline up for a quick chat?’ says Martha. 
‘I’m sorry?’
‘I mean, we’re not cavemen. Cavewomen. I mean, hello? What year is 
it? We can behave like civilised people. Set a great example for the girls, be 
adults about this.’ Her smile is, frankly, adorable. She could be a tooth model.
Henry goes on loading suitcases into the car.
‘Maybe not the best time to disturb her,’ I say. ‘Under the 
circumstances.’
‘Sure, sure, of course.’ She drops her hand down to her side and a 
nest of bangles tinkle down her arm. ‘Maybe next week. We could have 
lunch, talk it over. We’ve got so much in common. Believe me, we’ll be 
ringing each other to complain about Henry before you know it.’
I cough, then, and Mercedes slaps me on the back.
‘It’s super-common to start over these days,’ Martha goes on. ‘It’s a 
trope, practically. You can’t move in Chapel Street for women Caroline’s age, 
sometimes even older, learning to live again after years of marriage. Free at 
last, free at last. Please tell her from me: no hard feelings.’
‘No hard feelings. I’ll let her know.’
‘Excellent. And maybe you could pass this on: as someone who’s 
devoted their career to early childhood development and pedagogical theory, 
I know about co-parenting. Support and consistency. Keeping a unified front. 
There’ll be no video games at our place, she won’t have to worry. No reality 
televi- sion. Strict bedtimes. No junk food. The psychological health of the 
girls, that’s what matters.’
‘Isn’t she amazing?’ says Henry. 
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‘Amazing,’ I say.
‘Oh, stop,’ she says.
Henry turns and looks back at the house, at the timber he sanded 
and painted last year, at the stairs, the windows, the row of red 
rhododendrons in pots along the patio, the bedroom balcony with its cane 
chairs just a few metres above the garden bed, the guttering he’s emptied of 
leaves. He looks at the lawn he’s spent years mowing, at the lavenders and 
the roses and the tree full of lemons waiting for his famous G&Ts.
‘Henry,’ says Martha. ‘We don’t have all day, babe.’ 
‘Who’d like avocado on toast for breakfast?’ I say. ‘How about you, 
Miss Paris?’
‘Mummy makes us pancakes on weekends,’ says Mercedes. 
‘Does she? That’s because avocado on toast is normally just for 
grown-ups, so don’t tell anyone. How many pieces would you like?’
‘Two for me,’ said Mercedes. ‘But only one for Paris because she’s 
little.’
‘Bye girls,’ says Henry. ‘I’ll see you soon, OK?’ 
‘OK, Daddy,’ Mercedes says.
‘Be good at school, won’t you.’ 
They nod.
‘And pay attention at swimming classes. Water is dangerous, always 
remember that. Never go near the water without an adult.’
‘OK.’
‘Also, never pat a stray dog. If you see a dog, always ask the owner’s 
permission before you pat it and even then give it the back of your hand to 
smell first. Even nice-looking dogs can rip your face off. And then where will 
you be? Faceless, that’s where.’
‘Henry,’ I say.
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‘Avoid Punt Road if you possibly can. Not just during football 
season, everyone knows that. All year round. You can waste half your life on 
Punt Road if you’re not careful.’
‘Henry,’ I say. ‘You’ll see them again. Well before they get their 
drivers licence.’
‘Right, sure,’ he says.
He doesn’t come closer or hug them. He doesn’t even touch their 
hands. He’s containing this, acting tight and fierce, keeping a lid on it for 
everyone’s sake. They’ll all have to get used to goodbyes like these. There are 
years of them ahead.
He walks up the hill around to the far side of the car. The back is 
filled with luggage and when he folds his bulk in the passenger seat, his 
knees are up near his chest because of the bag at his feet. It takes him two 
tries to close the door proper- ly, then he leans his head back and shuts his 
eyes.
Martha zips the window down. ‘Bye Janice, nice to meet you! Bye 
girls! See you at school!’ she calls, and the jolly car toots and scurries around 
the circular driveway. It strains a little as it climbs the hill, then at the top it 
turns left toward the city. We watch for a while after it’s gone.
I make breakfast for the girls, and for Caroline when she wakes. She doesn’t 
touch it. I do the dishes and put a load in the washing machine and take the 
rubbish out while she paces beside me.
‘You haven’t been telling people about me and Alec, have you?’ I say 
to her.
‘Is that what you think of me?’ she says. ‘I’m your sister. You think 
I’m blabbing your private business to everyone I know? Thanks for the vote 
of confidence.’ 
I tell her I’m sorry. I’m a little oversensitive, I guess. 
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‘She’s pretty, isn’t she. Martha. Did you think she was pretty?’ 
Caroline says. 
‘Not very. Fancy a tea?’
‘Of course,’ she says. ‘Of course she is.’
‘Something green, something herbal, or something single malt?’
‘She hasn’t given birth, of course. She’s pert. Did you think she was 
pert? Her breasts probably stand up by themselves. You could put a pencil 
under them and it’d fall straight to the floor. You could fit an entire stationery 
drawer under my breasts. You could wedge a laptop up there.’
‘Mum,’ says Mercedes. ‘Can we have pizza for dinner?’ 
‘Of course,’ Caroline says. ‘She probably hangs on his every word. 
She adores him, doesn’t she? She doesn’t wash his Y-fronts and put him to 
bed when he’s had too much to drink. He forgets my birthday, did you know 
that? I have to write it in his diary myself.’
‘Mum.’ Mercedes pulls on her sleeve. ‘I need a present for Avery 
because her party’s on Tuesday after school and everyone is going. And 
you’re supposed to buy my raffle tickets and if you win you get a hamper 
and the money goes to the library. You promised.’
‘Of course,’ says Caroline, and then she sits up, straight and stiff. 
‘What?’
‘Pizza. Present for Avery. Raffle tickets,’ I say. 
‘Do I have any money?’ she says.
‘I can manage it,’ I say, ‘provided Avery has simple tastes.’ 
‘I don’t mean that. I mean, in the bank. We have a joint account. 
Henry could have cleaned it out for all I know. The man is coming to trim the 
trees this week. We need groceries. There are bills. Also, I may need more 
wine.’
She asks Mercedes to get her laptop, and she opens the screen and 
types furiously. After a few minutes, she looks up and closes the screen 
halfway.
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‘Girls,’ she says. ‘Go downstairs to the playroom.’ 
‘Again?’ says Mercedes. ‘There’s no one here for you to fight with 
except Auntie Janice, but.’ 
‘Go on. Toot sweet.’
After they leave, stomping their little feet, she calls me over. ‘Look,’ 
she says. Her finger points to the bank account screen, to the transactions on 
their joint credit card. Qantas, it reads.
‘For work, maybe?’
‘Different card. Let’s just have a teeny peek at his frequent flyer 
transactions, shall we?’
She types, pecking the keys like each one is Henry’s face, and before I 
can say gross invasion of privacy, another screen pops up. I have a sneaking 
certainty this isn’t going to end well.
After a few moments of waiting, she squeals. ‘That bastard. That 
pert-bimbo–shagging bastard. He’s gone to Noosa. Noosa. Right now, today. 
He booked two tickets last week. Oh my god, he’s flying business class. He’s 
been planning this for ages, the ferret-faced weasel.’
‘Caroline, calm down,’ I say. ‘Ferrets and weasels are completely 
different species.’
‘Do you know where he took us at Christmas? Dromana. For a 
weekend. He took his wife and kids to Dromana and he’s taking Martha, that 
skinny ferretess, to Noosa. Business!’ 
‘I think you’ll find a female ferret is called a jill. Honestly Caroline, 
let it go. What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.’ 
‘That’s garbage,’ she says. ‘What doesn’t kill you joins forces with all 
the other things that don’t kill you. Then they all gang up together to kill 
you.’
She jumps to her feet and runs to the bedroom. I run after her. She 
leaps on the bed and bounces on it, on top of the piles of discarded clothes, 
like it’s a trampoline. She’s trying to see the top of the wardrobe.
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‘Bastard. He’s taken all the suitcases. Never mind.’
She dismounts and takes a largish handbag from a hook behind the 
door, stuffs it with undies and a bra, then grabs a shirt from her half of the 
cupboard.
‘You’ll be right with the kids for the weekend, won’t you Janice? You 
haven’t got plans for tonight? Of course not. What am I thinking. You don’t 
have to feed your Petri dishes or whatever? Look, it’s midday Saturday now. 
I’ll be back by Sunday night at the very latest. Where are my car keys?’
‘Caroline.’ I grab her by the shoulders and she stops moving at last. 
‘Don’t do this.’
‘You don’t understand,’ she says. ‘It’s my fault.’
‘Darling, don’t say that. Don’t even think it.’ I try to reach my arm 
around her back, but she pulls away.
She squeezes the bag to her chest. ‘It’s true,’ she says. ‘I haven’t been 
the perfect wife. I’ve done things I regret, I know that now. Stupid things. But 
I never thought it’d come to this.’ She grabs me by the arm. There’s a mad 
kind of look in her eye, the kind of look that could lead to anything. ‘I blame 
myself, at least for part of it. I have to go after him. I’m not going to rot away, 
the way Mum did. I need him to see me. This is my last chance.’
So of course I find her keys, and her phone, and I think about what to 
tell the girls while she books her flight to Noosa. The bedroom is even worse 
by the time she finishes: clothes strewn everywhere, every door and drawer 
open, bags and shoes across the floor. She gives me a list of garbled instruc- 
tions: pizza delivery menu is on the hall table, don’t give Paris liquids within 
two hours of bedtime, don’t move any of the pot plants on pain of death 
because she has them perfectly positioned for the exact amount of sunlight 
and if I move them, they’ll spontaneously combust.
I don’t remind her that my entire job is keeping things growing. I’m 
barely listening. I not only let her go, I help her pack.
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The girls and I don’t spend the afternoon wrapping dampened slices of 
bread in plastic to see how long it takes furry blue mould to spread, and we 
don’t gasp at slides of insect monsters under the microscope I bought them a 
few Christmases ago. There are no experiments today. Me and science: our 
relationship is complicated.
Instead we build Lego towers on the playroom floor, where maidens 
wait to be rescued by knights and mummies are surprised by daddies 
coming home from work, and I don’t say a thing. The way we press the 
blocks together is deliberate, as though they might slip and skitter away 
beneath the pressure of our hands. We are all pleases and thankyous and 
excuse- mes, except for Paris, who still isn’t talking. They sit too close to me 
and pat my hand and twirl my hair around their fingers. They take it in turns 
to curl up in my lap and they walk me to the toilet and wait for me outside 
the door. I’d like to tidy Caroline’s bedroom but they’d follow and I don’t 
want them to see the desolate wardrobe, the void Henry’s made abandoning 
ship. Their faces hold no clues to what is going on beneath the surface. This 
is what worries me.
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When I was their age, no one knew about my obsession with the 
workings of bodies, how I would shut my eyes and imagine each red blood 
cell bumping along like a tiny balloon inside its capillary until it reached the 
airy sponge of my lung. I caught insects with a child’s casual cruelty so I 
could examine them with my magnifying glass. When I grew up, I thought 
I’d understand the way the world works. Science was like constructing a 
very high wall with tiny pebbles, I thought: no single one meant much on its 
own but added to all the other pebbles, all the other discoveries and bits of 
knowl- edge gained by scientists from every country stretching back 
centuries, the wall grew high enough to climb and see forever. Science was 
glorious. I thought it would always keep me safe. 
Now that I’m a grown-up, I’m resigned to never understanding the 
first thing about the world or the workings of the body. When people ask 
about my job, I no longer say I’m a scientist. I don’t even say I’m a 
microbiologist. I’m a techni- cian, I tell them, who once held aspirations of 
discovery. Every day I gown up and sit in front of my fume hood and streak 
my plates of bacteria. It’s my job to make very small things grow in the same 
way for generations without the kind of stress that causes mutations, and it’s 
the job of these small things to make the same enzymes, daughter after 
daughter. A lot is resting on them and they are in my charge, these tiny, 
teeming forests. Their lives depend on me. I am a gardener in my coat and 
mask and booties, with a loop instead of a hoe. Surely I can manage two 
children for a weekend. 
‘Isn’t this fun?’ I say, after two-thirds of a castle.
‘Fun slash boring,’ Mercedes says. She rests her head on my shoulder 
and her hair is silk on my cheek.
After I moved out of our flat, mine and Alec’s, I stayed in the spare 
room at the back of their garage. The girls were easy to amuse. In my state, I 
spent days lying on Caroline’s couch and they pressed damp washers to my 
forehead and poured tiny cups of invisible tea and all I had to do was lean 
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up on one elbow and take a pretend sip from time to time. One rainy 
Saturday, Paris appeared with her junior doctor kit, ready to diagnose what 
ailed me.
There, there, she said. She slipped a plastic thermometer under my 
tongue and hit me on the knee with a tiny reflex hammer. You catched a germ 
but this will make it better.
Then Mercedes held the disc of their stethoscope on my chest under 
my shirt while they listened. Their golden hair mingled as their heads 
touched, one ear tip each. Teeth pressed against lower lips.
You’ve definitely got one, Mercedes said. I can hear it thumping.
Phew, I said, as I took out the thermometer. It was a relief to know 
something was still beating in there.
She moved the disc to my forehead where it sat, hard and cool, then 
she called out to Caroline who was unpacking the dishwasher. Mummy, she 
yelled. Auntie Janice definitely has a heart, I checked. Do you want me to see if she 
has a brain too?
Of course she does, Caroline said. Where on earth do you get such silly 
ideas? Come and get a yogurt and leave Janice alone. Then she stuck her head in 
the fridge.
Mummy would love a painting, I tell them now, and I set up the 
easels on the concrete near the laundry. The paints are lined up in rainbow 
order in a cupboard, with brushes and paper and bulldog clips to keep the 
paper in place on the easel. Paris brings ironed aprons for them both.
‘Mummy needs a hobby,’ I say.
At first, Mercedes focuses on squelching globs of red and yellow and 
blue in egg cartons and mixing shades of green and orange and turquoise but 
eventually she paints a mauve cat sitting in a basket. It’s a representational 
cat with a spherical body and a smaller round head and a twisting tail, 
Cheshire grin and triangular ears. Mercedes loves animals. We could get a 
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kitten, for when they visit, said clever Martha, who’s been Mercedes’ teacher 
for the whole year. That’s quite a tactical advantage.
Paris, on the other hand, dives right in, half conviction and half 
carelessness, glooping paint straight from the bottles to her brush and getting 
some on her apron the instant she moves her arm. She’s uncoordinated but 
sweeps the brush with flair, an attempt at scale and interpretation. She paints 
six people with their arms spread wide and their feet turned backwards. Two 
are smaller and wear aprons smeared with colour, so I can confidently say 
they are the girls. Caroline is identifiable by the blonde ponytail and pink 
dress, and Henry is thinner on top with a sad face. He’s the only one in 
profile, looking somewhere else. Caroline and Henry are holding hands. The 
last two are a mystery. They’re also holding hands: a brown-haired woman in 
a white dress with buttons and a taller man with open hands. Perhaps it’s a 
wedding.
‘That’s you,’ says Mercedes, and now I see that the white dress is a 
lab coat. ‘And that’s Uncle Alec. We don’t have to paint Miss Roland, do we? 
She’s not in our family, not really. She belongs at school.’
‘You remember Uncle Alec?’
Mercedes rolls her eyes. ‘Of course. He’s our only uncle.’
I step back and knock over a bottle of red paint that I’ve left near the 
landing. We watch it run on to the concrete and then the grass, as though 
someone’s killed a pig.
‘That wasn’t us,’ says Mercedes. ‘That was you.’
It’s almost enough to bring on the waterworks. The girls aren’t too 
happy either.
‘I have a great idea. How about we clean this up later and have a nap 
now?’
‘No,’ Mercedes says. ‘Don’t go.’
‘I’m not going anywhere, except to snoozyland. I think we’re all 
pretty tired.’
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They both fold their arms and drop their chins.
I pull Paris to my lap; there is a tiny pause before she yields. ‘I hate 
resorting to extortion, but there’s a good chance Santa will ring this 
afternoon. I’d like to be able to tell him how good you are.’
Mercedes twists her fingers through mine. ‘Will you still be here 
when we wake up?’
‘That’s a definite yes.’
Mercedes’ hands are small against mine but stronger than they look. 
Her nails are chips of mother of pearl with sharp edges, her fingers are thin 
and spiky. They are skinny, lithe children who climb trees with their monkey 
fingers and monkey toes. They love lifting things, provided you tell them the 
thing is too heavy for girls their age, and they adore running as fast as they 
can manage, lap after lap around the house, to beat their best time from 
yesterday. They are young enough to be proud of their girl-strength and girl-
speed. I suppose all children have skin this pure and tanned, without a 
blemish. Golden shiny hair is probably as common as grass, and pleases and 
thankyous, most of the time at least, are not even slightly remarkable—yet 
some days I can hardly look at them for amazement. How lucky Caroline is. 
The impossibility of it. The miracle of them, the one-in-a-million sperm-
meets-egg.
They both stretch their arms high. ‘Carry us?’
‘Are you joking? Look at the size of you two. You should be carrying 
me.’
After the junior literalists put me down, they’re convinced about our 
nap. My overnight bag is in the spare room but  I bring it upstairs: I don’t 
want them to wake confused and disorientated, unable to find anyone. For a 
few strange weekends when we were little, Caroline and I stayed at Dad’s 
flat, before he moved away. He made up the couch with old flannelette sheets 
from home, with a pillow at each end and our legs entwined in the middle, 
and we lay awake all night watching strange shadows creep up the walls and 
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listening to growling sounds from the flat next door. I decide to sleep in 
Caroline and Henry’s room.
I tuck the girls in and stagger to the bed. The late night, the early 
morning, the high drama. Everything will be all right, though. Caroline will 
go to Noosa and find Henry and they will reconcile and everything will be 
all right.
I leave the door ajar so that I can hear the girls if they wake, then I 
shut the blinds and open the balcony doors a little. They won’t stay put, they 
keep blowing closed, so I take a potted rhododendron from where it sits on 
Caroline’s dresser and use it to wedge them open, just a crack. It’s dark in the 
bedroom now, with the doors almost closed and the blinds drawn. I crawl 
across Caroline’s bed, feeling my way amid the mess. My clothes feel heavy 
and tight so I strip off down to my undies.
The bed is firmer than mine but it’ll have to do. The walls are bare, 
plain and white and soothing, rather like my lab. There are precautions 
required when you’re handling bac- teria and my stock culture collection is 
serious, so we work in demountable buildings in the middle of a great shed 
and every building has its own filtered air and water and there are alarms 
and emergency showers in case one of us—what? Makes a mistake and 
contaminates herself? Has some kind of breakdown and throws plates in the 
air and kicks over hundred-litre vats and rubs some strange pathogen over 
her skin, something that would wipe out the world’s cotton crop or cause 
every cow in the country to cough its lungs out?
When I first started working there, environmental monitoring was 
part of my job. Every week I tested the air and water inside the lab for 
bacterial contamination and compared it with control samples I’d take from 
the air outside and water from the tap. Most people have no idea what bacte- 
ria they ingest. I’d culture my control samples into beautiful and strange 
miniature gardens: round globules of fuzzy burnt orange, a glossy slick of 
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sunset yellow. For weeks I was conscious of every breath and every 
mouthful, once I knew what was lurking in the open, hiding in plain sight.
The world we see is not the only one on this blue planet. Sometimes 
it’s better not to know these things.
It’s too quiet: how can anyone sleep out here without the city hum? I 
pull the covers up and put my head under the pillow, and an instant later I 
feel myself falling.
I dream of Alec.
I dream that he has come to me. I haven’t had this dream for over a 
week but in the months after I left, I would wake gasping every night and for 
a few seconds would have sworn he was beside me. I could feel his musky 
warmth in the space where his body used to lie, the sleek muscle of his thigh, 
the soft white flesh under his arm. I was not really alone in my bed. That was 
an illusion. Even when I woke properly, if I kept very still with my eyes shut 
I could convince myself he had nipped out to the kitchen; any moment he’d 
be on his way back to me with a tray of tea and toast.
Sometimes, when we were married, he would rest one finger on my 
hip as we lay in bed. Just one finger. Every cell of my skin, every breath of 
mine would reach toward him as though the whole of the universe had 
contracted to that one point where our skin was touching. Then I would 
nestle my bottom backwards, into the hollow of his hips. Then I would feel 
his hand, flat on the curve of my bottom, sliding under the side of my 
pyjama pants.
In my dream, I never left Alec and we were never divorced and we 
do not sleep apart even now. In my dream I can feel his hand sliding under 
my waistband and running over my stomach and cupping the underside of 
my breasts. I can feel his feet against mine, his legs against mine, his arm 
diagonally across my chest like a seatbelt holding me safe in a speeding car. 
It’s been so long since I felt a man’s skin down the length of my body. This 
feels so real. So real. I can feel his breath hot on my ears, I can feel his beard 
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nuzzle the back of my neck. I want his hand lower. Lower. I run my fingers 
over his hairy forearm and push his arm down.
Wait.
I can feel his beard nuzzle the back of my neck; I run my fingers over his 
hairy forearm.
Wait, what?
Alec’s arms aren’t noticeably hairy.
I bolt upright and fumble for the bedside lamp. In the sudden flare of 
light I turn and, lying beside me under the covers, with his hand tucked in 
the side of my undies, grinning up at me, is Craig.
Craig, from next door. Ostentatiously married Craig. Tall, bronzed, 
muscles-on-top-of-muscles Craig. Unrobed, de-clothed, utterly buck-naked. 
He’s the one who’s been kissing my neck and fondling my bottom.
He sees me and I see him. His mouth opens and his eyes widen and 
he barrels backwards, propelled from the bed as if by jet pack. He tries to 
grip the sheet as he lurches, but I grab the other end and we tussle for a 
moment before he loses, then he trips over a nest of hangers and smacks 
against the wall in the corner of the room, cupping his genitals. 
‘What, what, what,’ he gasps. 
‘Who, how, what the fuck,’ I pant.
‘Oh man, oh man, Janice, you just about gave me a cardiac arrest.’ He 
tilts his head back to lean his crown against the wall, panting. His pecs are 
hard and waxed smooth. Shiny, like a Ken doll’s.
‘Are you out of your mind? Are you deranged?’ I manage. 
‘Give me a minute. Phew. Let me recover.’ He bends at the waist and 
puffs like a sprinter, then he removes one hand from his crown jewels to lay 
it on his chest. ‘Whoa. Feel this. Seriously, my heart rate must be hitting 150 
or 180 right now. My monitor would be maxing out.’
‘You should be locked up,’ I hiss at him. ‘How dare you creep into 
my sister’s bed and fondle me, you big creepy creep.’
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‘Jeez, calm down. You make it sound so sordid.’
‘That’s because it is. It is sordid. No, keep your hands where they are. 
And keep your voice down,’ I say. ‘The girls are at the end of the hall.’
‘Well I’m sorry,’ he stage-whispers, ‘but they’re usually downstairs in 
the playroom.’
Oh no. My stomach flips, my skin feels chilled and clammy.
‘Usually?’
‘They didn’t see me, if that’s what you’re worried about. I’m like a 
ninja.’ 
‘A ninja.’
He jerks his head toward the balcony door. ‘See that trellis? There, 
behind the roses. That side of the house is only five feet off the ground. It’s a 
poor design, actually. Terrible security. I had to reinforce it to take my weight. 
Lucky I’m handy like that. I could spend the whole day wandering around 
Bunnings.’
‘I couldn’t give a flying fuck if you built a replica Taj Mahal in the 
middle of your lounge room out of Doritos and dental floss,’ I say. ‘What. 
Are. You. Doing. In. This. Bed?’
‘Steady on. Way to blow everything out of proportion, Janice. The 
rhododendron. In the pot? That one, right there, on the balcony.’
He gestures with both hands this time. I squeeze my eyes closed.
‘I can see it from the kitchen window at my place,’ he says. ‘Not with 
the naked eye, obviously. I keep binoculars under the sink. The coast is clear, 
it means. Come on, be reasonable. It was dark and you were under the covers 
and there is a family resemblance. So, hey. Will you open your eyes? I can’t 
talk to you like that.’
I flutter one lid. ‘Please tell me you’re here because you’re 
moonlighting as a surprise volunteer naked door-to-door mattress inspector.’
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He crosses his eyes, then uncrosses them. ‘I literally don’t even know 
what that is. Jeez, I thought you were the smart one. I’m sleeping with 
Caroline, obviously.’
She hasn’t been the perfect wife, she told me. I think of the secret life 
we all have, the one that no one else knows about. I think of her wedding, 
her children, our parents, my divorce. 
‘I cannot comprehend this,’ I say. ‘I cannot mentally grasp what 
you’re saying.’
‘Lighten up,’ he says. ‘It’s not the fifties. It’s a little extracurricular 
activity, that’s all. If I was meeting your sister a couple of times a week to 
play squash no one would give a rats. We’re both adults, Judge Janice. Face 
it: life is short. Let’s make the most of it while we’re breathing.’
He raises one eyebrow. All at once, I long for a shower. And a loofah. 
And some hospital-grade disinfectant.
‘Don’t just stand there cupping yourself,’ I say. ‘Get dressed.’
‘I can do that, sure,’ he says. ‘If that’s what you really want. Because 
what I’m thinking, Janice, is maybe you moved those rhododendrons on 
purpose.’
‘What? I had no idea it was the bat-signal. And I certainly didn’t 
know you were the bat.’
‘Maybe that’s true, maybe you didn’t know. Or maybe you did. 
Maybe, just maybe, your conscious mind is not in the driver’s seat, Janice. 
Maybe your inner Freud called out to me.’
‘You are a complete muppet. I find you utterly repellent.’ 
‘You’re very defensive, you know that Janice? You’re allowed to 
experience lust. It’s natural. I hate to see female passion being suppressed by 
the societal conventions of the male-dominant paradigm of the phallocentric 
patriarchy.’
‘I moved a plant, Craig. That’s all.’
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‘But why did you move it?’ He wiggles his eyebrows up and down. 
‘Because you put the plant’s needs first. You’re a kind woman, Janice, I can 
tell. Also, you have very soft skin. The twins are at a pony club camp and 
Lesley’s spending the afternoon looking at some new clay. She loves clay. She 
loves poking it and squishing it and oozing it through her fingers. She won’t 
be home for hours.’ 
I pin the sheets under my armpits and grab the lamp from the 
bedside table. ‘Take one step. Go ahead.’
All at once, we freeze. We both hear it: the unmistakable sound of a 
car pulling up in the drive.
‘Who’s that?’ whispers Craig.
‘How should I know?’ I whisper back, still clutching the lamp, and 
then I look at him properly. There’s something glinting on his chest. ‘Oh my 
god. You have pierced nipples.’ 
‘It’s probably someone turning around. It’s very handy, a circular 
drive on these hilly roads. Lesley’s been at me to put one in. For her friends, 
most of them can’t reverse up that hill. Not for me. I’m excellent at reversing. 
And yes, they height- en sensation. You don’t know what you’re missing, 
vanilla Camilla. Let me give you a little tweak.’ 
‘Try. You’ll never used that hand again.’ 
I hear the car engine stop.
‘The car has not turned around,’ I say. ‘I thought you said it was 
turning around?’
‘It’s probably a delivery,’ he says. ‘They’ll leave it at the front door 
and get back in the car, I bet. Maybe Henry is sending flowers to apologise, 
or a box of cheese. Lesley is forever ordering boxes of cheese. I’m not a 
mouse, Janice. I’m a man. I have needs.’
Then the doorbell rings.
‘Maybe it’s once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to change electricity 
suppliers,’ whispers Craig. ‘Or a Jehovah’s Witness. Someone taking a 
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survey. Girl guides. Just don’t answer it. If nobody answers it, whoever it is 
will go away.’
Just then, I hear Mercedes’ door open down the hall. ‘I’ll get it!’ she 
yells. She’s running to the front door. I hear Paris running behind her.
‘No! Don’t get it!’ I yell.
Small children should not be opening doors by themselves. Some 
wandering axe-murderer is probably ringing doorbells all over the 
neighbourhood to find small children in the care of naked negligent aunts in 
bed with nipple-ringed neigh- bours. So he can murder them. The small 
children. With an axe.
‘Girls! Stop! Stranger danger!’ I yell.
I rifle through the bed and there are clothes everywhere but none of 
them are mine so instead, as I get out of the bed, I tighten the sheet around 
me. Craig saunters over to look out the window and as he turns around, I get 
an inadvertent eyeful of him, standing to attention in all his throbbing glory.
‘Cover up!’ I throw a pillow at him. ‘I do not want to see that.’
He catches the pillow but holds it against his chest. ‘I hear you’ve 
been living like a nun since you dumped your husband. Must be tough. It’s a 
waste, Janice. What are you, thirty-seven, thirty-eight? You’re overwhelmed 
right now, I bet.’ He glances down at himself. ‘All your hormones are going 
crazy. You’re probably feeling somewhat intimidated.’
‘I’m feeling somewhat nauseated.’ I open the bedroom door, 
wrapped in my sheet, trying to peer down the hall. I hear the front door 
open. I hear a man’s voice. The axe-murderer’s voice. He’s inside the house 
now. The girls have let him inside. 
I hear Mercedes say, ‘Daddy’s gone away with Miss Roland because 
he loves her more now and Mummy’s gone too because she’s been naughty. 
Auntie Janice is in charge. She’s in Mummy’s room.’
Then she sings out: ‘Auntie Janice! It’s Uncle Alec.’
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The last time I saw Alec was outside the bookstore in Bourke Street, almost 
two years ago. I can’t remember why I was in the city. Maybe a dentist 
appointment or maybe something to do with finalising the divorce. Papers 
that needed signing, something like that. At first I thought he was another of 
the faux-Alecs, the men whose resemblance faded on close inspection and 
left me sad for them, those watery imitations. After my heart started up 
again, I saw it was actually him, the real him, standing on the footpath, 
looking in the window at the new releases not far from the beautiful people 
lunching outside the Italian restaurant. He was eating a green apple and his 
left hand was in the pocket of his jeans.
He was wearing glasses I hadn’t seen before, rounder ones with a 
tortoiseshell frame, and they slipped down his nose as he bent his head. He 
pushed them up again with the back of his hand, the one that held the apple. 
He didn’t notice me as he ate his apple: first, big bites through the sharp skin, 
then little nibbles as he ate the whole core. He always ate cores. He ate the 
prickly green hulls of strawberries; he swallowed mandarin seeds. He didn’t 
eat citrus peel, of course. I was forever finding long orange streamers coiled 
on the bedside table or in his pockets in the laundry basket. That kind of 
thing drives people crazy when they’re living together. It leaves a different 
recollection when you’re not.
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Alec never rushed. Even when playing tennis or riding his bike, his 
was a leisurely action: the centre of him seemed undisturbed, balanced there 
on top of his strong legs, a passenger along for the ride. This inner stillness I 
supposed to be the result of his job. Historians see their lives in the context of 
millennia, although the past was more than a job to Alec. He knew the names 
and occupations of his ancestors back five generations, and anecdotes about 
their lives, and it mattered that his great-grandfather had been a butcher on 
the Darling Downs, that his mother’s family came from Poland. He knew 
that time stretches forever in both directions, that we are all but specks in 
eternity and so our hectic, self- important busyness doesn’t matter a jot. On 
that day in the city, he was looking through the window of the bookstore as 
though it was a very important thing that needed doing, the only thing he 
had scheduled for the whole day.
He was alone, and all at once I realised that one day soon I’d run into 
him in the street and he wouldn’t be alone. He’d have someone else with 
him, a woman and maybe children who looked like him, a baby in his arms 
or strapped to his chest in a carrier, or a little boy or girl also eating an apple. 
I could see this girl. I could see her blue dress and her red Mary Janes with 
appliqué flowers, the way she handed him the core of her apple to finish, all 
the while holding his hand and tilting her head right back to look up at him, 
and I couldn’t breathe for a moment. I stopped in the middle of the footpath 
and a young woman with headphones clamped on her ears walked right into 
the back of me. I’m sorry, she mouthed, even though I was the one at fault.
Perhaps I could move to Antarctica on some kind of research 
mission. There must be bacteria down there. Or perhaps I could develop an 
allergy to the twenty-first century so I’d never have to leave the house again. 
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‘Who’s Uncle Alec?’ says Craig, and, ‘Oh,’ when he sees my face. ‘That Uncle 
Alec. Awkward. What’s he doing here?’
I drop to the floor and begin manically sorting through clothes, 
pitching the rejects across the room. Patterns and fabrics swirl before my 
eyes. What was I wearing? It seems like hours, days since I lay down. 
Nothing looks familiar, like it could be mine or even Craig’s. Alec is here. I 
am no longer safe anywhere.
‘Wow,’ Craig says. ‘Look at the state of this place. Caroline’s really let 
things slide.’
I stop searching and lift my head. ‘Get out on the balcony.’ 
‘I’m getting a very hostile vibe from you Janice,’ Craig says. 
‘Normally we have a sherry afterwards. Caroline keeps it under the bed.’
I lift the back of my sheet-train and crawl one-handed to where he’s 
standing. ‘I’m sorry if I sounded hostile. I’m terribly sorry. This has all been a 
misunderstanding. Let me rephrase. Get out on the balcony, please, Craig, 
and climb down the trellis and go home, before I throw you off.’
‘Nope.’
‘What?’
‘I’m not going to let you do this to yourself. You’re repressed, Janice. 
You’ve got to stand up to your past. This is not the 1950s. You’re single, 
you’re entitled. There’s no need to be sneaking around just because Alec’s 
here. Think Beyoncé. You’re a single lady. You’ve got to roar, Janice. Let me 
hear a roar.’
‘A what?’
‘Roar. I am woman, Janice. Katy Perry. Let’s hear it. R. O. A. R.’
‘Please, Craig. No, no roaring. Go out on to the balcony. Go home.’
‘Let me ask you one question Janice, and tell me if you think this is 
too personal.’ He sits on the bed with the pillow balanced on his crotch and 
takes his weight on his arms, behind him. ‘Do you experience genuine 
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multiple orgasms? Or are they more like “indifferently sequential”? Are your 
orgasms like the V-line service to Ballarat—great if they show up but more 
often than not you find yourself waiting on a cold platform with a book and 
a large mochaccino?’
‘Get out.’
‘I’m trying to help you, Janice. You can’t spend your whole life afraid 
of what other people are thinking. I’m not leaving.’ ‘You don’t understand. 
Alec is out there. My Alec. I mean, my former Alec.’
He scoots back further, to lean against the bedhead, and folds his 
arms. ‘Not my circus, not my monkeys.’
There’s a knock on the bedroom door. ‘Hello? Janice? Are you in 
there?’
It’s his voice. Alec’s.
‘I can go, if you’d rather,’ says Alec’s voice. ‘I had no idea you’d be 
here. I can come back next weekend.’
‘That’s not fair,’ says Mercedes from the hall. ‘We’re supposed to fly 
kites today, you said.’
I wrap the sheet tighter, still clutching it with one hand, then I open 
the door half a body width. And there he is, in front of me. Alec. He’s in 
black jeans I haven’t seen before. A long-sleeved shirt with a collar, god help 
me, open at the neck and sleeves rolled up to his elbows. Those new 
tortoiseshell glasses that are no longer new. My pulse is crashing in my ears. 
I’m still not gay, apparently.
Clearly he’s a regular visitor, one more thing that Caroline neglected 
to mention. Alec was like a brother to Caroline for years, and to Henry, who 
is an only child. Of course he would still come by to see the girls: of course he 
would. We were family. Alec is not the kind of man to have been an uncle to 
Mercedes and Paris for all that time and then vanish from their lives as soon 
as we divorced. That would go against the fibre of him. Anyway, he loves 
children. That was the reason for our demise, after all.
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‘Janice,’ Alec says. ‘Hello. I hope I didn’t wake you.’ 
‘You didn’t. You didn’t wake me.’
‘You look well.’
‘I am well, thanks. I’m very well.’
‘Me and the girls.’ He jerks his chin toward Mercedes and Paris, 
standing just behind him. ‘We had a date. To fly kites. In the backyard. You 
could come downstairs. Fly kites with us. It’ll be fun.’
‘You should see how high Uncle Alec’s kite goes,’ says Mercedes. ‘As 
high as a plane. You can have the red one.’ 
‘Caroline and Henry are OK, I hope?’ he says.
From behind me, Caroline’s bed squeaks. I can see Craig out of the 
corner of my eye, lumbering about like a naked Bigfoot with the pillow 
dangling from one hand, looking for his clothes. The pillow is aggressively 
floral and has a frill around the edge. He’s a big fan of manscaping. His 
lunchbox sways against his thighs as he walks.
‘Is there someone in there with you?’ says Alec, at the door.
‘Don’t be silly. Mercedes, would you and Paris like to go to the 
lounge room and watch television? Loud television?’
‘Not really,’ says Mercedes.
‘If you take Paris and go to the lounge room and turn on the 
television, loudly, right now, you can watch anything you want.’
‘Even the kissy shows?’
‘If you don’t tell Mummy, I won’t. Go on, sweetie. Now please.’
‘You used to be my favourite,’ says Mercedes. ‘But you’ve turned 
very bossy.’
Still, she takes Paris by the hand and heads up the hall. I wait, and 
soon I hear the television blaring.
Behind me, though, Craig is still muttering.
‘You’ve got the television on as well,’ Alec says. ‘Sounds like an odd 
kind of program.’
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‘It’s a renovation spectacular,’ I say. ‘Some handyman is fixing 
something. If he isn’t careful, though, he’ll get whacked in the face with a 
piece of four by two.’
‘Threats of violence, Janice?’ calls Craig, from behind me. ‘Is that 
really the kind of person you aspire to be?’
In my fantasies of seeing Alec again, I am always in a strapless 
evening gown and my limousine has crashed over the railings of a bridge 
and is teetering over the side above a vast, raging river. I am going to die. I 
am going to die with secrets and longings and regrets when Alec, who is no 
longer a historian and is, for some reason, a firefighter, arrives. He’s wearing 
tall black Darcy-esque boots and has a three-day growth and his hair is 
longer and wilder than it was the last time I saw him. It must be hot in this 
fantasy, or maybe he’s come from a raging fire, because he’s sweating and 
he’s taken his helmet off. And his shirt. It’s an emergency, there’s no time for 
recriminations. He inches forward on his ladder and holds out his arms. 
Come to me, he says. I’ve got you. I won’t let you go.
In none of my fantasies was I ever wrapped in a sheet with a sleep-
squashed face and mussed-up hair in the company of a naked idiot. There is 
nothing for it: I’m cornered. I open the door wide, step back and hang my 
head.
‘Alec. This is Craig.’
Craig swiftly presses the pillow low in front of him, with both hands. 
‘G’day,’ he says.
‘G’day,’ says Alec.
‘I’d shake hands, but I’m a little indisposed,’ says Craig. 
‘I can see that,’ says Alec. ‘It’s fine. Keep that pillow right where it is.’ 
He looks to me in my sheet, then back to naked Craig. ‘So you and Janice are
—?’
‘Yep,’ says Craig. ‘We are, we so are. You could power a city the size 
of Newcastle off the energy we generate.’ 
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‘OK,’ I say. ‘This is not what it seems.’
‘You wanted to be single,’ says Alec. ‘You made that very clear. And 
now you are. You don’t owe me any explanations.’
‘That’s just what I’ve been telling her,’ says Craig.
‘Look. This has been such fun and I for one will treasure the memory 
forever, but the girls are probably watching Latvian porn on SBS so let’s get 
those kites in the air, shall we?’ 
Alec folds his arms and leans against the door jam. ‘I’m delighted 
that you’re seeing someone, Janice. Delighted. So. Craig, is it? Where did you 
kids meet?’
‘Meet? Where did we meet? We met at, what’s the name of that place 
again, Janice baby? The club?’
‘Really. I thought Janice hated nightclubs. Just goes to show, you 
never really know somebody as well as you think you do.’
‘You must be thinking of someone else. Janice loves clubbing. Loves 
it. She’s an awesome dancer,’ says Craig, wiggling his eyebrows.
‘I thought you might have met at work.’
‘I work from home, dude. I don’t work at the same place as Janice.’
‘And where is that?’ says Alec. He’s facing Craig now, as though I’m 
not even here.
‘Where is what?’ says Craig. 
‘Janice’s work,’ says Alec.
‘I have no idea,’ says Craig. ‘We don’t do much talking, if you get my 
drift.’
‘I do. I do get your drift. Actually, what is her job again? It escapes 
me.’
 ‘You oughta know,’ says Craig, gaze darting at me. ‘You were 
married to her. You should know the kind of work that she does. Her career.’
‘Which is?’
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‘Her gig, man. Her nine-to-five, the way she makes her moolah. You 
know. Jeez.’
Alec would sometimes interview elderly people for their 
recollections of events of long ago. He used an old-fashioned tape recorder 
for this, a fat, squat one, with archaic reel-to-reel tapes. At night he’d sit at 
our dining-room table and play back his tapes and if he heard something that 
didn’t sound right, he replayed it over and over. He’d bite the thumb nail on 
his right hand as he tried to reconcile the memories of the person on the tape 
with historical accuracies he knew to be true.
‘Nothing could please me more than knowing Janice is happy with 
you and you two are lighting up Newcastle,’ says Alec, with his hands 
behind his back like a soldier on parade. ‘And good on you, for taking 
pressure off the grid with your carbon-neutral sex. To be honest, though, you 
don’t seem like her type.’
Craig stands taller. ‘Thanks, mate, thanks. When we hooked up, she 
wasn’t exactly thinking with her brain if you know what I mean. Me, I love 
older women. Know what they want, know how to get it.’
‘I’m three or four years older than you. Five at the very outside. 
Never mind. Craig can’t stay and chat, unfortunately,’ I say. ‘He’s got to be 
somewhere. Urgently. In fact, he’s late already.’
‘And here? In her sister’s bed, with the girls in the house and 
Caroline and Henry away? That’s a bit odd, to me. When we stayed over, 
back when we were married you understand, many moons ago, we slept in 
the spare room. It’s very comfy, the spare room.’
‘He’s due to donate blood, aren’t you Craig? It’s a regular thing. The 
life you save may be your own,’ I say.
‘We couldn’t wait,’ says Craig. ‘We couldn’t even hold off long 
enough to get down the stairs. We’re at it day and night. She goes off like a 
cracker. Isn’t that right Janice.’
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My mouth has dried and shrivelled and I’ve lost the power of 
speech.
‘Janice,’ says Craig. ‘Come on, roar. You’ve come a long way, baby.’
Back when I was married to Alec, the four of us, me and Alec and 
Caroline and Henry, would sit around the fire and drink Henry’s shiraz and 
talk about one day taking holidays together when we had kids. Our future 
babies would be cousins, part of each other’s lives for ever. Henry and Alec 
would sometimes go to the movies together to see car-chase films, and Alec 
would sit on the edge of the bed when he came home and tell me all about it, 
every ridiculous fight scene and explosion, while I struggled to keep my eyes 
open. How lucky Caroline and I were back then, that our husbands were so 
close. How lucky. Alec still visits, still sees the girls, is probably still friends 
with Henry. I think of my sister, her marriage, the position Alec would be in 
if he knew Caroline was having an affair, what it would do to Caroline and 
Henry’s chances of reconciling if Henry found out about this.
‘Tell him, Janice,’ says Craig.
 ‘Night and day,’ I say. ‘Craig’s powers of recovery are unbelievable. 
A feat of hydraulics rivalled only by the Snowy River scheme.’
‘I’d like to take credit, but some things are a gift from the gods.’ He 
flexes his biceps.
‘I see,’ says Alec.
‘OK,’ I say. ‘Craig really needs to go now, and there are two little girls 
waiting to fly kites with you. You don’t want to break their hearts, do you.’
‘That’s the last thing I’d do,’ says Alec. ‘Little girls’ hearts are 
absolutely sacred.’
Just then, there’s a scrabbling kind of noise from the garden below 
the balcony, just a few metres from the bed. It sounds like a dog digging up a 
bone or a possum stripping flowers.
‘Yoo hoo,’ a voice calls. ‘I knocked at the front door but no one 
answered. Caroline! Are you there?’
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Craig freezes. His face droops and stretches like he was painted by 
Munch and, to complete the picture of the picture, he claps both hands to his 
cheeks. The strategically placed pillow falls to the floor and I can’t help but 
notice his nether regions shrink before my eyes, as though he’s waist-deep in 
an ice bath.
‘What?’ says Alec. ‘What is it?’
‘Oh my sainted aunt,’ I say. ‘It’s Lesley.’  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Henry and Caroline moved here to the semi-country when Mercedes was a 
baby. It’s a hyper-Anglo, relentlessly middle-class nuclear-family 
monoculture with a killer commute, stratospheric mortgages and no 
footpaths. It smells of nothing. Out here, political parties are genetic and 
European cars are acquired and the quality of your lawn defines your 
character. Women preserve organic fruit in Vacola jars while wearing floral 
pinnies, their irony only moisturiser-deep. Cafes served lattes in Irish coffee 
glasses with wee handles and a long spoon within living memory.
Henry and Caroline wanted a yard. They wanted French cricket and 
tree houses and pets of numerous species and tadpoles caught in a creek, a 
childhood idealised from televi- sion and nostalgic for one of the founding 
myths of our nation: suburbia. Caroline and Henry laughed at their own 
impending dagginess. They were unafraid of what they might become.
To me, it seemed a blanket acceptance of their parents’ choices 
instead of their own. Everyone Caroline and Henry knew lived in the city. 
How would they meet people, make friends? Who would visit them?
Ha. In fact, Caroline’s bedroom needs a control tower and ground 
staff wearing earmuffs and high-vis and waving paddles, because it has more 
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arrivals than Tullamarine. I’m single, I live in the city and my entire flat 
hasn’t seen this much action in two years. To be truthful, though, being 
naked with two men in a bedroom is proving much less fun than the internet 
has (occasionally) led me to expect.
Craig’s mouth opens and closes but no sounds come out. He looks 
from me to Alec and back again and his eyeballs bulge as though he’s 
contracted some kind of instant hormonal disease. He looks like a desperate, 
naked, waxed goldfish with prepubescent genitals made from moulded 
plastic.
‘Speak, Craig,’ I say. ‘Spit it out.’
He can’t. He’s making underwater noises, melding his eyebrows 
together. His stomach distends and flexes and his cheeks bulge and then 
empty themselves flaccid in a huge whoosh of air.
‘Do you need a glass of water?’ Alec says. ‘Janice? Is your friend all 
right?’
‘It’s Lesley,’ Craig finally squeaks. ‘Oh my god she’s here. I’m going 
to faint. Everything’s literally fading.’ 
‘Who’s Lesley?’ says Alec.
‘“Who’s Lesley?”’ Craig’s breathing is shallow and he’s noticeably 
paler and as I watch he scratches his throat and leaves four long jagged white 
tracks down to his collarbones. 
I tell Alec she’s Craig’s wife. 
‘Oh,’ he says. ‘Right. Awkward.’
‘Hello, Caroline?’ sings out Lesley, from the foot of the balcony. ‘Are 
you there? Darling Caroline, I’m concerned for you sweetheart. Let me in. 
We’ll have a nice chat.’
Lesley’s voice is melodious, all lightness and femininity with a gentle 
lilt. She’s an artist who makes beautiful things with her hands, an earth 
mother, a nurturer, the kind of woman with two children despite only one 
pregnancy; an ovular over-achiever who is not just fertile but aggressively so. 
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Live and let live, judge not yet ye be etc., what goes on in other people’s 
bedrooms is no concern of mine, but she’s one of those people who flaunts 
their lifestyle choices in your face with their stick-figure families on the back 
windows of their SUVs.
In the context of her naked husband in my sister’s bed, though, all at 
once I’m seeing her anew.
‘His wife.’ Alec shakes his head. ‘Janice, Janice. You’ve changed.’
Historians. They think the truth is a simple thing that can be 
understood and written down instead of the messy fuck-up it truly is. Facts 
twist and flop like beached fish. It does not matter what he thinks of me.
‘Caroline? Let’s have a cup of tea, lovely, and talk about how you’re 
travelling,’ calls Lesley.
‘Nobody move,’ Craig whispers. He jumps behind Alec and presses 
up against the bedroom door with his bottom cheeks, closing it with a click. 
‘Don’t answer her Janice. Be very very quiet and she might go away.’ 
Alec turns to face him. ‘Maybe don’t stand behind me, bouncing that 
thing. Urinal etiquette 101, mate.’
‘Craig! Cover up,’ I hiss, hand over my eyes.
‘Let me give you some friendly advice about wooing Janice, Craig, 
man to man,’ says Alec. ‘You need to keep an air of mystery, not wave it all 
over the place. It’s not becoming, mate. I’d put that pillow back where it 
belongs if I were you.’ 
‘You don’t understand.’ Craig considerately cups his privates in his 
hands. ‘I’m on my last chance. Don’t speak. Don’t even breathe. If she climbs 
the trellis, it’s all over. She catches me one more time, that’s it. Curtains. I 
wouldn’t want to be in your shoes either, Janice.’ 
‘Me?’
‘Her ancestors were gold miners around here in the 1800s. Stringing 
up claim-jumpers is in her blood. If she thinks we’ve been shagging, we’re 
done for. Both of us.’
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‘Please don’t say shagging,’ I say. ‘I’m begging you. It’s making me 
feel sick.’
‘Where are my clothes? Please, please, where are my clothes?’ Craig 
is panting like a golden retriever. His face is pink and blotchy and the scratch 
marks on his neck have turned red. His looks down to the floor, to the 
patchwork of clothes on the carpet. It’s intimate, this detritus of a marriage, 
this ocean floor of wreckage. He seems incapable of searching through it and 
I can understand. It would be a violation.
‘Are you going to be sick? Don’t be sick, Craig,’ I say. 
‘Calm down, mate.’ Alec raises his palms to Craig, as though he’s 
cornering a wild animal. ‘Slow and steady, in and out. Take it easy. Do you 
need a puffer?’ 
‘I’m OK, I’m OK. I just need to breathe into a paper bag or 
something. Do you have a paper bag Janice?’
I pat the nonexistent pockets of my sheet. ‘Not on me,’ I say.
‘How about some valium?’
I shake my head. If I had any valium, I’d have popped them five 
minutes ago.
‘Sit down and put your head between your knees,’ says Alec. He 
takes him by the arm to lead him to the bed, but Craig pulls away.
‘The backyard. I can jump down.’ He darts across to the other end of 
the room and pushes open the rear windows, the high ones that look over 
the backyard with the Hills Hoist and the tyre swing on a branch of the 
poinsettia and beyond, to dots of houses and green rolls of fields and forests. 
‘It’s, what, only ten feet down? Maybe twenty. That grass looks soft as. I can 
make that, easy. The ground will break my fall.’ 
‘If you’re going to jump, let me call the ambulance first,’ says Alec.
Craig sticks his head out the back window and twists his neck as far 
as it will go. ‘On the other hand, I could go up. That gutter looks sturdy. 
Reasonably. Chin-ups are my thing.’ He squeezes his pecs with one hand. ‘I 
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can stand on the sill and jump up and grab hold of the gutter, then swing my 
legs up onto the roof.’
‘Of course you can,’ I say. ‘Because in your spare time, you’re Jason 
Bourne.’
Craig pulls his head inside again, and he cricks his neck from side to 
side so that his ears almost touch his shoulders. ‘I’m hearing a lot of 
negativity and not much in the way of constructive suggestions from you 
two. The good news is: I’m an ideas person. My brain’s like…’ he clicks his 
fingers, ‘pow pow pow. I know. I can go through the house. I can hide under 
the dining table.’
‘Don’t you dare. The girls are out there. If you take one step outside 
this room, I’ll deliver you to Lesley myself.’
‘After all we’ve meant to each other?’ He darts his eyes to Alec.
‘If you expose yourself to my nieces, I’ll confess everything.’ Then I 
turn to Alec. ‘You, on the other hand, can go whenever you like. Go on, 
toddle off. My life is not a spectator sport.’ 
‘And miss this? Not a chance. If I’d known today was going to be this 
entertaining, I’d have brought popcorn.’ Alec sits on the unmade bed and 
leans on his outstretched arms. Those arms. The arms that extend beyond his 
rolled up sleeves. I feel my ovaries spasm and whimper.
There’s another noise, from outside. ‘Ssssh,’ says Craig, flapping his 
elbows.
We’re all quiet for a while, listening, trying not to breathe. She’ll quit 
any second. It’s impossible to imagine even someone as unselfconscious as 
Lesley would force her way into a bedroom. A bedroom is a private space. It 
would take an unprecedented amount of chutzpah, a lack of subtlety rare in 
people who aren’t backpackers moonlighting as shopping-strip charity 
muggers. Lesley is a gentle soul. She’s probably on her way home right now. 
Perhaps she’ll phone later. Perhaps she’ll calmly wait for Caroline to phone 
her.
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‘I think she’s gone,’ I say.
 ‘I envy you, Janice,’ says Craig. ‘Oh, she’s not gone. Of course she’s 
not gone.’
‘Caroline?’ calls Lesley again, from outside. ‘I know you’re there. I 
can hear voices. Are you alone? I’m beginning to feel concerned, darling. Is 
there someone in there with you?’
‘My life is over,’ says Craig. ‘She’s going to find us, I know she is. I’m 
doomed.’
‘You’re not doomed,’ I hiss at him.
‘You’re right,’ he says. ‘I’m going to envy the doomed. After she’s 
through with me, I’m going to nip down to the newsagents and buy 
Hallmark envy cards and mail them to the doomed and those cards will say: 
you lucky, lucky doomed bastards.’
‘Caroline?’ calls Janice. ‘I’m beginning to think you’ve got something 
to hide.’
The lilt is gone. Now she sounds like a traffic cop telling me to keep 
my hands on the wheel.
‘Caroline’s not here,’ I call back. ‘It’s me. Janice.’
‘Great, just great.’ Craig glares at me. ‘Go ahead and pick out my 
plot. Start carving my headstone. Call every woman in a twenty-mile radius 
so they can drop in to Spotlight to pick up black sackcloth for their sexy 
funeral minidresses. To think I was trying to help you awaken, Janice.’
‘Janice?’ calls out Lesley. ‘I heard a man’s voice a minute ago. And I 
definitely saw a man, through the gap in the door. A naked man-shaped 
person. I know Henry left this morning, with Martha. So who’s in there with 
you, Janice?’
The voice is closer. I peek through the crack in the door. I can see a 
dark head, bobbing, through the railings. Lesley is coming. She is climbing 
the specially reinforced trellis, hand over hand with the determined 
movements of a weekend warrior scaling K2. She’s halfway up the balcony. I 
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can see her head peek over the top. She’s lifting herself, she’s swinging one 
leg over the balustrade.
‘Please god please god please god,’ mutters Craig. He sinks to his 
knees in the corner near the door.
‘Janice,’ says Lesley, even closer now. ‘I’m coming in.’ 
‘I’d let her, if I were you,’ says Alec.
‘Are you crazy?’
‘You can’t live in a world of half-truths forever, Janice. You’ll never 
be happy that way.’ 
I can try.
‘No. Lesley. Don’t. Don’t come in.’ I leap for the balcony door and the 
sheet twists around my legs and I try to close the door but I can’t, the pot of 
rhododendrons is in the way so instead I pull the handle toward me with all 
my strength with both hands and the sheet tucked under my armpits. ‘Don’t 
come in. I’m naked, Lesley. And I’m shy. I’m shy and naked.’
‘Don’t be ridiculous,’ she says. ‘You’ve got nothing I haven’t seen 
before. You can’t be uptight about your body at your age, Janice. You sound 
very stressed. Maybe you need a massage.’ 
She’s on the balcony now. She’s holding the door handle, she’s 
pulling it a little. Now she’s pulling it with more strength. And more. She 
must have muscles on top of muscles from making pots, or else she’s turned 
into superwoman in the intensity of the moment, like those mothers who can 
lift a Torana if their baby is trapped underneath. The handle is almost flying 
out of my grip. I’m going to lose control of the door. I’m going to be pulled 
out on the balcony head first, in my sheet, so instead I ease off a little so that 
the door opens, just a smidge, and I wedge myself in the space with my foot 
on the rhododendron.
‘Lesley. Hi. Hi Lesley,’ I say. ‘Sorry. I was having a nap.’
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She’s out of her gym gear. Tweed skirt, tailored linen blouse and 
black boots. ‘A nap? At this time of the afternoon?’ She blinks. ‘Where’s 
Caroline?’
‘I’m in a sheet because I was sleeping. Naked. I always sleep naked. 
Clothes are restrictive, don’t you think? Caroline’s not here. She’s out. Away. 
What can I do for you?’
‘I just got home. I’ve been out looking at clay. What a waste of time. 
I’ve never seen such shitty clay. What do they think I do, make coil ashtrays 
in my conversation pit and sell them at school fetes? If I was offering clay like 
that to a professional ceramicist, I’d be embarrassed.’
‘I’m so sorry to hear about your clay. Perhaps we could get together 
later to chat about it.’
‘It’s not the first time.’ She leans closer and rattles the door handle. 
‘But anyone who thinks they can pull the wool over my eyes is making a big 
mistake.’ Her voice is low and clipped, like a Mafia don. Her lips are tight 
and curled.
I swallow. ‘I’m sure you set them straight.’
‘I set them straight all right. Certain people think I’m a pushover. 
They think because I’m an artist and a mother, I’ll put up with anything.’
She stamps her black boot on top of the rhododendron opposite my 
bare foot. Her boot looks bad-tempered; a boot that used to work for the Stasi 
before it retired and Lesley bought it on eBay.
‘If I ever sell you clay, I’ll be careful. Bye now.’
I attempt to move the rhododendron out of the way with my foot so I 
can close the door, but Lesley’s totalitarian boot is on the other side, holding 
it in place, forcing the door to remain open.
‘Then, I arrived home,’ she says. ‘And do you know what I found?’
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‘His car is in the garage. His phone’s on the kitchen bench, but my 
husband was not there. I looked everywhere. I can’t help but think: where 
could the father of my children be, without his car or his phone?’
‘He’s probably getting some exercise. Out for a walk, or something.’
‘A walk?’ She snorts. ‘Where do you think you are? I know for a fact 
that Craig hasn’t walked since 2007. He has a personal trainer, like a normal 
person. If he needs to get to the top of the driveway to collect the mail, he 
hops on Henry’s ride-on mower. I don’t like it Janice, not one little bit.’
I feel a tic in my left eye. I wipe my sweaty palms on the sheet, one at 
a time, without letting go of the door. I feel like the Person You Would Least 
Suspect in a British crime drama. I’m in Midsomer and any second Inspector 
Barnaby will jump out from behind a quirky spinster and yell, You’re nicked, 
sunshine. Lesley doesn’t seem to notice. 
‘Oh well. He’s a grown man. I’m sure he’ll be home soon. Bye now.’
‘I’m at the end of my tether, Janice,’ she says. ‘I’m coming apart at the 
seams. Don’t let this bucolic village setting fool you. There’s a seething, 
writhing underbelly out here. There are a lot of untrustworthy women in the 
world. Women who think with their vaginas. And Craig, well. You’ve seen 
him— he’s catnip to them. Drives women out of their minds. Do you hear 
what I’m saying?’
‘You’re being excruciatingly clear.’
She peers through the gap in the door, her eyes boring like lasers into 
mine, and pulls the handle again so I hold it tighter and tighter again, until 
my knuckles are white. ‘Open the door, Janice. I won’t ask again.’
‘It’s not convenient right now.’
‘There’s a man in there with you. A naked man. I know there is.’
I attempt to laugh. ‘Of course there isn’t.’
‘Is it my naked man? Is it Craig, Janice? Maybe that’s how you 
people behave in the city, with your celebrity baristas and Mexican street-
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food vans. Grown men getting around on skateboards, for heaven’s sake. Are 
you some kind of cougar?’
‘Me?’
‘Look, I have two children, innocent kids who love their father. Let 
me in, Janice. If you’ve got nothing to hide, you’ve got nothing to fear.’
‘You might as well open the door,’ says Alec, from behind me, ‘and 
stop sneaking around. I think it’s time you were honest.’ 
My Alec—at least, my former Alec—is taking Lesley’s side.
‘I don’t think it’s that time,’ I say. ‘In fact, I’m certain it’s some other 
time.’
‘Who is that? Who’s that speaking? Out of the way, Janice,’ says 
Lesley. ‘I don’t want to hurt you if I don’t have to.’ 
When I was small, I thought, like most people, that dogs were boys 
and cats were girls. It wasn’t the most sophisticated understanding of either 
species or gender, but it explained the shaggy boisterousness of dogs, their 
energy, the revelling in mud and water and the way they ran for sheer 
pleasure, versus cats: cooler and neater and sleeker, desires hidden and 
furtive, appetites more refined, movements measured and fluid. Males were 
bigger and stronger and did the chasing, at primary school, anyway. Females 
were smarter and softer. We did the running away.
It was so clear to me back then, and so wrong. Both sexes can be 
strong and soft and all those other things. The chasing, the running away—
we do both of them, all the time.
Opening the balcony door might prove the end of Craig and Lesley’s 
marriage, with everything that will cascade from that, for them and their 
children. Will Lesley believe that today is the first time Craig has climbed the 
specially reinforced trellis to my sister’s balcony? I doubt it; the trellis will 
bear the evidence of her husband’s handyman skills, and the brave Sir Craig, 
currently in the middle of a nude anxiety attack, will crack under the 
smallest amount of pressure. Then everyone will know about him and 
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Caroline, and any chance Caroline had of reconciling with Henry will be 
over. Mercedes and Paris will face the same childhood as Caroline and I did; 
Caroline will face the same years alone as our mother did.
The same. Perhaps we recreate patterns in our lives, attempting to 
give ourselves another chance to solve problems that defeated us in the past. 
Problems we didn’t have the capacity to fix the first time around. Perhaps 
this is why we fail, time after time.
‘Open the door, Janice,’ says Lesley. 
‘Open the door, Janice,’ says Alec.
There is nothing for it. I let go of the handle. I stand back and the 
door opens toward her. She steps over the rhododendron and comes inside.
‘In Caroline’s bed? That’s icky,’ Lesley says. And then she says. ‘And 
who’s this?’
I turn. The messy bedroom is just as it was a moment ago—clothes 
everywhere, unmade bed, doona on the floor— but Craig has vanished as 
though there were never three of us here to begin with. There is, however, a 
naked man standing behind me as I expected there would be, and he is 
holding a pillow in front of his crotch with his very fine arms.
‘It’s wrong, I know,’ says Alec. ‘But we just can’t keep our hands off 
each other.’
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I’ve forgotten nothing about Alec. The former me, when it was part of the 
former us, knew every inch of him and I don’t need to look now and I 
shouldn’t but I do anyway. His skin is right there, radiating in front of me. I 
can feel the heat of his blood as it throbs in the veins of his legs and those 
arms and that stomach and those hidden places that were so him, so Alec, 
that I could pick them out of a line-up: the stretched skin on the back of his 
knees, the blue veins in his oddly delicate wrists, the wrinkle behind his ear. 
He’s thickened a little. His forearms holding the pillow are taut, defined, but 
his face bears the marks of life. His face has always moved with every 
thought and every emotion. That face is rubbish at poker: one memorable 
winter our heating broke, and when spring came I was up a year’s worth of 
fridge cleaning, pancakes in bed for a month of Sundays and a dozen movie 
choices. I’ve sat toasty on our couch, cards in my hand, wearing jeans and a 
t-shirt plus gloves, a scarf, two pairs of socks and my Ugg boots while he 
shivered in socks and jocks.
There are no socks and jocks now. There’s no clothing of any 
description. It’s ridiculous, how beautiful he is. There’s a glint of gold on his 
chest reflecting the light coming through the open door—a thin chain with a 
pendant on the end— but that’s all he’s wearing. I’ve never seen him in 
jewellery. Someone would have chosen that necklace for some special 
occasion, someone would have given it to him. He has a new life now, 
separate from mine. You cannot go backwards. I don’t know him anymore. I 
check my sheet is securely wrapped.
Alec introduces himself and Lesley gasps. ‘Not Alec Alec? The ex-
husband Alec? Didn’t she dump you?’
‘I’m not the kind of man to hold a grudge,’ says Alec. 
‘Oh, now I feel terrible.’ She plonks herself on the bed. ‘I’ve 
interrupted some kind of reunion. Janice. Janice?’ 
‘Sorry. Yes. I mean no. Not at all, not at all. Though we could use 
some privacy.’ I take Lesley’s hand and try to pull her to her feet. She isn’t 
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budging but the effort makes my head spin. Maybe I need to sit. Yes. Yes, I 
definitely should. I fold down, cross-legged on the floor near the foot of the 
bed. My pulse is throbbing around my body, the sound of distant warning 
drums. My face feels ladybird red and might explode at any second. I’ve 
caught something. A fever. All at once, I’m clammy. I’m eye level with those 
arms and the pillow. The pillow and its strategically hidden equipment is 
right there. I can hear myself swallow.
‘I must say I’m surprised to see you two back together.’ Lesley says, 
as though strange men wearing pillows and women in sheets are her usual 
conversation partners. ‘After everything Caroline told me.’
‘Is that right?’ Alec sits on the bed next to Lesley. ‘What did Caroline 
say, exactly?’
‘My feet have gone numb,’ I say. ‘My hands are tingly and my feet 
have gone numb.’
‘That’s diabetes. My mother has that,’ says Lesley. 
‘Janice doesn’t have diabetes,’ says Alec. ‘Do you?’
‘Your face looks like a big tomato,’ Lesley says. ‘Maybe it’s an allergy. 
Have you had any peanuts today?’
‘It’s not an allergy.’ 
‘Maybe it’s a seizure.’ 
‘A what?’ says Alec.
‘An assistant I had, in my former life—she had a seizure. Come to 
think about it, you don’t look like that. You need more convulsions.’
‘Should we get you to a doctor? What is it you’re feeling, exactly? 
Describe it.’
Lesley leans down to peer at my face. ‘Nope, not a seizure. Maybe 
you’re having a turn. A turn can lead to a seizure,’ she says. ‘My assistant 
started with turns before she moved on to seizures. She can see auras now. 
She has a stand at the Vic Market telling people the colour of their soul. I’m 
buttercup yellow.’
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Alec takes one hand off the pillow and places his palm on my 
forehead, which doesn’t help one bit. ‘You do feel warm,’ he says. ‘Maybe a 
little flushed?’
‘You’re wrapped too tight,’ Lesley says. ‘You look like a tomato in a 
burrito.’ ‘Let me loosen this,’ says Alec, reaching for my sheet. 
‘No, no,’ I manage, as I wriggle out of reach of his hands. ‘I’m OK 
now. I don’t need to feel my extremities. They’re optional, really. I hardly use 
them.’
‘Maybe it’s premature menopause,’ Lesley says. ‘Maybe your ovaries 
have just shrivelled up and are sitting there taking up space in your 
abdomen like two useless dried prunes. Does it feel like a nuclear reactor is 
igniting your whole body from the inside? Because I’ve heard that’s what it 
feels like.’
‘Nothing like that.’ My laugh comes out like the cackle of a homeless 
woman hunched over a shopping trolley full of soft drink cans and pictures 
of Princess Diana torn from magazines.
‘Maybe Alec should help you into the shower,’ Lesley says. 
‘Sure. I could carry you. Just put your arms around my neck, here.’
‘No. No no no no no.’
‘Peri-menopause can go on for years,’ she says. ‘It must be a relief to 
have all those sexual urges behind you. Free from the tyranny of your 
hormones. Eat what you want, no more heels, no more makeup. Hello track 
pants. The crone years. I’m almost looking forward to it.’
‘I feel better already,’ I tell her. ‘It was one of those two-minute 
seizures. Let’s talk about something else. You and Craig, tell us all about it.’
‘Well,’ says Lesley. ‘It all started on our honeymoon.’
‘Actually Lesley, let me stop you right there,’ I say. ‘I hope you don’t 
mind. Alec and I were right in the middle of something.’ 
‘Darling,’ says Alec. ‘Don’t be rude. Lesley’s clearly upset. Take your 
time, Lesley. Tell us anything.’
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‘Obviously we’re here for you, of course. But we’re naked. I’m 
naked, and Alec is extremely naked. I think we’d both feel so much better in 
clothes.’
‘It occurs to me that you’re exactly the woman I should be talking 
with, Janice,’ says Lesley. ‘You’re perfect. I should have thought of it sooner.’
It’s probably true. At uni, I was always the one listening to 
everybody’s problems. I almost swapped from microbiology to psychology 
in my second year. It can be a burden. I feel the responsibility of lost people 
asking me for advice, of my ability to guide and suggest and transform lives.
‘I mean, you’re not intimidating,’ Lesley goes on. ‘You’ve completely 
failed at marriage and still you manage to crawl out of bed every day and 
face the world, like you haven’t broken the most important vow you’ll ever 
make. You reach deep inside yourself and somehow you find the courage to 
look in the mirror every morning. What are you now, nearly forty?’
‘No, no. No. Not even close. I’m thirty-eight.’ 
‘Thirty-eight. Wow. I’m not even thirty-seven yet.’ 
‘It’s just a number, right?’
‘A seriously big one. Half your life is over, yet still you carry on. You 
get out of bed every morning and dress and continue to battle your way 
through life as though someone will one day… as though you won’t be alone 
for eternity. Do you have any cats yet? Because let’s face it, what are the odds 
of marrying again at your age? I can tell you what they are. Like giving birth 
to quintuplets right after hitting a hole in one.’ Lesley unzips her boots and 
kicks them off, then she wriggles her way up the bed and rests against the 
wall.
‘Is that the time?’ I say. ‘Craig’s probably home by now. You don’t 
want him to come looking for you and find you here, in bed with a naked 
man.’
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Said naked man is sitting on the bed and has propped himself on his 
elbows on top of his pillow. He’s batting his lashes and listening like a 
girlfriend.
‘You’re wrong, Janice,’ she says. ‘I’d love that. I couldn’t think of 
anything better. You don’t know what it’s like, being married to a man like 
Craig. I’ve spent our entire relationship waiting at home for him, worrying 
about him, imagining other women seducing him. What’s he supposed to do 
when they throw themselves at him? He’s naive, that’s the problem. He 
oblivious to his own sexual power.’
‘Maybe you could go home and make him a lovely dinner and start 
fresh.’ I crawl up on the bed and reach for her arm. In a caring gesture, I rub 
my thumb across the bones on the back of her hand, then I take hold of her 
wrist and try to pull her off the bed toward the balcony. It’s like trying to 
haul a dead body. She doesn’t move.
‘I’m sorry I suspected you, Janice. I don’t know what I was thinking. 
It’s a ludicrous idea, now that I think about it. You and Craig.’ She chuckles 
in a way that isn’t complimentary.
‘It’s not that ludicrous,’ I say. 
‘Yeah, it is,’ she says.
Not a dozen feet away from where she sits, I see the wardrobe door 
only slightly ajar now and through the gap, a hairy, brown, naked leg folded 
at the knee, and beside it, a scrotum. Then I see a t-shirt on the floor, half way 
to the wardrobe. I can make out the writing: do it with frequency.
‘Oh,’ I say.
‘Oh what?’ Lesley says.
‘Ohhhh,’ I yawn and stretch, ostentatiously. Then I look toward the 
balcony door and flatten my hand above my eyes, also ostentatiously. ‘Wait. I 
see something, in your front yard. Is that him coming home now?’
‘Where?’ says Lesley. She gets up from the bed and, as she moves 
over to the window, I dash, as fast and as nonchalantly as possible for a 
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woman wrapped in a sheet, to stand on the t-shirt and simultaneously block 
Lesley’s line of sight to the wardrobe.
‘I can’t see anything,’ she says.
‘My bad,’ I say, stretching and fanning the bottom of the sheet over 
the incriminatory t-shirt. I’m standing firm now. I’m only missing a torch to 
look like the Statue of Liberty.
‘Talk about irony.’ Lesley raises her arms to us, sheet-woman and 
pillow-man. ‘You two, reconciling, whilst my perfect marriage to my perfect 
man is in tatters.’
‘Tell you what,’ says Alec. ‘Why don’t you give us a couple of 
minutes to get dressed, and then we’ll make you a nice cup of tea. You can 
tell us all about it.’
‘Or maybe you’d rather go home and wait for Craig,’ I say. ‘I find 
that being alone is very helpful in these situations. I feel quite restored after 
some time to myself.’
‘Oh that’s so sweet of you both,’ Lesley says. ‘But I couldn’t. That 
would be too self-indulgent. I’d be taking advantage of your kindness. I 
should really let you get back to your reunification shagging.’
‘Completely up to you,’ I say. ‘I’ll tell Caroline you dropped by.’
‘It would be no trouble at all,’ says Alec. ‘You could tell us whatever 
was on your mind.’
‘Maybe just one quick macchiato,’ says Lesley. ‘Caroline has a nice 
single origin Brazilian. With just a stain of frothed milk. If it’s no trouble.’
In twenty minutes, Alec and I are dressed. The girls have been consoled with 
the promise of pizza for dinner, and bribed with ice-cream topped with 
sprinkles and a new Barbie outfit each into playing quietly downstairs, but 
they’ve driven a hard bargain: Alec is eating with us. It’s not unusual, 
Mercedes tells me. Sometimes he babysits when Mummy and Daddy go out 
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and he makes macaroni cheese. Even Mummy and Daddy love Uncle Alec’s 
macaroni cheese.
Caroline is full of surprises. I can’t wait to discuss it with her.
But that’s a conversation for another day. For now, I am sitting with 
Alec and Lesley in Caroline’s dream kitchen, drinking coffee that I 
summoned by pressing random buttons on a machine. Caroline’s kitchen 
looks as though it was hand-carved by Quakers from timber that died of 
natural causes, not designed on a computer by an architect, supervised by a 
project manager and built by a crack team of kitchen specialists out of high-
tech materials and reconstituted stone. It has a deep farmhouse sink and 
white ceramic taps and, hidden behind the olde-worldeness, enough 
technology to launch a space shuttle. Alec and I dance around each other, 
fetching cups and saucers, finding the spoons and the milk. 
‘Just like old times,’ he says. ‘You and me, in a kitchen.’
We reach for the sugar bowl at the same time. I almost touch him but 
jerk my hand away with seconds to spare.
‘I don’t bite,’ he says.
‘Are you sure this is a macchiato?’ Lesley sniffs it. 
‘I swear it on my life,’ I say.
‘Does Caroline have any biscuits? I think my blood sugar is low. The 
homemade ones, from the cake stall, with jam in the middle? Or anything 
really. I’m not fussy. But without dairy.’
‘I put milk in your coffee.’
‘Milk is OK,’ she says. ‘I just try to stay away from dairy.’ 
I find some Scotch Fingers in a plastic tub in the pantry and tip them 
on a plate. Alec has pulled out Lesley’s chair so she’s positioned with her 
back to the windows. Outside is impossibly green and impossibly blue and it 
stretches for ever, and it’s safe and idyllic and a good many perfect 
childhoods must be taking place in the immediate vicinity. A great many 
parental sacrifices, spiritual and financial and sexual and psychic, must be 
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taking place to ensure those perfect childhoods and a great many children 
must live totally unaware of them.
Lesley helps herself to sugar, and as she leans forward I see the back 
of Craig, dressed now, darting back toward their house, bolting from tree to 
tree like a spy.
‘I should have known it was too good to be true,’ Lesley says. ‘Craig 
played lead guitar, when I met him. Why didn’t I go for the drummer? I want 
to sleep with a married drummer, said no woman ever. Isn’t Craig the 
prettiest man you’ve ever seen? That’s his natural hair colour you know, and 
his original eyelashes. He’s prettier than me. Brilliant with the kids, does all 
the housework. So what if he doesn’t make much money? It’s the twenty-first 
century, that’s completely irrelevant. Besides, I’ve got enough for the two of 
us.’ She’s scoffing the biscuits with grim determination. Hoovering them.
‘He’s lucky to have you,’ says Alec.
Over her shoulder in the middle-distance, Craig hurdles the low 
hedge that divides the two yards, clearing it by a good hand span. He’s got a 
fair technique, although he lifts his knees too high. There’s an exuberance in 
the way he moves. Run, Forrest, run.
‘It’s rare to find someone who’s not threatened by their partner’s 
success,’ she says. ‘Imagine your marriage in reverse, Janice. After all, Alec’s 
a doctor.’
‘I’m not a doctor doctor,’ says Alec. ‘I’m a historian. Very limited 
emergency skill set. Sudden labour pains? Fractures and sprains? Useless. 
Urgent contextualisation of the Boxer Rebellion? Stand back ladies, I got this.’
‘I’ll tell you a secret, Dr Alec.’ She lays her hand on his forearm. 
‘Marrying a doctor is every little girl’s dream. My parents would have been 
beside themselves.’
‘I have a PhD too,’ I say.
‘That’s nice,’ says Lesley. ‘Good for you, holding your own.’ 
‘Let’s get back to Craig,’ says Alec. 
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‘If only he’d left me a note,’ she says. ‘Is that too much to ask? A 
note? Something might have happened to him. He might have seen an 
injured animal from the kitchen window, someone’s lost cow or something, 
and he might have gone to help it. He might be trying to lift the cow and the 
cow could have fallen on him. Cows are heavier than they look. We could be 
sitting here drinking coffee while he’s trapped, having the life squeezed out 
of him.’
‘I’m sure he’s not underneath a cow,’ I say. ‘Not right at the moment.’
‘Or maybe he’s collapsed. He might be a physically perfect specimen 
of masculinity but he works too hard, looking after the kids. That big 
beautiful heart of his might be failing. He could be turning blue.’
‘I don’t think Craig’s the type to turn blue,’ says Alec. 
‘He’s probably down at Bunnings,’ I say. ‘He’s wandering around in 
Craig heaven looking at routers and he’s forgotten the time.’
‘Without his four-wheel drive? Do you think he transported himself 
to the router aisle telepathically?’ She starts to take a sip of her cooling coffee, 
then she stops and her eyes narrow. ‘How did you know he loves Bunnings?’
‘All men love Bunnings,’ Alec says. ‘You should see me down there. 
Screwdrivers. Nails. I’m gone for hours.’
To the best of my knowledge, Alec has never even been inside a 
Bunnings. He wouldn’t be able to find one with a map, a compass and a 
starving sniffer dog trained on Rotary Club sausages.
‘Oh Janice, I’m sorry. There’s no excuse for that kind of behaviour,’ 
Lesley says. ‘I’m suspicious of everyone. You’re right, though. Craig’s not 
just handy. He’s some kind of genius. He’s like Michelangelo with a spirit 
level. The things he can do with his hands, it’s incredible. And not just 
around the house.’
‘I honestly don’t want to know.’
‘I was completely unaware of the things my clitoris could do before I 
met him. It was like living in black and white, like the beginning of The 
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Wizard of Oz. Like the whole world was AM radio instead of stereo. He can 
play me like a violin, when he makes the effort.’
‘Lesley. I have the best part of fourteen dollars in my purse,’ I say. ‘If 
you stop talking right now, it’s all yours.’
‘You’re right,’ she says. She’s hardly sipped her ‘macchiato’ and now 
the froth has dispersed into the brown. ‘I’m being selfish. Enough about me. 
How did you two get back together? You and Alec? I mean, what triggered 
it?’
I look down at my ringless hands, holding the coffee cup. I need to 
say something flippant here, and fast, but my tongue’s stuck to the roof of 
my mouth.
‘I did,’ says Alec.
For many, many mornings, his face was the first thing I saw when I 
opened my eyes. I know his face better than my own. I have no need to stare 
at it now.
‘It was an easy decision, in the end,’ says Alec. ‘I’ve gone out with 
other people, of course. I’ve met some terrific women over these past 
months. But I could never imagine spending the rest of my life with any of 
them. I couldn’t stop comparing them to Janice. All the important days in my 
life, the days that really mattered, were the ones we spent together. I realised 
I’d never be happy unless I tried to win her back,’ he says.
Lesley reaches across and rubs his arm again. ‘Aren’t you the 
romantic? And what about you, Janice? How did you know that you two 
should get back together?’
On a normal Saturday, I usually nip in to the lab. Not for any 
pressing reason. Just to check on my little guys. To potter. I stand in front of 
the mirror and poke my hair lock by lock under the blue paper cap until I 
look like a patient ready for open-heart surgery before I go in to see them, 
hunkered down in their Petri dishes, stacked in whichever temperature 
incubator was best for them, getting on with things. If I do my job right, if 
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I’m very careful, they don’t give me any surprises. On weekends I have the 
prep room all to myself so while I’m in there it makes sense to start on a few 
weeks’ worth of media and solutions. This takes some concentration, a 
precision in the weighing and measuring. I make the media, then I pour it, 
and then I might run some loads through the autoclave and maybe I’ll wash 
test tubes by hand with the wire brush because the machine is hopeless, we 
get the repair guy time after time for nothing, and the next thing I know, it’s 
past midnight. The whole night has gone. When I get home, I eat some fruit 
because who can be bothered cooking for one and then I water my plants in 
case their brown, desiccated appearance is just a stage they’re going through, 
in case any of them spontaneously resurrects. I love my dead plants. There 
are some things I can’t bring myself to give up on.
Then I turn the TV on and fall straight asleep on the couch without 
any tossing or turning. It’s easy. No insomnia. No lying awake, longing for 
something I can’t have. This is a sign of a life well-lived. Though sometimes I 
think it’d be more efficient if I slept in the lab. Perhaps I could get Megan the 
research director to put in a bed for me. Something simple. A fold-out, 
maybe, that doubles as a couch in the daytime.
I wish I was anywhere else but Caroline’s kitchen, right now. It’s a 
Saturday night. I have a life to get back to. I’m free. I have no one to answer 
to. I can do anything I want. My wonderful, wonderful life.
‘Janice?’ says Lesley.
All at once, I hear footsteps, loud and stagey, at the front door. Then 
the bell rings.
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‘It’s wifeless, back at mine,’ Craig says, as he sticks his head in the doorway. 
‘It’s like a morgue over there. Ah. There’s my little Stradivarius.’
He is dressed again in his t-shirt and jeans, which look fresh and 
ironed. His shoes are on the appropriate feet and his hair is untousled. It’s a 
skill, composing yourself: buttoning, smoothing and removing evidence. The 
world would seem manageable if you could remake yourself anew for each 
fresh encounter with a different person. If you could wake up every morning 
with your shed skin in a papery pile beside your bed, life would rest lightly 
upon you.
‘Ooh,’ says Craig. ‘Biscuit.’
There is one lonely shortbread left on the plate. Lesley shoves it in 
her mouth as though she’s trekked the post- apocalyptic wastelands eating 
nothing but the raw flesh of her companions when she stumbled across the 
last baked good in existence, a sad dodo of a biscuit.
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‘You’re right babe. Thanks for saving me,’ Craig says, with his hands 
up. ‘Confession: extra gluten I don’t need. Oh, hello Janice. Long time no see. 
And who’s this stranger?’
I introduce Craig, the winner of the daytime Emmy for best 
performance by a guilty rat in a soap opera, to Alec as best I can. Alec’s 
performance is adequate but there’s something stretched in his delivery; he’s 
not in the same league as Craig, who sounds for all the world like he’s never 
laid eyes on Alec yet is exhilarated beyond reason to meet him. They shake 
hands like captains before a match, arms pumping with forced bonhomie 
and the suppressed aggression that, I now realise, is how it goes between 
men who’ve seen each other naked without any practical means to gauge 
superiority.
‘So what do you do for a crust?’ Craig says, and when Alec answers, 
he says, ‘A historian? Seriously? Mate, I would have faked my own death to 
get out of history at school. Who needs to know that stuff in the real world? 
No one. Prime ministers and kings and explorers and whatever. Seriously, 
it’s pointless, history. There are so many dead people, you can’t keep up. 
You’re outnumbered. And you know what else? Back then, you could 
actually be the first person to climb some mountain or sail somewhere or 
discover something. Now everything’s already been done. It’s depressing. 
Dead people, they’re just like live hipsters.’
‘Alec thinks there’s nothing more important than history,’ I say. ‘Go 
on. Tell him.’
I’ve heard Alec explain this, full flight on the idea that the only way 
we can interpret our nerve-racking present is by understanding the past. He 
talks of the responsibility, the joy of being a historian, whose job it is to help 
all of us stand on solid ground. He’s evangelical about it, as though he’s 
waiting for strangers to take the love of history into their hearts on the spot 
so he can dunk their heads in really old water.
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‘Actually Craig has a point. These days, I’m more a fan of the 
present,’ says Alec.
‘You? Since when?’ I say.
‘Since a few years ago. Something I was so certain about turned out 
to be rubbish. I guess I’m discovering the joys of subjectivity.’
‘My history teacher, man, he was a fossil. We had to learn all these 
dates, and for what?’ says Craig. ‘Everything you need to know about 
history has already been made into movies. Gladiator, 300, Indy and the Last 
Crusade.’
‘Right. Well. Were you two looking for each other?’ I say.
Craig nods. ‘Where have you been hiding, baby? I was worried. You 
could have left a note.’
‘I could have left a note?’ says Lesley, biscuit crumbs flying. ‘Me?’
‘It’s a tiny bit inconsiderate, just taking off like that. I’ve been looking 
for you for ages.’
‘Wrong turn, Craig,’ says Alec. ‘Dead end. Reverse it on outta there.’
‘Anyway, we should leave these good people to it,’ says Craig. ‘What 
would you like for dinner?’
But Lesley is lost, staring into space. 
‘Lesley? Sweetheart?’ Craig says.
‘No more, Craig. Not one more day,’ she says. ‘I know exactly where 
you were. Not precisely, not geographically. But I know the anatomical 
vicinity. Pan-fried you-can-get-stuffed, that’s what I’d like for dinner.’
‘What?’
‘I’m sick of spending my life waiting for you, worrying about you. 
I’m not coming.’
‘Of course she is,’ I say. ‘She doesn’t mean it. She’s coming. Where 
are your keys, Lesley? You don’t want to leave anything behind.’
Her bag is on the table. I slide it toward her.
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‘Oh, I mean it all right.’ She slides the bag back in my direction, then 
folds her arms. ‘My mother told me this day would come. On my wedding 
day, she told me. You take a man like that into your life, you’re asking for 
trouble. She had Uncle Eddie park around the back of the church in case I 
changed my mind.’
‘I thought she liked me,’ said Craig.
‘She’s my mother. She likes me more,’ said Lesley. ‘I’m not budging 
from this spot.’
‘You can’t stay here all night,’ says Craig.
‘The girls will be thrilled,’ says Alec. ‘It’ll be like a slumber party.’
‘Mate, I’m sure you mean well,’ says Craig.
‘I’ve turned the other cheek time after time, but this is the straw. The 
straw,’ says Lesley.
‘If Caroline or Henry were here, it’d be different,’ I say. ‘It’s putting 
me in an awkward position. This isn’t my house. It’s not my place.’
‘If you’re sure it’s no trouble,’ says Lesley. ‘I’ll be perfectly 
comfortable in the spare room downstairs. You two will be up in Caroline’s 
room. You won’t even know I’m here.’
‘No no. We won’t be in Caroline’s room. We won’t be anywhere. I 
mean, I’ll be in Caroline’s room but Alec’s not staying. Alec’s going home 
tonight, after dinner, aren’t you Alec,’ I say.
‘I thought I’d stay over too, actually,’ he says. ‘I am deep in debt to 
the tune of one mammoth kite-flying session. I’d like to get it off the books 
tomorrow.’
‘You can’t. You’ve got that thing on, first thing in the morning. 
Remember?’
‘What thing?’ says Alec.
‘The thing. You need an early night so you can get up bright and 
early for the thing you’ve got on.’
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‘No I don’t,’ says Alec. ‘I hate things, especially early-morning 
things. The fate of the early worm should be a warning to us all.’
‘But it’s an important thing, your early-morning thing.’ 
‘Oh, that thing? The early-morning thing, the thing I need a good 
night’s sleep for? They cancelled,’ he says. ‘I can stay over too. Isn’t that good 
news?’
‘Come on home, Lesley baby,’ says Craig. He purrs at her, then he 
growls and swipes pretend claws. ‘The kids are away and you know what 
that means. We’ve got the whole house to ourselves. That means the kitchen 
bench tops, that nice hard granite. Ice from the fridge dispenser. It means the 
bean bags in the rumpus room. The stairs. Anywhere you want. Let’s not 
waste it.’
‘And they say chivalry is dead,’ I say.
‘You think you can sweet talk me with your romantic promises,’ says 
Lesley. ‘Enough is enough.’
‘You can’t stay mad at me forever.’ He winks at her. 
‘I can give it a red hot go.’
‘At least tell me what I did.’
‘You figure it out, Einstein.’ She grips the seat of her chair like it’s 
about to fly. ‘I have an MBA. I was a regional finalist for Businesswoman of 
the Year. How did I get here? What the hell happened?’
‘But what am I supposed to do at home without you?’ Craig says.
‘Eat two-minute noodles and watch internet porn, for all I care.’
‘If you’re not leaving, I’m not leaving either,’ he says. ‘It’s not a home 
without you.’
‘So, Craig’s staying for dinner? I’m glad that’s settled,’ says Alec.
‘I’m sure Craig doesn’t want to stay,’ I say. ‘We’re having pizza, 
Craig. With extra gluten.’
‘I’m good with pizza gluten,’ says Craig. ‘It’s the other kind I can’t 
manage.’
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‘There’s no sleeping with him afterwards,’ says Lesley. ‘Dutch oven. 
You have no idea.’
‘Lucky for me, I’m not sleeping with him,’ says Alec. ‘Who votes for 
margherita with furry fish?’
The girls don’t mind anchovies but they’ve ordered pineapple on everything. 
I ask Paris direct questions while we set the table: where does Mummy keep 
the napkins? Which pizza is your favourite? I get nothing but big eyes. One 
half of me is screaming that this is some kind of emergency, that I need to call 
a team of speech pathologists or child psychologists to put the sirens on, stat. 
The other half admires her fortitude. If all the grown-ups around her insist 
on acting like children, why shouldn’t she behave however she likes? Why 
should she dignify any of this nonsense with a response? She should have as 
much time as she needs, without anyone dictating correct behaviour for a 
five-year-old.
‘Wine?’ says Lesley.
‘Undoubtedly. Girls, where does Daddy keep the wine?’ They take 
me downstairs to the garage. I hadn’t noticed, but there’s a whole wall of 
wire racks filled with bottles behind the laundry.
‘It’s only for grown-ups,’ says Mercedes. ‘It’s sour, but when you get 
old, that’s what you like.’
The three of us walk along the wall of wine. Mercedes and Paris start 
pulling bottles out and looking at the labels and then pushing them back in, 
like little connoisseurs. Paris draws hearts in the dust around the necks with 
her finger.
‘Wow. Daddy’s spent ages collecting all these. I bet he’s organised it 
by vintages. I bet he knows the location of every vineyard.’ I kneel down to 
their eye level. ‘Which one is the most expensive, do you think?’
‘This one has lots of gold medals.’ Mercedes lifts a bottle by the neck 
and hands it to me.
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‘Ah, a cheeky little Beaujolais. Madam has made an excellent choice. 
Which one do you like, Paris?’
She stands in front of the rack with her hands behind her back, and 
rises up and down on her toes, then she dives for a bottle tucked away in the 
far corner of the bottom row. It’s some kind of sparkling, with a foil cap and 
dust on its shoulders and cursive French on its label. She passes it to me 
without a word.
‘This looks frightfully expensive,’ I say to her, wiping it with my 
sleeve. ‘Daddy must have been saving this for a very special occasion. Good 
work.’
‘You’ve got to write it in the little book,’ says Mercedes.
I pick another bottle at random, because faced with a little book, two 
doesn’t seem nearly enough. Until our parents saved the deposit for their 
own home, Caroline and I grew up in the sleep-out of our grandparents’ 
house under the flight path, and we would lie on our backs on the buffalo 
lawn between the incinerator and the Hills Hoist and wait for the fat white 
bellies of the jets to appear. Every afternoon when the wind changed, the 
rendering from the pet-food factory was all we could smell until we couldn’t 
smell it anymore. Granny said things like What do you call this, bush week? and 
What’s that when it’s at home? Our pop had his trannie on day and night, 
listening to the races, dogs and trots in strict, hushed rotation while he filled 
up his prized stainless steel tankard from lukewarm longnecks. Now, 
Caroline has a wine book and a pen attached with string to her wall of wine. 
I fill in ‘wine’, ‘grape’, ‘producer’, ‘vintage’ and ‘region’ as accurately as I can 
then, under ‘occasion’, I write: Celebrating! Dinner with gorgeous nieces! Thanks 
so much for your generosity! xxx Janice. Then I carry the wine upstairs with the 
girls trailing behind me, in time to see Alec paying the pizza delivery guy at 
the front door. 
‘Hello, Brayden,’ says Mercedes.
‘Mercedes. Paris,’ says Brayden the delivery guy. ‘It’s been a while.’
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‘Pizza is still our favourite,’ Mercedes says. ‘But we’re not the boss 
around here.’
‘Listen mate, I never want you to worry about that,’ says Brayden. 
‘Sure, I could sook about it. I could carry on like a pork chop. But the way I 
see it is, there’s seven teas a week. That’s 364 teas a year. There’s plenty of 
room for everyone. I don’t mind the odd palak paneer myself, within reason.’
‘There’s 365 dinners a year,’ says Craig.
‘Call me old-fashioned,’ says Brayden, ‘but I think pizza for 
Christmas is a bit much.’
‘Can Brayden stay for dinner?’ says Mercedes. 
‘Brayden’s working, darling,’ I say.
‘Actually this is the end of my shift,’ he says. ‘I’ve been going since 
lunchtime. Didn’t you have the telly on? Dees vee Swannies, in Sydney this 
arvo. I’ve been run off my feet. I’ve got an extra porcini in the car. Gonna eat 
it at home. Alone. All by meself. Leaning over the sink.’
‘Please?’ says Mercedes.
I shrug. ‘Sure,’ I say. ‘What could possibly go wrong?’
After the introductions, Brayden retrieves his porcini from the car 
and I open the wine and Alec sets the table and we pile the pizza boxes in the 
middle and the seven of us sit. Lesley and Craig pick off each piece of 
pineapple and leave it on their plates. Brayden, Alec and I endure.
‘Are we having a salad?’ says Mercedes. ‘Because us kids are 
supposed to have two serves of vegetables a day.’ 
‘I coulda brought one but to be honest, they’re not much chop,’ says 
Brayden.
‘Extenuating circumstances,’ I say. 
‘What does that mean?’ says Mercedes.
‘It means that today, pineapple counts as a vegetable. So does tomato 
paste.’
‘It’s OK,’ she says to Paris. ‘Mum will be back soon.’ 
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‘What are you? Twenty-two? Twenty-four?’ says Lesley to Brayden.
‘I’m twenty,’ he says. ‘And a half.’
‘Twenty,’ she says. ‘That’s young. You must have a lot of stamina.’
‘You have no idea. I’m on my feet for the whole shift. Stairs, no-
shows, people with the munchies too stoned to find their wallets. The pizzas 
only stay in peak condition for so long in the cardboard and if you take one 
corner too fast, bam, that’s it. Topping all over the inside of the box. That’s 
why I put in all that time at the gym. Upper body, mostly. Quads look after 
themselves.’
‘The gym?’ says Lesley. ‘I can tell, now that I look closely. More 
wine? How tall are you, six-one? Six-two?’
‘One-seventy-two,’ says Brayden, raising his glass. ‘And a half.’
‘So,’ says Craig says to Mercedes. ‘How’s school?’ 
‘Good,’ she says.
‘What are you going to be when you grow up?’ says Lesley. ‘A 
scientist, like your auntie? Or a businessman, like your dad?’
‘You’d make a fantastic Wonder Woman,’ says Alec, to Mercedes. 
‘Maybe Super Girl for your chatty friend there.’ 
‘We don’t have them anymore,’ says Mercedes. ‘They’re really old 
and they’ve retired. Now we have Black Widow and Scarlet Witch.’
‘Old? Wonder Woman?’ says Alec. ‘You must be joking. She’s 
perfection.’
‘Captain Marvel, for mine,’ says Brayden. ‘She is made of awesome.’
‘I’d rather be a villain,’ says Lesley. ‘Then you get henchmen and a 
lair of one’s own.’
‘Perhaps you could be a scientist and a superhero,’ Alec says to 
Mercedes. ‘Lots of potential in that kind of work. Close proximity to 
radioactive spiders. Gamma rays careening all over the lab willy-nilly. Ability 
to make your own arc reactor. It’s a wonder the CSIRO doesn’t make better 
recruitment ads.’
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‘I’m not a scientist,’ I say. ‘Not really. Besides, Mercedes’ parents are 
alive. They frown on that at superhero school.’ The pineapple is glow-in-the-
dark yellow and is making my teeth ache.
‘Let me put in a good word for the transport industry,’ says Brayden. 
‘Less chance of a useful genetic mutation, sure, but you can work your own 
hours, make tips, listen to your own tunes. Plus as much food as you can eat. 
You’ve got to go the extra mile, of course.’ He laughs. One laugh, a single ha 
exhaled like a baritone’s warm-up. ‘No pun intended. Lots of billionaires, 
that’s where they started.’
‘You seem like a young man with a bright future,’ Lesley says. 
‘You look after the present, the future looks after itself. I feed people. 
Look after them, you get me? I’m like a bee going from flower to flower.’
‘You’re a bee?’ says Craig.
‘It’s a lot of responsibility, sure. What if I forget an order and some 
family are waiting for hours, starving, kids getting cranky, everyone on 
edge? OMG, no pizza, no pizza. Bingo, massive domestic aggro scenario. Or 
what if some lads are, you know, relaxing with a bit of herbal assistance? No 
pizza, no pizza, one guy who’s under the weather gets in the car to hit the 
drive-through at the chicken place, bam! Multi-car pile-up when he runs the 
red.’
‘If you work nights, does that mean you have all day free?’ says 
Lesley. ‘To buzz around and visit flowers?’
‘I guess,’ he says. ‘Provided Mum doesn’t need me to take her 
shopping.’
‘Do you want my pineapple?’ Craig passes his plate to Mercedes.
‘Daddy doesn’t live here anymore,’ she says. ‘He’s going to have 
another house, with Miss Roland. That’s where he’ll sleep.’ She tips Craig’s 
plate so that half the pineapple pieces fall onto hers, then she sweeps the rest 
onto Paris’s. She holds her fork like a dagger and spears and eats it, piece by 
piece.
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‘That’s a piss-off,’ says Brayden.
‘Harsh,’ says Craig, and I don’t know if he means Henry, or maybe 
Martha, or Brayden or Mercedes.
‘Me and Paris’ll have to share a room there,’ Mercedes says. ‘We’re 
going to get bunk beds, and mine’s on top.’
‘If this new place is on my turf, you give me a hoy. Extra pineapple 
no charge, no worries.’ Brayden reaches to the middle of the table and drums 
his fingers on the closed pizza boxes with surprising rhythm.
‘You have great digital agility,’ says Lesley. 
‘Ta,’ he says.
‘We don’t know where it’ll be yet. We’ll have new pyjamas and some 
toys there, but most things will stay here because this is our first house. If we 
spill things, Miss Roland will get really mad. If we leave things behind at the 
wrong house, oh boy. Everybody will get really mad.’
‘None of that has happened,’ I say. ‘We don’t know it will happen. 
Where did you get that from?’
‘Olivia. She’s in my class. She has two Barbie bikes. The one with the 
broken wheel is at her old house and the new one is at her new house. When 
her daddy got married, she got to be flower girl which is a very important 
job because if you mess up, the whole marriage is ruined for ever and ever 
and it’s your fault,’ says Mercedes. She turns to Lesley. ‘Plus, we’re going to 
get a kitten for the new house. And a pony called Aurora.’
‘Oh,’ says Lesley. ‘That’s nice.’
‘Kittens cost a lot but not as much as kids,’ Mercedes says. ‘Kids cost 
hundreds and hundreds. More than a car, even. Plus, I’m going to need 
braces, probably. Daddy’ll have to pay for that, but. I’ve got his mother’s 
teeth so don’t think he can get out of that, because he can’t.’
‘Sweetheart, it’s got nothing to do with money,’ says Lesley. 
‘Sometimes mummies and daddies just can’t live together anymore.’ 
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‘And sometimes mummies blow one tiny thing way out of 
proportion,’ says Craig.
‘Another slice?’ says Alec. ‘How about you, Paris?’ 
‘Daddy’s golf clubs are downstairs,’ says Mercedes. ‘He left them 
behind so we can use them as swords to fight any bad men who come.’
‘He left them behind because nothing more could fit in that little car,’ 
says Lesley.
Mercedes turns to me. ‘If Miss Roland had a bigger car, would 
Daddy have taken more stuff?’ says Mercedes. ‘The furniture? The TV? This 
is still our house, right?’
‘Bad men?’ I say. ‘What bad men?’
She turns up her mouth at me like I’m a moron, like I’ve never 
stepped outside my front door or watched the news. ‘They’ll come,’ she says. 
‘We’re only girls here now.’
We are all quiet for a moment. We look down at our plates, littered 
now with congealed cheese and dobs of sauce and chunks of crust. We look 
into our wine glasses, as though the perfect words to say in reply are floating 
there in the Beaujolais. Finally Alec speaks.
‘Everyone feels scared sometimes,’ he says. ‘Even grown- ups. 
Especially grown-ups.’
‘I’m not scared,’ she says. ‘You know what I’d do? I’d punch them 
like this.’ She lets fly with her tight pink fists, straightening and bending her 
arms one by one. Then she pulls up each sleeve and flexes her muscles with 
her forehead to her fist.
‘Whoa,’ says Brayden. ‘Have you got a licence for those guns?’ 
‘As soon as I figure out who the bad guys are,’ she says, ‘they’re 
going to get it.’
After dinner, after ice-cream, after Mercedes leans back in her chair with her 
hands on her stomach and says where are my stretchy pants?, after Brayden 
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entertains the girls by pulling dollar coins from behind Paris’s ear, Brayden 
and the girls exchange complicated handshake-fist bumps and Lesley gives 
Brayden an affectionate hug before he heads off to his car. Youse are the best, 
he says. Next time, garlic bread, on me.
Lesley holds firm and Craig hikes alone across the yard, slowly this 
time, glancing back over his shoulder with puppy-dog eyes. Lesley stares at 
his back and fiddles with her rings and clanks the plates against each other 
as she stacks the dishwasher, but she doesn’t yield. I fetch her an extra 
blanket and a towel for the morning and a glass of water for beside her bed.
‘I’ll walk you downstairs,’ I say.
‘I know the way.’ She stands in the hall, and then she turns back to 
face me. Her hands are tight around the glass and her nails are broken and 
short and stained and there are remnants of clay trapped in her cuticles. 
Hardworking hands. She doesn’t deserve this, that I know something 
important that she doesn’t.
‘Look, Lesley,’ I say.
‘You think I’m stupid, don’t you,’ she says. 
‘I don’t think you’re stupid.’
She laughs like someone who’s not slept for many days. ‘Well you’re 
wrong,’ she says. ‘I am stupid. I’m an idiot. I just can’t figure out if I’m stupid 
for staying with him or stupid now, for not going home with him.’
‘Lesley,’ I say.
‘Mercedes and Paris, they’re lovely girls,’ she says. ‘They know how 
to sit at a table for dinner, which is more than I can say for my two.’
‘Lesley,’ I say.
‘Don’t worry about Henry and Caroline. They’ll sort it out. He can’t 
seriously be leaving her. Caroline will forgive him. Henry is a great father. 
He’d be bereft without them. Children are the most important part of a man’s 
life. Nothing else can possibly make up for losing them.’
‘You’re absolutely right,’ I say.
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‘Is there something you wanted, Janice?’
The light from the stairwell gives a golden glow to her hair. It’s like 
she’s wearing a crown.
‘Just to wish you goodnight,’ I say.
‘And to you,’ she says, as she starts down the stairs.
Caroline’s decreed bedtime has come and gone, just one more 
promise broken. The girls are nodding at the dining table. Alec lifts one in the 
crook of each arm and their small bodies fold against his chest and at the 
sight of them, all my assurances about teeth-brushing fly out the window.
‘How old are you two?’ says Alec, as he balances them. ‘Twenty-five 
and twenty-seven? You were just little kids the last time I carried you. I’m 
going to get a hernia. Two hernias. I’ll name them after you. What will I 
name your hernia?’
‘Princess Starlight,’ says Mercedes, with her eyes closed. ‘And Paris’s 
can be Princess Moonglow.’ 
‘Good names for hernias,’ he says.
Mercedes lifts her head an inch. ‘You love us, right?’ 
‘Take it to the bank.’ He kisses the tops of their heads, one by one.
Then he straightens and leans back to balance their weight as he 
takes soft steps down the hall to their rooms. He sways and the girls make 
drowsy, closed-eye smiles as he turns sideways to pass through the doorway. 
They nestle their faces in his neck and make quiet noises in their almost-
sleep. I wish I were as lucky as they.
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And now. Everyone is in the correct beds, everything is washed and dried 
and put away. The house is quiet and I would offer up everything I own to 
be somewhere else. Uhura to transporter room: my lovely flat with my 
friendly brown plants for company, please, and step on it.
‘They wanted a story but they were both out cold before the dingos 
smiled and the emus shrank,’ Alec says, when he comes back. ‘Looks like it’s 
just you and me.’
‘Don’t think I’m not grateful,’ I say, ‘I am. I am grateful. But I’ve 
wasted enough of your time.’ 
‘So I’m dismissed.’
I move Caroline’s oil and salt containers and wipe the bench, then I 
move them back again.
‘It’s Saturday night. I’m sure you have plans.’
‘We lied straight to Lesley’s face and now I’m superfluous to your 
needs.’
He’s leaning on the back of a dining chair, rocking it backwards and 
forwards on its legs. His eyes look vaguely hollow, bruised, as though he’s 
witnessed the sinking of a crowded liner far out to sea and been unable to 
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save a soul. Perhaps, despite everything we’ve been through, he’s only 
seeing me clearly now.
‘Grow up,’ I say. I wipe the bench again.
‘You’re a horrible person now, is that it? That’s your story.’ 
‘Maybe I’ve always been horrible. Maybe I’ve always been a terrible, 
selfish person who only thinks about herself, and I fooled you for all those 
years.’ All at once it seems too dark in here so I find the panel of light 
switches and flick them all on. Now the kitchen looks suitable for night 
cricket.
‘Janice,’ Alec says. ‘I have no idea what you’re doing. But if I leave 
it’ll look suspicious. You’ve just told Lesley we’re back together.’
‘I’ll tell her it’s early days and we’re taking it slowly. Or we had a 
fight. Or I felt embarrassed, being sprung by her. Whatever.’
‘Wow. You’re a really good liar, you know that? I, on the other hand, 
am a rubbish liar. I promised the girls I’d be here in the morning, and I will 
be.’
‘Go home. Go back to your life.’
He shakes his head. ‘Once more, with feeling.’
Prayer might be my only option. I drop to the floor but instead of 
divine intervention, now that I’m eye-level, I open the oven door.
‘Look at the state of this.’ I lean inside the oven up to my shoulders, 
the full Sylvia Plath. ‘It’s a disgrace. Can you hand me a sponge?’ 
‘Now?’
‘There are bits of lasagne in here that pre-date the fall of Saigon. I’m 
amazed this oven is not already populated with tiny, miniature 
archaeologists with tiny, miniature shovels. If Children’s Services were to 
drop by, the girls’d be in foster care before you could blink.’
‘I’ve got a better idea.’ He takes my arm and guides me to my feet, 
then he shuts the oven door with his knee. ‘It’s Caroline’s oven. She can clean 
it. Let’s go to bed. Together.’
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‘Or we could watch TV.’ I remove my arm and head back to the 
lounge. ‘The remote must be here somewhere. If we’re lucky, there’ll be a 
rerun of CSI: Wagga Wagga on Fox. Or NCIS: Bermagui. I think there’s a whole 
channel that plays nothing else. The acronym channel.’
‘Tempting, but no.’
‘I might binge watch one of these box sets. Maybe The Tudors. 
Something to put our humble infidelity dramas in perspective. Who thinks 
things were better in the good old days? Not me. At least our cheating heads 
remain attached to our necks.’
‘Janice.’
‘How about a few hands of canasta? Monopoly? You’re chicken, 
aren’t you? I always kicked your arse at Monopoly. You’re no good at 
strategy, that’s your problem. Monopoly is like chess for greedy people. You 
need to have objectives, you’ve got to have discipline, focus, and an 
obsession with property. They should give Monopoly sets to new migrants 
for citizenship training. You’re un-Australian if you’re not obsessed with 
property.’ 
He says nothing. The tips of his teeth: I can remember how they 
nipped the skin of my inner thigh. Those hands, how they moved and stilled 
and moved again. He’s standing too close.
‘Pictionary? Scrabble?’
Ours was not a long courtship. We were in bed together within four 
hours, before I knew his last name, as if there was no time to waste. Which, 
as it turned out, there wasn’t. We dated afterwards. Surely that will offer me 
some kind of protection? Edward Jenner figured out the smallpox vaccine in 
1796. My blood should be chock-full of anti-ex-husband white blood cells, 
ready to pounce.
He blinks at me. ‘Don’t you think we’re a bit too old for games?’
‘“Too old for games”? That is so corny. That’s corn salsa on top of 
corn filling on top of corn-flavoured corn chips. It’s four levels of corn. Plus 
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cheese. It’s corn with extra cheese. It’s chorn. Come on. Monopoly. One game, 
for nostalgia’s sake. Not nostalgia because we used to play it. I didn’t mean 
that. I never think about being married to you. It never crosses my mind. 
Nostalgia for capitalism, I meant, now that it’s in its global death throes. I’ll 
let you be the shoe.’ I gulp the remains of my wine.
‘Can you stop talking?’ He yawns with his arms and his neck and his 
open mouth. ‘I’m exhausted. All that stripping off to bail you out of trouble 
has made me very very sleepy.’
‘You have no respect for the sanctity of divorce. This is a terrible idea. 
Terrible. Really.’
‘I’ve had worse.’
 ‘It’s on a par with that time you bought that barbecue and tried to 
put it together yourself, despite my telling you to phone someone to do it, 
and got your hand caught between the spanner and the gas bottle and broke 
your finger and I had to drive you to the emergency room. What a big baby.’
‘Are you going to tell me you’re in love with Craig?’
‘Yes, Alec. That’s it. You’ve met Craig so you can totally understand 
why I’m head over heels in love with him. He’s my soulmate.’
He comes close to me. Closer.
‘Are you in love with anyone? Just tell me and I’ll disappear.’
‘I’ve been busy. I do Zumba now.’
‘Forget about love. Is there anyone you like? Anyone you fancy? I 
would never want to get in the middle of anything.’ 
‘Don’t think I haven’t had offers. I’ve had offers, believe me. I can 
hardly move for offers.’
‘Dating? Surely you’re dating. It’s been two years.’
‘You make it sound easy. It’s not easy. I take school nights very 
seriously. Imagine if I didn’t get enough sleep. Imagine a sleep-deprived 
bacteria culture error. Like the Exxon Valdez but with Haemophilus aegypticus. 
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Chernobyl, that was sleep deprivation. Five Mile Island. I have 
responsibilities.’
‘That leaves the whole weekend.’ 
‘Friday night is for football.’ 
‘The off-season?’
‘It’s always football season somewhere.’ 
‘Saturday?’
‘Surely you understand the pressure of a Saturday night? If you 
spend Saturday night with someone, it’s a statement. It’s like a save-the-date. 
I just got divorced five minutes ago. I’m not ready for that kind of 
commitment.’
He buries his face in his hands for a moment. ‘Janice. I’ll make this as 
simple as I can. Is there anyone, of either or any sex, that you could tolerate, 
however briefly, on a one-off, naked, recreational basis?’
‘Why is this all about me? Surely there’s some woman out there 
waiting for you as we speak.’
‘I’m single. That’s all that needs to be said. Are you single, Janice?’
‘No,’ I say. ‘I am totally not-single. I’m in a very serious relationship.’
‘With who?’
‘Whom. You don’t know him. He’s working up north on a contract. A 
long contract.’
He leans against the fridge.
‘Really. Tell me something about him. I’m dead curious.’ 
‘Well, sure. Easy. He has a complicated relationship with his family. 
He used to live with his father and stepmother but she absolutely hates him 
and that’s why he took the contract. He has three half-brothers and two half-
sisters. And a dog. He loves his dog. It’s a big, hairy thing.’ 
‘What kind of work does he do?’
‘Walls. He works on walls, if you must know. Wall work. 
Maintenance, repairs. And security systems. Wall maintenance and security. 
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Et cetera. He’s much cuter than you, that’s for sure. He’s got long dark curly 
hair and these adorable lips and a kind of permanent ten-day growth. You 
think you’re scowly? He could scowl you under the table. He’s insanely 
scowly.’
‘What’s his dog’s name?’ 
‘Pardon?’
‘This insanely scowly wall guy who works up north? His dog.’
‘Ghost. His dog’s name is Ghost.’
‘So,’ says the man who might still know me better than anyone else 
alive. ‘You’re in a serious relationship with Jon Snow.’
It might be time to confess, at least part of it. Why am I even 
embarrassed? It’s nothing to be embarrassed about. I should have a t-shirt 
made with it right there, printed on the front.
I swallow. ‘OK. If you must know. I haven’t had sex for two years.’
‘You can’t be serious.’
‘I think I’ve forgotten how.’ 
‘What?’
‘It’s not like riding a bicycle. It’s more like studying for an exam. Like 
French, say, at high school. The minute you hand in that paper and walk out 
of the room, your brain empties like pulling the plug from a bathtub. 
Bonjour? What the hell is bonjour? I knew it thirty minutes ago. Is that a type 
of onion?’
He shakes his head. ‘That’s a waste. Just so I’m clear,’ he says, ‘that 
means no one kisses you in this spot, here.’
He is standing way too close to me now. He moves a lock of hair out 
of the way and he kisses the side of my neck, just below my earlobe. 
‘My licence has been revoked,’ I say, after I remind my lungs to move 
in and out. ‘You can’t enrol in the CAE for a refresher course. They don’t 
make training wheels my size. It’s even possible things have grown over, 
down there. Anatomically. I don’t know how to do it anymore.’
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I rest my hand against his shoulder with the honest intention of 
pushing him away, but all I achieve is the feeling of his skin and bones and 
muscles through the fabric of his shirt, transmitting up my arm and across 
my chest and up my neck and into my brain. This is a mistake.
‘Tell me to stop any time,’ he says, as his lips move down my neck 
toward my collarbone. ‘Go on. Do it.’
‘You’ve been working out, haven’t you? I haven’t been working out,’ 
I say.
‘Go home, Alec. I don’t fancy you,’ he breathes. ‘Say it.’
But instead I say, ‘Is there a dimmer in this room? Maybe there are 
some candles under the sink. Or the dark. The dark is good too.’
‘I do not want to make love with you, Alec. Say it.’
I say, ‘This is all very sudden. I could have toned up a bit, if I had a 
bit of notice. Sit-ups, leg-raises, it all seemed a waste of time after I took my 
vows. I’d have waxed. Some bits at least. Not everything. I’m quite fond of 
body hair, in moderation. I’ve got an idea. Maybe I can text you when I’m in 
front of my diary.’
‘What about here?’
He lifts my left arm and rolls up my sleeve, neatly, evenly, and bends 
his head to kiss the white flesh underneath and brush it with his teeth and 
his tongue and oh Jesus I can feel every cell of him, every muscle, and every 
molecule of the air he breathes.
‘Alec.’
‘We used to be very good at this. What would be the worst that could 
happen?’
The worst thing that could happen would be that I might never 
recover. There’s been no one for years, yes. But there might be. There could 
be, possibly, at some stage in the future. I still have time. I still have hope. But 
if he touches me again, that would be it. I would be unmade. It would be the 
end of me.
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I know all this. And yet, and yet. And yet, when it comes to it, 
standing here in front of him, I’m the one who does the kissing. Hard. I grab 
hold of his shirt near the neck and I twist it in my fists and bring him closer, 
closer, and his mouth is on mine again and I can feel him and he’s right there, 
along the length of me, arms tight around my back. This is a reprieve, of 
sorts. It’s a phone call from the governor when you’re already strapped in the 
chair.
He lifts my feet from the ground. I’m suspended in his arms. I try to 
lift his shirt over his head, but that means we have to stop kissing.
‘Off,’ I grunt. Taking off his shirt is all at once the most important 
thing in the known universe. Empires have been traded for less.
‘Uh huh.’ He’s doing nothing about his own shirt, but I’m back on 
my unsteady feet and he’s pulled my shirt out of my jeans and he’s 
smoothing his hot palms over my back, along the ridge of my spine, across 
my stomach, down toward the top of my pants. 
Then we unbalance and fall back on to the couch behind me and he’s 
lying between my legs and we both stop for an instant to look at each other, 
me and Alec, and there’s something about being horizontal that is like the 
sound of a starter’s gun for both of us. I cannot get enough of him. My legs 
tighten around the back of his thighs, he brings his shirt up over his head, 
then does the same with mine. I scratch his back, I want to mark him, I want 
him to bear evidence of my hands, I can’t help it, and he opens his mouth 
wide against the hollow of my throat. He is supporting himself on those 
glorious arms and as he slides against me I feel his buckle digging and I 
reach down to unzip his fly and I inch my hand down his pants where its hot 
and hard and this makes him moan. This is the sound I’ve imagined for 
years, the taste and the feel and the smell of my dreams.
Janice, he mouths against my neck. He slips my bra straps off my 
shoulders and bends his head. Then the doorbell rings.
——————-END——————
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